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and higher levels of a Modular Tower
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Abstract. Each finite p-perfect group G (p a prime) has a universal central
p-extension coming from the p part of its Schur multiplier. Serre gave a Stiefel-
Whitney class approach to analyzing spin covers of alternating groups (p =
2) aimed at geometric covering space problems that included their regular
realization for the Inverse Galois Problem.
A special case of a general result is that any finite simple group with
a nontrivial p part to its Schur multiplier has an infinite string of perfect
centerless group covers exhibiting nontrivial Schur multipliers for the prime
p. Sequences of moduli spaces of curves attached to G and p, called Modular
Towers, capture the geometry of these many appearances of Schur multipliers
in degeneration phenomena of Harbater-Mumford cover representatives. These
are modular curve tower generalizations. So, they inspire conjectures akin to
Serre’s open image theorem, including that at suitably high levels we expect
no rational points.
Guided by two papers of Serre’s, these cases reveal common appearance of
spin structures producing θ-nulls on these moduli spaces. The results immedi-
ately apply to all the expected Inverse Galois topics. This includes systematic
exposure of moduli spaces having points where the field of moduli is a field of
definition and other points where it is not.
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1. Overview, related fundamental groups and preliminaries
Here is one corollary of a result from the early 1990s. There is an exact sequence
([FV92], discussed in [MM99, Cor. 6.14] and [Vo¨96, Cor. 10.30]):
(1.1) 1→ F˜ω → GQ →
∞∏
n=2
Sn → 1.
The group on the left is the profree group on a countable number of generators.
The group on the right is the direct product of the symmetric groups, one copy
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for each integer: (1.1) catches the absolute Galois group GQ of Q between two
known groups. Suppose a subfield K of Q¯ has GK a projective (profinite) group.
Further, [FV92] conjectures: Then GK is pro-free (on countably many generators)
if and only if K is Hilbertian. The conjecture generalizes (1.1) and Shafarevich’s
conjecture that the cyclotomic closure of Q has a pro-free absolute Galois group.
So, (1.1) is a positive statement about the Inverse Galois Problem. Still, it
works by maneuvering around the nonprojectiveness of GQ as a projective profinite
group. Modular Towers captures, in moduli space properties, implications of this
nonprojective nature of GQ. Its stems from constructing from each finite group
G, a projective profinite group G˜ whose quotients naturally entangle G with many
classical spaces: modular curves (§2.8) and spaces of Prym varieties (§B.4 and
§E.2), to mention just two special cases. This G˜ started its arithmetic geometry
life on a different brand of problem [FJ86, Chap. 21].
[Fri95a] gave definitions, motivations and applications surrounding Modular
Towers starting from the special case of modular curve towers. This paper contin-
ues that, with a direct attack on properties of higher Modular Tower levels. Our
models for applications include the Open Image Theorem on modular curve tow-
ers in [Ser68] (details in §D.2). In Modular Tower’s language this is the (four)
dihedral group involution realizations case ([Fri94] and [Fri95c] have very elemen-
tary explanations). Modular Towers comes from profinite group theory attached
to any finite group, a prime dividing its order and a choice of conjugacy classes in
the group. This moduli approach uses a different type of group theory —modular
representations — than the homogeneous space approach typical of modular curves
or Siegel upper half space. Still, these spaces appear here with a more elementary
look and a new set of applications.
It shows especially when we compare the monodromy groups of the tower levels
with those for modular curves. A key property used in [Ser68]: Levels of a modular
curve tower attached to the prime p (p ≥ 5) have a projective sequence of Frattini
covers as monodromy groups. Results similar to this should hold also for Modular
Towers (Ques. D.1). That is part of our suggestion that there is an Open Image
Theorem for Modular Towers. We first briefly summarize results; then set up pre-
liminaries to explain them in detail. The name Harbater-Mumford representatives
appears so often, it could well have been part of the title. Its precise definition is as
a type of element in a Nielsen class. Geometrically its meaning for Hurwitz spaces
is an especially detectable degeneration of curves in a family. The name derives
from two papers: [Ha84] and [Mu72]. §9.7 recognizes there are two uses made of
H-M reps. It suggests generalizations of these based on p′ properties.
The tough question for Modular Towers is not if it is useful or connected well
to the rest of mathematics. Rather, it is if its problems are sufficiently tractable
for progress. By proving our Main Conjecture in convincing cases, with analytic
detail often applied to modular curves, we assure rapid progress is possible. The
Main Conjecture shows regular realizations of significant finite groups as Galois
groups will not appear serendipitously. Indeed, the Hurwitz space approach gives
meaning to considering where to look for them. Therefore, we have put a summary
statement for those who ask:
So, where are those regular realizations (§G)?
1.1. Quick summary of results. Four branch point Hurwitz families pro-
duce quotients of the upper half plane by finite index subgroups of PSL2(Z). The
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Hurwitz monodromy group H4 a group M¯4, identified with PSL2(Z), as a natural
quotient. The structure of a Modular Tower gives sequences of j-line covers formed
by natural moduli problems. These are immensely more numerous than the special
case of modular curve towers though they have both similarities to them and exotic
new properties generally.
There is a Modular Tower for any finite group G, prime p dividing |G| and
collection C of (r ≥ 3) p′ conjugacy classes. Then G has a universal p-Frattini
profinite group cover, the profinite limit of a sequence {Gk}∞k=0 of p-extensions of
G = G0. Each level k ≥ 0 has a moduli space Hk in the (reduced) Modular Tower.
When r = 4 all components of the Hk s are j-line covers. Then, reduced inner
Hurwitz spaces generalize the modular curve sequence {Y1(pk+1)}∞k=0. Analyzing
the action of H4 (and M¯4) on Nielsen classes attached to each Modular Tower level
gives their detailed structure. If there is k ≥ 0 with all Hk components of genus
at least 2, then for each number field K there is kG0,C,K with Hk(K) = ∅ for
k ≥ kG0,C,K (Thm. 6.1).
Main Conjecture ([FK97, Main Conj. 0.1], Prob. 1.1, §6.1.2): For r ≥ 4, G
centerless and p-perfect (§3.6.1), and an explicit k′G0,C = k′0, all Hk components
have general type if k ≥ k′G0,C. So, if r = 4, the genus of Hk components, k ≥ k′0,
exceeds 1. §3.4.2 reminds how finding regular realizations of the collection {Gk}∞k=0
forces this problem on the levels of a Modular Tower. The methods of the paper
pretty much restrict to the case r = 4. We use p = 2 and G = A5 to find consid-
erable about excluding r = 4 for general (G, p). §9.6 states the unsolved problems
for r = 4 framed by the genus computations of §8.1. The effect of increasing com-
ponents in going to higher levels of a Modular Tower justifies concentration on
analyzing the component structures at level 1 in our main examples.
For G0 = A5, p = 2 and C34 , four 3-cycle conjugacy classes, k
′
0 = 1 works.
Level k = 0 has one (genus 0) component. Level k = 1 is the moduli of Galois covers
with group 12A˜5 = G1, a maximal Frattini extension of A5 with exponent 2 kernel,
and order 3 branching. A Q regular realization of (12A˜5,C34) produces a Q point
on level 1. Level 1 components (H+1 and and H−1 , of genuses 12 and 9) correspond
to values of a spin cover invariant (as in [Fri95a, Part III] and Serre [Ser90b]).
Pairings on Modular Tower cusps appear in the symmetric sh-incidence matrix.
Each component corresponds to a mapping class orbit on reduced Nielsen classes,
whose notation is Ni(12A˜5,C34) (Ni(GkC) for the level k Nielsen class generally).
Level 1 has one component of real points containing all Harbater-Mumford (H-
M) and near H-M reps. (Thm. 8.19). The finitely many (PGL2(C) = PSL2(C)
equivalence) (12A˜5,C34) regular Q realizations are on the genus 12 component. Our
computation for real points emphasizes that cusps also interpret as elements of a
Nielsen class. This combines geometry with group computations. H-M cusps are
real points on the reduced moduli space representing total degeneracy of the moduli
of curve covers upon approach to the cusp. The near H-M cusps, also real, are a
Modular Tower phenomenon. The corresponding cusp at one level below in the
tower, is an H-M rep. Above level 0, H-M and near H-M cusps are the only real
cusps. This holds for any Modular Tower when the prime p is 2.
Given α0 ∈ H2(G0,Z/p) there is a universal sequence of nontrivial elements
{αk ∈ H2(Gk,Z/p)}∞k=0. Properties are in Prop. 9.6. This is a special case of
[FK97, Schur multipliers results 3.3]. An embedding of a groupG in the alternating
group An (n ≥ 4) is spin separating if the lift Gˆ to the spin cover Spinn = Aˆn → An
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is nonsplit over G (see Def. 9.11). Such a central extension represents an element
α ∈ H2(G,Z/2). Given an a priori α, we also say the embedding of G in An is α-
spin separating. When G0 = G, this produces a sequence {αk ∈ H2(Gk,Z/2)}∞k=0
(as above for p = 2). So, each αk represents a central extension T
′
k → Gk with
Z/2 as kernel. Finding spin separating representations for these extensions has
applications that include identifying projective systems of components on certain
Modular Tower levels. These conjecturally traces to the evenness and oddness of
associated θ-nulls on these components (§B).
Prop. 9.8 produces spin separating representations of G1 for which Gˆ1 = T
′
1 is
α1. LetM be the kernel of G1 → A5 and use that G1 factors through the spin cover
SL2(Z/5)→ A5. A special case of a general operating principle applies next. With
g ∈ Ni(A5,C34) an H-M rep. at level 0, let M¯g be the subgroup of M¯4 stabilizing g.
This allows us (a significant special case of a general situation) to regard M¯g acting
on (a, b) ∈ M2 with both a, b over −1 ∈ SL2(Z/5) and lying in a certain linear
subspace of M ×M . There are two orbits: a and b in the same A5 orbit (action
on M); and a and b in different A5 orbits (Prop. 9.8). This gives information on
all levels of the same tower, and toward the Main Conjecture when r = 4 for all
groups G0 = G (§9.6).
Finite covers of the r-punctured Riemann sphere P1z = C ∪ {∞} have an at-
tached group G and unordered set of conjugacy classes C of G. The braid group
approach to the Inverse Galois Problem combines moduli space geometry with fi-
nite group representations to find (G,C) regular realizations as rational points on
Hurwitz spaces. [Fri99] includes an update on applying this to classical problems
without obvious connection to the Inverse Galois Problem.
The history of the Inverse Galois Problem shows it is hard to find Q realizations
of most finite groupsG. Such a realization is a quotient of π1(Uz , z0): Uz is P1z with r
distinct points z removed. To systematically investigate the diophantine difficulties
we take large (maximal Frattini) quotients pG˜ of π1(Uz,z0)
alg covering G instead of
one finite group G. Modular Towers are moduli space sequences encoding quotients
of π1(Uz , z0) isomorphic to pG˜ as z varies. This generalizes classical modular curve
sequences, and their traditional questions, through an Inverse Galois Problem for-
mulation. The modular curve case starts with a dihedral group Dp = Zp ×s{±1},
and a natural projective limit of the dihedral groups {Dpk+1}∞k=0. In the general-
ization, the maximal p-Frattini (universal p-Frattini; §3.3) cover pG˜ of any finite
group G replaces Zp ×s{±1}.
Levels of a Modular Tower correspond to characteristic quotients {Gk}∞k=0 of
pG˜, replacing {Dpk+1}∞k=0. Finding C regular realizations of the groups {Gk}∞k=0
is to finding rational points on levels of a Modular Tower as finding regular involu-
tion realizations of {Dpk+1}∞k=0 is to finding rational points on the modular curves
{X1(pk+1)} (§2.8.1). Though the Modular Tower definition supports many general
properties of modular curves, when r > 4 the moduli space levels are algebraic
varieties of dimension r− 3 > 1. By conjecture (under the p-perfect hypothesis) we
expect a structured disappearance of rational points at high levels in generalization
of modular curves. This holds by proof in many cases beyond those of modular
curves from this paper.
Modular Towers joins number theory approaches to GQ actions on one hand
to the Inverse Galois Problem braid group approach. Profinite systems of points
on Modular Towers reveal relations in the Lie group of GQ attached to a p-adic
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representation. Yet, they benefit from the explicit tools of finite group theory
(modular representations).
Our concentration is on Modular Towers for groups distinct from dihedral
groups. Many have geometric properties not appearing for towers of modular
curves. Especially they can have several connected components. The Hurwitz
viewpoint applied to towers of modular curves shows how some points of general
Modular Towers work. Examples: §2.8.1 on cusps of the modular curves X0(pk+1)
and X1(p
k+1); and §2.8.3 comparing the moduli problems from isogenies of elliptic
curves with the Hurwitz space interpretation of these spaces. Each Modular Tower
level maps naturally to a space of abelian varieties, given by the jacobians (with
dimension inductively computed from §E; each far from simple) of the curve cov-
ers parametrized by the points of the moduli space. For example, level 1 of our
(A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower maps to a one-dimensional (nonconstant) space of
Jacobians having dimension 1 + 27. §E considers how to use this to measure how
far is a Modular Tower from being a tower of modular curves.
1.2. Classical paths on Uz . Let z = (z1, . . . , zr) be distinct points (punc-
tures on P1z) and denote P
1
z \ z by Uz . Riemann’s Existence Theorem produces
(G,C) covers. Classical generators come from paths, Pi = γiδiγ
−1
i , i = 1, . . . , r,
satisfying these conditions:
(1.2a) δi clockwise bounds a disc ∆i around zi, ∆i \ {zi} ⊂ Uz ;
(1.2b) γi starts at z0 and ends at some point on δi; and
(1.2c) excluding their beginning and end points, Pi and Pj never meet if i 6= j.
Let g¯1, . . . , g¯r be the respective homotopy classes of P1, . . . , Pr. Use (1.2c) to attach
an order of clockwise emanation to P1, . . . , Pr. Assume it is in the order of their
subscript numbering. Then:
(1.3) g¯1g¯2 . . . g¯r = 1: The product-one condition.
A surjective homomorphism ψ : π1(Uz , z0) → G produces a cover with mon-
odromy group G. More precise data stipulates that a system of classical generators
map to C. Such a ψ is a geometric (G,C) representation.
If α is an automorphism of π1(Uz , z0), it sends generators to new generators,
changing ψ to ψ ◦α. An inner automorphism of π1(Uz , z0) produces a cover equiva-
lent to the old cover. We use moduli of covers, so equivalence two homomorphisms
if they differ by an inner automorphism. Only automorphisms of π1(Uz , z0) from
the Hurwitz monodromy group Hr send classical generators to classical genera-
tors ((2.4): possibly changing the intrinsic order of the paths). Such automor-
phisms arise by deforming (z, z0). They permute the conjugacy classes of the g¯i s
in π1(Uz , z0). Given ψ, C is a well defined Hr invariant.
Suppose z0 and the unordered set z have definition field Q. Lem. 3.7, the
Branch Cycle Lemma, gives a necessary (rational union) condition for an arithmetic
(G,C) (over Q) representation; ψ factors through a representation of the arithmetic
fundamental group (§3.2). Such a cover is a (G,C) (regular) realization (over Q).
For every finite group G and prime p dividing |G|, there is a universal p-
Frattini (§3.3) cover pG˜ of G. Generators of G lift automatically to generators
of any finite quotient of pG˜ factoring through G. This and other properties give
all finite quotients of pG˜ a touching resemblance to G. A Modular Tower (§4) is
the system of moduli spaces encoding all p-Frattini (G,C) covers of P1z (§3.4.2).
Reducing by PSL2(C) action gives a reduced Modular Tower. Let Y1(pk) be the
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modular curve X1(p
k) without its cusps. With G a dihedral group Dp (p odd) and
C four repetitions of the involution conjugacy class, the (reduced) Modular Tower
is the curve sequence
· · · → Y1(pk+1)→ Y1(pk)→ · · · → Y 1(p)→ P1j \ {∞}.
Our main results compute properties of an A5 Modular Tower attached to C34 , four
repetitions of elements of order 3 as associated conjugacy classes C34 . §3 extends
the general discussion of Modular Towers beyond [Fri95a] and [FK97].
1.3. Results of this paper. When r = 4, reduced Modular Tower levels are
curves covering the classical j-line. As they are upper half plane quotients by finite
index subgroups of SL2(Z), this case shows how reduced Modular Towers generalize
properties of modular curves. The groups H4 (Hurwitz monodromy group) and M¯4
(reduced mapping class group) from Thm. 2.9 apply to make reduced Modular
Tower computations such as these.
(1.4a) Branch cycle descriptions and cusp data for these j-line covers (§4.2).
(1.4b) A Klein 4-group Q′′ test for reduced Hurwitz spaces being b-fine or fine
moduli spaces (Prop. 4.7).
The group Q′′ is a quotient of a normal quaternion subgroup of H4. We use the
term b(irational)-fine to mean that excluding the locus over j = 0 or 1 (or ∞), the
reduced space is a fine moduli space. The geometric description of these groups in
Prop. 2.3 presents arithmetic conclusions when the action of Q′′ on Nielsen classes
is trivial. These are convenient for applications to the Inverse Galois Problem (see
§2.3.4 and Rem. 2.6).
The universal p-Frattini cover of a finite group G lies behind the construction
of Modular Towers. Any triple (G, p,C) with p a prime dividing |G| and C some
p′ conjugacy classes in G produces a tower of moduli spaces. §5 is brief about the
relevant group theory, relying on results from [FK97]. Still, §5.1 reminds of the
geometry of inaccessibility that makes Frattini covers intriguing. The moduli space
phenomena in the case G = A5 and p = 2 interprets modular representation theory
in the geometry of the particular Modular Tower.
1.3.1. 2-Frattini covers of A5. §5 describes the characteristic quotients of the
universal 2-Frattini cover of A5. It produces the sequence of groups {Gk}∞k=0 defin-
ing the levels of the Modular Tower of this paper where G0 = A5. §6.4 uses j-line
branch cycles (§4.2) to draw diophantine conclusions about regular realizations.
The main information comes from analyzing components of real points at level 0
and 1 of the (A5,C34) Modular Tower.
1.3.2. R-cover and R-Brauer points. If ϕ : X → P1z is a (4 branch point) cover
over a field K in a given Nielsen class Ni (§3.1.1), then it produces a K point on the
corresponding reduced Hurwitz space Hrd (Def. 3.26). Call this a K-cover point.
The branch locus z of a K-cover point gives a K point on P1j \ {∞}. Detailed
analysis of the case K = R is especially helpful when p = 2. There are three kinds
of K points on Hrd:
(1.5a) K-cover points (with K understood, call these cover points);
(1.5b) K-Brauer points (not K-cover points) given by K covers ϕ : X → Y
with Y a conic in P2 over K (§4.4.1); and
(1.5c) K points that are neither K-cover or K- Brauer points.
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When Hrd is a fine (resp. b-fine) moduli space (§1.4.1), there are only K-cover
and K-Brauer points (resp. excluding points over j = 0 or 1). §7 interprets how
cusps attach to orbits of an element γ∞ in the Hurwitz monodromy group quotient
we call M¯4. It also explains H-M and near H-M representatives (of a Nielsen class).
These correspond to cusps at the end of components of R points on levels k ≥ 1 of
our main Modular Tower. These (eight) R points are exactly the R-cover points at
level k = 1 of the (A5,C34) Modular Tower lying above any j0 ∈ (1,∞) ⊂ P1j \{∞}.
There are also eight R-Brauer points, complements of H-M and near H-M
reps. (§7.2.1). This gives the full set of R points on the genus 12 component of
H(G1,C34)in,rd = H1 we label H+1 . Prop. 8.19 shows there is only one component
of R points on H1. So, H+1 contains all Q points at level 1.
The kth level (k ≥ 1), Hrdk , k ≥ 1, of this reduced Modular Tower has a
component Hrd,+k with both H-M reps. and near H-M reps. (Prop. 8.12). There is
a nontrivial central Frattini extension T ′k → Gk (Prop. 9.6). Near H-M reps. also
correspond to T ′k covers whose field of moduli over R is R, though R is not a field of
definition. There are also R-Brauer points on Hrd,+k (Prop. 6.8). The production of
an infinite number of significantly different examples of these types of points from
one moduli problem is a general application of Modular Towers.
Real points on H(A5,C34)abs,rd (the absolute reduced Hurwitz space; equiv-
alence classes of degree 5 covers) and the inner reduced space H(A5C34)in,rd are
all cover points (Lem. 6.11 and Lem. 6.14). This is a special case of the general
Prop. 2.3 when the group Q′′ acts trivially on Nielsen classes.
1.3.3. Analysis of level 1 and the Main Conjecture. §9 lists geometric properties
of level 1 of the reduced (A5,C34) Modular Tower (p = 2).
Level 0 is an irreducible genus 0 curve with infinitely many Q points [Fri90].
A dense set of Q points produces a Q regular realization of (A5,C34); each gives
a Q regular realization of the A5 spin cover Spin5 which identifies with SL2(Z/5)
(Rem. 2.9.2). The level 1 group 12A˜5 = G1 covers A5 = G0, factoring through the
spin cover. Thm. 9.1 shows level 1 has two absolutely irreducible Q components of
genuses 12 and 9. These correspond to two H4 orbits, O
+
1 and O
−
1 , in the Nielsen
class Ni(12A˜5,C34)
in (§3.1.2).
Further, all R (and therefore Q) points lie only in the genus 12 component,
which has just one connected component of real points (Prop. 8.19). This starts
with showing the 16 H-M and 16 near H-M representatives in the (inner — not
reduced; see (6.3) and §7.3) Nielsen class fall in one H4 orbit. Together these
account for the eight longest (length-20) cusp widths on the corresponding reduced
Hurwitz space component.
Computations in §7–§9 show how everything organizes around these cusps ly-
ing at the end of real components on H1. This separates two components of Hrd1
according to the cusps lying on each. The computer program [S+95] helped guide
our results (§9.2), which include [S+95]-less arguments accounting for all phenom-
ena of this case. This reveals the group theoretic obstructions to proving the main
conjecture (Prob. 1.1; for r = 4). We still need Falting’s Theorem to conclude there
are only finitely many (G1,C34) realizations over Q (or over any number field).
Many Modular Towers should resemble this one, especially in the critical anal-
ysis of H-M and near H-M reps. Detailed forms, however, of the Main Conjecture
are unlikely to be easy as we see from sketches of other examples in Ex. 9.2 and
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Ex. 9.3. H-M and near H-M reps. in these examples work for us, though they differ
in detail from our main example.
1.3.4. Reduced equivalence classes. When r = 4, analyzing the M¯4 = PSL2(Z)
action on reduced Nielsen classes has a short summary (Prop. 4.4). Suppose g =
(g1, g2, g3, g4) ∈ G4 (where G = Gk for some k) represents an element in a reduced
Nielsen class. Then g satisfies the product-one condition: g1g2g3g4 = 1. We have
the following actions.
(1.6a) The shift, γ1 = sh of §2.7, maps (g1, g2, g3, g4) to (g2, g3, g4, g1).
(1.6b) The middle twist q2 = γ∞ maps g to (g1, g2g3g−12 , g2, g4).
Orbits of γ∞ correspond to cusps of a j-line cover. Each 〈sh, γ∞〉 = M¯4 (a mapping
class group quotient) orbit corresponds to a cover of the j-line. §2.10 introduces
the (symmetric) sh-incidence matrix summarizing a pairing using sh on γ∞ orbits.
This matrix shows the M¯4 orbit structure of the genus 12 component of Hrd1 (§8.5).
This orbit contains all H-M (or near H-M) orbits and their shifts (Def. 8.11).
This illustrates analyzing the M¯4 and γ∞ orbits on reduced Nielsen classes,
including arithmetic properties of cusps. Since components are moduli spaces this
means analyzing degeneration of objects in the moduli space on approach (over R
or Qp; [Fri96]) to the cusps. It generalizes analysis of elliptic curve degeneration
in approaching a cusp of a modular curve. These are moduli spaces of curves. Here
as in §1.4.8, Modular Towers involve nilpotent fundamental groups that detect
degeneration of curves, not just their Jacobians. §2.10.2 shows the idea of sh-
incidence works for general r. It is a powerful tool for simplifying the computation of
braid orbits on Nielsen classes, though we haven’t had time to explore its geometry
interpretations for general r.
1.3.5. Inverse Galois Problem and obstructed components. Up to w-equivalence
(3.1b) there are but finitely many four branch point Q realizations of (12A˜5,C34), a
diophantine result (Thm. 9.1). Should any exist, they correspond to rational points
on the genus 12 (level 1) component of the Modular Tower. From Lem. 7.5, Q′′ acts
faithfully at level 1. So, Q points on Hrd1 correspond either to Q regular realizations
of the representation cover for the Schur multiplier for 12A˜5 (Q-cover points) or to
Q-Brauer points (Lem. 4.11). Which is a diophantine subtlety.
Only the genus 12 orbit O+1 is unobstructed for the big Hr invariant ν(O
+
1 )
of [Fri95a, Def. 3.11] (§9.3). The component corresponding to O−1 is obstructed
[FK97, §0.C]. The general meaning of obstructed —applied to a component (at
level, say, k) — is that it has nothing above it at level k + 1. This applies either
to the geometric moduli space component or to the Hr orbit on a Nielsen class
associated to it. Prop. 9.5 shows ν(Oi), i = 1, 2, distinguishes the components.
That is, ν(O−1 ) doesn’t contain 1 and the next levels of the Modular Tower have
nothing over it. The ν invariant separates most Modular Tower components in this
paper. A more general idea of lifting invariant appears in §C. The more general idea
is easier to understand, though not so efficient for actually separating components.
1.3.6. Clifford algebras and Serre’s invariant. [Ser90b] interpreted a case of
this, for alternating groups. The ingredients included a Clifford algebra, and half-
canonical classes (θ-characteristics). Serre’s invariant is the special case of §C using
pullbacks of subgroups of alternating groups to their spin covers. It appears non-
trivially at level 0 of each An Modular Tower with p = 2 and 3-cycle conjugacy
classes (Table 3, Prop. 5.11, [Fri95a, Ex. III.12]).
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The phrase spin separating representation refers to presenting a group inside
the alternating group so it has a nonsplit central extension through pull back to
the spin cover (Def. 9.11). §9.4 uses a Clifford algebra to produce spin separating
representations of G1 =
1
2A˜5. §B outlines the potential θ-nulls (giving automorphic
functions on the Modular Tower levels) coming from spin separating representations
(details in the expansion of [Fri96]).
This explains part of this paper’s most mysterious phenomenon: The two M¯4
orbits on Ni(12A˜5,C34)
in,rd have the same image groups, and degrees. This is despite
their being different M¯4 representations distinguished just by the number and length
of their γ∞ orbits. Appearance of the Clifford algebra dominates details of our study
of this Modular Tower level 1 through component separation.
We haven’t yet shown a similar separated components phenomenon happens
beyond level 1 of our main Modular Tower (see §8.5). Still, §4.3.2 relates the subtly
different geometry of the (real) cusps associated with H-M reps. versus near H-
M reps. to the phenomenon of fields of moduli versus field of definitions attached
to realizing Frattini central extensions. This Schur multiplier result (Prop. 8.12)
happens at all levels of the Modular Tower (certain to generalize to most Modular
Towers). This is a weaker form of the geometry of spin separation and an example
of how Frattini central extensions (Schur multipliers) of perfect groups affect the
geometry of all levels of any Modular Tower.
The two level 1 representations of M¯4, with their relation to spin separating
representations has ingredients like those in [GKS99]. So, §F uses this analogy to
find a precise measure of the difference between the two representations.
1.4. General results and divergences with modular curves. Let K be
a field. A point on a Modular Tower is a projective system of points {pk}∞k+0:
pk+1 on the k+ 1st level maps to pk at level k. Similarly, define points on reduced
Modular Towers. If all pk s have definition field K, then this sequence defines a K
point. Suppose K is a number field (more generally, K ≤ Q¯ has an infinite number
of places with finite residue class field). Then, Thm. 6.1 implies a Modular Tower
(of inner Hurwitz spaces) has no K points.
Problem 1.1 (Main Problem on Modular Towers). Assume (G,C, p) is data
for a Modular Tower with G centerless and p-perfect (Def. 3.18). For k large, show
all components of a Modular Tower at level k have general type. LetK be a number
field. Find explicit large k so the kth level of a Modular Tower of inner Hurwitz
spaces contains no K points ([FK97]; see §3.4.2).
1.4.1. Fine moduli. The hypotheses on (G,C, p) say that G has no Z/p quo-
tient. The centerless condition ensures a Modular Tower of inner Hurwitz spaces
consists of fine moduli spaces (Prop. 3.21). Our Main Example (A5,C34 , p = 2) has
all inner levels fine moduli spaces. Its reduced spaces are also, if k ≥ 1 (Lem. 7.5).
Level 0, however, of this (inner and reduced) Modular Tower is not a fine or b-fine
moduli space (§2.6.6).
1.4.2. Modular curve-like aspects. Suppose G = P ×sH where H is a p′-group
(§2.1.3) acting through automorphisms on a p-group P . Then, pG˜ is P˜ ×sH with
P˜ the pro-free pro-p group on the minimal number of generators for P (Rem. 5.2
or [FJ86, Chap. 21]). Refer to this as p-split data for a Modular Tower.
Example 1.2 (H acting on a lattice L). Assume a finite group H acts on
L = Zn (possibly the integers of a number field). For each prime p not dividing
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|H |, form Hp = L/pL×sH . Let F˜p,n be the pro-free pro-p group of rank n and let
C be conjugacy classes in H . Form the Modular Tower for (Hp,C, p), based on the
characteristic p-Frattini quotients of pH˜p = F˜p,n×sH (directly from those of F˜p,n).
This has a modular curve-like property: You can vary p. Modular curves are
the case n = 1, H = Z/2 with C four repetitions of the nontrivial element of H .
Whenever n = 1, the analysis is similar to modular curves. Compare the case
n = 1, H = Z/3, C two repetitions each of the conjugacy classes of ±1 ∈ Z/3 and
p ≡ 1 mod 3 with the harder case where n = 2, p = 2 in Ex. 9.2.
Example 1.3 (G any simple group). Characteristic pG˜ quotients {Gk}∞k=0 are
perfect and centerless (Prop. 3.21). For each k ≥ 1, the natural map Gk+1 → Gk
maps through the exponent p part of the universal central extension Gˆk of G.
Modular Towers for Ex. 1.3 depart from towers of moduli spaces in the litera-
ture. This paper emphasizes new group and geometry phenomena amid comfortable
similarities to modular curves even for the many Modular Towers covering the clas-
sical j-line. This paper aims to show, when r = 4, the genus of reduced Modular
Tower components grows as the levels rise.
Modular curve-like aspects in Ex. 1.3 guide finding information about cusp
behavior. The phenomenon of obstructed components, appearing in our main ex-
ample, is the most non-modular curve-like aspect of general Modular Towers. Sup-
pose in Ex. 1.2, for a given p, H acts irreducibly on L/pL. Then, the Nielsen class
Ni(Hp,C) is nonempty (Lemma 5.18). Deciding in Ex. 1.2 if there are obstructed
components (Hr orbits) at high levels above a level 0 Hr orbit seems difficult.
When r = 4, this reflects on the genuses of the corresponding j-line covers.
Even when n = 2, p = 2, H = Z/3, and C consists of several copies of the two
nontrivial conjugacy classes of Z/3, obstructed components appear at all level k for
r suitably large (dependent on k). This special case of [FV91, Conway-ParkerApp.]
uses the nontrivial Schur multiplier appearing at each level (Prop. 9.6 generalizing
[FK97, §4]). The case G0 = (Z/2×Z/2)×sZ/3 = A4 (≤ A5) has elements like our
main example, because their universal 2-Frattini covers are close (§5.2). Yet, for C
consisting of r = 4 (r not large) 3- cycle conjugacy classes, the early levels of the
Modular Towers for A4 and A5 (p = 2) are not at all alike (Ex. 9.2).
These calculations collect the key points for considering a full proof of the Main
Modular Tower Conjecture when r = 4. Using this paper, [Fri96, Main Theorem]
will show what to expect of all Modular Tower levels from An and r (≥ n − 1)
3-cycles as conjugacy classes.
1.4.3. Immediate extensions when r = 4. A full result on A5, p = 2 and r = 4
would contribute to the following questions on the Inverse Galois Problem.
(1.7a) Does any other reduced A5 Modular Tower have Q points at level 1?
(1.7b) Is there any set of four conjugacy classes C for 12A˜5 where the reduced
inner Hurwitz space contains infinitely many (any?) Q points?
An example best illustrates the serious points about Question (1.7a). Let C+5 be
the conjugacy class of (1 2 3 4 5), C−5 the conjugacy class of (1 3 5 2 4) (with C3 the
conjugacy class of 3-cycles).
From the Branch Cycle Lemma, the only positive possibilities for (1.7b) are
Modular Towers for A5 with C = (C3,C3,C
+
5 , C
−
5 ) or (C
+
5 ,C
+
5 ,C
−
5 ,C
−
5 ). For
both, the level 0 Modular Tower has two components, with exactly one obstructed
(nothing above it at level 1). The respective unobstructed H4 orbits contain the
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following representatives:
(1.8)
a) ((2 5 4), (4 5 3), (1 2 3 4 5), (2 1 5 3 4))
b) ((1 2 3 4 5), (5 4 3 2 1), (2 1 4 3 5), (5 3 4 1 2)).
Prop. 5.11 explains this and why only the (1.8b) Modular Tower has real points at
level 1. Rem. 5.12 explains the one mystery left on answering (1.7b), about genus
1 curves at level 1 of the reduced Modular Tower for (C+5 ,C
+
5 ,C
−
5 ,C
−
5 ).
Modular Towers use p′ conjugacy classes. If we allow conjugacy classes where p
divides the elements’ orders, then Hurwitz spaces attached to Gk and these classes
must have r large if the components are to have definition field Q (Thm. 6.1).
There appear, however, to be nontrivial cases of Q components for r = 4 and
1
2A˜5 in (1.7b) using conjugacy classes of order 4. Completing a yes answer to the
following question requires completing these cases.
Problem 1.4. Are there only finitely many 12A˜5 realizations (over Q; up to
w-equivalence) with at most four branch points?
For, however, the group 22A˜5, if r = 4, the finitely many possible realizations
can only fall on level 2 of the Modular Tower for (A5,C34) or for (1.8b).
1.4.4. Extending results to r ≥ 5. [Mes90] produced Q covers in the Nielsen
class Ni(An,C3n−1) when n ≥ 5 is odd (see also [Ser92, §9.3]). [Fri96, Thm. 1]
shows there is exactly one component here. So, the results combine to show Q
points are dense in H(An,C3n−1)in: There are many (An,C3n−1) realizations over
Q that produce Spinn realizations.
Problem 1.5. Does Thm. 9.1 generalize to say H(12A˜n,C3n−1)in,rd(Q) is finite
for n ≥ 5 odd?
For n even this follows from [Fri96, Thm. 1] showing H(12A˜n,C3n−1)in,rd is
empty. Falting’s Theorem [Fal83] works when n = 5 because the moduli spaces
are curves. There is no replacement yet for Falting’s Theorem for n ≥ 6.
Here is a special case of the problem that would produce positive results for
the Inverse Galois Problem.
Problem 1.6. Is H(k2A˜n,C3r )in,rd(Q) 6= ∅ for r large (dependent on n, k).
Ex. 3.17 describes the complete set of components for H(12A˜n,C3r)in,rd (see
Table 2). The procedure of [Fri96, Thm. 1] uses the many embeddings of Ak
in An for n ≥ k. Any such embedding extends to an embedding of the level k
characteristic 2-Frattini cover of Ak into the level k characteristic 2-Frattini cover
of An (special case of Lem. 5.1). So, Thm. 9.3 describing the two components of
H(12A˜5,C34)in,rd immediately gives information on components of H(12A˜n,C3r )in,rd
for all r ≥ n− 1 and n ≥ 5. [FV91, Conway-Parker App.] proves for n, k fixed and
r large each element of the Schur multiplier of k2A˜n determines a component. This is
a special case of a general result, though here we are precise about the components
for all values of r. Combining this with §9.6 hints at describing components for
higher levels of Modular Towers for all alternating groups.
There are many j-line covers. It is significant to find simple invariants dis-
tinguishing Modular Towers from general quotients of the upper half plane by a
subgroup of PSL2(Z). As this paper and its consequents shows, they have far more
in common with modular curves than does a general such quotient. The structure
of a symmetric integral sh-incidence matrix makes such a distinction, effectively
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capturing complicated data about Modular Tower levels. Example: It displays each
connected component (Lem. 2.26). The cusp pairing for r = 4 extends to the case
r ≥ 5 (§2.10.2).
1.4.5. Significance of cusps. Thm. 9.1 results from information about the level
1 cusps of this Modular Tower. Most interesting are cusps attached to H-M repre-
sentatives. [Fri95a, §III.F] explains the moduli manifestation of total degeneration
around such a cusp. The compactification is through equivalence classes of special-
ization sequences. Especially short specialization sequences detect H-M reps. from
total degeneration. This is a very different compactification from that of the stable
compactification theorem cover versions, like the log structures [We01] uses. Spe-
cialization sequences require no extension of the base field. So they are compatible
with absolute Galois group actions. H-M reps. give the type of moduli degenera-
tion useful for a tangential basepoint (language of Ihara-Matsumoto [IM95] and
Nakamura [Na98]). These also use compactifications not quite like stable compact-
ification (see [Fri95a, p. 163, Comments C.5]). Likely for r = 4 there is not a huge
difference between these compactifications, though that is unlikely for r ≥ 5.
For Modular Towers over Q with p = 2 and r = 4 (or higher) consider pull
back to the configuration space P4 \ D4 of branch points of these covers. Then,
a real point on Hink with k ≥ 1 corresponds to a cover with complex conjugate
pairs of branch points (Thm. 6.1). So, one must recast relations on the image of
GQ coming from the Grothendieck-Teichmu¨ller group. More appropriate for this
situation than four real points is complex conjugate pairs of branch points (compare
with [Iha91, p. 107]). For other problems one would want configurations with a
complex conjugate pair and two real points of branch points (as in §6.4.1). This
adapts for GQ acting on quotients of the profinite completion of H4 corresponding
to projective limits of the monodromy groups of monodromy group cover from
Modular Towers with p = 2.
Here we connect to [BF98] at level 0. An example result gives exactly three
degree five (A5,C34) covers of P
1
z (up to w- equivalence (3.1b)), over Q with branch
points in Q. There are three non-cusp points in the order 12 group generated by
the cusps on the absolute reduced space attached to (A5,C34). These three covers
correspond to those three non-cusp points. Mazur’s explicit bound on torsion points
shows, among all (A5,C34) realizations (overQ), exactly three w-equivalence classes
can have rational branch points ([BF98]). A result of Serre (Prop. 5.9; [Ser90a])
allows computing cusp widths in the (12A5,C34) case. This includes the length-20
cusps attached to H-M and near H-M representatives. Computing the genus of
curves at all levels of a Modular Tower depends on such formulas.
1.4.6. Characterizing divergences with modular curves. We show many phe-
nomena for Modular Tower levels of simple groups not appearing in modular curves.
There is a precise dividing line between two types of Modular Towers, with modular
curves a model for one type. [Fri95c] told the story of how modular curves are
essentially the moduli for dihedral group realizations with four involution conju-
gacy classes. The absolute (resp. inner) Hurwitz spaces correspond to the curves
X0(p
k+1) (resp. X1(p
k+1)). The case of general r ≥ 4 is about Hurwitz spaces
associated to modular curve like covers of the moduli of hyperelliptic curves of
genus g = r−22 . A generalization of this situation would include G0 = bZ/p
t ×sA
with A a(n abelian) subgroup of (Z/pt)∗ (acting naturally on G0) and a collection
of conjugacy classes C whose elements generate A. For, however, inner Hurwitz
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spaces to be over Q, C must be a rational union of conjugacy classes (trivial case
of the branch cycle argument). This puts a lower bound on r. For example, if A
is cyclic and order d, then C must contain a minimum of ϕ(d) conjugacy classes.
That is why one rarely sees these spaces in the classical context, though they share
with modular curves the attribute of having 1-dimensional p-Frattini modules.
For a p-perfect centerless group, the characteristic p-Frattini G0 module M0
has dimension 1 if and only if 1Gk never appears in the Loewy layers of Mk for any
k (§5.2.2 and §5.7). Appearance of those 1Gk s could mean obstructed components,
uncertain location of cusps in components and related moduli interpretations of
spaces for covers whose field of moduli is not a field of definition of representing
points of the levels of a Modular Tower. These useful geometric phenomena, present
Modular Towers as a new tool for investigating still untouched mysteries. That is
our major theme. Further, given k, if the conjugacy classes in C repeat often
enough (as a function of k), [FV91, App.] implies these complications will occur
at level k of the Modular Tower. A big mystery is whether they occur at infinitely
many levels of any Modular Tower for a p-perfect centerless group.
1.4.7. The Open Image Theorem and j-awareness. § D formulates how to ex-
tend part of Serre’s Open Image Theorem [Ser72] (for just the prime p) to Modular
Towers. This extension would be a tool for finding a precise lower bound on k for
which higher levels of a Modular Tower have no rational points. Ex. 1.2 is appro-
priate for generalizations of Mazur-Merel.
Problem 1.7. Consider H(L/pkL×sH,C)in,rd = HL/pkL×sH,C with p running
over primes not dividing |H | and integers k ≥ 0. Find m(H,C) so HL/pkL×sH,C has
general type if p+k exceeds m(H,C). If r = 4, and d ≥ 1, find explicit m(H,C, d)′
with HL/pkL×sH,C(K) empty for k + p > m(G,C, d)′ and [K : Q] ≤ d.
Mazur-Merel is the case H = Z/2 = {±1} and L = Z (−1 acting by multipli-
cation), r = 4 and classes all the nontrivial element in H .
We continue with the case r = 4. What is the analog of Serre’s result for
nonintegral j0 ∈ P1j \ {∞}. We interpret that to say, for j0 ∈ Q¯ not an algebraic
integer, the action of GQ(j0) on projective systems of points on {X1(pk+1)}∞k=0
lying over j0 has an open orbit. The ingredients in our generalizing statement (still
a conjecture) is a Modular Tower meaning to j0 being suitably (ℓ-adically) close
to ∞ and the Ihara-Matsumoto-Wewers approach to using tangential base points.
One topic we couldn’t resist was what we call j-awareness. It would be trivial
to generalize the Open Image Theorem if each appropriate Modular Tower was
close to being a tower of modular curves. That would mean there is some cover
Y → P1j so the pullback of a tower of modular curves dominates the levels of the
given Modular Tower. Checking this out on the main examples of this paper (with
p = 2) repeatedly called for analyzing Prym varieties (Ex. 3.27 and §E).
1.4.8. Developing a p-adic theory. We compare our approach to R points with
that of [Moc96, p. 978]. Recall the complex conjugate of a complex manifold.
Suppose {(Uα, ϕα)}α∈I is an atlas for a complex manifold X . For simplicity, assume
X is a 1-dimensional complex manifold. Create a new manifold by composing each
ϕα : Uα → C with complex conjugation. Call the resulting map ϕ∗α.
Lemma 1.8. The atlas {(Uα, ϕ∗α)}α∈I is a new complex manifold structure X∗
on the set X.
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Proof. Denote by z¯α(x) the value of ϕ
∗
α(x). Compare the transition functions
ϕ∗β ◦ (ϕ∗α)−1(z¯α) = z¯β with the function ϕβ ◦ϕ−1α (zα) as z¯α varies over the complex
conjugate of zα running over ϕα(Uα ∩ Uβ). The effect of the former is this:
z¯α 7→ zα 7→ ϕ−1α (zα) 7→ ϕβ(ϕ−1α (zα)) = zβ 7→ z¯β.
Suppose f is a local expression of the transition function ϕβ ◦ϕ−1α (zα) as a power se-
ries (about the origin) in zα. Then, the power series expressions for ϕ
∗
β ◦(ϕ∗α)−1(z¯α)
comes by applying complex conjugation to the coefficients of f , and so the resulting
function is analytic in z¯α. 
Definition 1.9. A complex manifoldX has an R structure ifX∗ is analytically
isomorphic to X .
Apply this to a cover ϕ : X → P1z using the complex structure from the z-sphere,
as in Prop. 6.3. You can also use the complex structure from uniformization by
the upper half plane H as in [Moc96, p. 978]. Keep in mind: X∗ is the same
set as X . For x ∈ X , there is a natural map x 7→ x∗ ∈ X∗ where we regard x∗
as the complex conjugate of x, though in this formulation x∗ is the same point
on the set X . Also, the lower half plane H∗ naturally uniformizes X∗. An R
structure induces ψ : X∗ → X , which in turn induces ψ˜ : H∗ → H. Of course, ψ
induces ψ∗ : X → X∗. Mochizuki makes simplifying assumptions: There is x∗ with
ϕ(x∗) = x and ψ∗ ◦ ψ the identity map.
Take E(X, x)alg to be all meromorphic algebraic functions in a neighborhood
of x that extend analytically along each path in X (§3.2.1). Then, E(X, x)alg/R(z)
is Galois with profinite group π1(X, x)
alg,R forming a split sequence π1(X, x)
alg ≤
π1(X, x)
alg,R → G(C/R) (as in Prop. 3.4). The virtues of this [Gu67] inspired
approach are these.
(1.9a) A splitting of G(C/R) given by ψ˜ ◦ C, an anti-holomorphic involution(
a b
c d
) ∈ GL−2 (determinant -1) acting on τ ∈ H by τ 7→ aτ+bcτ+d .
(1.9b) So, π1(X, x)
alg,R acts through the matrix group GL2(R) extending ρ :
π1(X, x)
alg → PSL2(R).
(1.9c) Extend ρ by PSL2(R) → PSL2(C) to consider the P1τ bundle over X
with a natural flat connection (algebraic from Serre’s GAGA).
Mochizuki calls this uniformization construction the canonical indigenous bun-
dle. Compare to our Prop. 6.3 with several complex conjugation operators κˆ,
corresponding to a type of degenerate behavior at a cusp (and the location of a set
of branch points over R on P1z). His simplifying assumption (ϕ(x
∗) = x) applied to
Modular Towers when p = 2 would reduce to considering X that appear as H-M
reps. (say, in Cor. 6.7), just one case we must treat in describing the full real locus
for a result like Prop. 8.19 on a Modular Tower level.
Mochizuki calls his prime p, though in our context it would be ℓ prime to
|G = G0|, since we use p as a prime for the construction of a Modular Tower. His
construction is for any family of curves over any base. It extends to work for ℓ-adic
uniformization giving a notion of ℓ-ordinary points on a family of curves over Qℓ.
The Modular Tower goal would be to detect ordinary Qℓ (with (ℓ, |G|) = 1) points
on a Modular Tower, generalizing (from G0 a dihedral group) ordinary elliptic
curves over Spec(Zℓ) [Moc96, p. 1089]. Only the genus 12 component at level 1 of
the (A5,C34) Modular Tower supports totally degenerate cusps, associated with the
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name Harbater-Mumford representatives (§6). An analysis that combines Harbater
patching and Mumford’s theory of total ℓ-adic degeneration shows most points on
such components will exhibit ordinary ℓ-adic behavior. Nilpotent fundamental
groups enter directly in all Modular Tower definitions.
Wewers [We01] uses the degeneration behavior type (a tangential basepoint)
to consider ℓ-adic ((ℓ, |G|) = 1) information for level 0 of our main Modular Tower.
His goal is to detect fields of moduli versus fields of definition (following [DDE00]).
§4.3.2 explains why the geometry of H-M reps. and near H-M reps. should have an
ℓ-adic analog at all levels of our A5 Modular Tower. His analysis is also a tool for
our approach to generalizing Serre’s Open Image Theorem (§D.3).
2. Presenting H4 as an extension
2.1. Notation and the groups Br, Hr and Mr. Denote the Artin Braid
group on r strings by Br. It has generators Q1, . . . , Qr−1 satisfying these relations:
QiQi+1Qi = Qi+1QiQi+1, i = 1, . . . , r − 2; and(2.1)
QiQj = QjQi, 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ r − 1.(2.2)
2.1.1. Br and Hr as automorphisms. We start from Bohnenblust [Boh47] (or
[Mar45]). Let Fr be the free group of rank r on generators {σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r}, and
denote Aut(Fr) by A¯r. Then Br embeds in A¯r via this right action of Qi:
(2.3) (σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r)Qi = (σ¯1, . . . , σ¯i−1, σ¯iσ¯i+1σ¯
−1
i , σ¯i, σ¯i+2, . . . , σ¯r).
Also, Br consists of automorphisms of Fr fixing σ¯1 · · · σ¯r and mapping σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r
to permutations of conjugates of these generators. Let Gr be the quotient of Fr by
the relation Π(σ¯) = σ¯1 · · · σ¯r = 1.
The Hurwitz monodromy group Hr is the quotient of Br by adding the relation
(2.4) Q1Q2 · · ·Qr−1Qr−1 · · ·Q1 = 1.
It is also the fundamental group of an open subset of Pr (§2.2).
Denote inner automorphisms of a group G by Inn(G). Then, Hr induces auto-
morphisms of Gr mapping the images of σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r to permutations of conjugates
of these generators, modulo Inn(Gr).
If G ≤ H , denote the normalizer of G in H by NH(G). The next lemma is
obvious. Suppose ψ : Gr ։ G. Define an induced action of Hr on the collection of
such ψ s by (ψ(σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r))Q
def
= ψ((σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r)Q).
Lemma 2.1. The action of (2.3) commutes with conjugation on an r-tuple by
an element of Fr. For G ≤ Sn suppose ψ : Gr ։ G. The induced action of Hr on
ψ commutes with conjugation by NSn(G).
2.1.2. A presentation of Mr. The mapping class group Mr is the quotient by
Inn(Gr) of automorphisms of Gr mapping σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r to permutations of conjugates.
This maps Br to Mr factoring through Hr. Further, Mr is the quotient of Br by
the following relations ([KMS66, §3.7] or [Ma34]):
(2.5)
τ1 = (Qr−1Qr−2 · · ·Q2)r−1, τ2 = Q−21 (Qr−1 · · ·Q3)r−2, . . . , τℓ+1 =
(Qℓ · · ·Q1)−ℓ−1(Qr−1 · · ·Qℓ+2)r−ℓ−1, . . . , τr−1 = (Qr−2 · · ·Q1)1−r,
and τ = (Qr−1 · · ·Q1)r.
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This complicated presentation is oblivious to the map Hr → Mr dominating
this paper. Using it conceptualizes the Br → Mr kernel, Nr = ker(Br → Mr).
The switch of emphasis shows in Prop. 9.21. With Q1Q2Q
2
3Q2Q1 = D = R1 write
generators of Nr as follows:
R1, R2 = Q
−1
1 R1Q1, R3 = Q
−1
2 R2Q2, R4 = Q
−1
3 R3Q3 and (Q1Q2Q3)
4.
Thm. 2.9 presents both M4 and N4 memorably. An appearance of N4 in §9.5 offers
a place for spin separation to explain similarities of the two M4 orbits in level 1 of
our main example.
2.1.3. Notation for fundamental groups. The Riemann sphere uniformized by
the variable z is P1z = C ∪ {∞}. Relation (2.4) comes from the geometry of r
distinct points on P1z. We sometimes drop the notation for uniformizing by z.
Similarly, copies of Ar (affine r-space) and Pr (projective r-space) come equipped
with coordinates suitable for a diagram:
(2.6)
Ar \∆r −→ (P1)r \∆r
Ψr
y yΨr
Ar \Dr −→ Pr \Dr.
The upper left copy of Ar = Arz has coordinates (z1, . . . , zr). Then, ∆r is the fat
diagonal of r-tuples with two or more of the zi s equal. Embed Arz in (P
1
z)
r by
(z1, . . . , zr) 7→ (z1, . . . , zr). In (P1z)r the zi s may take on the value ∞. Regard Ψr
as the quotient action of Sr permuting the coordinates of (P1)r. As with Br, put
this action on the right.
Thus, the lower copy of Ar = Arx has coordinates (x1, . . . , xr), with xi equal
to (−1)i times the ith symmetric function in (z1, . . . , zr). Regard this as giving a
monic polynomial of degree r in z (with zeros (z1, . . . , zr)). Then, complete the
commutative diagram by taking Pr as all monic (nonzero) polynomials of degree at
most r. The map Ψr on the right sends each r-tuple (z1, . . . , zr) to
∏r
i=1(z − zi).
When zi =∞ replace the factor (z− zi) by 1. The image of ∆r is the discriminant
locus of polynomials with two or more equal zeros. For coordinates around zi =∞,
regard a monic polynomial of degree t < r as having r − t zeros at ∞.
This interprets Ur = Pr \Dr as the space of r distinct unordered points in P1,
the image of (P1)r \∆r = U r. Thus, Ψr : U r → Ur is an unramified Galois cover
with group Sr. The alternating group of degree r is Ar. The dihedral group of
degree r (and order 2r) is Dr. Denote the p-adic integers by Zp, with Qp for its
quotient field. Suppose p is a prime and C is a conjugacy class in a group G. Call
G a p′ group if (|G|, p) = 1. Call C a p′-conjugacy class (or a p′ class) if elements
in C have orders prime to p. This applies to conjugacy classes in profinite groups.
Each Hurwitz space (our main moduli spaces) comes from a finite group G, a
set of conjugacy classes C in G and an equivalence relation on the corresponding
Nielsen class. §3.1.2 reviews this definition while enhancing traditional equivalences
in [Fri95a], [FV91], [MM99] and [Vo¨96].
2.2. Geometrically interpreting M4 and M¯4. The fundamental group of
Ar \Dr (resp. Pr \Dr) is the Artin braid group Br (resp. the Hurwitz monodromy
group Hr) ([Fri77, §4], [MM99, Chap. III], [Vo¨96, Chap. 10]). Embedding Ar
into Pr in (2.6) gives the lower row surjective homomorphism from Br to Hr. The
result is a commutative diagram of fundamental groups induced from a geometric
commutative diagram.
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Fundamental groups in the (2.6) upper row are the straight (or pure) Artin
braid and Hurwitz monodromy groups. That is, SHr = π1((P1)r \ ∆r,x0) is the
kernel of Ψ∗r : Hr → Sr mapping Qi to (i i+ 1), i = 1, . . . , r. It increases precision
to use capitals for generators Q1, . . . , Qr−1 of Br and small letters for their images
q1, . . . , qr−1 in Hr.
2.2.1. A cover corresponding to Mr. Consider z0, an r-tuple of distinct points
in P1z. Let P1, . . . , Pr be classical generators of π1(Uz0 , z0) as in §1.2. Suppose U˜r
is the universal covering space of Ur. The fiber U˜r,z0 over z0 consists of isotopy
classes of classical generators on Uz0 ; it is a homogeneous space for Hr. Use the
isotopy class of P1, . . . , Pr as a designated point u0 in the fiber, so each u ∈ U˜r,z0 is
(u0)q for some q ∈ Hr. The corresponding isotopy takes a base point for classical
generators for u0 to a basepoint for classical generators for u. Further, a path in
U˜r from u to u
′ induces a canonical isomorphism µu′,u : π1(Uz0 , zu)→ π1(Uz0 , zu′):
zu (resp. zu′) is the basepoint for classical generators for u (resp. u
′).
Proposition 2.2. Equivalence two points u, u′ ∈ U˜r,z0 if some representing
isomorphism µu′,u (with zu = zu′) induces an inner automorphism on π1(Uz0 , zu).
This equivalence gives the fiber over z0 for an unramified cover Vr → Ur corre-
sponding to Mr.
Prop. 2.2 interprets Vr as isotopy classes of (orientation preserving) diffeo-
morphisms of Uz0 . Classes here means to mod out by diffeomorphisms deforming
(through diffeomorphisms on Uz0) to the identity map. Then, Hr acts through
equivalence classes of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms on Uz0 . This gives a
natural map from it to Mr: Vr → Ur has group Mr.
2.2.2. Adding PSL2(C) action. Equivalence Uz0 and its image under PSL2(C).
Elements of PSL2(C) that fix z0 may equivalence some isotopy classes of diffeo-
morphisms not previously equivalenced in Vr. Map these new equivalence classes
to Ur/SL2(C) = Jr (§3.7) giving a ramified cover with group M¯r. When r = 4:
J4 = P1j \ {∞} has trivial fundamental group while M4 is far from trivial. There
is a precise Teichmu¨ller space Teich(Uz0) for this situation. It is isotopy classes
of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms ϕ : Uz0 → Uz with z ∈ Ur. Here ϕ is
equivalent to ϕ′ : Uz0 → Uz′ if ϕ′ ◦ ϕ−1 is isotopic to an analytic map Uz → Uz′
(from PSL2(C)).
Then Jr, the quotient of this Teichmu¨ller space (a ball by a famous theorem)
by Mr, is a moduli space. For all r ≥ 4, we interpret it as the moduli of r branch
point covers of P1z modulo PSL2(C) (see the proof of Prop. 4.4). For r = 2g + 2 it
would typically be considered the moduli of hyperelliptic curves of genus g.
The following proposition geometrically interprets the group M¯4 appearing in
Thm. 2.9. As elsewhere (see §6.4.1 and Lem. 6.5), change the j variable linearly
so 0 and 1 are the locus of ramification of the degree six cover P1λ → P1j . [DF99,
Prop. 6.5] gave an approximation to Prop. 2.3 (as in Prop. 4.2) sufficient for that
paper. Its proof comprises §2.3.
Proposition 2.3. When r = 4, Thm. 2.9 shows (q1q
−1
3 )
2 is the center of H4.
Then, H4/〈(q1q−13 )2〉 = M4. Two points v1, v2 ∈ Vr, respectively over z1 and z2,
induce an isomorphism µv1,v2 : π1(Uz2)→ π1(Uz1). Equivalence v1 and v2 if some
α ∈ PSL2(C) taking z1 to z2 induces α∗ : π1(Uz1) → π1(Uz2) inverse to µv1,v2 .
These equivalence classes form a space V rd4 , inducing ψ
rd
4 : V
rd
4 → P1j \ {∞} an
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analytic (ramified) cover with automorphism group M¯4 = H4/Q (Thm. 2.9). The
group Q/〈(q1q−13 )2〉 = Q′′ is a Klein 4-group.
All points in the cover ψrd4 over j = 0 ramify of order 3. All points over j = 1
ramify of order 2. Any Hurwitz space cover H → U4 induces a (ramified) cover
Hrd → P1j \ {∞} through a permutation representation of M¯4.
Assume H → U4 and z ∈ U4 have definition field K and z 7→ jz ∈ P1j \{0, 1,∞}.
Suppose Q′′ acts trivially on a Nielsen class. Then, each geometric point of the fiber
Hz on H over z goes one-one to the fiber Hrdjz with both points having exactly the
same fields of definition over K.
2.3. Proof of Prop. 2.3. Relate the homotopy classes of classical generators
for u′ to those for u through applying an element Qu′,u ∈ Hr ([Fri77, §4] or [Vo¨96,
§10.1.7]). The action is that given by (2.3). The map µu′,u explicitly makes this
identification with an element of Hr.
From Lem. 2.1, if Qu′,u acts as an inner automorphism, then it must be in the
center of Hr. Apply Thm. 2.9: (q1q
−1
3 )
2 is in the center of H4 and acts as an inner
automorphism of F4. Further, since (q1q
−1
3 )
2 generates the whole center of H4,
H4/〈(q1q−13 )2〉 =M4.
2.3.1. How PSL2(C) acts on π1(Uz ). Now consider the equivalence from com-
posing equivalence classes defining Vr with equivalence of maps on fundamental
groups of π1(Uz) from elements of PSL2(C). This lies over the equivalence classes
for the action of PSL2(C) on Ur. The PSL2(C) equivalence class of z has a repre-
sentative of form (0, 1,∞, λ). For λ not lying over j = 0 or 1, we show the elements
Hλ fixing the set z form a Klein 4-group. These computations undoubtedly occur
in the literature, so we give only an outline.
First: Hλ contains a Klein 4-group. Example: The α ∈ PSL2(C) switching 0
and 1, and switching ∞ and λ is −z+1−z/λ+1 .
Second: To see that no α ∈ PSL2(C) acts like a 4-cycle on the support of z
unless λ is special, assume with no loss,
α(0) = 1, α(1) =∞, α(∞) = λ, α(λ) = 0.
Then, α(z) = λz−1z−1 . From the last condition λ
2 = 1 or λ = −1.
Third: To see that no α ∈ PSL2(C) acts like a 3-cycle on the support of z
unless λ is special, assume α is one of the permutations of {0, 1,∞} and λ is an
outside fixed point of α. Example: α(z) = z−1z also fixes the two roots of z
2−z+1,
which are sixth roots of 1.
These computations show for each j ∈ P1j \ {0, 1,∞}, the fiber of equivalence
classes is the same as the fiber of V rd4 over z modulo the faithful action of a Klein
4-group. Over j = 0 the fiber is the same as the fiber of V rd4 over z modulo the
faithful action of a group isomorphic to A4, and over j = 1 it is the fiber over z
modulo the action of a group isomorphic to D4, the dihedral group of order 8.
2.3.2. Identifying the Klein 4-group in M4. Complete the identification of the
group of V rd4 → P1j\{∞}with M¯4 from Thm. 2.9. This only requiresQ/〈(q1q−13 )2〉 =
Q′′ to induce on π1(Uz ) the Klein 4- group in PSL2(C) that sits in Hz above: Those
switching the support of z in pairs.
This could be a case-by-case identification. Since, however, Thm. 2.9 shows
Q is the minimal normal subgroup of H4 containing q1q−13 , it suffices to achieve
q1q
−1
3 through an element of PSL2(C). It is convenient to take z = {0,∞,+1,−1},
though this Hz is larger than a Klein 4-group.
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Crucial to the proof of [DF99, Prop. 6.5] is µ : z 7→ −1/z ∈ PSL2(C) and its
effect on covers ϕ : X → P1z in a Nielsen class branched over z = {0,∞,+1,−1}.
Under any reduced equivalence of covers in this paper, ϕ and µ ◦ ϕ are equivalent.
The argument uses a set of paths λ0, λ∞, λ+1, λ−1 based at i. These give classical
generators (§1.2) of π1(Uz , i) with product λ0λ∞λ+1λ−1 homotopic to 1.
The effect of µ−1 (up to homotopy) is to switch λ0 and λ∞, and to map λ+1 to a
path λ′ for which λ0λ′ is homotopic to λ−1λ0. Conjugating the resulting collection
of paths by λ0 gives the effect of µ
−1 as follows. It takes a representative g of the
Nielsen class of ϕ to (g)q1q
−1
3 conjugated by g1. This fills in [DF99, Prop. 6.5] and
corrects a typo giving µ(z) as 1/z (which doesn’t fix i).
2.3.3. The mapping from V rdr to reduced Hurwitz spaces. The points of a Hur-
witz space H over z ∈ Ur correspond to equivalence classes of homomorphisms from
π1(Uz) → G where G is a finite group attached to the Hurwitz space. While H
may have several connected components, easily reduce to constructing a map from
V rdr to any one of them. Start with a base point v0 ∈ V rdr over z and a base point
p ∈ H over z . Then, relative to the classical generators given by v0, p corresponds
to a specific homomorphism ψ : π1(Uz) → G up to inner automorphism or some
stronger equivalence (§3.1.2). Any other point v′ ∈ Vr lying over z ′ comes with an
isomorphism from π1(Uz)→ π1(Uz′).
This isomorphism takes classical generators of π1(Uz) to classical generators of
π1(Uz′). Relative to this new set of generators, form the same homomorphism into
G. Interpret as a canonically given homomorphism π1(Uz′) → G. This homomor-
phism determines the image of v in H and an unramified cover Vr → H. This map
respects equivalence classes modulo PSL2(C) action. So it produces V rdr → Hrd.
2.3.4. Q′′ action when Hrd has genus 0. For r ≥ 5, the analog of Q′′ is trivial
(§6.4.4(. Then, if a component Hrd∗ of Hrd has a dense set of rational points, it is
automatically true for H∗.
Remark 2.4 (If Q′′ acts faithfully: I). Assume r = 4, Q′′ acts faithfully and
K = R. If Hin or Habs is a fine moduli space (over R), then its R points correspond
to equivalence classes of covers represented by an actual cover over R. Prop. 6.3,
efficiently tests for R points on Hrd being cover or Brauer points (Cor. 6.7).
Remark 2.5 (If Q′′ acts faithfully: II). Suppose r = 4 and a component Hrd∗
of Hrd (image of a component H∗ of the Hurwitz space H) has genus 0 and dense K
points. If any conjugacy class in C is K rational and distinct from the others, then
Lem. 4.11 shows H∗(K) is also dense in H∗. This, however, leaves many cases:
all four conjugacy classes are distinct, none K rational; or each conjugacy class
appears at least twice in C. Further, Q′′ can act neither faithfully, nor trivially, on
Nielsen classes through Z/2 (see Ex. 9.2). As in Lem. 4.11, it is useful in all cases
to distinguish between K-cover and K-Brauer points on Hrd.
For the Inverse Galois Problem, r = 4 is special for the possibility of direct
computations, especially when the simplest case of Braid rigidity (for r = 3) does
not apply. So, Prop. 2.3 is valuable for applications to it. Here is an example long
in the literature.
Example 2.6 (Spin5 realizations). The Hurwitz space H¯(A5,C34)in,rd (over
Q) has genus 0 and a rational point [Fri90, §3]. From Ex. 8.5, Q′′ acts trivially.
Prop. 2.3 shows H(A5,C34)in has a dense set of Q points. Lem. 6.11 and Lem. 6.14
illustrate this phenomena. So, even though the reduced Hurwitz space is not a fine
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moduli space, its K points are still realized by K-covers. This also happens when
the reduced spaces are modular curves (as in the moduli dilemma of §2.8.2).
It is more subtle to test when p ∈ H(A5,C34)in,rd(Q) gives a Spin5 realization.
Any p produces a cover sequence Yp → Xp → P1z with Y = Yp → P1z geometrically
Galois with group Spin5 having the following two properties.
(2.7a) X = Xp → P1z is an A5 cover over Q.
(2.7b) Y → X is unramified: from the unique H4 orbit (§2.9.3) on Ni(A5,C34)
having lifting invariant 1 (it contains an H-M rep. or from Prop. 5.9).
If Y → X is over Q, this gives a regular Spin5 realization. [Ser92, 100] summarizes
a sufficient condition for this when the branch cycles have odd order (as here). It
is that X has a Q point.
See this directly by applying Lem. 3.15 to Y → X . The resulting cover Y ′ → X
has degree 2, is therefore Galois, and Y ′ → P1z produces the Spin5 realization. Yet,
X = Xp won’t have a Q point for all Q points p. This fails even if we replace Q by
R. Those A5 covers with a nontrivial complex conjugation operator don’t achieve a
Spin5 realization; those with a trivial conjugation operator do. See Lem. 6.11 and
6.14 to see both happen.
This is a special case of Prop. 6.8: The same phenomenon occurs at all levels
of the A5 Modular Tower for p = 2. That is, there are real points achieving regular
realization of a nontrivial central extension of Gk (H-M reps.), and real points that
don’t (near H-M reps.; see Prop. 8.12).
2.3.5. Isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms. An elliptic curve over K (genus 1
with a K point) is a degree two cover of the sphere over K, ramified at four distinct
unordered points z . The equivalence class of z modulo the action of PSL2(C) de-
termines the isomorphism class of the elliptic curve. Isotopy classes of (orientation
preserving) diffeomorphisms of a complex torusX identifies with SL2(Z), appearing
from its action on H1(X,Z).
Isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of Uz0 (as elements in M¯4 = PSL2(Z):
Prop. 2.3) relate to diffeomorphisms of the torus attached to z0. The difference?
The complex torus has a chosen origin (a canonical rational point) preserved by
diffeomorphisms; there is no chosen point in z . This appears in mapping a space
of involution realizations of dihedral groups to a modular curve ([Fri78]; the most
elementary example from §2.8.3).
2.4. Statement of the main presentation theorem.
2.4.1. Presenting H3. Basics about H3 expressed in q1 and q2: q1q2 = τ1 and
q1q2q1 = τ2 generate H3. From (2.4), q
2
1 = q
−2
2 . Further:
τ31 = q1q2(q1q2q1)q2 = q1q2(q2q1q2)q2 = q
2
2 = q
2
1 = τ
2
2 .
This identifies H3.
Definition 2.7. Characterize the dicyclic (or quaternion) group Q4n of order
4n as having generators τ1, τ2 with ord(τ1) = 2n, ord(τ2) = 4, τ
−1
2 τ1τ2 = τ
−1
1 and
τ22 = τ
n
1 . [St94, p. 43] has a memorable matrix representation of Q4n in GL4(R):
τ1 =
( R2π/n 02
02 R2π/n
)
and τ2 =
(
02 µ
−µ 02
)
with Rθ the rotation in 2-space through
the angle θ, 02 the 2× 2 zero matrix and µ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. For n = 3:
(2.8a) ord(τ1) = 6 and ord(τ2) = 4; and
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(2.8b) H3 is the dicyclic group of order 12.
Lemma 2.8. For each integer k, τ2τ
k
1 in Q4n has order 4: τ2τ
k
1 τ2τ
k
1 = τ
2
2 . For
n = 2t, every proper subgroup of Q4n contains τ
2
2 , and Q4n/〈τ22 〉 is the dihedral
group Dn of order 2n. If u|n, then Q4u = 〈τ
n
u
1 , τ2〉 ≤ Q4n.
2.4.2. Notation for computations in H4. From this point r = 4. We give a
convenient presentation of H4 and various subgroups and quotients. Computations
in both H4 and inM4 use the letters q1, q2, q3 for the images of Q1, Q2, Q3 in either.
Distinguishing between their images in these two groups requires care about the
context. Here is how we intend to do that.
When r = 4, the extra relations for M4 (beyond those for B4) are
τ1 = (Q3Q2)
3 = 1, τ2 = Q
−2
1 Q
2
3 = 1, τ3 = (Q2Q1)
−3 = 1
and τ = (Q3Q2Q1)
4 = 1. Lemma 2.10 shows adding these relations to B4 is
equivalent to adding q21q
−2
3 = 1 to H4. This produces new equations:
(2.9) q1q2q
2
1q2q1 = (q1q2q1)
2 = (q1q2)
3 = 1.
Then, γ0 = q1q2, γ1 = q1q2q1 and γ∞ = q2 satisfy
(2.10) γ0γ1γ∞ = 1.
The relation q1q
−1
3 = 1 is not automatic from (2.9). Crucial, however, is how
M4 acts on reduced Nielsen classes (§4.2). This action does factor through the
relation q1q
−1
3 = 1 (§3.7 and Prop. 3.28). Therefore it factors through the induced
quotient H4/Q = M¯4 of Thm. 2.9, from H4 acting on Nielsen classes (Prop. 4.4).
The upper half plane appears as a classical ramified Galois cover of the j-line
minus ∞. The elements γ0 and γ1 in M¯4 generate the local monodromy of this
cover around 0 and 1 (§4.2).
Sometimes q2 ∈ H4 acts significantly different when viewed in M¯4. On these
occasions denote it γ∞: representing the local monodromy action corresponding to
the cusp ∞ of the j-line (§3.7). Similarly, denote q1q2q3 as sh: the shift. From the
above, sh and γ1 are the same in M¯4 (§2.7).
Theorem 2.9. Let Q = 〈(q1q2q3)2, q1q−13 〉. The following hold.
(2.11a) H4 has one nontrivial involution z = (q1q
−1
3 )
2 generating its center.
(2.11b) Q ⊳ H4 and Q is the quaternion group Q8 (Lem. 2.8).
(2.11c) H4/Q = M¯4 ∼= PSL2(Z).
(2.11d) Exactly two conjugacy classes of H4 subgroups U1 = 〈q1, q2〉 and U2 =
〈q2, q3〉 (both containing 〈z〉) are isomorphic to SL2(Z).
From (2.11b), Q is the smallest normal subgroup of H4 containing either (q1q2q3)2
or q1q
−1
3 . So, from (2.9), M4 = H4/〈z〉 and M¯4 = 〈γ0, γ1〉 = 〈γ1, γ∞〉 is M4 modulo
the relation q1 = q3.
2.5. Start of Theorem 2.9 proof. Use §2.1 generators σ¯1, . . . , σ¯4 of F4,
etc. Since r = 4, use A for A¯4. As above, reserve the symbols Q1, Q2, Q3 for the
generators of the B4, and q1, q2, q3 for their images in H4. For convenience, arrange
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the Q s action in a table. The ith column has Qi acting on the 4-tuple of σ¯ s:
Q1 Q2 Q3
σ¯1 σ¯1σ¯2σ¯
−1
1 σ¯1 σ¯1
σ¯2 σ¯1 σ¯2σ¯3σ¯
−1
2 σ¯2
σ¯3 σ¯3 σ¯2 σ¯3σ¯4σ¯
−1
3
σ¯4 σ¯4 σ¯4 σ¯3.
Let i : F4 → A map σ¯ ∈ F to the inner automorphism it induces. Ini-
tially we work with the image of B4 in A where i(F4) and B4 commute. Denote
Q1Q2Q
2
3Q2Q1 by D: it maps σ¯ to
(2.12)
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1σ¯3σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1σ¯4σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1)Q3Q2Q1 =
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4σ¯1σ¯
−1
4 σ¯
−1
3 σ¯
−1
2 σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1σ¯2σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1σ¯3σ¯
−1
1 , σ¯1σ¯4σ¯
−1
1 ).
Further Notation: Let G4 be the quotient of F4 by the relation
Π(σ¯) = σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4 = 1.
While G4 is a free group on 3 generators, H4 computations require σ¯1, σ¯2, σ¯3, σ¯4
to appear symmetrically. So, we use this quotient presentation. Let Aut(G4) be
the automorphisms of G4. Then Inn(G4) is the normal subgroup of inner automor-
phisms of G4. Recall: The image of D, and all its conjugates, in H4 is trivial.
Lemma 2.10. Both (Q1Q2Q3)
4 and (Q3Q2Q1)
4 map σ¯ to
σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4σ¯σ¯
−1
4 σ¯
−1
3 σ¯
−1
2 σ¯
−1
1 = (σ¯)i(σ¯
−1
4 σ¯
−1
3 σ¯
−1
2 σ¯
−1
1 ).
Action of B4 on F4 induces α4 : B4 → Aut(G4) with the center 〈(Q1Q2Q3)4〉 of B4
generating the kernel. This induces µ4 : H4 → Aut(G4)/Inn(G4). The kernel of
B4 →M4 is the direct product of the free group K∗4 = 〈(Q3Q2)3, Q−21 Q23, (Q2Q1)−3〉
and 〈(Q1Q2Q3)4〉. Above, Z = i(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4) is identical to an element of B4. Con-
sider the image z of Z in H4:
(q1q2q3)
4z = 1 = (q3q2q1)
4z = q21q
−2
3 z and z
2 = 1.
In particular, combining this with (2.9) identifies M4 with the image of H4 in
Aut(G4)/Inn(G4). So, the image of z in M4 is 1.
Proof. The map i induces i : G4 → Inn(G4). Action of B4 preserves Π(σ¯).
Thus, it induces a homomorphism of B4 into Aut(G4) whereD goes to the automor-
phism i(σ¯−11 ), σ¯ 7→ σ¯1σ¯σ¯−11 (as in (2.12)). Conclude: Modulo inner automorphisms
of G4, D acts trivially, producing the desired homomorphism
H4 → Aut(G4)/Inn(G4).
Now consider the explicit formulas. Most of the calculation is in (2.12): Q1Q2Q3
cycles entries of σ¯ back 1, and conjugates all entries by the first entry’s inverse. So
(Q1Q2Q3)
4 leaves entries of σ¯ untouched except for conjugating them by
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4σ¯
−1
3 σ¯
−1
2 σ¯
−1
1 σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯
−1
2 σ¯
−1
1 σ¯1σ¯2σ¯
−1
1 σ¯1)
−1 = (σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4)
−1.
Also, Q3Q2Q1 cycles the entries of σ¯ forward 1. The new first entry is the old 4th
entry conjugated by the inverse of the product of the old first three entries. Thus,
(Q1Q2Q3)
4 and (Q3Q2Q1)
4 act the same. Add that D maps to 1 in H4 to see
1 = (q1q2q3)
4(q3q2q1)
4 = (q1q2q3)
8 = z−2.
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Let Q′ = Q1Q2Q3. Extending the calculation above gives the next list:
1 = (Q′)−1DQ′(Q1Q2)3i(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4);
1 = (Q′Q1Q−13 )
2(Q′)−1DQ′i(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4);
1 = (Q′)4i(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4); and
1 = (Q1Q
−1
3 )
2(Q′)−1D(Q1Q2Q3)(Q1Q2Q3)−2D(Q1Q2Q3)2i(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4).
Add the relation Q1Q3 = Q3Q1 to deduce, in order, these relations in H4:
(2.13)
a) (q1q2)
3z = 1; b) (q1q2q1)
2z = 1; c) (q1q2q3)
4z = 1;
d) (q1q
−1
3 )
2z = 1; e) q1q3 = q3q1.
So, the image of z in M4 is 1.
The kernel of α4 contains elements of B4 inducing inner automorphisms com-
muting with conjugation by σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3σ¯4 = c. Since c generates conjugations com-
muting with c, 〈(Q1Q2Q3)4〉 generates the kernel of α4.
Generators of K∗4 act on G4: Respectively, (Q3Q2)
3, Q−21 Q
2
3, (Q2Q1)
−3 induce
conjugation by g4, g1g2, g1. These conjugations on G4 form a free group. So K
∗
4 is
a free group on these generators. 
The remainder of the proof of Thm. 2.9 is in §2.6.
2.6. Properties of Q; combinatorics of (2.11). First we showQ is a normal
subgroup isomorphic to Q8. Then we list combinatorics contributing to (2.11).
2.6.1. z is the involution in Q16. From (2.13d), z is a word in q1 and q3. So,
(2.13e) shows z commutes with q1 and q3. From
q2(q1q2)
3 = (q1q2q1)(q1q2)
2 = (q1q2)
3q2,
q2 commutes with (q1q2)
3. Apply (2.13a): z commutes with qi, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus,
Lemma 2.10 shows z is a central involution. §2.6.6 shows z 6= 1 and illustrates its
significance. §2.6.4 reformulates property (2.11a):
(2.14) z is the only involution of H4.
Consider Q′ = 〈q1q2q3, q1q−13 〉. Set α = q1q2q3, β = q1q2 and γ = q1q−13 . These
generators simplify presenting H4.
Lemma 2.11. Rewrite (2.13a–d) using α, β and γ to give
(2.15) a) (β)3 = z; b) (αγ)2 = z; c) (α)4 = z; and d) (γ)2 = z.
Further, H4 = 〈α, β, γ〉. Since z is a central involution, (2.15b–d) show Q′ = 〈α, γ〉
is Q16 and Q′ mod z is the dihedral group of order 8 (Lem. 2.8).
2.6.2. Q = 〈α2, γ〉⊳H4 and Cusp4. From relations for B4,
α2γ = q1q2q3q1q2q1 = q1q2q3q2q1q2 = q1q3q2q3q1q2 = q3α
2q−13
and q3(γ)q
−1
3 = γ. Thus q3 normalizes Q. Since q1q−13 ∈ Q, q1 also normalizes Q.
We now show q2 does also. Apply (2.13a) in the form q
−1
2 q
−1
1 q
−1
2 = zq1q2q1 to get
q−12 γ
−1q2 = q
−1
2 q
−1
1 q
−1
2 q2q3q2 = z(q1q2q1)q3q2q3 = zα
2.
Also, since z is a central involution, conjugate by q−12 to get q2α
2q−12 = zγ
−1.
Definition 2.12 (Cusp group). With Q′′ = Q/〈z〉, denote the subgroup
〈Q′′, q2〉, the cusp group inM4, by Cusp4. It is 〈(q1q2q3)2〉/〈z〉×〈q1q−13 〉/〈z〉×s〈q2〉
with q2 switching the two factors on the copy of the Klein K4.
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Nontrivial calculations with Cusp4 figure in computing the genus of reduced
Hurwitz space components (see §7.2.3).
2.6.3. Proof of (2.11c). From (2.9), the image of q1q2 and q1q2q1 give elements
of respective orders 3 and 2 generating H4/Q. A well-known abstract character-
ization of PSL2(Z) is as the free product of elements of order 3 and 2. Further,
SL2(Z) is a free amalgamation of cyclic groups of order 6 and 4 along their common
subgroups of order 2 [Ser77]. Thus, H4/Q is isomorphic to a quotient of PSL2(Z).
The proceeding arguments, however, have derived a presentation for H4, and so for
H4/Q. Thus (2.11c) holds.
2.6.4. Conclude properties (2.11). §2.6.2 and §2.6.3 give (2.11b) and (2.11c).
In any quotient of the group 〈a, b〉 where a2 = b3 = 1, all involutions are conjugate
to a. Thus, the only possible involutions in H4 are in Q, and this contains just one.
From (2.13) (expression c)), q1q2q1 has order 4. This gives (2.11a). It remains to
discuss z being nontrivial (as above) and (2.11d).
From (2.11a), each subgroup of H4 containing (a copy of) SL2(Z) contains z.
Thus, there is a one-one correspondence between subgroups G of H4 isomorphic
to SL2(Z) and subgroups of H4/〈z〉 isomorphic to PSL2(Z) via G → G/〈z〉. So
it suffices to show H4/〈z〉 contains precisely two conjugacy classes of subgroups
isomorphic to PSL2(Z). (These join together by the relation q1q
−1
3 = 1.)
Expression (2.9) identifies two such groups, the images of 〈q1, q2〉 and 〈q2, q3〉.
Consider Q/〈z〉 def= Q′′, β〈z〉 def= β′′ and αγ〈z〉 def= α′′. Note that Q′′ is a Klein
4-group. Denote the group 〈β′′, α′′〉 by Γ′1. It is isomorphic to PSL2(Z) and a
complement to Q′′ in H4/〈z〉. Let C be the centralizer, CenΓ′1(Q′′), of Q′′ (regard
all as subgroups of H4/〈z〉). From (2.15), the quotient Γ′1/′C is isomorphic to S3 ∼=
Aut(Q′′). This identifies C with a well-known rank 2 free subgroup of PSL2(Z).
Also, Q′′ is absolutely irreducible as an F2
[
Γ′1
]
module.
Complements of Q′′ in H4/〈z〉 correspond to elements of H1(Γ′1,Q′′) [Nor62,
p. 244]. Conclude (2.11d) if this cohomology group has order 2. Let B be the
largest elementary abelian 2- group quotient of the rank 2 free group CenΓ′1(Q′′).
Then B and Q′′ are isomorphic as F2
[
Γ′1
]
modules. For any group G with normal
subgroup H acting on a module M , there is an exact sequence [AW67, p. 100]:
(2.16) 0→ H1(G/H,MH) inf−→H1(G,M) res−→H1(H,M)G → H2(G/H,MH).
Apply this with M = Q′′, G = Γ′1 and H = CenΓ′1(Q′′), so G/H = S3. Restrict to
a 2-Sylow P2 of S3. As in §9.4.5, if H∗(P2,MH) is trivial, so is H∗(G/H,MH).
The action of P2 on Q′′ is the regular representation on two copies of P2, so
Q′′ is a free P2 module and the cohomology groups H1(G,M) and H2(G,M) are
trivial. Conclude: H1(Γ′1,Q′′) = Hom(B,Q′′)S3 = Z/2.
2.6.5. Comments on q1q
−1
3 6= 1 in M4. The nontrivial action of q1q−13 appears
in many Nielsen classes. Especially in the action of Q′′ = Q/〈z〉 on Ni(Gk,C34),
k ≥ 1: all orbits have length four on Ni(12A˜5,C34)in (Lem. 7.5). We make much,
however, of the trivial action of q1q
−1
3 when k = 0.
Branch cycles for the j-line cover from the Nielsen class Ni(A5,C34)
abs and
Ni(A5,C34)
in are in [Fri99, (7.7)]. Conjugate by S5 to assume g representatives
for Ni(A5,C34)
abs have g1 = (1 2 3). Further conjugation by elements of 〈g1, (4 5)〉
gives the (g2, g3, g4) entries of absolute Nielsen class representatives (Table 1).
Then, Q acts trivially on everything in Table 1. Compute:
(2.17) Q1 = (2 5 3 6 4)(7 9 8), Q2 = (1 4 9 8 5)(3 6 7) and Q3 = (2 5 3 6 4)(7 9 8).
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Table 1. List Ni(A5,C34)
abs
1g: ((1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)); 2g: ((1 4 5), (1 5 4), (1 3 2)); 3g: ((1 4 5), (2 1 5), (2 4 3));
4g: ((1 4 5), (3 2 1), (3 5 4)); 5g: ((1 4 5), (4 3 2), (4 1 5)); 6g: ((1 4 5), (5 4 3), (5 2 1));
7g: ((2 1 4), (2 4 5), (5 3 2)); 8g: ((2 1 4), (3 2 5), (5 4 3)); 9g: ((2 1 4), (4 3 5), (2 4 5)).
Even on Ni(A5,C34)
in, Q is trivial: q1q−13 maps g = ((1 2 3), (3 2 1), (1 4 5), (5 4 1))
to g∗ = ((3 2 1), (1 2 3), (5 4 1), (1 4 5)), conjugate by (2 3)(4 5) to g.
2.6.6. Comments on (q1q
−1
3 )
2 6= 1. From Lem. 2.10, z = 1 in the M4 quotient.
Acting on an inner Nielsen class (§3.1.2; conjugating by G), z will always be trivial.
The following self-contained computation shows it is nontrivial in H4 (compare with
[GB68] quoted in [Bi75]).
Suppose z = 1 in H4. Apply this to
1 = q1q2q
2
3q2q1 = q1q2q
2
1q2q1 = (q1q2)
3.
Project (P1z)
4 \ ∆4 → (P1z)3 \ ∆3 onto the first three factors (as in (2.6)). Then,
(q1q2)
3 goes to (q′1q
′
2)
3 with q′1, q
′
2 the generators of H3. This implies (q
′
1q
′
2)
3 = 1
contrary to ord(q′1q
′
2) = 6 in (2.8).
Consider g ∈ Ni(G,C)/N ′ with N ′ a group from §3.5 and its corresponding
curve cover ϕg : Xg → P1z. Denote the subgroup of H4 fixing g by Hg . [Fri89, §3.1]
produces an explicit monodromy action of Hg on H1(Xg ,Z). We ask if z appears
nontrivially in a structure from a Nielsen class, as in the situation of §2.6.7.
Problem 2.13. Since z fixes each element of the inner Nielsen classes, when
is it nontrivial on each representative cover of the corresponding Hurwitz space?
What are its ±1 eigenspaces on the first homology of curves in the family?
2.6.7. Finite quotients of H4 where z does not vanish. Add the relations q
4
i = 1,
i = 1, 2, 3, to H4.
Proposition 2.14. Let G∗4 be the quotient of H4 by the relations q
4
i = 1,
i = 1, 2, 3. Denote the quotient of M¯4 by the (image of) the relations q
4
i = 1,
i = 1, 2, 3, by M¯∗4 . Then, G
∗
4 is a (finite) nonsplit extension of S4 = M¯
∗
4 by Q.
Proof. The image of a12 = q
2
1 , a13 = q
−1
1 q
2
2q1 and a14 = q
−1
1 q
−1
2 q
2
3q2q1 in
M¯4 identify with classical generators of P1λ \ {0, 1,∞} (§3.7). Each a1j has image
an involution a¯1j in M¯
∗
4 . The product-one condition, a¯12a¯13a¯14 = 1 implies these
elements generate a Klein 4-group K4 (Lem. 2.8). The group Aut(P1λ/P
1
j) is S3 (in
its regular representation). To check how S3 acts on the K4, note the element of
order 3 (image of γ0 = q1q2) acts nontrivially on K4 (by conjugation). Here is the
effect (in M¯∗4 ) of conjugating q
2
1 by q1q2:
q1q2(q
2
1)(q1q2)
−1 = (q1q2q1)(q1q32q
−1
1 ) = q
−1
1 (q1q2)
3(q22q
−1
1 ) = q
−1
1 q
2
2q
−1
1 .
Since q−11 q
2
2q
−1
1 = q
−1
1 q
2
2q
3
1 = a13a12, the action is nontrivial and M¯
∗
4 is S4.
To see these relations don’t kill z, verify the normalizing action of H4 on Q
gives q4i acting trivially, i = 1, 2, 3. Use conjugation by qi as in §2.6.2.
Finally, to see it is nonsplit, consider the element q1q2q3 ∈ H4 whose image in
M¯∗4 is q1q2q1 (image of γ1) of order 2. A splitting of S4 would give a lift of this to
an element of order 2, contrary to Lem. 2.11 giving no such element in Q′. 
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2.7. The shift γ1 = q1q2q1 and the middle twist γ∞ = q2. The action
of γ1 = q1q2q1 (from Prop. 4.4) on Ni(G,C)
in,rd is the same as q1q2q3. It sends
(g1, g2, g3, g4) to (g2, g3, g4, g1) modulo conjugation by g1. Sometimes we want sh =
q1q2q3, the shift, instead of γ1, on Ni(G,C)
in. Here also, use sh.
Lemma 2.15. The (middle) twist γ∞ and sh (on Ni(G,C)in,rd) entwine by
(2.18) shγ∞sh = γ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ .
Knowing sh is an involution and (2.18) holds gives a presentation of M¯4 = 〈sh, γ∞〉.
2.7.1. Twist action on products of two conjugacy classes. Let G be a finite
group with conjugacy classes (C′1,C
′
2,C
′
3) = C
′. Consider:
S(C′) = {(g1, g2) | gi ∈ Ci, i = 1, 2, with g1g2 ∈ C3}.
Consider the twist γ mapping (g1, g2) ∈ S(C′) to (g1g2g−11 , g1) ∈ S(C′′) with
C′′ = (C′2,C
′
1,C
′
3).
Lemma 2.16. For g3 ∈ C′3 let S(C′)g3 be those (g1, g2) ∈ S(C′) with g1g2 = g3.
Then, γ maps one-one from S(C′)g3 to S(C
′′)g3 . Also, |C′3||S(C′)g3 | = |S(C′)|.
The structure constant formula (§2.7.2) calculates |S(C′)| using complex rep-
resentations of G. Calculations in §7 compute the length of γ orbits on S(C′)g3 .
For g1, g2 in a group, denote the centralizer of 〈g1, g2〉 by Z(g1, g2).
Proposition 2.17. Assume g1 6= g2. Let (g1, g2) ∈ S(C′)g3 . The orbit of γ2
containing (g1, g2) is (g
j
3g1g
−j
3 , g
j
3g2g
−j
3 ), j = 0, . . . , ord(g3)−1. So, the orbit of γ2
has length
ord(g3)/|〈g3〉 ∩ Z(g1, g2)| def= o(g1, g2).
Let x = (g1g2)
(o−1)/2 and y = (g2g1)(o−1)/2, so g1y = xg1 and yg2 = g2x. Assume:
(2.19) o(g1, g2) = o is odd; and yg2 has order 2.
Then, the orbit of γ has length o(g1, g2). Otherwise, the orbit of γ containing
(g1, g2) has length 2o(g1, g2).
Proof. For t an integer,
(g1, g2)γ
2t = (gt3g1g
−t
3 , g
t
3g2g
−t
3 ) and (g1, g2)γ
2t+1 = (gt3g1g2g
−1
1 g
−t
3 , g
t
3g1g1g
−1
1 g
−t
3 ).
The minimal t with (g1, g2)γ
2t = (g1, g2) is o(g1, g2). Further, the minimal j with
(g1, g2)γ
j = (g1, g2) divides any other integer with this property. So j|2o(g1, g2)
and if j is odd, j|o(g1, g2).
From the above, if the orbit of γ does not have length 2o(g1, g2), it has length
o(g1, g2). Use the notation around (2.19). The expressions g1y = xg1 and yg2 = g2x
are tautologies. If o is odd, then (g1, g2)q
o
2 = x(g1, g2)q2x
−1. Assume this equals
(g1, g2), which is true if and only if xg1 = g2x = yg2. The expression (g1g2)
o = 1
and xg1yg2 = 1 are equivalent. Conclude (yg2)
2 = 1. So long as the order of yg2
is not 1, this shows (2.19) holds. If, however, yg2 = xg1 = g2x = g1y = 1, then
g1 = g2, contrary to hypothesis.
This reversible argument shows the converse: (g1, g2)q
o
2 = (g1, g2) follows from
(2.19). This concludes the proof. 
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Example 2.18 (Z(g1, g2) in Prop. 2.17). Prop. 2.17 applies to compute the
q2 orbit length of g ∈ Ni(G,C) where r = 4 and G is centerless (see Lem. 2.19).
With g = (g1, g2, g3, g4), replace (g1, g2) in the proposition by the entries (g2, g3).
To give examples where 〈g3〉 ∩ Z(g1, g2) 6= {1}, suppose V = 〈g2, g3〉 is a vector
space and A is an endomorphism fixing no nontrivial element of V . Entries of
(Ag−12 , g2, g3, g
−1
3 A
−1) generate a centerless group.
2.7.2. Products of conjugacy classes. The structure constant formula for Z[G]
(for example, [Ser92, §7.2]) shows the result of multiplying elements from conjugacy
classes. Let m be a function constant on conjugacy classes C1, . . . ,Cr and g ∈ G.
Let the common value of m on Ci be m(Ci). Denote
∑r
i=1
∑
ui∈Ci m(u1 · · ·urg)
by I(m;C, g). If m = χ is an irreducible character of G,
I(χ;C, g) =
r∑
i=1
∑
ui∈Ci
χ(u1 · · ·urg) = χ(g)
r∏
i=1
χ(ui)/χ(1)
r.
List the irreducible complex characters, χ1, . . . , χs, of G. Write m = miχi.
Then, I(m;C, g) =
∑
imiI(χi;C, g). Consider ψG =
1
|G|
∑s
i=1 χi(1)χi: 1 at 1G
and 0 otherwise. So, I(ψG;C, g) counts solutions of u1, . . . , urg = 1 with ui ∈ Ci:
N(C1, . . . ,Cr, g) = |G|r−1
s∑
i=1
r∏
j=1
χi(Cj)χi(g).
2.8. General context with modular curve illustrations. We do many
computations of q2 orbits on absolute, inner and reduced Nielsen classes. For
general r an obvious, but valuable, listing of Qi orbits appears in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.19. Let g ∈ Ni(G,C) be a Nielsen class representative. With µ =
gigi+1, the orbit of Qi on g is the collection
(g)qki =
{
(g1, . . . , gi−1, µlgiµ−l, µlgi+1µ−l, gi+2, . . . ) for k=2l
(g1, . . . , gi−1, µlgigi+1g−1i µ
−l, µlgiµ−l, gi+2, . . . ) for k=1+2l.
Producing modular curves from Hurwitz spaces illustrates modding out by
various groups of automorphisms of G on Ni(G,C) ([Fri90, §2] or [Fri78]).
2.8.1. Modular curve cusps from a Hurwitz viewpoint. The Nielsen class in this
case is for s-equivalence (§3.5) of dihedral involution realizations.
Regard Dpk+1 = Z/p
k+1 ×s{±1}, the dihedral group of order 2 · pk+1 with p
an odd prime, as 2 × 2 matrices. Start with absolute Nielsen classes (§3.5.1) from
the degree pk+1 representation of Dpk+1 . Take C2 the conjugacy class of
( −1 0
0 1
)
;
and T : Dpk+1 → Spk+1 the standard representation. The upper-right element
b ∈ Z/pk+1 determines elements of C2. Let Nk be the normalizer in Spk+1 of Dpk+1 .
List Ni(Dpk+1 ,C24 , T )
abs = Niabsk as (b1, b2, b3, b4) ∈ (Z/pk+1)4 modulo Nk.
Count these using representatives with these properties:
(2.20a) b1 = 0, b2 − b3 + b4 = 0; and
(2.20b) b2 = 1 or p | b2 and b3 = 1.
Then: |Niabsk | = pk+1 + pk. Modding out only by Dpk+1 —instead of Nk—gives
|Niink | = (pk+1 + pk)ϕ(pk+1)/2 with ϕ the Euler ϕ-function.
Renormalize: Use b2 − b3 = apu with (a, p) = 1 in place of b2 = 1 ; conjugate
by
(
α 0
0 1
)
to take a = 1. This allows further conjugation with α ≡ 1 mod pk+1−u.
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We pose some computations as an exercise. The superscript rd means to add
the quotient action of Q′′.
(2.21a) Show |Niabs,rdk | = |Niabsk | and |Niin,rdk | = |Niink |: Q′′ action is trivial.
Hint: Use H-M rep. b2 = 0, b3 = 1 = b4.
(2.21b) Find a length 1 (resp. pk+1) q2 orbit on Ni
abs,rd
k : (b2, b3) = (1, 1) (resp.
(b2, b3) = (0, 1)).
(2.21c) For 1 ≤ u ≤ k count q2 orbits on Niabs,rdk with b2 − b3 = pu.
Hints on (2.21c): Let ug have b2 = 1 and b3 = 1− pu. Use:
(2.22) (ug)q
l
2 corresponds to the pair (b2, b3) = (1 + lp
u, 1 + (l − 1)pu).
Compute the minimal l so the 2nd entry of (ug)q
l
2 equals
( −1 1
0 1
)
, 1 ≤ l ≤ pk+1−u.
Complete the set of b2 s: prime to p, modulo p
u up to multiplication by Hu = {α |
α ≡ 1 mod pk+1−u}. List q2 orbits on |Niabsk |.
Lemma 2.20. Let Su ≤ Hu be the subgroup stabilizing (2.22). Then, |Su| =
pmin(u,k+1−u) and this gives a q2 orbit of length pk+1−u/pmin(u,k+1−u). Each u,
1 ≤ u ≤ k contributes ϕ(pu)/|Hu| orbits of q2 of this length.
A traditional way to compute X0(p
k+1) cusp data is in [Sh94, p. 25]. Note: In
(2.21b), an H-M rep. (from (b2, b3) = (0, 1), see §6) gives the longest q2 orbit. Its
shift gives the shortest q2 orbit. This is the exact analog of Prop. 7.9.
2.8.2. Modular curves from §2.8.1. Any p ∈ Habsk represents a cover in the
Nielsen class Niabsk : ϕp : Xp = X → P1z. Its four branch cycles all have order
two, each fixing just one integer in the representation. This gives g(Xp) = 0 from
Riemann-Hurwitz (as in [Fri90, §2] or [Fri78]). The geometric (over C) Galois
closure of ϕp is a nondiagonal component Xˆp of the p
k+1 times fiber productX
(pk+1)
P1z
(§3.1.3 has the fiber product construction): g(Xˆp) = 1. The copy of Z/pk+1 is the
(unique) p-Sylow of the automorphism group of Xˆp → P1z. Let Pic0(Xˆp) be the
elliptic curve of degree 0 divisor classes on Xˆp.
Let Y0(p
k+1) be X0(p
k+1) without its cusps (points over j = ∞). Points
of Y0(p
k+1) are elliptic curve isogeny classes E → E′ with kernel isomorphic to
Z/pk+1. So, p gives a point in Y0(pk+1): Pic
0(Xˆp) = E 7→ E/(Z/pk+1) = E′.
Produce Hink → Y1(pk+1): If p∗ ∈ Hink lies over p ∈ Habsk , then ϕp∗ identifies
Aut(Xˆp/P1z) with Dpk+1 . Pick a generator e ∈ Z/pk+1. Let oE be the origin on E.
This gives a p-division point on E: e 7→ e(oE). For the Hurwitz interpretation of
Y (pk+1) add markings to the Nielsen classes [BF82].
2.8.3. Moduli dilemma relating H(Dpk+1 ,C24)in,rd to Y1(pk+1). §2.8.2 produces
a Q rational isomorphism of H(Dpk+1 ,C24)in,rd and Y1(pk+1). Their moduli prob-
lems, however, are different.
Points of Y1(p
k+1) correspond to pairs (E, e) with E an elliptic curve and e a
pk+1 division point. Since Y1(p
k+1) is a fine moduli space, a K point p ∈ Y1(pk+1)
automatically produces the pair (Ep , ep) over K. This gives Ep → Ep/〈−1, ep〉: −1
is the unique involution of Ep fixing the origin; and ep is shorthand for translating
points on Ep by ep.
By contrast, H(Dpk+1 ,C24)in,rd = Hrdk is the moduli space of genus 1 Galois
covers of P1 with these further properties.
(2.23a) The covering group has an isomorphism with Dpk+1 , up to conjugation.
(2.23b) Branch cycles for the cover are in C24 .
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(2.23c) Covers ϕˆ : Xˆ → P1z and α ◦ ϕˆ : Xˆ → P1z for α ∈ PSL2(C) are equivalent
if pullback by α respects the isomorphismG(Xˆ/P1z) toDpk+1 (in §3.5.2).
In (2.21a), Q′′ acts trivially on inner Nielsen classes. So Hrdk is not a fine (or even
b-fine) moduli space (Prop. 4.7). We explain further. Let Uj = P1j \ {∞}.
Let Φ : T → S be a smooth family of curves with an attached algebraic map
Ψ : S → Uj . Denote the fiber of Φ over s ∈ S by Ts. Suppose Dpk+1 acts as a group
scheme on T preserving each fiber Ts. Write this as Γ : Dpk+1 × T → T . Then,
form the quotient map ϕs : Ts 7→ Ts/Dpk+1 . Assume for s ∈ S(C):
(2.24) An isomorphism of Ts/Dpk+1 with P1z presents ϕs in the inner Nielsen
class of (Dpk+1 ,C24) with branch points in the equivalence class Ψ(s).
By assumption, Φ induces a natural map ψ : S → Hrdk . If Hrdk were a fine
moduli space, the family Φ would pull back from a unique total family on Hrdk .
Though it isn’t, there is at least one total family on Hrdk (identified with Y1(pk+1)).
Proposition 2.21. For some total family Φ∗ : T ∗ → Y1(pk+1):
(2.25a) Dpk+1 acts on the total space commuting with Φ
∗; and
(2.25b) the fiber over p ∈ Y1(pk+1) is Ep (notation above) with restriction of
Dpk+1 producing the cover Ep → Ep/〈−1, ep〉.
Any K point on Hrdk produces a Dpk+1 regular realization in the inner Nielsen
class of (Dpk+1,C24).
Proof. It only remains to show the last statement. Prop. 2.3 gives this because
(2.21a) shows Q′′ acts trivially on the Nielsen class. A classical argument, however,
suffices in this case by contrast to §2.3.4.
Given p ∈ Hkk(K) = Y1(pk+1)(K), consider the K cover Ep → Ep/〈−1, ep〉. If
Ep/〈−1, ep〉 is isomorphic to P1z over K, this gives a regular Dpk+1 realization in
the inner Nielsen class of (Dpk+1,C24). Such an isomorphism occurs if and only if
Ep/〈−1, ep〉 has a K point. The image from origin in Ep is such a K point. 
Suppose Hkk were a fine (resp. b-fine) moduli space. Then the family Φ (resp. off
of j = 0 or 1) would be the pullback of this family. There would then be a section
γ : S → T for Φ from pulling back the section for the origin on the fibers of
T ∗ → Y1(pk+1). That section would have the same field of definition as does
(Φ, T ,Ψ,Γ). The structural maps, including Γ, have field of definition Q. We don’t
assume the genus zero curve Ts/Dpk+1 is isomorphic to P1z over Q(s); this would
give a Q(s) regular realization Ts → P1z of Dpk+1 . It is exactly in this way the next
proposition says the family T ∗ → Y1(pk+1) is special.
2.8.4. Dpk+1 involution covers of forms of P
1. Prop. 2.21 would be most sat-
isfying if there was a diophantine consequence for Hrdk not being a fine (or b-fine)
moduli space. Best of all would be values of s with Ts/Dpk+1 not isomorphic over
Q(s) to P1z. For example, suppose K is a p-adic field and E is an elliptic curve
over K with a pk+1 division point e. From this form ψe : E → E/〈−1, e〉 as in
the Prop. 2.21 proof. Let µ be the GK module of all roots of 1 and let E
∗ be the
dual abelian variety to E. Tate has a theory ([Ta58], [Ser96, p. 93]) identifying
homogeneous spaces for E with HomGK (H
0(GK , E
∗), µ).
We suggest a project. Let C be a nontrivial homogeneous space for E, and
C(2) its 2-fold symmetric product. Map positive divisors on C of degree 2 to divisor
classes as s(2) : C(2) → Pic(C)(2). Fibers of s(2) are forms of P1 over K with a
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degree 2 map from C. Assume further that Pic(C)(2) has K points; it is isomorphic
to E. [Fri75] shows there is a K-fiber Y of s(2) not isomorphic to P1 over K.
Problem 2.22. Assume j(E) 6= 0 or 1 (the special values for our normalized
j). Does s(2) have a Dpk+1 invariant K fiber Y not isomorphic to P
1
K?
A positive solution gives a sequence C → Y α−→Y (with α a degree pk+1 map)
that is a Dpk+1 involution realization over K¯ (α agrees with §6.5.2). Despite
Chaˆtelet’s interest in Brauer-Severi varieties and homogeneous spaces for elliptic
curves (Rem. 6.13) he seems not to have come across this problem.
2.9. p-lifting property and using sh-incidence. §2.9.1 looks at γ∞ orbits.
§2.9.3 applies to Ni(A5,C34)in,rd a preferred rubric for computing M¯4 orbits.
2.9.1. Orbits for γ related to Ni(A5,C34)
in. Let γ be the twist operator of
§2.7.1. Take (g1, g2) = ((1 2 3), (1 4 5)). Then, the γ orbit of (g1, g2) has length 5:
(1 2 3 4 5)2(1 2 3)(1 2 3)(3 2 1)(1 2 3 4 5)−2 = (1 4 5).
Similarly, take (g1, g2) = ((1 2 3), (1 3 4)). On this element γ produces an orbit of
length 3: (1 2 4)(1 2 3)(1 2 3)(3 2 1)(4 2 1) = (1 3 4).
2.9.2. The p-lifting property. The following lemma from [FK97, Lifting Lemma
4.1] appears often in our computations.
Lemma 2.23. For any finite group G = G0, let G1 be the first characteristic
quotient of the universal p-Frattini cover pG˜ of G0 (§5.2). Suppose g ∈ G0 has
order divisible by p. Then, any lift of g to G1 has order p times the order of g.
Given G = G0, an extension ψ : H ։ G has the p-lifting property if the
conclusion of Lem. 2.23 holds (for p). Often a much smaller cover than G1 → G0 will
suffice for the p-lifting property. For example, A5 = PSL2(Z/5) has one conjugacy
class of elements of order 2. That lifts to an element of order 4 in Aˆ5 = SL2(Z/5).
Lemma 2.24. Let gi, i = 1, 2, be distinct order 2 elements in A5. Denote lifts
of them to Aˆ5 by gˆi, i = 1, 2. Then, 〈gˆ1, gˆ2〉 is a quaternion group.
Consider Aˆn, the Spin cover of An. Write any g ∈ An of order 2 (n ≥ 6) as a
product g1g2 of two commuting elements g1, g2 of order 2 with the gi s having lifts
gˆ1, gˆ2 of order 4. Then, 〈gˆ1, gˆ2〉 is isomorphic to Z/2× Z/4 if and only if gˆ1gˆ2 has
order 2 (otherwise it is isomorphic to Q8). Further, gˆ1gˆ2 has order 4 if and only if
g1g2 is a product of 2s transpositions, with s odd.
Proof. The opening statement follows because the quaternion group of order
8 is only group of order 8 with a Klein 4-group as quotient having all its elements
lifting to have order 4. The last statement is a variant on that using Prop. 5.10. 
Let G1 be 2A˜5/ ker1 for p = 2, the first characteristic quotient of the universal
2-Frattini cover of A5 (§5.2). Suppose (g′1, g′2) is a lift of (g1, g2) to elements of
order 3 in G1 in either of these cases. Then, γ on (g
′
1, g
′
2) gives orbits of length
2ord(g′1g
′
2). For example, let α = (1 2 3 4 5)
2(1 2 3) = (2 4)(3 5). Suppose the orbit
has length ord(g′1g
′
2). Then, some lift of α to α
′ ∈ G1 conjugates g′1 to g′2 and g′2
to g′1. Such an element, however, would have order 2. Since 2 divides the order
α, this contradicts Lemma 2.23: α′ has order 2 times the order of α. Similarly for
α = (1 2 4)(1 2 3) = (1 3)(2 4).
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We don’t know how to compute ord(g′1g
′
2) in general as in Lemma 2.23. When
G0 is a subgroup of an alternating group and p = 2, Prop. 5.9 contributes consid-
erably. Here is an immediate example. §5.5 uses it on indirect examples.
Lemma 2.25. Take G0 = A5 and p = 2. Suppose (g
′
2, g
′
3) is a pair of elements of
order 3 lifting to G1 either (g2, g3) = ((1 2 3), (1 4 5)) or (g2, g3) = ((1 2 3), (1 3 4)).
Then, ord(g′2g
′
3) = 2ord(g2g3). Further, assume g = (g1, g2, g3, g4) is in Table 1.
Then, if ord(g2g3) = 3 or 5, the conclusion holds for ord(g
′
2g
′
3).
2.9.3. Generating orbits from H-M reps. for Ni(A5,C34)
in,rd. Improve Table 1
to get a complete orbit for M¯4 = 〈sh, γ∞〉 on Ni(A5,C34)in,rd in 2-steps.
First: List γ∞ orbits for the H-M reps.
g1 = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)) and g2 = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 5 4), (1 4 5)).
Here are (g1)γ
j
∞, j = 1, 2, 3, 4:
(2.26) (•, (2 4 5), (1 3 2),•), (•, (5 1 3), (2 4 5),•), (•, (3 2 4), (5 1 3),•), (•, (4 5 1), (3 2 4),•).
A • means repeat that position from the previous element. Conjugate these by
(4 5) for list (g2)γ
j
∞, j = 2, 3, 4, 5. The middle product (order) of a 4-tuple g is
u = (g)
def
= ord(g2g3).
Second: List elements g ′ = (g)sh where g is in (2.26) and mp(g ′) = 1 (g = g1)
or 3 ((g1)γ
j
∞, j = 2, 3) and close under 〈γ∞〉 action. Those with mp(g ′) = 1 are
(g1)sh and ((g1)sh)γ∞. Those with mp(g
′) = 3 are in ((g1)γ
j
∞)sh〈γ∞〉, j = 2, 3:
(2.27)
((5 1 3), (2 4 5), (1 5 4), (1 2 3)), (•, (2 1 4), (2 4 5), •), (•, (4 1 5), (2 1 4), •)
((3 2 4), (5 1 3), (1 5 4), (1 2 3)), (•, (3 4 5), (5 1 3), •), (•, (5 4 1), (3 4 5), •).
Note: Each row of (2.27) contains two elements which sh maps to each of the type
(5, 5) orbits (5 is the order of both the middle twist and γ∞ orbits; as in §7.2.1).
Example: Let g∗ be (•, (2 1 4), (2 4 5), •) as above. Then,
(g∗)sh−1 = ((1 2 3), (5 1 3), (2 1 4), (2 4 5)),
so (1 2 3)(g∗)sh−1(3 2 1) is in the γ∞ orbit of g2. The 3rd elements of each (2.27)
row map to each other by sh. Conclude: Two steps produce a list of 4-tuples of
3-cycles (modulo conjugation by A5) closed under sh and γ∞.
2.10. The sh-incidence matrix. For a general reduced Nielsen class, list γ∞
orbits as O1, . . . , On. The sh-incidence matrix A(G,C) has (i, j) term |(Oi)sh∩Oj |.
2.10.1. The sh-incidence matrix when r = 4. Since sh has order two on reduced
Nielsen classes, this is a symmetric matrix. Equivalence n×n matrices A and TAtT
running over permutation matrices T (tT is its transpose) associated to elements
of Sn. List γ∞ orbits as
O1,1 , . . . , O1,t1 , O2,1 , . . . , O2,t2 , . . . , Ou,1 , . . . , Ou,tu
corresponding to M¯4 orbits. Choose T to assume A(G,C) is arranged in blocks
along the diagonal.
Lemma 2.26. If Aj is the jth block of A(G,C), then Aj doesn’t break into
smaller blocks. So, M¯4 orbits form irreducible blocks in the sh-incidence matrix.
Proof. With no loss assume one M¯4 orbit and two blocks, with orbit listings
as O1, . . . , Ok, Ok+1, . . . , Ot. As, however, there is one orbit, for some j ≤ k,
|(Oi)sh ∩Oj | 6= 0 for some i > k. This contradicts there being two blocks. 
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In practice it is difficult to list the γ∞ orbits. So, we start with the H-M reps.,
apply sh, then complete the γ∞ orbits and check |(Oi)sh ∩ Oj |. Sometimes we’ll
then be done. The case (A5,C34) illustrates this. Denote (as above) the γ∞ orbits
of g1 and g2 by O(5, 5; 1) and O(5, 5; 2); γ∞ orbits of
((5 1 3), (2 4 5), (1 5 4), (1 2 3)) and ((3 2 4), (5 1 3), (1 5 4), (1 2 3))
by O(3, 3; 1) and O(3, 3; 2); and of (g1)sh by O(1, 2).
Table 2. sh-Incidence Matrix for Ni0
Orbit O(5, 5; 1) O(5, 5; 2) O(3, 3; 1) O(3, 3; 2) O(1, 2)
O(5, 5; 1) 0 2 1 1 1
O(5, 5; 2) 2 0 1 1 1
O(3, 3; 1) 1 1 0 1 0
O(3, 3; 2) 1 1 1 0 0
O(1, 2) 1 1 0 0 0
2.10.2. The sh-incidence matrix for general r. For general r, denote q1 · · · qr−1
at the Hurwitz monodromy level to be the shift shr, so sh4 is what we call the shift
above. Ideas for r = 4 generalize to indicate cusp geometry for general r.
The element shr plays the role of a shift in two ways. Consider an r-tuple
σ¯ = (σ¯1, . . . , σ¯r) of free generators of Fr. The effect of shr on σ¯ is to give
(σ¯)q1 · · · qr−1 = (σ¯1σ¯2σ¯−11 , . . . , σ¯1σ¯r σ¯−11 , σ¯1σ¯1σ¯−11 ).
In specializing to a Nielsen class the effect of shr is to the shift the Nielsen class
representative entries by 1. Iterate this r times to see the effect of shrr is conjugation
on σ by the product σ¯1 · · · σ¯r of these generators.
Such a conjugation commutes with the action of the braid group. So we have
an interesting interpretation for the action of conjugating by shr on the generators
q1, . . . , qr. Define q0 to be sh
−1
r q1shr. Then, conjugation by shr on the left of the
array (q0, q1, . . . , qr−2, qr−1) maps its entries to
shr(q0, . . . , qr−1)sh−1r = (q1, q1q2q1q
−1
2 q
−1
1 , q1q2q3q2q
−1
3 q
−1
2 q
−1
1 , . . . )
= (q1, q2, . . . , qr−1, q0).
To see the effect of conjugation of shr on qr−1 use that shrr is in the center of Hr
(or of Br). Then, q0 = sh
r
r(q0)sh
−r
r = shrqr−1sh
−1
r .
Denote qr−1qr−2 · · · q1 by sh′r. Notice (sh′r)r has exactly the same effect on σ
as does shrr. In Hr use that q1 · · · qrqr · · · q1 = 1 to see shrr(sh′r)r = 1, so shrr = z
has its square equal to 1. When r = 4 the groupM4 is exactly Hr/〈sh44〉 = Hr/〈z〉.
An especially handy description of z in this case is q1q
−1
3 . In general there is a
shr-incidence matrix. As in the case r = 4, it suffices to choose the image of qv
in M¯r for some value of v. It doesn’t make any difference which v, though for
r = 4 it was convenient to take v = 2. Call the resulting element γ∞. List the γ∞
reduced orbits as O1, . . . , Ot and define A(G,C) to be the matrix with (i, j) term
|(Oi)shr ∩Oj |. For general r it won’t be symmetric.
3. Nielsen classes and the Inverse Galois Problem
Let G be a centerless transitive subgroup of Sn. Assume C is r ≥ 3 conjugacy
classes of G. This data produces several canonical moduli spaces. Four occur often:
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inner and absolute (adding a permutation representation on G) Hurwitz spaces and
their reduced versions (quotients by a natural PSL2(C) action). We review their
definitions and relation to Hr. When r = 4, the reduced versions are curves: upper
half plane quotients by finite index subgroups of PSL2(Z) covering the j-line and
ramified at traditional points.
3.1. Equivalences on covers of P1z. Consider covers ϕi : Xi → P1z, i = 1, 2.
There are two natural equivalences between isomorphisms α : X1 → X2.
(3.1a) Call α an s-equivalence if ϕ2 ◦ α = ϕ1.
(3.1b) Call α a w-equivalence if there exists β ∈ PSL2(C) with ϕ2 ◦α = β ◦ϕ1.
Definition 3.1. In the notation above, call ϕ1 and ϕ2 s-equivalent (resp. w-
equivalent) if (3.1a) (resp. (3.1b)) holds for some α.
Moduli spaces formed from equivalence (3.1a) support a natural PSL2(C) ac-
tion. The quotient is a moduli space for equivalence (3.1b). Let Hrd be one of
these reduced moduli spaces. If r = 4, its projective completion gives a ramified
cover ψ¯ : H¯rd → P1j . We refine [DF99, Prop. 6.5] for computing a branch cycle
description of ψ¯. This clarifies that a geometric equivalence from a Klein 4-group
comes exactly from the group labeled Q′′ = Q/〈z〉 in §2.6.4.
3.1.1. Setup for Nielsen classes. Consider any smooth connected family of r
(fixed) branch point covers of P1z. Denote the degree of the covers in the family by
n. It has this attached data:
(3.2a) an associated group G;
(3.2b) a permutation representation T : G→ Sn; and
(3.2c) a set of conjugacy classes C = (C1, . . . ,Cr) of G.
Denote the subgroup of Sn normalizing G and permuting the conjugacy classes
C by NSn(G,C) = NT (G,C). If a cover ϕ : X → P1z in this family has definition
field K, then the Galois closure of the cover has Galois (arithmetic monodromy)
group a subgroup of NSn(G,C). Below use the notation G(T, 1) for the elements
g ∈ G with (1)T (g) = 1: G(T, 1) is the stabilizer of 1 in the representation.
3.1.2. Nielsen class and Hr action. Relate covers with data (G,C) to homo-
morphisms of fundamental groups using the associated Nielsen class:
Ni = Ni(G,C) = {g = (g1, . . . , gr) | g1 · · · gr = 1, 〈g〉 = G and g ∈ C}.
Writing g ∈ C means the conjugacy classes of the gi s in G are, in some possibly
rearranged order, the same (with multiplicity) as those in C.
Suppose given z , r branch points, and a choice g¯ of classical generators for
π1(Uz , z0) (§1.2). Then, Ni(G,C) lists all homomorphisms from π1(Uz , z0) to G
giving a cover with branch points z associated to (G,C). A Galois cover (over Q)
with attached data (G,C) is a (G,C) realization, suppressing Q. Analogous results
for any characteristic 0 field (including non-Galois covers) have easy formulations
as in [Fri77, Thm. 5.1].
Denote the subgroup of automorphisms Aut(G) of G permuting elements in C
by Aut(G,C). An α ∈ Aut(G,C) respects the multiplicity of a conjugacy class in
C. It acts on Ni(G,C) by
(g)α = ((g1)α, . . . , (gr)α)).
Given N∗ ≤ Aut(G) form Ni(G,C)/N∗ in the obvious way.
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Suppose T : G → Sn is a permutation representation. Let N ′ be a subgroup
of NT (G,C) (§3.1.1). Conjugation on G gives a homomorphism N ′ → Aut(G,C).
This is an isomorphism into if and only if N ′ contains no nontrivial centralizer of
G. Abusing notation, denote the quotient of N ′ action by Ni(G,C)/N ′.
The braid group Br acts from Q1, . . . , Qr−1 acting on (g¯1, . . . , g¯r) ∈ Ni(G,C)
as in (2.3). If N ′ ≤ NT (G,C) contains G, this Br action induces an Hr = π1(Ur)
action (§2.1.3). Assume G ≤ N ′. Permutation representations of fundamental
groups produce covers. For this Hr action, denote the (Hurwitz space) cover of Ur
by HN ′ = H(G,C)N ′ .
3.1.3. Galois closure and permutation representations. Use notation from §3.1.1
for a cover ϕ : X → P1z of degree n = deg(ϕ) with (G,C) and a permutation rep-
resentation Tϕ = T : G→ Sn attached.
The Galois closure of ϕ over any defining field for (X,ϕ) has a geometric for-
mulation. Take the fiber product X(n)
def
= X
(n)
ϕ
def
= X
(n)
P1z
of ϕ, n times. Points on
X(n) consist of n-tuples (x1, . . . , xn) of points on X satisfying ϕ(x1) = ϕ(x2) =
· · · = ϕ(xn). This variety will be singular around n-tuples where xi and xj are
both ramified through ϕ. Replace X(n) by its normalization to make it now a non-
singular cover. Retain the notation ϕ(n) : X(n) → P1z. Then, X(n) has components
where at least two of the coordinates are identical. These form the fat diagonal.
Remove components of this fat diagonal to give X∗. Over the algebraic closure
X∗ has as many components as (Sn : G). List one of these components over K¯ as
X†. The stabilizer in Sn of X† is a conjugate of G. Normalize by choosing X† so
the stabilizer is actually G. Now, choose any K component Xˆ of X∗ containing
X†. Then, ϕˆ : Xˆ → P1z is Galois (over K) with group Gˆ ≤ NSn(G,C) having G
as a normal subgroup. Also, ϕˆ has the same conjugacy classes C attached to the
branch points z and it factors through ϕ (project on any coordinate of X(n)). The
Galois cover Xˆ → X has group Gˆ(1) = Gˆ(T, 1) where T is the coset representation
of G on G(1). The following is elementary [Fri77, Lem. 2.1].
Lemma 3.2. The centralizer of G in NSn(G,C) induces the automorphisms of
X that commute with ϕT .
Consider any permutation representation T ′ : G → Sn′ . This provides ϕT ′ :
XT ′ → P1z; XT ′ is the quotient Xˆ/G(T ′, 1) (with G(T ′, 1) as in §3.1.1).
3.2. Motivation from the Inverse Galois Problem. The regular version
of the Inverse Galois Problem asks if every finite G is the group of a cover of Uz , for
some integer r, with equations for its automorphisms and the cover over Q. Call
such an r-branch point realization over Q. To find r, z and such a cover needs
structure. Form the profinite completion π1(Uz , z0)
alg of π1(Uz , z0) with respect
to all its finite index subgroups. Suppose z0 ∈ Q ∪ {∞} and z is a GQ stable set.
There is a natural short exact sequence
(3.3) 1→ π1(Uz , z0)alg → π1(Uz , z0)ar → GQ → 1 ([Ser92, p. 57] or Prop. 3.4).
For an analog substituting K for Q, replace GQ by GK in (3.3).
3.2.1. Grothendieck’s GQ action. Let E(Uz , z0)alg be all meromorphic algebraic
functions in a neighborhood of z0 that extend analytically along each path in Uz .
Regard them as in the Laurent series Lz0 about z0. Each is meromorphic in a disk
about z0 having the nearest point of z on its boundary. These are the extensible
functions in Uz . To each such f associate a definition field K = Kf . This has
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generators (over Q) the ratios of coefficients of any (nonzero) polynomial F (z, w)
in z and w with F (z, f(z)) ≡ 0 near z0. The field K(z, f) that f generates over
K(z) is the field of meromorphic functions of a cover X¯ → P1z over K (restricting
to an unramified cover X = Xf → Uz).
Suppose ψ : X → Uz is a finite (unramified) cover. Then, ψ is s- equivalent to
ψf : Xf → Uz for some f with the following properties.
(3.4a) Kf is in the algebraic closure of Q(z0, z).
(3.4b) f and each analytic continuation of it (around a closed path based at
z0) have nonzero differential at z0.
So, these analytic continuations have n = deg(ψf ) distinct values at z0. Their
power series around z0 have coefficients in the algebraic closure of Q(z0, z).
With no loss, when z0 and z are over Q, assume E(Uz , z0)alg consists of power
series around z0 with coefficients in Q¯. There is an ordering on elements of
E(Uz , z0)alg: f ≤ g if Q¯(z, g) ⊃ Q¯(z, f). Analytic continuation over a path, as
an operation on Q¯(z, g), determines the path’s analytic continuation on Q¯(z, f).
So, paths acting on these equivalence classes respect this ordering. Each equiv-
alence class represents a specific function field, with all functions in it expanded
around z0. It is the exact data one expects from a cover and a point on the cover
over z0. This action by paths in Uz based at z0 on the points above z0 respects
the action on points of a higher covering. For γ ∈ π1(Uz , z0), let fγ be the analytic
continuation of f to the endpoint of γ.
Definition 3.3. Define how σ ∈ GQ acts on γ ∈ π1(Uz , z0) by how it acts on
extensible algebraic functions: f 7→ fσ−1◦γ◦σ = fγσ . In words: Apply σ−1 to the
coefficients of f , continue f around γ and then apply σ to the coefficients of the
result. The effect of γ on algebraic functions determines it. This defines γσ.
Unless σ is complex conjugation, no actual path gives γσ. With our right action
of GQ replacing a left action, the following is compatible with [Iha91, p. 103].
Proposition 3.4. Fiber compatible action on a projective system of points P z0
determines paths in π1(Uz , z0). Then, {γσ}γ∈π1(Uz ,z0),σ∈GQ also acts on P z0.
Define πalg1 as the projective completion of this action from finite Galois covers.
Then, πalg1 is the projective limit of π1 quotients from all normal subgroups of finite
index. The previous action of σ ∈ GQ on π1(Uz , z0) extends to πalg1 , giving a
splitting of the sequence (3.3).
3.2.2. The Branch Cycle Lemma over Q. The Branch Cycle Lemma ([Fri77,
before Thm. 5.1] or the case in Lem. 3.7) gives a necessary condition for a (G,C)
realization (overQ) through a quotient of π1(Uz , z0)alg. Let g¯ be classical generators
of π1(Uz , z0)
alg (§1.2). Any homomorphism ψ : π1(Uz , z0)alg → G produces a
geometrically Galois cover ϕψ : Xψ → P1z. Though construction of ϕψ is canonical,
it depends on the base point. Remove this by equivalencing homomorphisms ψ
differing by conjugation of π1(Uz , z0)
alg. §3.5 explains this and related equivalences.
For g ∈ G and k ∈ Zˆ (a profinite integer), k acts on g by putting it to the kth
power. Then, invertible elements n ∈ Zˆ∗ map g to another generator of 〈g〉.
Definition 3.5. Call a set of conjugacy classes C in G a rational union if
Cn = C (both sides counted with multiplicity) for all n ∈ Zˆ∗. Given conjugacy
classes C, there is a natural rationalization C′: The minimal rational collection of
conjugacy classes containing C.
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Example 3.6. Suppose C1, C2 and C3 are respectively the conjugacy classes
of the 5-cycles in A5 given by g1 = (1 2 3 4 5), g2 = (1 3 5 2 4) and g1 again. Then,
C1, C2, C3 is not a rational union because the conjugacy class of g1 appears with
multiplicity 2, while its square appears only with multiplicity 1. The collection
C′ = (C1, C2, C1, C2) is its rationalization.
The image g of g¯ gives conjugacy classes C in G, with Ci attached to zi,
i = 1, . . . , r. Suppose the following:
(3.5) ϕψ : Xψ → P1z (with its automorphisms) has equations over Q.
Lemma 3.7 (Branch Cycle Lemma). If (3.5) holds then z is a Q set. A nec-
essary and sufficient condition for (3.5) is that ψ extends to a homomorphism
ψ : π1(Uz,z0)
ar → G (as in (3.3)). For an analog with any K of characteristic 0
(including R or Qp) replace GQ with GK in the definition of π1(Uz′,z0)
ar.
Assume σ ∈ GK maps to nσ ∈ Zˆ∗ = G(Qcyc/Q) and π ∈ Sr satisfies zσi = z(i)π.
Then, (3.5) implies
(3.6) Cnσ(i)π = Ci, i = 1, . . . , r.
So, when K = Q and (3.5) holds, C is a rational union (Def. 3.5).
Prop. 5.11 illustrates using Lem. 3.7, to answer question (1.7a).
3.2.3. Using Lem. 3.7 over a general field. Suppose ϕ : X → P1z over Q has
degree n with attached (G,C). Then, ϕ produces a permutation representation
G ≤ Sn. Sometimes the goal is to find (X,ϕ) over Q, with less concern for the
definition field of the Galois closure of the cover (as in [DF99] and [Fri99]). The
necessary condition for this requires a choice of Galois closure group Gˆ between G
and NSn(G,C) as in §3.5. For each such Gˆ, replace (3.6) by
(3.7) gσC
nσ
(i)πg
−1
σ = Ci, i = 1, . . . , r, for some gσ ∈ Gˆ.
A general Branch Cycle Lemma, including for non-Galois covers is in [Fri77,
Thm. 5.1]. K = Qp, it pays to stipulate orbits of GK on the branch points precisely.
For a general K, assume GK acts on the support of z as µ : GK → Sr. Regard
G(Kcyc/K) as a subgroup of Zˆ∗. Consider:
HG,C,Gˆ,µ = {σ ∈ GK | gσCnσ(i)µ(σ)g−1σ = Ci, i = 1, . . . , r, for some gσ ∈ Gˆ};
and HG,C,Gˆ = {n′ ∈ G(Kcyc/K) | gn′Cn
′
(i)πg
−1
n′ = Ci, i = 1, . . . , r,
for some gn′ ∈ Gˆ and π ∈ Sr}.
Let ϕ : X → P1z be in the Nielsen class Ni(G,C, T ) have definition field L ≥ K.
Call ϕ attached to (K,z,G, Gˆ,C, µ) if its branch points z are a K set with the given
action µ and its arithmetic monodromy group over L is a subgroup of Gˆ. Then,
the fixed field KG,C,G,Gˆ,µ of HG,C,Gˆ,µ is a subfield of L (similar to [DF90, §1.2]).
When G = Gˆ drop the appearance of Gˆ. Example: KG,C,G,Gˆ,µ becomes KG,C,G,µ.
3.3. Frattini group covers. The history of the Inverse Galois Problem shows
it is hard to find r and z producing Q realizations. To systematically investigate the
diophantine nature of these difficulties we take large (maximal Frattini) quotients
of π1(Uz,z0)
alg, rather than finite groups.
Start with a finite group G. Call µ : H ։ G a Frattini cover if for any subgroup
H∗ ≤ H , µ(H∗) = G implies H∗ = H . This exactly translates the cover property
from §5.1. There is a (uni)versal Frattini group G˜ coveringG [FJ86, Chap. 20]. We
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review properties of G˜ by analogy with the universal Frattini cover of the dihedral
group Dp (p odd).
3.3.1. Using G = Dp = Z/p×s{±1} as a model. Consider
ϕp : pD˜p = Zp ×s{±1} → Dp and ϕ2 : 2D˜p = Z/p×sZ2 → Dp
as pieces of the universal Frattini profinite cover of Dp. Patch these as a fiber
product over Dp:
D˜p = {(g1, g2) ∈ 2D˜p × pD˜p | ϕ2(g1) = ϕp(g2)}.
This generalizes: For each prime p, p | |G|, there is a universal p-Frattini cover
ψp : pG˜→ G with these properties [Fri95a, Part II].
(3.8a) G˜ is the fiber product of pG˜ (over G) over p primes dividing |G|.
(3.8b) Both ker(ψp) and a p-Sylow of pG˜ are pro-free pro-p groups, and pG˜ is
the minimal profinite cover of G with this property.
(3.8c) pG˜ has a characteristic sequence of finite quotients {Gk}∞k=0.
(3.8d) Each p′-conjugacy class of G lifts uniquely to a p′ class of pG˜.
(3.8e) If H ≤ Gk has image in G all of G, then H = Gk.
To simplify notation we suppress the appearance of p in forming the character-
istic sequence {Gk}∞k=0. Denote ker(ψp) by ker0. For any pro-p group, the Frattini
subgroup is the closed subgroup that commutators and pth powers generate. Let
ker1 be the Frattini subgroup of ker0. Continue inductively to form kerk as the
Frattini subgroup of kerk−1. Then, Gk = pG˜/ kerk. Use of modular representation
theory throughout this paper is from the action of Gk on kerk / kerk+1
def
= Mk, a
natural Z/p[Gk] module. Rem. 5.2 notes some points about this.
We occasionally use GK with K a field for the absolute Galois group of K.
The context and use of capital letters for fields in that rare event should cause no
confusion with this Gk notation.
3.3.2. p-projectivity. Let ψ : H → G be a cover of profinite groups with the
kernel of ψ a pro-p group. Such a cover is p-projective if for any cover ψ′ : H ′ → G
with kernel a pro- p group, there is a homomorphism α : H → H ′ with ψ′ ◦ α = ψ.
Definition 3.8. With the same setup as above and k a positive integer, we
say ψ is a (p, k)-projective cover if for any ψ′ with kernel a p-group of exponent pk,
there exists α : H → H ′ with ψ′ ◦ α = ψ.
The next proposition captures the most significant property in the list (3.8).
Equivalent to (3.8c) is that pG˜ is p-projective.
Proposition 3.9. The group pG˜ is the minimal p-projective cover of G. Also,
Gk (with its morphism to G = G0 is the minimal (p, k)-projective cover of G.
An analogous definition without reference to covers is of p-projective. That
would be a profinite group H such that any cover ψ : H → G is p-projective. Many
fields relevant to arithmetic and algebraic geometry have absolute Galois groups
that are p-projective (call the field itself p-projective). In particular that includes
function fields over algebraically closed fields, and the PAC fields from [FJ86] that
play a role in the exact sequence for GQ in (1.1).
Further, many function fields have geometric fundamental groups that are p-
projective. If C is an algebraic curve (affine or projective) over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p, then its (profinite) fundamental group is p-projective.
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This p-projective result is due to Grothendieck, though there are many recent revis-
itings of this topic (for example [Ja99]). We know fundamental groups of projec-
tive curves in 0 characteristic, though not in positive characteristic; p-projectivity
is a very good hint why not. The p′ quotient of such fundamental groups (affine
or projective) are like their characteristic 0 counterparts from Grothendieck’s en-
hancement of Riemann’s existence theorem (see §4.4.3). Non p′ quotients are not,
though we know the group is p projective. Clearly the group is not pro-free for you
can’t put those two properties together in a pro-free group. We don’t know how to
characterize profinite groups that do put those properties together.
3.3.3. Is ker0 characteristic? General automorphisms of pG˜ may not preserve
ker0. That is, the phrase characteristic quotients of pG˜ doesn’t imply ker0 is a
characteristic subgroup of pG˜. Still, the following easy lemma often applies.
Lemma 3.10. If ker0 is a characteristic subgroup of the p-Sylow of pG˜, then
by definition all kerk s are characteristic subgroups. This holds for the universal
p-Frattini cover of Dp. If all p-Sylows of G intersect in {1} (as when G is a
simple group), then ker0 is the intersection of all p-Sylows of pG˜. So, ker0 is also
characteristic: All automorphisms of pG˜ preserve the intersection of the p-Sylows.
Remark 3.11 (Checking when ker0 is characteristic). Suppose P
′
p is a p-Sylow
of pG˜. Since it is a pro-free pro-p group, its characteristic subgroups appear from
the filtrations by the puth power subgroups and the lower central series. In principle
this allows determining if ker0 is a characteristic subgroup of P
′
p.
3.4. One prime at a time. The fiber product characterization of (3.8) allows
dealing with one p-Frattini cover pG˜ of G at a time.
3.4.1. Realization of pG˜ quotients. Fix G and p. Here is a naive diophantine
goal referencing the groups Gk of (3.8c).
Problem 3.12. For each k find the following:
(3.9a) rk distinct points zk (possibly varying with k); and
(3.9b) π1(Uzk , z0)
alg → Gk → 1 factoring through π1(Uzk , z0)ar → Gk.
The Branch Cycle Lemma limits conjugacy classes Ck to satisfy (3.6).
Assume C consists of p′-conjugacy classes. Suppose G∗ is simultaneously a
quotient of pG˜ factoring through G and of π1(Uzk , z0)
alg. Call the corresponding
cover of P1z a p-Frattini (G,C) cover if classical generators (§1.2) of π1(Uzk , z0)alg
also map to C. According to (3.8c), if (G,C) passes the Branch Cycle Lemma test,
then so does (Gk,C) for all k. This illustrates the groups Gk are similar. The
guiding question asks this.
Question 3.13. Will all the Gk fall to the Inverse Galois Problem with a
bound, independent of k, on rk in Prob. 3.12?
3.4.2. Possible (z, r) and the Main Conjecture. A Yes! to Question 3.13 is
equivalent to the following (Thm. 6.1; also with any number field K replacing Q).
(3.10) There is a rational set of p′ classes C (with cardinality r for some r) so
(3.12) holds with C = Ck (and rk = r) for all k ≥ 0.
So, with no loss, zk has exactly r points in its support for all k.
The result is exactly the same if we replace Q by any number field K, which
we now do. As in [FK97, Main Conj. 0.1] (or Prob. 1.1), if G is p-perfect and
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centerless we conjecture the answer is No!. The Hurwitz spaces H(Gk,C)in for the
inner (G,C) Modular Tower of covers up to inner equivalence (§3.5.2) generalize
the modular curves X1(p
k+1). Assume there exists r′ with rk ≤ r′ for all positive
integers k, and let C be the p′ conjugacy class in (3.10). Then, Prop. 3.21 shows
the p-perfect and centerless hypothesis on G0 = G guarantees (3.12) is equivalent
to producing K points on each level H(Gk,C)in of the inner (G,C) Modular Tower.
Given (G, p) with p | |G|, denote the set of integers r where there is an r-tuple of p′
conjugacy classes in G with a Q point on every level of the (G,C, p) Modular Tower
by BG,p,K,in. The goal of the Main Conjecture is is to show BG,p,K,in is empty.
The methods of the paper pretty much restrict to showing BG,p,K,in does not
contain r = 3 or 4. When r = 4, p = 2 and G = A5, we succeed in showing this,
and in finding considerable about excluding r = 4 for general (G, p). §9.6 states the
unsolved problems left from §8.1 in excluding r = 4 from BG,p,K,in. One sees there
the effect of increasing components in going to higher levels of a Modular Tower.
This justifies concentration on analyzing the component structures at level 1 in our
main examples. A rubric for including all Modular Tower levels would regard C as
pG˜ conjugacy classes. This produces the Nielsen class Ni(pG˜,C).
3.4.3. Relating the Main Conjecture to present diophantine literature. For Mod-
ular Towers defined by absolute equivalence, rational point conclusions at high levels
are likely weaker. For absolute equivalence there is an analog set BG,p,K,abs. As
with the modular curves X0(p
k+1), the case G = Dp, many times the answer may
also be No rational points at high levels! To get closer to a problem in [FKVo99],
let U ≤ ker0 be a normal subgroup of pG˜. An example would be U = (ker0, ker0)
as in §4.4.3. Let Gk,U be pG˜/ kerk ·U . Then, instead of the full Modular Tower (for
absolute or inner equivalence), consider {H(Gk,U ,C)abs}∞k=0 (or the inner case). We
regard this as a quotient Modular Tower. Similarly, consider values r in BG,p,U,K,abs
(or BG,p,U,K,in). The phrase Thompson tuples is from [FKVo99, Thm. 4.16].
Example 3.14 (Thompson tuples and challenges to the Main Conjecture).
Consider the groups PGLn(p) with p a prime. To find regular realizations of this
group, take r = n + 1, and what Vo¨lklein calls Thompson triples. These produce
regular realizations with r branch points, where the attendant Hurwitz space is a
nearly trivial cover of Pr \Dr. This is surprising, generalizing Belyi tuples. It works
only for Chevalley groups using extremely special conjugacy classes. The concept
that gives the realizations they call weak rigidity.
[FKVo99, Thm. 4.5] describes the data that displays Thompson tuples in
GLn(q). Let C be the corresponding conjugacy class for these, and let NC be the
least common multiple of orders of element in C. They consider such Thompson
tuples where n andNC = N are fixed, yet there is an infinite set Sn,N of correspond-
ing primes p ([FKVo99, Lem. 4.7]; the C changes with p, though we suppress the
extra notation). The following points are no contradiction to our Main Conjecture.
Still, they reflect on it with r = n+ 1.
(3.11a) There is a value of z0 ∈ Pr \Dr and a finite extension Kn,N of Q with
PGLn(p) regular realizations over Kn,N for all p ∈ Sn,N .
(3.11b) There is also a cyclic cover ϕ : Y → P1z, over Kn,N , ramified at z0, so
pullback of the regular realizations of (a) over Y are unramified Galois
(over Kn,N ) covers of Y .
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Consequence: Using that special point z0 ∈ Pr \Dr, [FKVo99, Thm. 4.8] creates
a curve Y over a number field whose geometric fundamental group has an infinite
quotient that is a projective limit of Galois unramified covers over the number field.
One of the authors suggested to replace PGLn(p), p varying, with PGLn(p
t) (for
suitable p) with t varying. Analogous to the above, there would be Sn,N,p consisting
of values of t with corresponding realizations of PGLn(p
t). It appears an argument
similar to [FKVo99], would then produce C, a collection of p′ conjugacy classes,
a number field Kn,N,p and a point z0 ∈ Pr \Dr with the following properties.
(3.12a) There is a projective system of covers
· · · → Xˆk+1 → Xˆk → · · · → P1z :
Xˆ0 → P1z has branch points z0 and Xˆk+1 → Xˆk is unramified, k ≥ 0.
(3.12b) A point of H(PGLn(pk+1),C)in(Kn,N,p), k ≥ 0, gives Xˆk+1 → P1z.
[Vo¨01] offers a systematic approach through the BC Functor to discussing pro-
jective systems of Chevalley groups, and so one may consider the whole apparatus
as a challenge to the Main Conjecture. We conclude, however, by noting why
(3.12) does not contradict it. It is true that PGLn(p
k+1) → PGLn(p) is a p-
Frattini cover, if n ≥ 2, p is odd, (p, n) = 1 and if p = 3, n > 2 [Vo¨95a, §4].
The group PGLn(Zp), however, is not the universal p-Frattini cover of PGLn(p):
The kernel to PGLn(Zp) → PGLn(p) is not a pro- free pro-p group as is the ker-
nel of pP˜GLn(p) → PGLn(p). Even the rank of the latter is larger than that of
ker(PGLn(Zp) → PGLn(p)). Example: ker(PGL2(Z5) → PGL2(5)) has rank 3,
while the kernel of 5P˜GL2(5)→ PGLn(5) has rank 6 [Fri95a, Rem. 2.10].
3.5. Refined s-equivalence from NSn(G,C). Make a choice g¯ of classical
generators for π1(Uz , z0) (§1.2). Let T : G→ Sn be a permutation representation.
Any surjective homomorphism ψ : π1(Uz , z0)→ G produces a degree deg(T ) cover
Xψ → P1z canonically. Points of Xψ are homotopy classes of paths γ : [0, 1] → Uz
with γ(0) = z0 modulo this relation: γ
′ : [0, 1]→ Uz and γ are equivalent if
(3.13) γ(1) = γ′(1) and ψ(γ′γ−1) ∈ G(T, 1).
To be canonical requires the covering space have a base point. For this take the
constant path from z0.
3.5.1. Interpreting equivalence classes of Galois covers. To avoid running into
a base point z0, deforming z requires moving z0. So the cover is independent of z0
only up to inner automorphism. As in §3.1.1, consider any group N ′ between G
and NT (G,C). We now explain different Hurwitz spaces as equivalence classes of
covers corresponding to points p ∈ HN ′ . The results we quote in §3.5.2 and §3.5.4
are refinements of [FV91] suitable for this paper. Throughout we equivalence only
(G,C) covers, with G and C fixed.
3.5.2. Case: N ′ = G and inner equivalence. The structure onHG is the moduli
space of inner equivalence classes, denoted Hin. Interpret p ∈ HG = Hin as an
equivalence class of pairs:
(3.14) (ϕ : X → P1z, G(X/P1z) α−→G),
with G(X/P1z) the automorphisms of a Galois cover and α a group isomorphism.
Then, (ϕ′ : X ′ → P1z, G(X ′/P1z) α
′
−→G) is equivalent to (3.14) if a continuous one-
one map ψ : X → X ′ induces the latter from the former. Example of an equivalent
pair: Let X = X ′ and compose α with conjugation by g ∈ G to get α′. Composing
α, however, with an outer automorphism of G gives a new equivalence class of pairs.
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3.5.3. Further explanation of automorphisms. For g ∈ Ni(G,C)/G, automor-
phisms of X/P1z identify with the centralizer of G in NR(G,C) (Lem. 3.2) with R
the regular representation. A map between two pairs as in (3.14) is unique if and
only if G has no center. This is equivalent to there being a unique total family
T inG,C = T in → Hin × P1z. For p ∈ Hin, points T inp over p × P1z form a Galois cover
of P1z with group G representing p. This makes Hin a fine moduli space. Then, the
(minimal) definition field of T inp → P1z and the automorphisms given by G is Q(p),
generated over Q by coordinates of p [FV91]. The total family may exist even if
G has a center, though it won’t be unique.
Lemma 3.15. Even if G has a center, for any point p ∈ Hin, there is a cover
ϕp : Yp → P1z with definition field Q(p). It may not, however, be Galois over Q(p).
More generally, suppose ϕ : Y → X is a Galois cover of nonsingular projective
curves with X over K and x0 ∈ X(K) is unramified in Y . Assume ϕσ : Y σ → X
is s-equivalent to ϕ for each σ ∈ GK . Then there exists ϕ′ : Y ′ → X over K,
s-equivalent to ϕ (over K¯) with a rational point over x0.
Proof. A version of this is in [CoH85]. Consider any Galois cover ϕ : Y → P1z
(over some algebraic closure K¯ of K = Q(p)) in the equivalence class of p. Then,
choose any y ∈ Y over z0 ∈ Q unramified in Y . From the moduli property, for
σ ∈ GK , there is an isomorphism ψσ : Y → Y σ commuting with the maps to P1z.
Compose such a map with the unique automorphism of the Galois cover assuring
ψσ takes y to yσ.
Apply Weil’s cocycle condition to (Y, y) for an equivalent pair (ϕ′ : Y ′ → P1z, y′)
over Q(p) [We56]. We may, however, lose the automorphisms: ϕ′ : Y ′ → P1z defines
a cover inHNR(G,C) where R is the regular representation of G. The cover, however,
is special, for it has a rational point y′ over z0.
The proof works with a general curve replacing P1z. With A
r \ Dr replacing
Ur and z0 = ∞, this construction works uniformly to give a fine moduli space of
geometrically Galois covers with a point over ∞. 
3.5.4. Absolute equivalence: N ′ = NSn(G,C). For G ≤ N ′ ≤ NSn(G,C), Hr
action on Ni(G,C)/N ′ givesHN ′ (as in §3.1.1). Refer back to §3.1.3 for the notation
for Galois closure of a cover. Given ϕ : X → P1z, we chose X† to be a geometric
Galois closure of ϕ. This depended on choosing a coset of G in NSn(G,C). A
particular choice determined an isomorphism of G with Aut(X†/P1z).
A point p ∈ HN ′ corresponds to a cover ϕ : X → P1 up to a choice of X† de-
termined by a coset of N ′ in NSn(G,C). Formally: (ϕ
′ : Y → P1z, G(Y †/P1z)
β−→G)
is N ′- equivalent to the corresponding expression for (X,X†) if some continuous
one-one map ψ : X → Y induces the latter up to conjugation of β by N ′ from the
former. This generalizes inner equivalence, the case N ′ = G.
When N ′ = NSn(G,C) denote H(G,C)N ′ by H(G,C)abs, absolute equivalence
classes of covers X → P1z with associated permutation representation T . From
§3.1.3 this requires no choice in X†. So, two covers are NSn(G,C)-equivalent if
there is a map between them commuting with their maps to P1z.
Assume G has no center, so Hin(G,C) has a unique total representing family.
Then, Hr acting on Ni/G and Ni/N
′ produces ΨinN ′ : Hin(G,C) = Hin → HN ′ .
Rem. 3.2.3 gives the cyclotomic field KG,C,N ′ (resp. KG,C) as the definition field
of HN ′ (resp. Hin and ΨinN ′).
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If C is a rational union of conjugacy classes, this field is Q. The following
interprets the main technical result of [FV91]. Recall previous notation for the
fibers of a family Φ : T → H × P1z (or pr2 ◦ Φ : T → H). If p ∈ H, then Tp is the
set of points of T over p × P1z and ϕp : Tp → P1z is restriction of Φ.
Theorem 3.16. Suppose G has no nontrivial centralizer in N ′. Then there are
total representing families ΦN ′ : TN ′ → HN ′ × P1 and Φin : T in → Hin × P1. For
p ∈ HN ′ and pˆ ∈ Hin over p, the covers ϕinpˆ : T inpˆ → P1z and ϕN ′,p : TN ′,p → P1z
corresponding to these points have the following properties.
(3.15a) ϕinpˆ (resp. ϕN ′,p) has field of definition KG,C(pˆ) (resp. KG,C,N ′(p)).
(3.15b) ϕinpˆ is an absolutely irreducible component of a KG,C,N ′(p) (arithmetic)
component of the Galois closure of ϕN ′,p (via the §3.1.3 construction).
(3.15c) KG,C(pˆ)/KG,C,N ′(p) is a Galois extension with group naturally isomor-
phic to a subgroup of N ′/G.
Example 3.17 (An and 3-cycles). Let Tn be the (standard) representation of
An, n ≥ 5. [Fri96, Thm. 1] lists the complete set of inner and absolute Hurwitz
space components at level 0 of the (An,C3r ) Modular Tower. Table 3 displays
these for inner spaces (the result is nontrivially the same for absolute spaces).
All these components have definition field Q. Locations in this diagram have an
attached integer pair (n, r). In each case the ⊕ inner component Hin,⊕n,r maps to the
absolute ⊕ componentHabs,⊕n,r by a degree 2 (Galois) map with group identified with
Sn/An. Similarly for the corresponding ⊗ components. In Table 3, the notation for
components corresponds to lifting invariant values as in Prop. 5.9 (or §C, specifically
in (C.1a)). The genus at (n, r) of a degree n cover is g = r − n+ 1.
Table 3. Constellation of spaces H(An,C3r )
g≥1−→ ⊗⊕ ⊗⊕ . . . ⊗⊕ ⊗⊕ 1≤g←−
g=0−→ ⊗ ⊕ . . . ⊗ ⊕ 0=g←−
n ≥ 4 n = 4 n = 5 . . . n even n odd 4 ≤ n
3.6. p-perfect groups and fine moduli. Start with any equivalence between
covers of P1z. The Hurwitz space representing these equivalences is a fine moduli
space if it has a unique total family representing the equivalence classes of its points.
Prop. 3.21 considers only Hurwitz spaces of type H(G,C)abs or H(G,C)in.
3.6.1. p-perfect groups. For any G module A, consider a group extension ϕ :
Gˆ→ G with ker(ϕ) = A and the lifted conjugation action of G on A is that given.
Then, H1(G,A) corresponds to automorphisms of Gˆ trivial on G and A modulo
automorphisms induced by conjugation by A [Nor62, p. 239]. Suppose A = Z/p,
with G acting trivially. Then, H1(G,A) is just the homomorphisms of G into A.
Definition 3.18 (p-perfect groups). For p a prime, a group G is p-perfect if it
has no Z/p quotient. That is, H1(G,Z/p) is trivial.
Let Up be the p part of the Schur multiplier of G (this may be trivial). That
G is p-perfect interprets as G having a central extension pGˆ with this property.
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(3.16) Up = ker(pGˆ→ G) and pGˆ is universal for central extensions of G with
p-group kernel.
Prop. 9.17 illustrates the necessity of this condition.
Any finite group has a centerless cover [FV91]. No cover, however, of G can
be p-perfect, unless G is. Here is another characterization of p-perfect.
Lemma 3.19. The p′ elements in G generate if and only G is p-perfect.
Proof. Let H be the (normal) subgroup of G generated by its p′ elements. If
H is a proper subgroup of G, then G/H is a nontrivial p-group, and any p-group
has a Z/p quotient. Conversely, given ϕ : G→ Z/p, the kernel of ϕ contains all the
p′ elements of G. 
Note: Perfect groups are exactly those G that are p-perfect for every prime
dividing |G|. Let {Gk}∞k=0 be the characteristic quotients of pG˜, the universal p-
Frattini cover of G0 = G and Mk = ker(Gk+1 → Gk) as in (3.8). Prop. 3.21 uses
notation from the Loewy display of Mk as a Gk module (§5.2.2).
Example 3.20 (Centers in quotients of p-perfect centerless group). Suppose
G0 is p-perfect, centerless, and has a nontrivial p part in its Schur multiplier. Let
G1 be the first characteristic Frattini cover of G0 as in (3.8c). Then the canonical
map G1 → G0 factors through a nontrivial central extension of G0.
Further, this automatically replicates at all levels. For all k, Gk is p-perfect and
centerless (Prop. 3.21) and Gk+1 → Gk factors through a nontrivial central exten-
sion of Gk (Prop. 9.6). Subexample: The universal exponent 2-Frattini extension
G1 of An = G0 factors through the spin cover of Aˆn.
3.6.2. Fine moduli for a Modular Tower. The next proposition is a character-
ization for all levels of a Modular Tower having fine moduli.
Proposition 3.21. Suppose a Hurwitz space is of type H(G,C)abs with asso-
ciated permutation representation T . It is a fine moduli space if T : G → Sn has
image with no centralizer in Sn (see §3.8.2). A Hurwitz space of type H(G,C)in is
a fine moduli space if G has no center.
Assume G0 = G is a centerless p-perfect group. Then, for each k, so is Gk:
1Gk does not appear at the far left of the Loewy display of Mk. Let C be a set of p
′
classes of G. Then, the Hurwitz spaces {H(Gk,C)in}∞k=0 are all fine moduli spaces.
Proof. The first part is a subset of Thm. 3.16. Assume G0 = G is centerless
and p-perfect. We inductively show Gk also has these properties for all k.
[Fri95a, Lem. 3.6] shows Gk+1 is centerless if the following hold.
(3.17a) Gk has no center.
(3.17b) kerk / kerk+1 has no Gk subquotient of Loewy type 1 → 1.
The module in (3.17b) is distinct from 1⊕1. It comes from a nontrivial representa-
tion of Gk of form: g ∈ G 7→
(
1 ag
0 1
)
. The map g ∈ Gk 7→ ag is a homomorphism
of Gk into the Z/p. By hypothesis this doesn’t exist.
That leaves showing Gk+1 has no quotient isomorphic to Z/p, assuming Gk
is centerless and has no such quotient. Suppose ϕ : Gk+1 → Z/p is surjective
with kernel K. Consider the map from K to Gk induced by the canonical map
Gk+1 → Gk. This is a Frattini cover. So, K is not onto Gk. Then, K has image
an index p normal subgroup of Gk. This is contrary to our assumptions.
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Finally, since Gk is centerless, Gk+1 has a center if and only if Gk stabilizes
some nontrivial element of Mk; if and only if 1Gk appears to the far left in the
Loewy display of Mk). 
3.6.3. Ordering branch points. We comment on a Hurwitz space topic that
arises in [DF90b]. Let H be a subgroup of Sr. Use the diagram of (2.6) for
Ψr : (P1)r \ ∆r → Pr \ Dr. So, H defines a quotient UH = (P1z)r \ ∆r)/H :
ΨH : U
r → UH is then the canonical map. A component H1 of a Hurwitz space H
has an H-ordering on its branch points if Ψ : H′ → Pr \ Dr factors through UH .
Up to whatever equivalence defines the moduli problem for H, this means for any
cover ϕ : p : Xp → P1z representing the equivalence class of p ∈ H′, the effect of GQp
on orderings (z1, . . . , zr) of the branch points zp of ϕp is conjugate to a subgroup
of H . The notion depends only on the conjugacy class of H in Sr. This topic arises
naturally in considering the Branch Cycle Lemma (see §3.2.3).
Definition 3.22. For H ≤ Sr, and H1 a component of a Hurwitz space H, let
H′ be a component of the fiber product H1 ×Pr UH . Such an H′ is an H-ordering
(of the branch points) of H1. When H = {1} this is the traditional meaning of an
ordering the branch points.
There is a simple Nielsen class interpretation for H1 having an H- ordering.
Let O be the Hr orbit on Ni(G,C)/N (as in §3.1.1) corresponding to H1. We also
say, an H-ordering of O. Recall Ψ∗r : Hr → Sr from §2.2.
Lemma 3.23. For g ∈ O, let Hg be the subgroup of Hr stabilizing the equivalence
class of g. Then, there is an H-ordering of O if and only if some conjugate of
Ψ∗r(Hg) ≤ Sr is in H.
Proof. Suppose H1 → Ur factors through U r/H → Ur. Then a point p ∈ H1
has image u ∈ U r/H . The (geometric) decomposition group for u in the cover
U r → U r/H is a subgroup of H . It must contain the image Ψ∗r(Hg) since Hg is a
subgroup of the fundamental group of U r/H . The argument is reversible. 
Example 3.24 (Pairs of conjugacy classes). Suppose r = 4, C1 = C2, C3 = C4,
N = G and C1 6= C3. Then, the minimal (up to conjugacy in S4) group for which
there is anH-ordering of anH4 orbit on Ni(G,C)
in isH = 〈(1 2), (3 4)〉. If, however,
C1 and C2 are conjugate in a group N between G and NSn(G), then the minimal
H ′-ordering of an H4 orbit on Ni(G,C)/N is H ′ = 〈(1 2), (3 4), (1 3)(2 4)〉.
3.7. SL2(C) action on Hurwitz spaces and covers of Λr and Jr. Use the
notation from §2.1.3: Denote (P1)r \∆r by U r and Pr \Dr by Ur. Let N ′ be one
of the groups from §3.5.1. Action of Hr on Ni(G,C)/N ′ produces an unramified
cover ΨG,C : H(G,C) → Ur (2.3). Pull this cover back to U r = (P1)r \∆r as the
fiber product H(G,C)′ = H(G,C)×Ur U r.
3.7.1. Quotient by PSL2(C). Consider PSL2(C) acting diagonally on r copies of
P1z. For α ∈ PSL2(C) and z ∈ U r, α(z) 7→ (α(z1), . . . , α(zr)). This action commutes
with Sr permuting coordinates; put PSL2(C) on the left. So, PSL2(C)\U r = Λr
generalizes the λ-line minus {0, 1,∞} from modular curves. Also, PSL2(C)\Ur = Jr
generalizes the j-line minus ∞. Both spaces have complex dimension r − 3.
Lemma 3.25. For any strong equivalence of covers (from §3.5.1, including ab-
solute or inner equivalence), composing ϕ : X → P1z with α ∈ PSL2(C) preserves
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the Nielsen class. Further, the equivalence classes of ϕ and α ◦ ϕ lie in the same
component of the corresponding Hurwitz space.
Proof. A Nielsen class is given by (G,C, T ) with T : G → Sn a faithful
permutation representation. The equivalence depends on some subgroup of Sn,
containing G and normalizing it. A cover in the Nielsen class is of degree n and
has T the natural permutation representation associated to it. When, it is an inner
class, we also attach an isomorphism between the group of the cover and the group
G. The monodromy groups of the covers ϕ and α ◦ϕ are exactly the same. If z are
the branch points for ϕ, then α(z) are the branch points of α◦ϕ, with α(zi) having
the conjugacy class Ci attached to it. This shows α preserves Nielsen classes.
The action of α ∈ PSL2(C) mapping on s-equivalence classes of covers in a
Nielsen class is continuous. Given ϕ : X → P1z, map α ∈ PSL2(C) to the s-
equivalence class of α ◦ ϕ. Since PSL2(C) is connected, the PSL2(C) orbit of ϕ
lies in one connected component of the Hurwitz space. The orbit contains ϕ; the
component is that of ϕ. 
Definition 3.26 (Reduced Hurwitz spaces). [DF99, §6.2] shows PSL2(C) ac-
tion extends to HN ′ and to Hin. This produces affine schemes HN ′/PSL2(C) and
Hin/PSL2(C) covering (usually ramified) Jr. These are reduced Hurwitz spaces.
3.7.2. The j and λ-lines. Take r = 4. Four unordered distinct points, z ∈ U4,
are the branch points of a unique degree two cover Ez → P1z. With the right choice
of inhomogeneous coordinate on J4, the image of z in J4 is the classical elliptic curve
j-invariant. Take the elliptic curve to be degree 0 divisor classes on Ez : Pic
0(Ez ).
Identify J4 with P1j \ {∞}.
Suppose r = 4 and ψrd : Hrd → P1j \ {∞} is a reduced Hurwitz space cover.
Assume also that a general point p ∈ Hrd corresponds to the equivalence class of
a cover Xp → P1z whose Galois closure maps surjectively to the elliptic curve with
invariant j = ψrd(p). We say Hrd is j-aware. Many Hurwitz spaces are j-aware.
Example 3.27 (Branch cycles in Sn \An and j-awareness). Assume each class
in C is in Sn \An. Let p ∈ H(G,C)in,rd lie over z . The regular representation of G
gives a map G→ S|G|. The cover ϕp : Xp → P1z naturally factors through Ez → P1z:
Quotient Xp by G ∩A|G|. (This works for any even r; Ez is then hyperelliptic.)
Suppose r = 4 and g ∈ Ni(G,C) with G ≤ An. Choose h1, h2 ∈ Sn \ An.
Then, (h1g1, g2h2, h
−1
2 g3, g4h
−1
1 ) satisfies the product-one condition. It produces a
Nielsen class (for some new group) with moduli problem directly recognizing the
j-line as parameterizing elliptic curves.
In summary we have the following [DF99, Prop. 6.3]. Further remarks on
j-awareness appear in §E.
Proposition 3.28. The (unramified) cover Ψ4 : U
4 → U4 modulo PSL2(C)
produces the classical (ramified) map ψ : P1λ \ {0, 1,∞} → P1j \ {∞}. This extends
to a (ramified) cover HN ′/PSL2(C)→ P1j \ {∞}.
Prop. 4.4 gives the precise action of M¯4 on reduced Nielsen classes. This pro-
duces a branch cycle description of the cover HN ′/PSL2(C) → P1j \ {∞}. Many
computations of this paper depend on this.
Similar to §3.6.3, Let H be a subgroup of S3 (the group of the Galois cover
P1λ → P1j). A component Hrd1 of a reduced Hurwitz space Hrd has an H-ordering on
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its branch points if Ψ : Hrd1 → P1j \ {∞} factors through P1λ/H . Up to the reduced
equivalence defining the moduli problem for Hrd, for any cover ϕ : p : Xp → P1z
representing the reduced equivalence class of p ∈ H′, the effect of GQ(p) on the
orderings (z1, z2, z3, z4), of zp of ϕp is conjugate to a subgroup of H . §E.2.1 is an
application of the next lemma.
Lemma 3.29. Suppose H ≤ S4, and for r = 4 a component H1 of a Hurwitz
space H has an H-ordering (as in §3.6.3) of its branch points. Then, the corre-
sponding reduced Hurwitz space component Hrd1 has an H/(H ∩K4)ordering of its
branch points. Particularly, if H ≤ K4, then Hrd1 → P1j \ {∞} factors through the
natural map P1λ → P1j .
Proof. The argument of §2.3.2 shows how to identify the group of the cover
P1λ → P1j with the action of S4 on the points of z modulo a Klein 4-group. 
Example 3.30 (Pairs of conjugacy classes continued). As in Ex. 3.24, assume
r = 4, C1 = C2, C3 = C4, N = G, C1 6= C3, and C1 and C2 are conjugate in
a group N between G and NSn(G). Then, the minimal groups with the reduced
Nielsen classes Ni(G,C)in,rd and Ni(G,C)rd/N having an ordering of the branch
points are the same:
〈(1 2), (3 4)〉/〈(1 2), (3 4)〉∩K4 = 〈(1 2), (3 4), (1 3)(2 4)〉/〈(1 2), (3 4), (1 3)(2 4)〉∩K4.
3.8. Monodromy groups of ψ : H → Ur and ψrd : Hrd → Jr. Let Hin
(resp. Hin,rd) be a component of a Hurwitz (resp. reduced Hurwitz) space covering
Ur (resp. Jr). The geometric monodromy (Galois closure) groups Gψ ≤ Sdegψ and
Gψrd ≤ Sdegψrd of these covers are invariants of the component (and of the Nielsen
class) describing this cover.
We call attention to delicate points useful outside the area of this paper for
investigating rational points on these spaces. Example: Formula (3.20) for how
complex conjugation acts on the branch cycle description of a reduced Hurwitz space
may not determine c. Recognition, however, of how to locate one H-M rep. gives
the correct determination.
3.8.1. Paths for computing complex conjugation. Apply complex conjugation
directly to paths representing q1, . . . , qr−1, the braid generators ofHr. For example,
suppose z consists of real points z1 < z2 < · · · < zr ∈ P1z(R) arranged around the
real circle. As in [Fri95a, App. C and App. D] let Bi be a clockwise circle on P1z
with a marked diameter on the real axis having zi and zi+1 as endpoints. (One of
these has zr and z1 at the endpoints of the directed diameter.) Parametrize the
top of Bi with t 7→ B+i (t) on [0, 1], so B+i (0) = zi and B+i (1) = zi+1. Similarly,
parametrize the bottom of Bi with t 7→ B−i (t) on [0, 1] so B−i (0) = zi+1 and
B−i (1) = zi. Consider the path
(3.18) t 7→ (z1, . . . , zi−1, B+i (t), B−i (t), zi+2, . . . , zr), t ∈ [0, 1].
The range of (3.18) in Pr\Dr represents the braid group generator q−1i . The inverse
of path (3.18) is
(3.19) t 7→ (z1, . . . , zi−1, B¯−i (t), B¯+i (t), zi+2, . . . , zr), t ∈ [0, 1]
where the notation B¯ indicates complex conjugation applied to the coordinate.
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Apply this when r = 4 to compute complex conjugation on the branch cycles
for reduced Hurwitz covers of the j-line. Use
γ0 = q1q2, γ1 = q1q2q1, γ∞ = q2
for paths in P1j \ {0, 1,∞}, images by PSL2(C) reduction from the paths above.
Lemma 3.31. Let r = 4 and j0 ∈ P1j(R) on the interval (1,∞). Assume ψ¯ :
H¯rd → P1j is the cover from an absolutely irreducible component of a reduced Hurwitz
with ψ¯ over R. Let Gψ¯ be its geometric monodromy group and take N = deg(ψ¯).
Then, an involution c ∈ NSN (Gψ¯) gives the effect of complex conjugation on the
points of H¯rd lying over j0.
Suppose (γ′0, γ
′
1, γ
′
∞) are the branch cycles from Prop. 4.4 from the action on
reduced Nielsen classes. Then,
(3.20) cγ1c = γ1 and cγ∞c = γ−1∞ .
Proof. The hypotheses are for the situation of a 3-branch point real cover of
the sphere. The element c will be independent of the value of j0 ∈ (1,∞). Since j0
is the image of z with z1 < z2 < · · · < zr ∈ P1z(R), Lem. 6.5 says j0 ∈ (1,∞). The
formula for computing complex conjugation is the special case of Prop. 6.3 where
r = 3 and all branch points are real.
The effect of complex conjugation on the qi s take them to their inverse. This
induces the effect of taking q1q2q1 to its inverse q
−1
1 q
−1
2 q
−1
1 . The effect, however, of
this image element on reduced Nielsen classes is an element of order 2. Since the
permutation effect of complex conjugation is to conjugate by an involution c, this
gives the formula cγ1c = γ1. Similarly, cγ∞c = γ−1∞ . 
3.8.2. Elements of NS
deg(ψrd)
(Gψrd ) that centralize Gψrd . Suppose g1, . . . , gr are
generators of a group G, and c ∈ G ≤ Sn is an involution. Let CenSn(G) be the
centralizer of G in Sn.
Principle 3.32 (Centralizer Principle). If CenSn(G) contains no involutions,
then conjugation by c on g1, . . . , gr determines it. Assume G is transitive. Then,
with no assumptions on CenSn(G), if c fixes 1, then its conjugation effect on
g1, . . . , gr determines c.
Suppose a(n irreducible) cover ϕ : X → Y over a field K with n = deg(ϕ) has
monodromy group G∗ ≤ Sn over K. Then, the group Aut(ϕ)K of K automorphisms
of X commuting with ϕ identifies with CenSn(G∗).
Proof. Suppose CenSn(G) contains no involutions. Let c, c
′ be two involutions
with the same conjugation effect on g1, . . . , gr. Then cc
′ is an involution that
centralizes G, and so it is trivial.
Now assume nothing about CenSn(G), that c and c
′ have the same effect on
g1, . . . , gr, both fix 1 and G is transitive. Then, cc
′ def= c∗ ∈ CenSn(G) fixes 1.
From transitivity, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there is g ∈ G with (1)g = i. Conclude:
(i)c∗ = (1)gc∗ = (1)c∗g = (1)g = i, and c∗ is the identify.
The statement on Aut(ϕ)K comes from identifying it with NG∗(G∗(1))/G∗(1).
List the right cosets G∗(1)g1, . . . , G∗(1)gn of G∗(1) in G∗. Elements of G∗ that
permute these by left multiplication on these cosets are in NG∗(G∗(1)). Those
acting trivially are in G∗(1). Left action commutes with the right action of G∗,
thus producing elements in CenSn(G∗). [Fri77, Lem. 2.1] has complete details. 
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3.8.3. Outer automorphisms of G and computing c using (3.20). §6.4 uses
(3.20) to detect all real points on H(A5,C34)abs,rd and H(A5,C34)in,rd = Hin,rd0 .
Then, §8.6 does the same for the space H(G1,C34)in,rd which is level 1 of the
reduced Modular Tower for (A5,C34). Lem. 7.1 shows the arithmetic (resp. geo-
metric) monodromy group Gˆ0,in (resp. G0,in) of H¯in,rd0 → P1j over R (resp. C) is
Z/2 ≀ S9 (resp. Z/2 ≀A9) in S18. Further, CenS18(G0,in) is isomorphic to Z/2. Here
it identifies with the element (1, . . . , 1) ∈ (Z/2)9 generating the center of G0,in.
Therefore, (3.20) does not determine the complex conjugation c.
We now show this complication is common, occurring at all levels of many Mod-
ular Towers. §8.6, however, gives a satisfying remedy for it. Recall the normalizer
NSn(G,C) from §3.1.3.
Proposition 3.33. Let G ≤ Sn be a transitive subgroup and C a collection of
conjugacy classes from G. Use this permutation representation for absolute Nielsen
classes. Let H = NSn(G,C)/G. Suppose H′′ (resp. H′) is an absolutely irreducible
component of H(G,C)in,rd (resp. H(G,C)abs,rd) with ψ∗ : H′′ → H′ (over a field
K) from the natural map ψ : H(G,C)in,rd → H(G,C)abs,rd. Then, ψ∗ is Galois
with group Hψ∗ a subgroup of H.
Denote the monodromy group of ψ′′ : H′′ → Jr ( over K) by Gψ′′ . Then
the centralizer of Gψ′′ in its natural permutation representation of degree deg(ψ
′′)
contains a subgroup isomorphic to Hψ.
Proof. Once we know that ψ is Galois and Hψ is a subgroup ofH , the central-
izer statement follows from Princ. 3.32. That identification is in [FV91, §2.1]. 
Example 3.34 (The outer automorphism of An). Consider the map of Hurwitz
spaces Hin,rd(An,C3r ) → Habs,rd(An,C3r ) (r ≥ n − 1) from Ex. 3.17. As noted
there, each component of Hin,rd(An,C3r ) maps by a degree 2 map to a component
of Habs,rd(An,C3r ). This gives cases when complex conjugation c on the mon-
odromy group of the cover does not determine its action on the fibers of a Hurwitz
(resp. reduced Hurwitz) space over Ur (resp. Jr).
3.8.4. Using H-M reps. to determine c. Often at level 0, it is easy to compute
elements that look like complex conjugation operators (as in Prop. 3.33) by inspec-
tion. A few tricks, however, are needed if (3.20) does not determine the effect c of
complex conjugation on a j-line cover.
The simplest remedy is to identify an R-cover point. Suppose all branch points
z of a cover ϕ : X → P1z are real. We may choose whatever paths we desire on Uz
to compute Nielsen representatives of covers. For the next lemma, choose them to
detect covers defined over R with z as real branch points using the κˆ in Prop. 6.3.
Call these the κˆz -paths. For any set z ∈ Ur(R) there are such κˆz -paths. Let Ni(κˆz)
be branch cycles in Ni(G,C)in for covers passing the test of Prop. 6.3.
Lemma 3.35. Suppose j0 ∈ (1,∞) is the image of p ∈ H(G,C)in(R) corre-
sponding to a cover ϕ : X → P1z branched over z consisting of four real points on
P1z. Then, the complex conjugation operator c for the cover fixes the reduced Nielsen
classes coming from any elements of Ni(κˆz ).
Example 3.36 (Cont. Ex. 3.34: c for H(A5,C34)in,rd = Hin,rd0 ). Consider
ψ¯ : H¯in,rd0 → P1j . It has definition field Q. §6.5.3 computes c for it. This cover has
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geometric (resp. arithmetic monodromy) Gψ¯ (resp. Gˆψ¯) in S18 and
c† = (1 10)(2 11)(3 12)(4 13)(5 14)(6 15)(7 16)(8 17)(9 18)
generates NS18(Gˆψ¯) (§6.5.3). The criterion of Prop. 6.3 gives two possible complex
conjugation operators corresponding to j0 ∈ (1,∞), that labeled c1,∞ in (6.13) and
c†c1,∞. Only, however, the former fixes an H-M rep. (represented by the integers 1
and 10) as is necessary from Lem. 3.35.
Using that the real components form a 1-dimensional manifold often is effective
to handle the intervals outside j ∈ (1,∞). §6.5.3 illustrates this.
At levels beyond the first it is usually prohibitive to produce the complex con-
jugation operators directly from the monodromy of reduced Hurwitz space covers.
For example, [S+95] couldn’t do it for level 1 of our main example. Yet, with rea-
sonable computation ability with the group Gk of the level, it suffices to check what
κˆ (for four real branch points) does to the elements of Ni(Gk,C)
in,rd = Ni(Gk,C)
in
mod Q′′. §8.6 illustrates by showing the genus 12 component of H(G1,C34)in has
one component of real points, while the genus 9 component has no real points.
4. Moduli and reduced Modular Towers
Consider Hurwitz spacesH(Gk,C)in attached to {(Gk,C)}∞k=0 as in Prop. 3.21.
This is the Modular Tower for (G = G0,C, p) (or for (pG˜,C) [Fri95a, Part III].
4.1. Reduced Modular Towers. Reduce elements of Ni(Gk+1,C)
in modulo
the kernel of Gk+1 → Gk. This induces H(Gk+1,C)in → H(Gk,C)in. The PSL2(C)
action is compatible with these maps. This produces the sequence for the reduced
Modular Tower for (pG˜,C):
(4.1) · · · → H(Gk+1,C)in,rd → H(Gk,C)in,rd → · · · → H(G0,C)in,rd → Jr.
Definition 4.1. Call a sequence of representations {Tk : Gk → Snk}∞k=0 com-
patible if Gk+1(1) goes to a conjugate of Gk(1) by the canonical map Gk+1 → Gk.
A sequence of absolute Hurwitz spaces requires a compatible system of repre-
sentations [Fri95a, Part III]. Regular representations of each group Gk give one
example. Another example appears when (|G0(1)|, p) = 1. Apply Schur-Zassenhaus
to the inverse image of G0(1) in Gk to conclude G0(1) embeds compatibly in all
the Gk s. Take Tk the action of Gk on G0(1) cosets. Example: With Gk = Dpk+1
in its standard representation with p odd, G0(1) is cyclic of order 2 (§2.8.1).
Quotient by PSL2(C) to produce
(4.2)
· · · → H(Gk+1,C, Tk+1)abs,rd → H(Gk,C, Tk)abs,rd →
· · · → H(G0,C, T0)abs,rd → Jr.
We suppress the appearance of Tk when the representation is obvious.
Remark 4.2 (Sequences of other equivalences). We don’t know example se-
quences of representations {Tk : Gk → Snk}∞k=0 compatible for the characteristic
quotients of pG˜. For example, suppose G0 = A5 and p = 2, and G0(1) includes
the whole 2-Sylow of A5. Then, Prop. 5.6 shows Gk(1) must be the pullback of
G0(1) in Gk. Such an example (giving not faithful representations) is useless for
most purposes. The faithful representations of G1 in Prop. 9.14 have G1(1) lying
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over G0(1), a group with 2-Sylow of order 2. These representations give spin sepa-
ration (Def. 9.11). We suspect there are extending compatible Gk(1), one for each
k, giving spin separation at all levels, though we haven’t found them yet.
Compatible sequences of permutation representations, suggest considering com-
patible sequences of subgroups N ′k ≤ NSnk (Gk,C). Compatibility would require
that N ′k+1 map to NSnk (Gk,C). The next lemma notes this is not automatic.
Lemma 4.3. To induce an action on the cosets of Gk(1) in Gk requires knowing
N ′k+1 normalizes the kernel of Gk+1 → Gk. This holds automatically if ker0 is a
characteristic subgroup of pG˜: a common event (see Lem. 3.10).
4.2. j-line covers when r = 4. Let HO′ correspond to an H4 orbit O′ in its
action on H(G,C)abs (resp. on H(G,C)in). Thus, HO′ is an absolutely irreducible
component of a Hurwitz space H(G,C) (over some number field K), equivalence
classes of r = 4 branch point covers. Prop. 3.28 produces a finite cover
βrd4 (O
′) : HO′/PSL2(C) = HrdO′ → P1j \ {∞}.
Complete this to a cover β¯rd(O′) : H¯rdO′ → P1z.
Let q1, q2, q3 be the images of Q1, Q2, Q3 (or q1, q2, q3 ∈ H4) in M4 = H4/Q
as in (2.11). Form one further equivalence on Ni(G,C)abs (or Ni(G,C)in). Recall:
For g ∈ Ni(G,C), g1g2g3g4 = 1. For g ∈ Ni(G,C), Q1Q−13 has this effect:
(4.3) g 7→ (g1g2g−11 , g1, g4, g−14 g3g4).
Similarly, with α = Q1Q2Q3, α
2 has this effect:
(4.4) g 7→ (g2, g3, g4, g1)Q1Q2Q3 7→ (g3, g4, g1, g2).
[DF99, Prop. 6.5] used the normal subgroup ofH4 thatQ1Q
−1
3 generates acting
on Ni(G,C). It simplifies computations to make these observations from Thm. 2.9.
(4.5a) The action of Q on Ni(G,C) factors through the Klein 4-group Q′′.
(4.5b) Q is the minimal normal subgroup ofH4 containing either α2 orQ1Q−13 .
Denote the Q′′ = 〈Q1Q−13 , α2〉 orbits on Ni(G,C) by Ni(G,C)rd: reduced classes.
Apply (2.5): Action of H4 on Ni(G,C)/N
′ (as in §3.5) induces H4/Q acting
on Ni(G,C)rd/N ′. For Ni(G,C)abs (resp. Ni(G,C)in) there is the quotient set
Ni(G,C)abs,rd (resp. Ni(G,C)in,rd). Continue using q1 and q2 for Q1 and Q2 acting
on Ni(G,C)rd. Then, [DF99, Prop. 6.5] computes branch cycles for β¯rd(O′).
Proposition 4.4 (j-line branch cycles). Consider γ0 = q1q2 and γ1 = q1q2q1,
generators of M¯4, with relations γ
3
0 = γ
2
1 = 1 : M¯4 ≡ PSL2(Z) (2.9). Further, with
γ∞ = q2, the product-one condition γ0γ1γ∞ = 1 holds (2.10).
Then, M¯4 orbits on Ni(G,C)
abs,rd (resp. Ni(G,C)in,rd) correspond one-one to
H4 orbits on Ni(G,C)
abs (resp. Ni(G,C)in). Let O′ be the orbit in the discussion
above. Let γ′0, γ
′
1 and γ
′
∞ be respective actions of γ0, γ1 and q¯2 = γ∞ on the
image of O′ in Ni(G,C)abs,rd (resp. Ni(G,C)in). Then (γ′0, γ
′
1, γ
′
∞) is a branch
cycle description of the cover β¯rd(O′).
Comments on the proof. Suppose Q ∈ Hr gets killed in the PSL2(C) quo-
tient of all moduli spaces of r branch point covers. This happens if for every z ∈ Ur,
there exists α ∈ PSL2(C) fixing z and inducing on π1(Uz ) the same effect (modulo
inner automorphisms) as does Q. Prop. 2.3 identifies the group Q as the group of
such Q, and M¯4 as the quotient ofM4 by a Klein 4-group, Q′′ = Q/〈(q1q−13 )2〉. 
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4.3. Reduced moduli spaces: b-fine and fine. Let Q′′ = Q/〈z〉 as in
Thm. 2.9. We start with results assuring some kind of fine moduli condition for
reduced Hurwitz spaces. §4.3.2 then illustrates why we cannot escape considering
situations where it does not hold.
4.3.1. Fine moduli. We interpret the phrase fine (resp. b-fine) reduced Hurwitz
space for inner equivalence (absolute equivalence is similar, Rem. 4.8).
Let Hrd be the reduced space for inner equivalence on Nielsen classes of covers
attached to (G,C). Consider any smooth family Φ : T → S of curves with an
analytic map Ψ : S → Jr. Denote the fiber of Φ over s ∈ S by Ts. Assume G acts
as a group scheme on T preserving each fiber Ts: Γ : G×T → T . For the quotient
ϕs : Ts 7→ Ts/G, assume for s ∈ S(C):
(4.6) An isomorphism of Ts/G with P1z presents ϕs in Ni(G,C)in with branch
points in the equivalence class Ψ(s).
By assumption this induces ψ : S → Hrd: Hrd is a target for such maps. The quo-
tient T /G is a geometric P1 bundle over S. §4.4.1 briefly discusses the obstruction
to fibers being P1 over their definition field.
Definition 4.5 (Fine reduced moduli). Call Hrd a fine moduli space (has fine
moduli) if for every such family, there is a unique family T rd → Hrd satisfying (4.6)
inducing T by pullback from ψ.
Definition 4.6 (b-Fine reduced moduli). Consider U ′j = P
1
j \ {0, 1,∞} and
HrdU ′j , the restriction of H
rd over U ′j . The weaker notion b-fine is that T restricted
to ψ∗(HrdU ′j ) is the pullback by ψ of T
rd restricted to HrdU ′j .
Each notion applies separately to any component of Hrd. Further, there is an
obvious generalization to r > 4, though we will not be able to be so precise about
testing for it. The action of Q′′ on Nielsen classes gives an if and only if test for a
reduced Hurwitz space being a b-fine moduli space (Prop. 4.7 for inner equivalence,
Rem. 4.8 for absolute equivalence). The kth level of the (A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular
Tower passes this test for b-fine moduli, k ≥ 1 (Prop. 7.9); even for fine moduli
(Ex. 8.5 and Lem. 8.1). It is not even b-fine for level k = 0.
Proposition 4.7. Let H be a Hurwitz space with inner Nielsen class Ni(G,C).
A component Hrd∗ of the reduced space Hrd has fine moduli if and only if there is
a unique total space Φ∗ : T rd∗ → Hrd∗ with a G action on T rd∗ satisfying (4.6) when
S = Hrd∗ . For p ∈ Hrd∗ (K), ϕp : T∗,p 7→ T∗,p/G has definition field K.
Assume r = 4 and H has fine moduli (as in Prop. 3.21). Let O be an H4 orbit
on the Nielsen class corresponding to a component H∗ of H with Hrd∗ its image in
Hrd. Then, Q′′ orbits on O have length 4 if and only if Hrd∗ has b-fine moduli.
Further, assuming b-fine moduli, Hrd∗ has fine moduli if and only if all its points
over j = 0 and j = 1 ramify (Prop. 4.4: γ′0 and γ
′
1 have no fixed points).
If r ≥ 5, and H has fine moduli, then all components of Hrd have b-fine moduli.
Suppose T∗,p has a K divisor with odd degree image in T∗,p/G. (Examples:
a branch point conjugacy class is K rational and distinct from other branch cycle
conjugacy classes; or K is a finite field.) Then, T∗,p/G is K isomorphic to P1z.
Proof. The field of definition statement follows from ϕp defined overK. Then,
the divisor hypothesis produces an odd degree K divisor on T∗,p/G. Since T∗,p/G
has genus 0 and an odd degree K divisor, it is K isomorphic to P1z. If K is a finite
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field, a homogeneous space for any Brauer-Severi variety always has a rational point
(the Brauer group of a finite field being trivial [Ser96, p. 126]).
Let r = 4. Let g ∈ O and g ′ be in the Q′′ orbit of g . Consider a given set of
branch points z and classical generators g¯ of π1(Uz , z0). Assume the image of z in
P1j is different from 0 or 1. Denote by ϕg : Xg → P1z and ϕg ′ : Xg′ → P1z the covers
from the homomorphisms sending g¯ respectively to g and to g ′. Suppose for some
α ∈ PSL2(C) there exists an isomorphism ψ : Xg → Xg′ for which α ◦ϕg = ϕg ′ ◦ψ.
As in §2.3.1 and §2.3.2, α lies in a Klein 4-group identified with Q′′. The b-fine
hypotheses implies ψ is unique.
So, the subgroup of PSL2(C) fixing z ∈ U4 extends to a faithful action of Q′′
on T over H×U ′j. Quotient action gives the total space representing w-equivalence
classes of covers for points of Hrd∗,U ′j . The fine moduli hypothesis say α fixed on z
over j = 0 or 1 extends to H∗ without fixed points over that value of z .
For r ≥ 5, the b-fine property follows from §6.4.4. 
Remark 4.8 (Absolute equivalence ). LetHrd be the reduced space for absolute
equivalence on Nielsen classes of covers attached to (G,C, T ). Consider any smooth
family T Φ−→Y π−→S with an analytic map Ψ : S → Jr with π a (geometric) P1
bundle. Assume also the fiber Ts → Ys over s ∈ S satisfies this:
(4.7) An isomorphism of Ys with P1z presents ϕs in Ni(G,C, T )in with
branch points in the equivalence class Ψ(s).
The analogs of b-fine and fine moduli are clear, and the proof and conclusion of
Prop. 4.7 hold with little adjustment.
4.3.2. The geometry of not having fine moduli. Dilemma: H(Dpk+1 ,C24)in,rd is
X1(p
k+1) without its cusps. The former space, however, isn’t a fine (even b-fine)
moduli space according to Prop. 4.7. Yet, it is classical the latter is a fine moduli
space. Resolution: It is for elliptic curves with a pk+1 division point, though not
for (inner) w-equivalence of dihedral group Galois covers (§2.8.3).
Remark 4.9 (Serre’s criterion). An observation of Serre says an automorphism
of an elliptic curve fixing a pk+1 ≥ 3 division point must be the identity. This
assures X1(p
k+1) is a fine moduli space. An appropriate generalization is to decide
for r = 4, when γ0 and γ1 have no fixed points on the level k Nielsen classes
Ni(Gk,C)
in,rd for a Modular Tower, when k is large (see §9.6).
Definition 4.10 (Field of moduli). Let ϕ : X → P1z represent a cover in a
Nielsen class Ni for inner or absolute equivalence. Assume it has definition field
in the algebraic closure of a field K (assume char. 0 for simplicity). Apply each
σ ∈ GK to ϕ, denoting the result ϕσ. Let GK,ϕ be the collection of σ for which ϕσ
is equivalent to ϕ. The field of moduli, Kϕ is the fixed field of GK,ϕ. For reduced
equivalence, we have a corresponding field Kϕ,rd.
Some circumstances might use a cover both as an inner cover, and as an absolute
cover. Reflecting this the notation would be Kϕ,in ⊃ Kϕ,abs. Having a fine moduli
space for the Inverse Galois Problem assures for p ∈ H(G,C)in (or H(G,C)abs or
H(G,C)in,rd, etc.) there is a cover representing that point over Q(p).
In both the inner case (when G has a center), or the absolute case (when
CenSn(G) is nontrivial), there has been work to make Hurwitz spaces useful. Mod-
ular Towers include all information about Frattini central extensions, as in Ex. 3.20.
Lem. 3.15 reminds of the Harbater-Coombes argument: In the inner case, even with
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a center, there is an absolute cover over Q(p). This representing cover, however,
may have no automorphisms over Q(p). The extension of this result to any base
(in place of a point) does not hold [DDE00, §5].
This recognizes existence of a family over H and existence of a representing
cover over p ∈ H as part of the same problem, though changing the base makes a
difference. Both problems suit the language of stacks or gerbes (as in first version of
this question [Fri77, §4]). [Deb01, §2] gives an exposition on the gerbe approach
of [DDE00] and attempts to compute the obstructions to these problems.
[We01] uses an approach like §6 relating cusps and complex conjugation op-
erators. Consider again our main example H(Gk,C34)in, k ≥ 0. There is a non-
trivial central Frattini extension T ′k → Gk. Then, H(Gk,C34)in contains, among
its components, the components of H(T ′k,C34)in (the moduli for inner covers with
group T ′k). For each k ≥ 1, Prop. 6.8 notes there are two kinds of real points on
H(Gk,C34)in: those for H-M reps. and those for near H-M reps. H-M rep. points
in H(T ′k,C34)in(R) have representing covers over R. Near H-M rep. points in
H(T ′k,C34)in have no representing cover over R: for these points the field of moduli
is not a field of definition. This interprets as different degeneration at cusps on
H(Gk,C34)in,rd attached to H-M reps. from those for near H-M reps.
The phenomena above also happens at k = 0, though there are no near H-M
reps. there. [We01] starts there to explain a p-adic theory. [IM95] provides a
Hurwitz space context for the Drinfeld-Ihara-Grothendieck relations (that apply to
elements of the absolute Galois group; call these DIG relations). The approach was
through tangential base points. This is the [We01] approach, though he does not
take the exact same tangential base points. For example, he often uses complex
conjugate pairs of branch points, while they always used sets of real branch points.
Ihara’s use of the DIG relations has been primarily to describe the Lie algebra of the
absolute Galois group acting through various pronilpotent braid groups, especially
on the 3 punctured λ-line. [Fri95a, App. C] proposed Modular Towers, though
a profinite construction, as suitably like finite representations of the fundamental
group to see the DIG relations at a finite level. There is an analogy with Ihara
in that modular curves are close to considerations about the λ-line, we know no
direct phenomenon for modular curves suggesting the DIG relations. Still, modular
curves are just one case of Modular Towers.
In Prop. 8.12, the Modular Tower attached to A5 and four 3- cycles produces
a system of Serre obstruction situations from covers of A5, typical for a Modular
Tower. For (ℓ, |A5|), ℓ-adic points on these Modular Towers levels should have a
similar tangential base point (cusp geometry) analysis to the near H-M and H-M
reps. over R. We expect the H-M rep. analysis appplied to ℓ-adic fields to give
a tower of T ′k realizations. The near H-M rep. analysis, done ℓ-adically adds even
more interest. We expect these to provide examples at each level k, over ℓ-adic fields
of a function field extension with group a central Frattini extension of Gk whose
field of moduli is not a field of definition. Further, this geometry should reveal the
DIG relations on actual covers, instead of as a Lie algebra relation. Though there
are some points that must be handled to do this, the computations of Cor. 9.7 for
level 1 of this A5 Modular Tower should give a precise analog of [We01, Prop. 2.17]
(for level 0).
4.4. Points on a Modular Tower. As in §4.3, let H be a Hurwitz space and
Hrd its reduced version. We assume Hrd has (at least) b-fine moduli (for inner or
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absolute equivalence). For K a field, a K point on H produces a K point on Hrd.
§4.4.1 interprets the subtlety of the converse. Then, §4.4.2 applies this to points
on a Modular Tower. §4.4.3 and §D formulate Serre’s Open Image Theorem for Q¯
points on a Modular Tower.
4.4.1. PSL2 cocycles. Use the setup for inner Hurwitz spaces in (Prop. 4.7).
Suppose Hrd is a fine (resp. b-fine) moduli space, and prd ∈ Hrd(K) (resp. also,
doesn’t lie over j = 0 or 1). To simplify notation, refer to the total family over Hrd
(resp. HrdU ′j ) as T . To simplify further, also assume fine moduli, for the adjustments
to b-fine are obvious. The (geometric) P1z bundle T rd/G is algebraic from Serre’s
GAGA. We may even cover Hrd with K affine sets {Wi}i∈I so the restriction of
T rd/G over Wi is a conic bundle in P2 ×Wi. That is, for each prd ∈ Wi, the fiber
over prd is a conic in P2.
We drop the subscript referring to prd. This gives the reduced class of a cover
ϕ : X → Y = T rdprd/G over K, with group G, in the Nielsen class. To simplify,
Then, if Y has a K point, ϕ is a K-cover (of P1z) in the Nielsen class. Compatible
with definitions of §1.3.2, call each prd a K-cover point (the structure of the Nielsen
class is over K). Otherwise, Y is isomorphic to a conic over K. When Y has no K
point, call prd a K-Brauer point (of Hrd(K)).
The conic attached to a point p ∈ Hrd(K¯) defines an element of the group
of 2-torsion elements in the Brauer group B2(K(p)) of the field K(p). Any K
component Hrd∗ of the Hurwitz space defines an element of B2(K(Hrd∗ )) by the
same argument for a generic point of Hrd∗ . When the closure of Hrd∗ is isomorphic
to P1w, regard the conic bundle as an element b(Hrd∗ ) ∈ Br2(K(w)). This case
arises often in the Inverse Galois Problem. Given a rational function g(w′) in a
new variable w′, consider K(w) as a subfield of K(w′) by setting w = g(w′). This
induces B2(K(w)) → B2(K(w′)). [Ser96, p. 114–116] discusses (what is in our
notation) if for some choice of g the image of b(Hrd∗ ) in B2(K(w′)) vanishes. There
is a natural notion of poles of b(Hrd∗ ), and [Mes94] shows that if there are at most
four poles, then such a g exists. As in Prop. 2.3, when Q′′ acts trivially on Nielsen
classes, we can take g of degree 1, regarding it as a section for the j-invariant. So,
in the next lemma we emphasize the crucial case when Q′′ acts faithfully on the
Nielsen classes for the component H∗.
Lemma 4.11 (Reduced cocycle Lemma). Let H be a fine moduli space for the
Nielsen class. Assume Hrd∗ , a component of Hrd, is a fine moduli space and y ∈
Y (K¯) = Yprd(K¯) as above for p
rd ∈ Hrd∗ . This produces a cover ϕy : X → P1z over
K(y) and a unique cocycle class in H1(GK ,PSL2(C)). These fit in a cocycle of
Nielsen class covers. The cocycle class is trivial if and only if Y is isomorphic to
P1z over K. In turn this holds if and only if Y has an odd degree K divisor.
Conversely, given a cocycle of (G,C) Nielsen class covers attached to X, there
is K cover ϕ : X → Y , which over K¯ is in the Nielsen class.
Suppose Y has a K point. Let j0 be the image in Jr of p
rd. Then, there is a
one-one association between K points in the fiber Ur,j0 of Ur → Jr and K points
p ∈ H over prd.
Proof. The linear system Ly attached to y gives an isomorphism of the genus
0 curve Y with P1z : µy : Y → P1z. Take ϕy to be the composition of ϕ and this
isomorphism. Apply each σ ∈ GK to ϕy to get σϕy : X → P1z. The isomorphism
here is that given by replacing y by σ(y). Since Hrd is a fine moduli space, there
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is a unique ασ ∈ PSL2(K¯) and ψσ : X → X satisfying ασ ◦ ϕy = σϕy ◦ ψσ. The
cocycle condition follows from the uniqueness conditions. Call this data a cocycle
of Nielsen class covers attached to X . It is standard the cocycle is trivial if and
only if Y has a K point. Since Y has genus 0, this is equivalent to Y having a
degree one K divisor. Since the canonical class on Y is a degree -2 class over K,
this is equivalent to Y having an odd degree K divisor.
Now suppose we have such a cocycle of Nielsen class covers. This produces ϕ
as µ−1y ◦ϕy. We have only to check ϕ is well-defined, independent of σ ∈ GK . The
cocycle condition guarantees this.
Finally, if there is a K point on Y , this gives p ∈ H lying over prd. Composing
the cover ϕp : Xp → P1z with elements of PSL2(K) gives the correspondence between
the K points of Ur,j0 and the K points of H over prd. 
Example 4.12. §2.8.2 considers the Nielsen class is Ni(Dp,C24). Then, a point
prd ∈ Hrd(K) has a K point of H over it. This is because an elliptic curve isogeny
E → E′ overK represents prd. The quotient of E′ by 〈−1〉 has a rational point from
the image of the rational point on E′. This gives E → P1z representing p ∈ H(K)
lying over prd.
Remark 4.13. Suppose Hrd is not a fine moduli space. We can still ask which
p ∈ Hrd are K-cover points or K-Brauer points as in Rem. 2.4 and Rem. 2.5.
4.4.2. Projective systems of points. Let {prdk ∈ H(Gk,C)rd}∞k=0 be a projective
system of points on a reduced Modular Tower. Call this a point on a reduced Modu-
lar Tower. Suppose Hrdk (prd) is the absolutely irreducible component containing prdk .
Then Hrd(prd) = {Hrdk (prd)}∞k=0 is a projective sequence of algebraic varieties. This
works with p a projective system of points on Hurwitz spaces H(p) = {Hk(p)}∞k=0
rather than reduced Hurwitz spaces.
Principle 4.14. Components of Hrd are manifolds and moduli spaces. Con-
clude: prdk being a Kk point implies Kk contains a definition field for Hrdk (prd).
Assume p0 ∈ H0 lies over the level 0 point prd0 of prd. Then, this produces a
point p on the Modular Tower with its level 0 point equal p0.
For W any algebraic variety, and w0 ∈ W , denote the pro-p completion of
π1(W,w0) by π1(W,w0)
(p). It is the closure of π1(W,w0) in the diagonal of the
product of all finite p-group quotients of π1(W,w0). When considering homomor-
phisms involving it, defined up to conjugation by an element of this group, with no
loss drop the w0 decoration.
We concentrate now on inner Hurwitz spaces. For z0 ∈ K, not in z , consider
classical generators g¯ for π1(Uz , z0) (§1.2). Let {prdk ∈ H(Gk,C)in}∞k=0 be a projec-
tive system of points over p0 ∈ H(Gk,C)in with Xpk → P1z a representing cover.
Any projective system {xk ∈ Xpk}∞k=0 of points over z0 gives a compatible system
of homomorphisms ψk : π1(Uz , z0)
alg → Gk factoring through π1(Uz , z0)ar (3.3).
This produces ψ˜ ∈ Hom(π1(Uz , z0)alg, pG˜)/pG˜ with g¯ mapping into C (§3.4.2), not
depending on {xk}∞k=0.
Restriction of ψ˜ to the kernel of ψ0 factors through π1(Xp0)
(p) (Thm. 6.1, as in
§3.4.2). Factor π1(Uz , z0) by the kernel of this map, and denote the result by Mp0 .
Proposition 4.15. The group Mp0 fits in a natural exact sequence
1→ π1(Xp0)(p) →Mp0 → G0 → 1.
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Keep the notation g¯ for the image of g¯ in Mp0 . Points on the Modular Tower for
(G,C) over p0 ∈ H(G,C)in correspond one-one with elements of Hom(Mp0 , pG˜)/pG˜
mapping g¯ into C. In turn these correspond with elements of Ni(pG˜,C)
in. Then,
the action of Hr on g¯ induces an action of Hr on Ni(pG˜,C)
in.
Let p ∈ H, a point on the projective sequence of components {Hk}∞k=0 containing
points over p0, as above. Suppose this corresponds to ψ ∈ Hom(Mp0 , pG˜)/pG˜. Then,
the collection of points p′ ∈ H above p0 correspond to an Hr orbit of p.
4.4.3. A Grassman like object. Let g0 = g be the genus of Xp0 . For π1(Xp0),
too, there is a notion of classical generators. These are topological generators,
a = (a1, . . . , ag) and b = (b1, . . . , bg), satisfying these properties.
(4.8a) The only relation in π1 is the commutator product
∏g
i=1[ai, bi] = 1.
(4.8b) In H1(Xp0 ,Z), the cup product pairing maps (ai, aj) to 0, (bi, bj) to 0,
and (ai, bj) to δij (Kronecker δ function) for all i and j.
Let π1(Xp0)
(p) = π
(p)
1 . As in Prop. 4.15, consider the collection Fp0 of homo-
morphisms ψ˜ :Mp0 → pG˜ (up to inner action) having this property:
(4.9) ψ˜ induces the identity map Mp0/π
(p)
1 → pG˜/ ker0.
Since pG˜ → G0 is a Frattini cover, such a ψ˜ is necessarily surjective. Denote
the surjective homomorphisms in Hom(π
(p)
1 , ker0) by Hom
∗(π(p)1 , ker0). Thus, Fp0
maps into this space. Also, let Tp(Xp0) = Tp = π
(p)
1 /[π
(p)
1 , π
(p)
1 ] denote the (dual of
the) Tate module of Xp0 .
Proposition 4.16. Let K be a subfield of Q¯. Assume p0 ∈ H(G0,C)(K)
and H(G0,C) has fine moduli. Then, GK acts naturally on Hom∗(π(p)1 , ker0)/ ker0.
This permutes elements of Fp0 , compatible (according to §3.2.1) with acting on co-
ordinates of points p ∈ H. It induces a GK action on Hom∗(Tp, ker0 /(ker0, ker0)).
Proof. The action of GK on π1(Xp0)
alg (§3.2.1) induces an action on any
closed subgroup of π1(Xp0)
alg. For σ ∈ GK denote its fixed field by Kσ. Let p ∈ H,
so it defines a homomorphism ψp : π1(Xp0)
alg → pG˜. Then, p is a projective system
of points over Kσ of σ if and only if σ normalizes the kernel of ψp, and the induced
action of σ on the quotient is trivial. Since levels of the Modular Tower are fine
moduli spaces, this produces the desired sequence of Galois covers over Kσ.
The argument reverses. Further, σ acts on π
(p)
1 /(π
(p)
1 , π
(p)
1 ), a characteristic
subgroup of π
(p)
1 (on which GK acts by hypothesis). The image of ψp in pG˜ is into
(ker0, ker0). This induces a GK action on Hom
∗(Tp, ker0 /(ker0, ker0)). 
Thm. 6.1 says GK has no fixed points on Fp0 . More generally, there are no Kσ
points p ∈ H if σ induces the Frobenius on Tℓ for some prime ℓ not dividing |G0|.
This topic continues in §D.
5. Group theory of an A5 Modular Tower
A Modular Tower has levels corresponding to a sequence of groups
· · · → Gk+1 → Gk → · · · → G0 (Prop. 3.21).
If G0 is centerless and p-perfect, each Gk is a centerless (Prop. 3.21) Frattini ex-
tension of G0 with p-group as kernel. Frattini extensions of perfect groups are
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perfect: Commutators of the covering group generate the image, so they generate
the covering group.
§5.1 recounts the geometry behind a Frattini cover. §5.2 extends the discussion
of [FJ86, Chap. 20] on the universal p-Frattini cover of G0, starting with the
case when its p-Sylow is normal. §5.3 describes the groups Gk when G0 = A5.
[Fri95a, Part II] describes some aspects of the universal Frattini cover A˜5 of A5,
especially the ranks of the Universal p-Frattini kernels. Then, A˜5 has three pieces
2A˜5, 3A˜5 and 5A˜5, one for each prime p dividing |A5| (§3.3). We use [FK97, Frattini
Principle 2.3] to enhance and simplify properties of the characteristic modules Mk
(kerk / kerk+1
def
= Mk in §3.3.1) of 2A˜5: pG˜ when G = A5 and p = 2.
§5.5 shows only two Modular Towers for A5, p = 2 and r = 4 have Q points at
level 1. Then, §6 explains H-M and near H-M representatives. When p = 2, these
describe connected components of real points on levels 1 and above of a Modular
Tower. As a prelude for §9, §6.4 uses j-line branch cycles (§4.2) for diophantine
conclusions about regular realizations. This describes real point components on
level 0 of the (A5,C34) Modular Tower. This paper uses properties of M1 as a G1
module.
5.1. Frattini curve covers. Let ϕ : X → Z be a Galois cover with group G,
and let ψ : Y → X be a cover for which ϕ ◦ ψ is Galois with group G∗. Call ϕ ◦ ψ
a Frattini extension of ϕ if the following holds. For any sequence Y → W → Z,
of (not necessarily Galois) covers with W 6= Z, there is always a proper cover of Z
through which both W → Z and X → Z factor. A Frattini extension of ϕ has no
differentials and functions that are pullbacks from covers disjoint from ϕ.
For a field theoretic restatement of the property let K ⊂ Lˆ ⊂ Mˆ be a chain of
fields with Mˆ/K (resp. Lˆ/K) Galois with group G∗ (resp. G). This is a Frattini
chain if the only subfield K ≤ T ≤ Mˆ for which T ∩ Lˆ = K, is T = K. Denote by
res∗ : G∗ → G the natural map.
Let T = MˆH be the fixed field of a subgroup H of G∗. Then, T ∩ Lˆ = K is
equivalent to res∗ : H ։ G. Hint: T ∩ Lˆ = K allows extending any automorphism
of Lˆ to T · Lˆ to be the identity on T . The group theoretic restatement is that
H ≤ G∗ and res∗(H) = G implies H = G∗: res∗ : G∗ → G is a Frattini cover. A
Frattini cover G∗ → G always has a nilpotent kernel.
5.2. The normalizer of a p-Sylow and Loewy display.
5.2.1. Starting with a p-Sylow. Let H = NG(Pp) be the normalizer of a p-Sylow
Pp of any finite group G. Apply Schur-Zassenhaus to write H as Pp×sH∗ with H∗
having order prime to p. Let pF˜t be the pro-free pro-p group on t generators, with t
the rank (minimal number of generators) of Pp. Then, the universal p-Frattini cover
of H is pF˜t ×sH∗; extend H∗ acting on Pp to pF˜t through the map ψ : pF˜t → Pp
as in Remark 5.2.
For any group G, ker0(G) is the pro-free pro-p kernel of pG˜→ G. Commutators
and pth powers in ker0 generate ker1(G), the Frattini subgroup of ker0(G). Iterating
this produces kerk(G) ≤ kerk−1(G). Let ker0(G)/ ker1(G) = M(G) be the first
characteristic quotient of the universal p-Frattini cover of G. Then M(G) is a
Z/p[G] module and G1 = pG˜/ ker1 is a Frattini extension of G by M(G).
Lemma 5.1. Let W be any subgroup of G. Then, pW˜ embeds in pG˜. Further,
for each k ≥ 0, Wk naturally embeds in Gk. If rk(M(W )) = rk(M(G)), then pW˜
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appears from the universal p-Frattini cover ϕ˜ : pG˜ as ϕ˜
−1(W ). For H = NG(Pp)
this applies if rk(Pp) = rk(M(G)).
Proof. A p-Sylow of pG˜ contains a p-Sylow of ϕ˜
−1(W ). So, the latter is
profree. [FJ86, Prop. 20.33] characterizes pW˜ as the minimal cover of W with
pro-free p-Sylow. So, there is a natural map γW : ϕ˜
−1(W )→ pW˜ commuting with
the map to W . As pW˜ is a p-Frattini cover of W the map is surjective. Since the
natural map ϕ˜−1(W )→W has a pro-p group as kernel, the natural map pW˜ →W
produces ψW : pW˜ → ϕ˜−1(W ) commuting with the projections to W .
The composition γW ◦ ψW (commuting with the projections to W ) is an en-
domorphism of pW˜ . The image of γW ◦ ψW is a closed subgroup of pW˜ map-
ping surjectively to W . So, from the Frattini property, γW ◦ ψW is onto. An
onto endomorphism of finitely generated profinite groups is an isomorphism [FJ86,
Prop. 15.3]. In particular, ψW is an injection. The characteristic quotients have
maps between them induced by ψW , and so Wk injects into Gk, inducing an in-
jection of kerk(W )/ kerk+1(W )→ kerk(W )/ kerk+1(W ). If (for k = 0), M(W ) and
M(G) have the same dimension, they are isomorphic. As these groups characterize
ker0(W ) and ker0(G), that implies they are equal. This gives an isomorphism of
ker0(H) and ker0(G) in the special case. 
Remark 5.2 (Extending H∗). Since pF˜t is a pro-free pro-p group, it is easy to
create a profinite group H¯∗ whose action on pF˜t extends H∗ on Pp. Any h ∈ H∗
lifts to an automorphism h¯ of pF˜t commuting with the map to Pp. The (profinite)
automorphism group of pF˜t is the projective limit of automorphism groups of finite
group quotients (by finite index characteristic subgroups) of pF˜t.
Let {hi | i ∈ I} be any generators of H∗. Choose H¯∗ to be the closure of
〈h¯i | i ∈ I〉 in the automorphism group of pF˜t. By construction it maps surjectively
to H∗. The problem is to split off a copy of H∗. Automorphisms of pF˜t trivial
on its Frattini quotient have p-power order [Ha63, Thm. 12.2.2: Philip Hall].
The kernel from H¯∗ → H∗ will be trivial on the Frattini quotient of pF˜t (which
equals the Frattini quotient of Pp). So Schur-Zassenhaus (for profinite groups,
[FJ86, Chp. 10]) always allows splitting off a copy of H∗ in H¯∗. Since, however,
it depends on ψ, it is an art to do this explicitly. Again by Schur-Zassenhaus, this
copy of H∗ is unique up to conjugacy.
5.2.2. Appearance of 1Gk in Mk. That kerk / kerk+1
def
= Mk in §3.3.1 is a
Z/p[Gk] module appears in using modular representation theory at each level of
a Modular Tower. Significantly, Mk is not a Gk−1 module (though it may have
nontrivial quotients that are). For each k, however, Mk is an H
∗ module through
this lifted action. Let Pp,k be a p-Sylow of Gk and Mk(Pp,k) (resp. Mk(Pp,k ×sH∗)
the restriction of Mk to Pp,k (resp. the normalizer of Pp,k in Gk).
Recall the Loewy display of composition factors for a G module N . It derives
from the radical submodules of N ,
1 ≤ Nt ≤ Nt−1 ≤ · · · ≤ N1 ≤ N0 = N :
Ni is the minimal G submodule of Ni−1 with Ni−1/Ni semi-simple. The display
consists of writing the simple module summands of Ni−1/Ni at the i−1 position
with arrows indicating relations between modules at different levels.
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Warning! A Loewy display is not a sequence of module homomorphisms; it
indicates the relation between modules at different levels in the Krull decomposi-
tion. We write this display right to left, compatible with the quotients from an
exact sequence, instead of top to bottom (as group theorists often do). A Loewy
display of all information on subquotients of a module often requires several arrows
between layers; there may be several arrows from a simple level i module toward
level i− 1 modules (see the examples of Prop. 5.7). Note: Such a display uniquely
determines a module.
The Loewy display of Mk(Pp,k) consists of copies of 1Pp,k , the only simple p-
group module. Jenning’s Theorem [Ben91, p. 87] is an efficient tool to figure the
dimension of the Loewy layers ofMk(Pp,k). (The proof of Prop. 9.17 has an example
of its use.) Further, since the action of H∗ respects this construction, it efficiently
reveals how H∗ acts on the Poincare´-Witt basis of the Pp,k group ring’s universal
enveloping algebra. The inductive detection of 1H∗ on Loewy layers of Mk(Pp,k)
often comes through 1H∗ appearing from a previous Loewy layer, or from tensors
products of representations from previous Loewy layers (like a representation and its
complex conjugate appearing juxtaposed). The following argument (a collaboration
with D. Semmen) for the p-split case shows 1H∗ usually appears quickly unless the
p-Sylow is cyclic. Princ. 5.13 already shows 1G appears at infinitely many levels if
G has a center.
Proposition 5.3 (p-split case). Let G = P ×sH be centerless, with P a p-
group and (|H |, p) = 1. If P is not cyclic, 1G appears infinitely often. Otherwise,
Mk(G) is the same cyclic G module for each k. So, 1G does not appear.
Proof. By replacing P by P/Φ(P ), with Φ(P ) its Frattini subgroup, form
P/ϕ(P )×sH = G∗. The universal p-Frattini cover of P/ϕ(P )×sH is the same as
that of G. So, Princ. 5.13 shows 1G∗ occurring at some level for G
∗ implies it occurs
at infinitely many levels for G. So, for our question, with no loss take G = G∗ to
assume P is an elementary p-group and a Z/p[G] module.
Then, with P1 the projective indecomposable for 1P , consider it as an H (there-
fore a G) module. Since ((G : P ), p) = 1, Higman’s criterion says it is the projec-
tive indecomposable for 1G [Ben91, p. 64]. Its most natural display might by
Z/p[G](
∑
h∈H h). In its Loewy display 1G appears to the far right. Write the next
Loewy layer as S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ St, with the Si s irreducible H (G) modules.
Forming P ∗1 (* is the Z/p dual) returns P1 . So the dual of the vth socle layer
of P1 is the vth Loewy layer of P1 . Conclude that to the far left there is 1G (1st
socle layer) with S∗1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S∗t immediately to the right of that (2nd socle layer).
Now we apply that P is an elementary p-group. The P module P1 is the group
ring Z/p[P ]. Let x1, . . . , xm be a basis for P and identify P in the vector space
Z/p[P ] as the space spanned by {x1 − 1, . . . xm − 1}. The action of H on Z/p[P ]
preserves this space modulo the second power of the augmentation ideal of Z/p[G].
Conclude: P ≡ S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ St as H (or G) modules.
As in Prop. 9.17 use the notation of [Fri95a, Part II]. So, the kernel Ω(1, G)
of P1 → 1G starts with S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ St. Now consider a minimal projective PΩ(1,G)
mapping surjectively to Ω(1, G). Higman’s criterion again implies the G module
P1G ⊗G (S1 ⊕ · · ·St), being projective for P , is also projective for G. The Loewy
layers of T = P1G ⊗G (S1 ⊕ · · ·St) are just the Loewy layers of P1H tensored over
Z/p[H ] with S1 ⊕ · · ·St modules. Reason: a Loewy layer of P1G tensored with
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S1 ⊕ · · ·St is semisimple. Therefore T = PΩ(1,G). Then,
M(G) =M0(G) ≡ Ω(2, G) = ker(T → Ω(1, G))
modulo projective summands (as in [Fri95a, Projective Indecomposable Lem. 2.3],
called Ω2(1G) there). The 2nd socle layer of Ω(2, G) is (S
∗
1⊕· · ·⊕S∗t )⊗G(S1⊕· · ·⊕St)
with one copy of 1G removed (from the end of Ω(1, G). The module Si ⊗G S∗i =
Si ⊗H S∗i has exactly one appearance of 1H for each absolutely irreducible factor
in Si ⊗Z/p Z¯/p (Maschke’s Theorem; since P acts trivially on Si, the same is true
of 1G). Thus, 1G appears in the Loewy display of Ω(2, G) as a G module unless
t = 1, and S1 is absolutely irreducible.
Now suppose t = 1. Instead of looking atM0(P ) =M0(G), look atM1(P ) as an
H module. By our hypotheses, P is not a cyclic module. Therefore, a computation
of the rank ofM1(P ) comes directly from Schreier’s formula for ranks of subgroups
of pro-free groups (see §E.2.1). The rank of Mk, as k increases, exceeds the degree
of any irreducible H module. Replace P with a suitable Mk to revert to the case
P is not absolutely irreducible. This completes showing the appearance of 1G. 
The structure constant formula (§2.7.2) can detect 1H∗ appearing here, as
(|H∗|, p) means it applies in characteristic p. This topic continues in §5.7.
5.3. Producing 2A˜5. Lemma 5.1 hypotheses imply M(H) is a Fp[G] module.
5.3.1. Converse to Lemma 5.1. In the proof of Lemma 5.1, γH : ϕ˜
−1(H)→ pH˜
induces a surjective H module map γ′H :M(G)→M(H).
Proposition 5.4. Suppose H = NG(Pp) (Pp a p-Sylow of G) and M(H) is a
G module extending the H action so the following holds.
(5.1) There is an extension G∗1 → G with kernel M(H) so the pullback
of H in G∗1 is the natural quotient pH˜/ ker1(H).
Then, the Lemma 5.1 conclusion holds. This applies with p = 2 and A5 = G.
Proof. The hypothesis says the morphism γ′H , a priori an H module homo-
morphism, is actually a G module homomorphism. Here is why. Suppose G† is a
proper subgroup of G∗1 mapping surjectively to G. Then, the pullback H
∗ of H in
G† is a proper subgroup of the pullback of H in G∗1. Further, H
∗ maps surjectively
to H , contrary to pH˜/ ker1(H)→ H being a Frattini cover. Conclude that G∗1 → G
is also a Frattini cover. So, there is a natural map from G1 = pG˜/ ker1(G) → G∗1
inducing a surjective G module homomorphism M(G)→M(H).
Since pH˜/ ker1(H) is the 1st characteristic quotient of pH˜ , universal for covers
with elementary p-group kernel, there is an H module splitting of M(G)→M(H).
Higman’s Theorem [Ben91, p. 64, Prop. 3.6.4] says, since ((G : H), p) = 1, an H
splitting of this G map gives a G splitting. This is contrary to M(G) being an
indecomposable G module unless this is an isomorphism ([Ben91, p. 11, Exec. 1]
or [FK97, Indecom. Lem. 2.4]).
Suppose a p-Sylow Pp of G has this property: Either
gPpg
−1 = Pp or gPpg−1 ∩ Pp = {1}
for each g ∈ G. [Ben91, Cor. 3.6.19] shows
H2(G,M(H))
rest−→H2(H,M(H))
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is an isomorphism (so both have dimension 1) guaranteeing (5.1). This holds for
A5 and its 2-Sylows since they are distinguished by which integer from {1, . . . , 5}
each element in the 2-Sylow fixes. 
Remark 5.5 (Cases and extensions of Prop. 5.4). Suppose Gk, k ≥ 1 is a higher
characteristic quotient of pG˜. Let Pp,k be a p-Sylow of Gk. Then, the hypotheses
of Prop. 5.4 automatically hold.
Even when k = 0, given Pp, suppose H1 ≤ G contains H = NG(Pp) and is
maximal for this property.
(5.2) For some extension H∗1 → H with kernel M(H), the pullback of
H in H∗1 is the natural quotient pH˜/ ker1(H).
As in [Fri95a, Rem. 2.10], let Ind(M(H))GH1 be the G module induced from H1
acting on M(H). Apply Shapiro’s Lemma [Ben91, Cor. 2.8.4]: H2(H1,M(H)) =
H2(G, Ind(M(H))GH1 ). So there is an extension of G with kernel Ind(M)
G
H1
whose
pullback over H1 has H
∗
1 as a quotient. [Fr02] uses Ind(M(H))
G
H1
to produce the
characteristic p-Frattini module M0 = M(G) from the p-split case using indecom-
posability of M0(G) [FK97, Indecom. Lem. 2.4].
5.3.2. Producing 12A˜5. As in [Fri95a, Part II], producing pA˜5 for p either 3 or
5 requires using the G module induced from the H module M(H) (generalizing
Prop. 5.4). Prop. 5.4 applies immediately to A5 when p = 2.
Proposition 5.6. Let H = A4 = K4 ×sZ/3. Then, M(H) identifies with
the Z/2[H ] module generated by the six cosets of a Z/2 in A4, modulo the module
generated by the sum of the cosets. Any D5 in A5 has a unique Z/2 lying in A4.
So, the action of A4 on Z/2 cosets extends to an A5 action on cosets of a dihedral
group. Thus, Prop. 5.4 gives 12A˜5 as an extension of A5 by ker0(H).
Proof. Suppose pF˜t is pro-free pro-p group on t generators. Let ψ : pF˜t → Pp
be a surjective homomorphism, with Pp any (finite) p group. Schreier’s construction
gives explicit generators of the kernel of ψ [FJ86, §15.6]. Apply this with t = 2
and Pp = K4, the Klein 4-group and ker0 = ker(ψ). Let α¯ be a generator of Z/3.
For u and v generators of pF˜2 let α¯ act on pF˜2 by mapping (u, v) to (v
−1, v−1u).
Use S = {1, u, v−1, u−1v} as coset representatives for ker0 in pF˜2. Form the set
V of elements in ker0 having the form tus
−1 or tvs−1 with s, t ∈ S. Toss from V
those that equal 1. Now consider the images of α¯ and α¯2 on uu = u2 = m1 ∈ V .
This produces v−1v−1 = m2 and u−1vu−1v = m3.
Consider α¯ on m6 = u(v
−1)2u−1. Recall: Modulo ker1 any two elements in
ker0 commute. Apply this to get
v−1(u−1v)2v = (v−1u−1v)(u−1)v2 mod ker1 = vu−1vu−1 = m5.
Apply α¯ again to get v−1u2v = m4. The action of K4 ×sZ/3 = A4 on the mi s is
the same as the action on the six cosets of an element of order 2.
Denote a commutator of two elements w1, w2 by (w1, w2). Modulo ker1 there
are relations among the mi s: m1m2m3 = (u, v) mod ker1; and m4m5m6 =
(u, v)−1 mod ker1. So, the product of the mi s is 1. The proof follows from associ-
ating a Z/2 in A4 with a dihedral in A5 as in the statement of the proposition. 
5.3.3. Summary of 12A˜5 properties. We finish a self-contained treatment of much
of [Fri95a, Part II]. The first characteristic quotient of the universal 2-Frattini
cover of A5 is a (nonsplit) extension of SL2(Z/5) by an irreducible module V using
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A5 ∼= PSL2(Z/5) ∼= PSL2(F4). Prop. 5.6 shows this as follows. As previously, let
M(A5) be the kernel of
1
2A˜5 → A5. Sums of D5 cosets,
∑6
i=1 aiTi, represent its
elements. The augmentation map sends such an element to the sum
∑6
i=1 ai.
Let V be the 4-dimensional kernel of the augmentation map. Nonzero elements
of V have representatives
∑6
i=1 aiTi with two of the ai s nonzero. Let Z/3 be the
subgroup 〈α¯〉 ≤ A5 in the proof of Prop. 5.6. The action of Z/3 on V is two copies
of the 2-dimensional irreducible of Z/3. So, no element of V centralizes Z/3 and
the centralizer of Z/3 in M = M(A5) is a Z/2. Denote 12A˜5 by G1. Let P1 be a
p-Sylow of G1 with P0, a Klein 4-group, its image in A5 = G0. Denote the module
for restriction of M to a subgroup H ≤ A5 by MH .
Corollary 5.7. Besides the origin there are three conjugacy classes (orbits
for A5 action) in M . These are (15) elements of V \ {0}; 10 representing sums∑6
i=1 aiTi with exactly three ai s nonzero (in M \ V ) ; and six representing sums∑6
i=1 aiTi with exactly one ai nonzero (in M \ V ). Call the second set M ′3 and the
third M ′5. Elements of M
′
3 (resp. M
′
5) are exactly those in M \ {0} some 3-cycle
(resp. 5-cycle) stabilizes. Correspond to each the respective 3 or 5-Sylow of A5 that
stabilizes it.
The action of P0 on M has a module presentation
(5.3) 0→ J(P0) def= 1 ⊕ 1 →M(A5)P0 → 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 =M/J(P0)→ 0.
Extending this action to A4 gives a Loewy display
(5.4) 0→ U3 → U3 ⊕ 1
with U3 the two dimensional A4 module on which Z/3 acts irreducibly. Restrict A4
to M for an exact sequence 0 → J(A4) → M(A5)A4 → 1 → 0. The Loewy display
of J(A4) (resp. 〈1H + 3H + 5H , J(P0)〉) is U3 → U3 (resp. U3 → 1).
If g ∈ G1 has order 3 or 5 and m ∈ M then, giving mgm and stipulating
m ∈ M \ V determines m. Suppose α ∈ G1 has order 4. Then, the centralizer
Zα of α on M has dimension 3 and on V has dimension 2, α
2 ∈ M \ V and Zα
contains two elements each from M ′3 and from M
′
5.
Proof. The action of A5 preserves cosets. So, orbits for conjugation by A5
are clear if V \ {0}, M ′3 and M ′5 each consist of one A5 orbit. This follows from
triple transitivity of A5 in the standard representation.
The exact sequence (5.3) comes from writing the right cosets ofH = 〈(1 2)(3 4)〉
in A4. Use 1H = H , 2H = {(1 3)(2 4), (2 3)(1 4)}, 3H = {(1 2 3), (1 3 4)}, 4H =
{(4 3 2), (1 4 2)}, 5H = {(1 3 2), (2 3 4)} and 6H = {(1 2 4), (3 1 4)}. Then, J(P0) has
generators 1H + 2H and 3H + 4H . Images of 1H , 3H and 5H generate M/J(P0).
Consider α ∈ G1 of order 4. To be explicit assume α = α12 lifts (1 2)(3 4).
Then, α fixes 1H , 2H and 3H +4H , so it acts like βα = (3 4)(5 6) on the cosets. The
centralizer of α12 in M(A5) is therefore
U = 〈(x1, x2, a1, a1, a2, a2) | a1, a2, x1, x2 ∈ Z/2〉/〈(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
An element in U is in M \V if and only if x1 6= x2. Note: α fixes 1H , 2h ∈M ′5.
Sum both with 3H+4H to get two elements inM
′
3. The observation that α
2 ∈M \V
is a special case of Prop. 5.10.
Now consider the sequence (5.4). Write A4 as K4×s〈β〉 with β = (1 2 3). First:
J(P0) = 1 ⊕ 1 is an 〈β〉 module. As β sends 1H + 2H to 3H + 4H , it preserves
the leftmost layer of the Loewy display. In the quotient 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 = M/J(P0),
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1H and 3H generate a copy of U3. Then, A4 fixes 1H + 3H + 5H mod J(P0) and
〈1H + 3H , 3H + 5H〉 generates a copy of U3.
The module VA4 has Loewy display U3 → U3. If there is a subquotient of
M(A5)A4 having a Loewy display U3 → 1, it must be T = 〈1H + 3H + 5H , J(P0)〉.
Clearly this is invariant under Z/3. The action of (1 3)(2 4) is to take 1H +3H+5H
to 2H + 4H + 5H . Since 1H + 3H + 5H and 2H + 4H + 5H differ by an element of
J(P0), this shows T is invariant under 〈(1 2 3), (1 3)(2 4)〉 = A4. 
Remark 5.8 (A Q8 version of Prop. 5.6). We take advantage of the special
coset aspect of module M(A5) throughout the study of our main example. The
seed, however, is an explicit presentation of M(Pp) as a Pp module, with Pp a p-
Sylow of G. The proof of Prop. 9.17 shows, with illustration from Q8 (versus K4
above) an effective way to compute the analog of (5.3).
5.4. Cusps and a theorem of Serre. As with modular curves, the Prop. 4.4
branch cycle description tells much about the reduced cover of the j-line, especially
about its points over∞ ∈ P1j , the cusps. Cusp widths are the lengths of these orbits.
An analysis of possible cusp widths starts with a general group computation. We
refer to computations in §2.7.1.
5.4.1. Lifting odd order elements. Suppose g ∈ Sn has odd order (so necessarily
g ∈ An). Write g as a product
∏t
i=1 βi of disjoint cycles with βi of length si,
i = 1, . . . , t. Define ω(g) to be
∑t
i=1(s
2
i −1)/8. Serre notes: ω(g) ≡ 0 mod 2 if and
only if
∏t
i=1 si ≡ ±1 mod 8. Let Spinn → An be the universal central exponent 2
extension of An. Regard the kernel of this map as {±1}.
Proposition 5.9 ([Ser90a]). Assume entries of g = (g1, . . . , gr) (in An) have
odd order. Lift to Spinn the entries of g, preserving their respective orders. Denote
the lifted r-tuple by g∗. Suppose the following hold.
(5.5a) Product-one condition:
∏r
i=1 gi = 1.
(5.5b) Transitivity: 〈g〉 is a transitive subgroup of An.
(5.5c) Genus 0 condition:
∑r
i=1 ind(gi) = 2(n− 1).
Then, s(g) =
∏r
i=1 g
∗
i = (−1)
∑r
i=1 ω(gi).
The transitivity hypothesis in Prop. 5.9 is not serious. Restrict g to each
orbit of 〈g〉. If the genus 0 condition applies in each such restriction, then s(g) is
the product of the s values appearing in each restriction. The genus 0 condition,
however, is very serious. Examples of §5.5 or [Fri95a, Ex. 3.12] show how to use
Prop. 5.9 to go beyond the genus 0 condition.
A preliminary example! Take g = ((1 2 3), (1 2 3), (1 2 3)) = (g1, g1, g1). With
n = 3, the lifting invariant s(g) is clearly +1: g∗ = (g∗1 , g
∗
1 , g
∗
1) with g
∗
1 of order
3. The conclusion, however, of Prop. 5.9 seems to be s(g∗) = (−1)3. It, however,
doesn’t apply because the genus 0 condition doesn’t hold.
§5.5.2 and Princ. 5.15 have cases of this computation without the genus 0
hypothesis; still by using Prop. 5.9.
5.4.2. Lifting even order elements. Suppose g ∈ G has even order, and Gˆ→ G
is a central extension with kernel an elementary abelian 2- group. Let gˆ ∈ G be
a lift of g to Gˆ. Then, the order of gˆ is independent of the choice of the lift. The
following applies the technique of proof from Prop. 5.9 to analyze the orders of lifts
of elements of order 2 to Aˆn. We compare this to an analog question with G1, the
first characteristic quotient of 2A˜5 replacing An (Lem. 9.10).
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Proposition 5.10. Assume n ≥ 4, and g ∈ An of order 2 is a product of 2s
disjoint 2-cycles. Any lift gˆ ∈ Aˆn of g has order 4 if s is odd and 2 if s is even.
Proof. We review the Clifford algebra setup used in [Ser90a]. Let Cn be the
Clifford algebra on Rn with generators x1, . . . , xn subject to relations
x2i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and xixj = −xjxi if i 6= j.
In the Clifford algebra, write [i j] = 1√
2
(xi − xj). Then, [i j]2 = 1 and [i j] = −[j i].
The collection of [i j] under multiplication generate a subgroup Sˆn. Characteriza-
tion: It is the central nonsplit extension of Sn whose restriction to transpositions
splits, and whose restriction to products of two disjoint transpositions is nontrivial
[Ser92, p. 97]. The map Sˆn → Sn appears from [i j] 7→ (i j).
So, Aˆn = An×{±1} if n ≤ 3. That Aˆn → An is nontrivial if n ≥ 4 shows from
lifts of certain elements of order 2. Example: (1 2)(3 4) lifts to have order 4:( 1√
2
(x1 − x2) 1√
2
(x3 − x4)
)2
= −[1 2]2[3 4]2 = −1.
Of course the order of a lift is conjugacy class invariant. Similarly, with n ≥ 8,
([ 12][3 4] . . . [s−1 s])2 = (−1)2(s−2)([ 12][3 4])2([5 6] . . . [s−1 s])2.
By induction, the result is (−1)s: [1 2][3 4] . . . [s−1 s] has order 21+ 1−(−1)
s
2 . 
5.5. Further Modular Towers for A5, p = 2 and r = 4. Prop. 5.11 gives
a partial answer to (1.7a) about existence of rational points at level 1 of other
A5 Modular Towers. There are three 2
′ classes: the two classes of 5-cycles, C+5
(the class of (1 2 3 4 5)) and C−5 (the class of (1 3 5 2 4)) and 3-cycles. From the
Branch Cycle Lemma, excluding C34 , to give a Galois cover over Q with r = 4
requires C be C5+5−32 = (C
+
5 ,C
−
5 ,C3,C3) or C52+52− = (C
+
5 ,C
−
5 ,C
+
5 ,C
−
5 ). Both
give Modular Towers with two components at level 0, one obstructed (nothing
above it at level 1), one not.
Proposition 5.11. The only Modular Towers for A5, r = 4 and p = 2 with
possible Q components at level 1 (for realizations of 12A˜5) have C = C34 , C5+5−32 or
C52+5
2
−
. Each of the latter two has exactly two level 0 components, one obstructed,
one not. There are no R (so, no Q) points at level 1 of the C5+5−32 Modular Tower.
The next four subsections prove this by applying a lift to SL2(Z/5) in the two
new cases. For computational reasons, start with C5+5−32 .
Remark 5.12. Ex. 9.3 notes the two genus 1 components at level 1 on the
Modular Tower for (A5,C52+52−) over the level 0 unobstructed component. If have
definition field Q, they might have infinitely many 12A˜5 realizations over Q. This is
the only hope for infinitely many (up to PSL2(C) equivalence)Q regular realizations
of 12A˜5 with r = 4. Applying §9.6 to this to see there will be at most finitely many
realizations 22A˜5 for r = 4.
5.5.1. Setup for Prop. 5.11. Suppose g ∈ Ni(A5,C5+5−32) is in the H4 orbit
Og . Then, there is g
∗ ∈ Ni(12A˜5,C5+5−32) over g if and only if there is something
from Ni(12A˜5,C5+5−32) over each element of Og . If this holds, call Og unobstructed
(§1.3.5). We list inner Nielsen classes Niin for C5+5−32 restricting to pieces where
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it is easy to demonstrate they lie in one H4 orbit. With no loss use representatives
for g ∈ Niin with g1 = (1 2 3 4 5) ∈ C+5 and g2 ∈ C−5 .
Conjugate the collection of 5-cycles by g1. There are four length one and four
length five orbits. Two length five orbits of g1, U1 and U2, are 5- cycles in C
−
5 .
There are two cases:
(5.6a) g2 = g
2
1 or g
3
1 , g3 and g4 have 1 in their common support; or
(5.6b) g2 is a representative from U1 or U2.
Here are g2 representatives for (5.6b):
g2,1 = (2 1 3 4 5) and g2,2 = (1 2 5 4 3).
5.5.2. Separating obstructed and unobstructed H4 orbits. We show the orbit of
g satisfying (5.6a) is obstructed. Example: g = ((1 2 3 4 5), (1 3 5 2 4), (3 5 1), (2 4 1)).
Suppose g ′ ∈ Ni(12A˜5,C5+5−32) lies over g. Consider the image g∗ in SL2(Z/5) of
g ′, as in proof of Lem. 8.9. Denote the product of the entries of g∗ by s(g). Then,
g∗2 = (g
∗
1)
2. The product-one condition, s(g) = 1, holds for g∗ if and only if it holds
for ((g∗1)
3, g∗3 , g
∗
4). This is a lift of ((1 2 3 4 5)
3, (3 5 1), (2 4 1)), by Riemann-Hurwitz
a branch cycle description of a genus 0 cover.
Apply Prop. 5.9. Entries of ((g∗1)
3, g∗3 , g
∗
4) have product
(−1) 25−18 +2( 9−18 ) = −1 ∈ Spin5.
The product-one condition doesn’t hold for g∗. So, it can’t hold in 12A˜5. This is
necessary for a Nielsen class element, concluding the proof of obstruction.
Now consider which elements of (5.6b) are obstructed. Check:
(5.7a) g1g2,1 = (2 4)(3 5) limits (g3, g4) to be conjugates of ((4 3 2), (5 3 2)) by
the Klein four group centralizer of (2 4)(3 5).
(5.7b) g1g2,2 = (1 5 2) limits (g3, g4) to be one of two types:
• conjugates of ((5 3 2), (2 3 1)) by the centralizer of (1 5 2); or
• both are in 〈(1 5 2)〉.
As above, consider the unique lift g∗ to SL2(Z/5) of g that could be an image from
g ′ ∈ Ni(12A˜5,C5+5−32) for the second of (5.7b). Since the lifts are unique, g∗4 ∈ 〈g∗3〉.
Typically: g∗ would lift
(5.8) g† = ((1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 4 3), (1 5 2), (1 5 2)).
Apply Prop. 5.9 to ((1 2 5 4 3), (1 5 2), (3 4 5)): s((1 2 5 4 3), (1 5 2), (3 4 5)) = −1.
Therefore, s(g†) = −s((1 2 3 4 5), (5 4 3), (1 5 2)). One last application of the same
computation shows s(g†) = (−1)2. To conclude g† is unobstructed, use the follow-
ing from [FK97, §3]. The Loewy display of kerk / kerk+1 refers to the Gk+1 action
in the p-Frattini cover Gk+1 → Gk.
Principle 5.13. Obstruction can occur from level k to level k + 1 in a Mod-
ular Tower only where 1Gk appears in the Loewy display of kerk / kerk+1 = Mk.
Translate this to say there is a (Frattini cover) sequence Gk+1 → Uk → Wk → Gk
with Wk and ker(Uk →Wk) is a trivial Wk module. The appearance of 1Gk for any
value of k implies that 1Gk′ appears in Mk′ for finitely many k
′. If G0 is p-perfect
and centerless, then so is Wk (argument of Prop. 3.21).
Proof. Everything has an explanation already except the automatic appear-
ance of 1Gk′ in Mk′ for finitely many k
′ given its appearance at level k. Apply
Prop. 9.6 with Wk replacing Gk. Then, use that the universal p-Frattini cover of
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both Wk and Gk is the same as that of G0. So, the characteristic quotients for
the universal p-Frattini of Wk (in place of G0) are cofinal in the projective system
{Gk}∞k=0. Therefore the simple modules (including copies of the identity repre-
sentation) appearing in the analog for Wk of the modules Mk(G0) also appear as
simple modules for a cofinal collection from {Gk}∞k=0. 
Since 1A5 appears only at the head (in the A5 Schur multiplier) of ker0 / ker1
(§5.2), g† passes the lifting test to SL2(Z/5) exactly if there is g ′ ∈ Ni1 over it.
5.5.3. Conclusion for C5+5−32 . The principle from §5.5.2 is the following, where
s(g) is as in Prop. 5.9.
Principle 5.14. Suppose for g ∈ Arn, the product-one condition holds and
there exists i, j with gi a 3-cycle, gj a 5-cycle and their product (in either or-
der) is a 3-cycle. To compute s(g) we may assume i = 1, j = 2, and s(g) =
−s(g1g2, g3, . . . , gr). If n = 5, s(g) = 1 if and only if g is unobstructed.
Proof. With no loss assume i < j. The exists Q ∈ Hr braiding g to g˙
in the same Nielsen class with g˙1 = gi and g˙j = g2. From [Fri95a, Part III],
s(g) = s((g)Q). (More generally, ν((g)Q) = ν(g) where ν is the big braid invariant
of a Nielsen class.) Apply the argument of §5.5.2 to (g˙1, g˙2, (g˙1, g˙2)−1) to reduce
computing s(g) to computing −s(g˙1g˙2, g˙3, . . . , g˙r). 
Consider a case of (5.7a): g = ((1 2 3 4 5), (2 1 3 4 5), (4 3 2), (5 3 2)). Princ. 5.14
applies to i = 1 and i = 3. The product g1g3 = (1 4 5) is a 3-cycle. Thus,
s(g) = −s(g†) where g† is a 3-tuple consisting of two 3-cycles and a 5-cycle. As
previously, s(g†) = −1 and s(g) = 1. Since n = 5, g is unobstructed.
Finally, consider the first case of (5.7b). Note: The genus 0 hypothesis of
Prop. 5.9 doesn’t hold.
Principle 5.15. For each ordering of the conjugacy classes C5+5−3, the nielsen
class Ni(A5,C5+5−3)
in has exactly one element, for a total of six elements. All
representatives g have s(g) = 1.
Proof. That there is only one g ∈ Ni(A5,C5+5−3)in with g1 ∈ C+5 , g2 ∈ C−5
and g3 ∈ C3 follows from the data in (5.7). The computation s(g) = 1 comes from
s(g†) = 1 in (5.8). 
Let g = ((1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 4 3), (5 3 2), (2 3 1)). As above, if s(g) = −1, then this
is obstructed. Princ. 5.15 shows s(g) = s((1 5 2), (5 3 2), (2 3 1)). Since the entries
satisfy the genus 0 hypothesis, Prop. 5.9 gives this value as -1.
Thm. 6.1 shows level 1 of the Modular Tower for (12A˜5,C5+5−32) has no real
points; that would require H-M reps. at level 0 (see (6.1)). It has none, for the
inverse of an element of C+5 is in C
+
5 .
5.5.4. The case C52+52− . This brings a new issue. There are H-M represen-
tatives: ((1 2 3 4 5), (5 4 3 2 1), (2 1 3 4 5), (5 4 3 1 2)). So some elements are unob-
structed. For an obstructed element in the Nielsen class use g ′ ∈ Ni(A5,C53+),
three repetitions of the C+5 conjugacy class. (Note: (5.7) shows Ni(A5,C52+5−) is
empty.) Write the first entry g′1 as h
2. Take g∗1 = g
∗
2 = h, g
∗
3 = g
′
2, and g
∗
4 = g
′
3 to
produce g∗ ∈ Ni(A5,C52+52−). Clearly s(g∗) = s(g ′). Example:
g ′ = ((1 2 3 4 5), (3 5 1 4 2), (4 5 2 3 1)).
The next principle gives an obstructed element in Ni(A5,C52+52−).
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Principle 5.16. The Nielsen class Ni(A5,C53+)
in has one element. For g in
this class, s(g) = −1.
Proof. Write g = (g1, g2, g3) with g1 = (1 2 3 4 5) and g2 a conjugate of g1 not
in 〈g1〉. Choose g2 in one of the orbits U3 or U4 (for conjugation by g1; §5.5.1) in
C+5 . If we choose U3 to be the orbit of g
′
2 (in g
′), then conjugate by 〈g1〉 to see g′3 is
also in U3. The other 〈g1〉 orbit of 5-cycles, represented by (2 4 1 5 3), doesn’t give
an element in the Nielsen class: The product (1 2 3 4 5)(2 4 1 5 3) is a 3-cycle.
Calculate s(g ′) by considering g ′′ = ((1 2 3), g′, (3 2 1)). Then, s(g ′′) = s(g ′).
Use Princ. 5.15, then Princ. 5.14 to see s(g ′′) equals
s((1 3 2 4 5), (3 5 1 4 2), (4 5 2 3 1), (3 2 1)) = −s((1 3 2 4 5), (3 5 1 4 2), (4 5 1)).
One last application of Princ. 5.15 now shows s(g) = −1. 
Remark 5.17. Noting the position of a 3-cycle gives |Ni(A5,C52+3)in| = 3. A
representative for the H3 orbit is ((1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 4), (3 2 5 4 1)). Put (3 2 1) on the
left and (1 2 3) on the right as in Princ. 5.15. Conclude its lifting invariant is - 1.
5.6. Modular Towers from p-split data. Let G0 be (Z/p)u ×sH where H
is a p′-group acting irreducibly (and nontrivially) through GLu(Z/p). This presents
G0 as a primitive affine group where (Z/p)u =M are the letters of the permutation
representation. As in Ex. 1.2, pG˜ is pF˜u ×sH with pF˜u the pro-free pro-p group
on u generators. (Action of H extends to pF˜u —Remark 5.2—uniquely up to
conjugacy. Still, it will rarely be easy to find.) Let Gk be the kth characteristic
quotient of pG˜, k ≥ 0.
Assume given p′ conjugacy classes C in H . The next lemma shows how to find
lifts of an element g ∈ Ni(H,C) to g∗ ∈ Ni(G0,C), ensuring Ni(G0,C) is nonempty.
Lemma 5.18. As above, let g∗ ∈ C have g∗i = (mi, gi) with mi ∈ M , i =
1, . . . , r. Then, g∗ ∈ Ni(G0,C) if and only if
(5.9a) there is no m ∈M with m−mg−1i = mi, i = 1, . . . , r, and
(5.9b) m1 +m
g−11
2 + · · ·+m
g−11 ···g−1r−1
r = 0.
So, there is a unique solution for mr given any elements m1, . . . ,mr−1.
Proof. Condition (5.9b) is the product one condition for g∗. Since M is an
irreducible H module, given m1, . . . ,mr−1, there is a unique solution for mr. From
the same argument, 〈g∗〉 = G0 if and only if the projection of 〈g∗〉 onto H has no
kernel; otherwise the kernel is all ofM since it is a nontrivialH invariant submodule
of M . Conclude, 〈g∗〉 is a splitting of H into G0. From Schur-Zassenhaus, it
is conjugate to the canonical copy of H in G0. Condition (5.9a) is exactly the
computation for that. 
Levels 0 and 1 of the (A4,C32+32− , p = 2) Modular Tower (Ex. 9.2) show the
p-split situation, for u > 1, is a serious challenge for our Main Conjecture.
5.7. Criteria for Gk faithful on Mk and appearance of 1Gk . These gen-
eral comments on the universal p-Frattini cover appear here for reference in [Fr01].
Let Op′ (G) be the maximal p
′ normal subgroup of any finite group G.
Lemma 5.19. Let H be any p′ subgroup of G and let M0(H) be restriction of
G on M0 to H. Then, this action extends to an action of H on ker0, unique up
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to conjugation inside pG˜. Such an H acts trivially on ker0 if and only if it acts
trivially on M0(H). If H = Op′(G), then this action is trivial.
Proof. The extending action of H to ker0 is a special case of Rem. 5.2 ap-
plied to M0(H)×sH . The extending group ker0×sH is the universal p-Frattini of
M0(H) ×sH . If the action on M0(H) is trivial, then the trivial extension of H to
ker0 is an extending action.
Consider the case H = Op′(G). We have the natural short exact sequence
1→ Op′(G)→ pG˜→ p ˜G/Op′(G)→ 1. Form the (group) fiber product
pG˜
† def= p ˜G/Op′(G)×G/Op′(G) G.
By the basic property of the p-Frattini cover, p ˜G/Op′(G) is the minimal p-projective
cover of G/Op′(G). Since G → G/Op′(G) has p′ kernel, pG˜† is the minimal p-
projective cover of G. So, by Prop. 3.9, it is pG˜. 
Warning! Each p′ subgroup H of G does have its action extend to ker0, and
that extending action is unique up conjugacy. Assuming a group is p-perfect then
means we can extend the action of generators on ker0. Those actions, however,
won’t fit together to have G act on ker0 (as in § 5.2.2).
In Prop. 5.3 we found many explicit appearances of 1Gk in Mk in the p-split
case, excluding the case that M0 is cyclic (with nontrivial Gk) action. The follow-
ing result, basically from [GS78], characterizes when G0 is faithful on M0. It is
an ingredient in Thm. 5.21, giving an asymptotic formula for the multiplicity of
appearance of any simple G0 module in Mk for large k.
Theorem 5.20. Suppose the dimension of M0 exceeds 1. Then, Gk/Op′(G0)
acts faithfully on Mk, for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. Once we know the rank of M0 exceeds 1, then so does the rank of
Gk on Mk for all k. Since Op′(G0) is a p
′ normal subgroup, there is a splitting of
the pullback of Op′(G0) in pG˜. That identifies Op′(G0) as the maximal normal p
′
subgroup of Gk for each k. Given the Griess-Schmid result for k = 0 therefore gives
it for all k. 
With the previous notation, assume 1Gk appears in the Loewy display of Mk.
Princ. 5.13 shows 1Gk′ appears (even where) in the Loewy display for infinitely
many integers k′ ≥ k. Thm. 5.21 is in [Se04b]. As a special case it shows that 1Gk
appears with an explicit positive density in Mk for k large. The result is effective,
though for small values of k it is subtle to predict the appearance of 1Gk . Further,
it is imprecise on the place in the Loewy display of the appearance of the 1Gk s.
So, Princ. 5.13 and the very effective p-split case remain valuable.
Recall: Over an algebraically closed field the set of simple G0 modules has the
same cardinality as the set of p′ conjugacy classes. Let S be any simple G0 module.
Let K be an algebraically closed field and retain the notation Mk after tensoring
with K. We use 〈S,Mk〉, and related compatible notation, for the total multiplicity
of S in all Loewy layers of the Gk module Mk.
Theorem 5.21 (Semmen). The condition dimK(M0) 6= 1 is equivalent to
lim
n7→∞
〈S,Mk〉
dimK(Mk)
=
〈S,K[G/Op′(G)]〉
dimK(K[G/Op′(G)])
.
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Remark 5.22 (Griess-Schmid characterization that dimZ/p(M0) = 1). Let
Op(G) be the maximal normal p-subgroup of G. Recall that a group H is p-
supersolvable if G/Op(G/Op′ (G)) is abelian of exponent dividing p − 1. [GS78]
has the following characterization of dimZ/p(M0) = 1: G is a p-supersolvable group
with a cyclic p-Sylow. Specifically, if G0 is simple, then dimZ/p(M0) 6= 1.
6. Real points on Hurwitz spaces
Investigations of modular curves often analyze behavior of functions near cusps.
Degeneration behavior of the curve covers associated to points on Hurwitz spaces,
as the points approach the cusps, hints at diophantine properties. This section
illustrates with detailed analysis of the easiest case: Degeneration behavior of real
points on Hurwitz and reduced Hurwitz spaces. So doing, it points to special
cusps named for this degeneration. The word cusp implies some compactification
of the Hurwitz space. Therefore, after generalities on Hurwitz spaces for any r, we
concentrate on cusp behavior of reduced Hurwitz spaces for the case r = 4. Then
the spaces are curves, and the compactification behavior stays within the confines
of this paper. In Modular Tower higher levels for p = 2, real points on Hurwitz
spaces at those levels associate to branch cycles we call H-M and near H-M reps.
Cusps at the end of the corresponding components of real points then inherit the
H-M and near H-M moniker.
6.1. Diophantine properties of a Modular Tower. In Thm. 6.1, Hk is
level k of a Modular Tower of inner Hurwitz spaces. In assuming G0 is centerless
and p-perfect (Def. 3.18), these are fine moduli spaces (Prop. 3.21). As a diophan-
tine corollary, over any field K with (char(K), |G0|) = 1 (see [Fri95a, Reduction
Hypothesis E.3] or [We98]), p ∈ Hk(K) if and only if some cover (in the inner
equivalence class) associated to p has definition field K.
6.1.1. H-M and near H-M representatives. A Harbater-Mumford (H-M) repre-
sentative of Nielsen class Ni(G,C) is an r-tuple g ∈ C with the following property:
(6.1) g2i−1 = g−12i , i = 1, . . . , s, with r = 2s.
Call a component of H(G,C)in an H-M component if it corresponds to an Hr orbit
of an H-M rep(resentative).
The definition of a near H-M representative applies to any Modular Tower at
level k ≥ 1 if p = 2, and r = 2s is even. It uses an operator κˆ on Nielsen classes, the
special case r1 = 0 for the operator κˆ in (6.8). Define the effect of κˆ on g ∈ Ni(G,C)
by consecutively listing entries of κˆ(g). List entries of g as (g1,1, g1,2, . . . , gs,1, gs,2).
As in (6.8), denote gj,1gj,2 by gj,..
(6.2)
κˆ(g)1,1 = (g2,. · · · gs,.)−1g−11,2(g2,. · · · gs,.),
κˆ(g)1,2 = (g2,. · · · gs,.)−1g−11,1(g2,. · · · gs,.),
. . . ,
κˆ(g)s,1 = g
−1
s,2 , κˆ(g)s,2 = g
−1
s,1 .
Then, g∗ ∈ Ni(Gk,C)in, k ≥ 1, is a near H-M rep. if the following hold.
(6.3a) g∗ isn’t an H-M representative.
(6.3b) There exists an involution c ∈ Gk satisfying cg∗c = κˆ(g∗).
(6.3c) g∗ mod kerk−1 is an H-M representative.
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6.1.2. A general diophantine statement about Modular Towers. We use §6.3 for
direct calculation of real points on reduced Hurwitz spaces. Reference to Ck means
conjugacy classes varying with k, not necessarily consisting of p′ classes. For any
prime ℓ, let Q(ℓ) denote the field with all ℓnth roots of 1, n = 1, 2, . . . , adjoined. If
Y ⊂ H0, denote the complement of Y pulled back to Hk by Hk \ Y .
Theorem 6.1. Assume G = G0 is centerless and p-perfect. Fix r
∗ and a
subfield K ≤ Q¯. Suppose there are (Gk,Ck) realizations (over K) with rk ≤ r∗
conjugacy classes in Gk as the entries of Ck, for each k ≥ 0.
(6.4) Assume [Q(p) ∩K : Q] <∞.
Then, the only possibility for such K realizations is there exists r, with r ≤ r∗, p′
classes C with (Gk,C) realizations (over K) for all k.
Assume there is a prime ℓ, (ℓ, |G0|) = 1, satisfying the following.
(6.5) At some place P of K over ℓ the residue class field FP is finite.
Then, reduction of Hk at P has no FP points for k large.
Suppose there is a proper algebraic subset Y ⊂ Hrd0 with this property.
(6.6) Hrdk \ Y (K) is finite for each k.
Then, for some kK,G0,C, Hrdk \ Y (K) is empty for k ≥ kK,G0,C. Assume r = 4
and all components of Hrdk′ have genus at least 2 for some k′ ≥ 0. Then, there is
kK,G0,C > 0 with no (Gk,C) realizations over K for k ≥ kK,G0,C.
Assume p = 2 and K ⊂ R. Then all (Gk,C) realizations over K for k ≥ 1
appear in components of Hk for Hr orbits containing H-M or near H-M reps. (This
holds even replacing C by Ck varying with k.) A p ∈ Hk(R) corresponds to a
(Gk,C) realization over R. A connected component of Hk(R) associated to an H-M
rep. has a connected component of Hk+1(R) above it. A connected component of
Hk(R) for a near H-M rep. has nothing in Hk+1(R) above it.
Explicit formulas (as in (8.1), Lem. 8.2 and §9.6) give us confidence in deciding
[FK97, Main Conj. 0.1] when r = 4. If the [FK97, Main Conj. 0.1] conjecture
is correct, that Hrdk has no rational points for k large, then Q realizations of Gk
require increasingly large sets of conjugacy classes as k grows. This is subtler than
information from the Branch Cycle Lemma.
§4.4.2 succinctly interprets points on a Modular Tower as a statement on quo-
tients of a fundamental group. Thm. 6.1 says if p = 2, real points on a Modular
Tower (versus points at various levels) appear only on projective sequences of H-M
components. In §9.1 we see this gives a tool for progress on the Main Conjecture.
The proof of Thm. 6.1 appears in two subsections. §6.2 gives the argument
bounding points at high levels on a Modular Tower of inner Hurwitz spaces. §6.3
gives details onR points. Note: Hurwitz spacesHk are affine varieties. The theorem
says nothing about rational points on (any) closure of Hk including the boundary.
6.2. Bounding levels with K points. [FK97, Thm. 4.4] gives the first
statement of Thm. 6.1. Bounding k with (G,Ck) having K realizations and Ck not
consisting of p′ classes requires only the Branch Cycle Lemma. This is effective,
though dependent on data about pG˜ for a result referencing only r
∗, K and G0.
Consider any suitable Modular Tower for inner equivalence where G = G0 is
p-perfect and centerless. Then, the inner Hurwitz spaces are fine moduli spaces
(Prop. 3.21). Also, they and their reduced versions have good reduction modulo
any prime ℓ, if (ℓ, |G|) = 1 ([Fri95a, p. 167] or with more details [We98]). Use
· · · → Hrdk → Hrdk−1 → · · · → P1j \∞
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for the sequence of reduced spaces. Assume each Hrdk has a K point. Let P be a
prime of K over ℓ with residue class field FP .
Suppose, contrary to the conclusion of the theorem, Hrdk has an FP rational
point for each integer k. The set Hrdk (FP ) is finite for each k. So, these finite sets
form a nonempty projective system. Conclude: There is a projective sequence of
points prd on them. Let F ′ be a finite extension of FP over which the point prd0
produces an inner cover Xp0 → P1z in the Nielsen class corresponding to p0 on the
level 0 Hurwitz space lying over prd0 . Apply Princ. 4.14 when K is a finite field.
That translates to a projective system of (Gk,C) regular realizations with definition
field F ′. With no loss, take this finite extension to be FP .
Let Tp(Xp0) = Tp be the Tate module for Xp0 formed by taking an abelian
quotient of the Modular Tower as in Prop. 4.16. Suppose the kernel of the universal
p-Frattini cover has rank u. For a general Modular Tower this implies the Frobenius
for FP acts trivially on a rank u quotient of Tp. Contradiction: The Frobenius has
eigenvalues of absolute value |FP |1/2. This contradiction shows there cannot be FP
points on the reduced space Hrdk for all k.
Now assume (6.6) holds. There are finitely many points on Hrdk \Y (K). So, the
argument above shows that eitherHrdk \Y (K) is empty for some value of k or there is
a projective system ofK points. Taking a suitably large prime ℓ allows reducing the
covers for the projective system modulo ℓ, and the proceeding argument completes
the proof of this part of the theorem.
Remark 6.2 (Thm. 6.1 and absolute classes). The argument of Thm. 6.1 does
not hold for a Modular Tower of absolute Hurwitz spaces. Modular curves give an
example of this. Consider a fixed prime p, and all of the curves Y0(p
k+1) (§2.8.2)
as in a Modular Tower. Let ℓ 6= p or 2 be a prime, and reduce modulo ℓ.
The following facts are in [Rob73, Chap. 3]. There are many supersingular
elliptic curves in characteristic ℓ, roughly ℓ/12 of them. Further, all have field of
definition K = Fℓ2 . Characterize a supersingular curve (over F¯ℓ) by its having no ℓ
division points. So, any curve isogenous to it, say by a cyclic degree pk+1 isogeny,
is also supersingular. Since both curves have definition field K, the isogeny has
definition field K (though it is not a Galois cover over K). This gives a large
number of points on X0(p
k+1), as many as can be expected for k large. This is
Ihara’s first example for producing many points on high genus curves over a finite
field of square order. Ihara uses Shimura curves to do the same over finite fields of
order ℓ2t for t > 1. ([Iha00] has an exposition on this result’s scattered literature.)
The Shimura curves he uses are compact families of abelian varieties, unlike levels
of a Modular Tower which have cusps.
6.3. Remainder of Thm. 6.1 proof. We apply [DF90] using the pattern
of [Fri95a, App. C and App. D]. This explicitly described real points on any of the
fine moduli Hurwitz spaces H appearing in this paper.
6.3.1. Connected components of H(R). Let ϕ : X → P1z be a cover over R,
branched over z , with z0 ∈ R. Specific classical generators of π1(Uz , z0) produce
an explicit uniformization of any real points on X over z0. This uses a complex
conjugation operator κˆ from (6.8) on Nielsen classes. It includes giving a combina-
torial restatement for X having definition field R. So, fixed points of this complex
conjugation operator produce points in H(R). With a fine moduli assumption these
are exactly the points ofH(R). The process works efficiently for unramified Frattini
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extensions of the covers X → P1 appearing in an inner family (using the language
of §5.1). So, this gives a useful description of real points on a Modular Tower.
6.3.2. Points in z over R. The approach falls into cases from how the support
of z behaves under complex conjugation. As z has definition field R, it has s1
complex conjugate pairs and r1 = r − 2s1 real points. To simplify, call the latter
z1, . . . , zr1 , arranged left to right on the real line and the former, zr1+1, . . . , zr.
With no loss (see §6.4) assume z0, z1, . . . , zr1 appear in that order on the real line
(circle on the Riemann sphere). Then, [DF90] produces paths based at z0,
(6.7) P1, P2, . . . , Pr1 , Pr1+1,1, Pr1+1,2, . . . , Pr1+r2,1, Pr1+r2,2,
with explicit complex conjugation action c on these paths and on points over z0.
Represent c as cz = cz0,z , by its permutation effect on points over z0. With
these conditions this description is uniform in z0. Under c the paths Pi go to a new
set of paths, P ′i , i = 1, . . . , r. From [DF90]: If P and P
′ are one of the s1 pairs
of paths, then c sends P (resp. P ′) to a conjugate of (P ′)−1 (resp. P−1). Branch
cycles for the complex conjugate cover ϕcz : Xcz → P1z relative to the P ′i s are also
g. A formula (dependent on the particular paths) computes branch cycles for ϕcz
relative to the Pi s: Call this κˆ(g) = κˆz(g) (as in (6.8)). If ϕ
cz is s-equivalent to ϕ
(Def. 3.1), then cg conjugates the last branch cycle description to g .
6.3.3. Formula defining cz = c ∈ N ′. Assume G ≤ N ′ ≤ NT (G,C) as in §3.5.1.
Prop. 6.3 produces for each g ∈ Ni(G,C)/N ′ a test for a connected component of
HN ′(R). Let ϕg : Xg → P1z be a cover with branch cycle description g (relative to
the chosen classical generators for π1(Uz , z0)). The test succeeds if some component
has a point corresponding to ϕg . The basic formula (6.8) is from [DF90, Thm. 4.4].
Proposition 6.3. Suppose g ∈ Ni(G,C)/N ′. Then, g represents pg ∈ HN ′
over z (using the paths (6.7)). Denote gr1+1,. · · · gr1+r2,. by g. and gj,1gj,2 by gj,.. A
connected component of HN ′(R) goes through pg if for some c = cg ∈ N ′, cgc = κˆ(g)
with κˆz = κˆ as follows. For such a cg , c
2
g centralizes G.
(6.8)
κˆ(g)1 = g
−1
1 ,
κˆ(g)2 = (g3 · · · gr1g.)−1g−12 (g3 · · · gr1g.), . . . ,
κˆ(g)r1−1 = (gr1g.)
−1g−1r1−1gr1g.,
κˆ(g)r1 = g
−1
. g
−1
r1 g.;
κˆ(g)r1+1,1 = (gr1+2,. · · · gr1+r2,.)−1g−1r1+1,2(gr1+2,. · · · gr1+r2,.),
κˆ(g)r1+1,2 = (gr1+2,. · · · gr1+r2,.)−1g−1r1+1,1(gr1+2,. · · · gr1+r2,.), . . . ,
κˆ(g)r1+r2,1 = g
−1
r1+r2,2
, κˆ(g)r1+r2,2 = g
−1
r1+r2,1
.
If a cover over R represents pg ∈ HN ′ (using the paths (6.7)), then some involution
cg satisfies cggcg = κˆ(g). If HN ′ is a fine moduli space, such an involution cg exists
if and only if a connected component of HN ′(R) goes through pg .
Comments on the proof. The operator κˆ acts as an involution: κˆ2(g) = g
and κˆ commutes with conjugation by cg . So c
2
g acts trivially on g. The condition for
HN ′ to have fine moduli is that the centralizer of G in N ′ is trivial (Thm. 3.16). 
Remark 6.4 (When cg is an involution). Prop. 6.8 includes an archetype ex-
ample for an inner Hurwitz family with group T ′ having a nontrivial center: It is
a Frattini central extension of a centerless group G. If g ′ is branch cycles for a T ′
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cover, we can usually decide if cg′ is an involution. So, we can decide if there is a
cover over R realizing pg′ .
6.3.4. When G = Gk is the level k ≥ 1 group. Suppose p ∈ H(Gk,C)in(R) lies
over z and z0 is a real base point relative to which (6.8) is a branch cycle description
of ϕp : Xp → P1z. Assume:
(6.9) Complex conjugation cp = c is trivial, and r1 = 0 in (6.8).
Then, the branch cycle description for ϕp : Xp → P1z is an H-M representative.
This is in the Hr orbit on Ni(Gk,C) corresponding to the component of H(Gk,C)in
containing p. To complete the proof of Thm. 6.1 requires showing two things:
(6.10a) (6.9) is equivalent to having an H-M representative.
(6.10b) If k ≥ 1 and cgc = κˆ(g) with c 6= 1, then g is a near H-M representative.
First assume r1 > 0. Suppose c = cz0 is the identity. Then (6.8) says g1 = g
−1
1 ,
or g1 has order 2. This can’t hold if this conjugacy class is 2
′. It also can’t hold if
k ≥ 1. The reason is this: The hypotheses remain the same for the reduction of g
modulo kerk−1. Apply Lem. 2.23: Any lift to Gk of an element of order divisible
by 2 in Gk−1 increases its order. So, g1 can’t have order 2.
Let c′ be complex conjugation at level 0 (reduction modulo ker0). The same
applies to it. So, c′ has order two (not 1) if r1 > 0. For inner classes, c′ ∈ G0.
Apply Lem. 2.23 again so c has order exceeding that of c′. This contradicts that
c, a complex conjugation operator, has order 2 and is a lift of c′. Now we know
r1 = 0. Further, this shows c
′ is the identity.
This argument applies in going from level k to level k+1, k ≥ 0. Two possibili-
ties happen. Assume g ′ ∈ Ni(Gk,C)in lies below g ∈ Ni(Gk+1,C)in, where g defines
a connected component of real points on H(Gk+1,C)in. Let c ∈ Gk+1 (resp. c′) be
the complex conjugation operator associated with g (resp. g ′). Then: Either
(6.11a) c is the identity and g is an H-M representative; or
(6.11b) • c′ is the identity, g ′ is an H-M rep.,
• c ∈ kerk / kerk+1 is not the identity, and
• nothing in H(Gk+2,C)in(R) is over the R component correspond-
ing to g in H(Gk+1,C)in.
Near H-M representatives (satisfying (6.11b)) occur at level k ≥ 1 of the Mod-
ular Tower for (A5,C34) (§7.3.3, especially Prop. 7.11).
6.4. Real points when r = 4. §6.4.1 gives an elementary lemma about j
values of cover points over R on a Hurwitz space. Then, §6.4.2 shows how real
components over critical intervals fit together.
6.4.1. j values of cover points over R. We note the j invariant separates four
branch point covers over R according to a configuration of their branch points.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose ϕ : X → P1z is a four branch point cover over R with either
0 or 4 real branch points. Then, the corresponding j value under the representative
of ϕ on a reduced Hurwitz space is in the interval (1,+∞) along the real line.
If ϕ has, instead, two complex conjugate and two real branch points, then the
corresponding j value is in the interval (−∞, 1).
Proof. Recall the cross ratio of distinct points z1, . . . , z4: λz =
(z1−z3)(z2−z4)
(z2−z3)(z1−z4) .
The basics are in [Ah79, p. 79]. Four points in complex conjugate pairs (or on
the real line) lie on a circle and the cross ratio is real. The cross-ratio is invariant
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under a transform of the points z by α ∈ PGL2(C). Since there is an α ∈ PGL2(C)
that takes two complex conjugate pairs of points to four points in the reals, with
no loss assume z has either two or four real points in its support. For these cases
apply β ∈ PSL2(R) to assume 0 = z1 and ∞ = z2. Then, λz = z4z3 .
In the former case λz runs over the unit circle (excluding 1) and in the latter
case over all real numbers (excluding 0, 1 and ∞). The jz value corresponding to
λz is J4(λ) =
4
27
(1−λz+λ2z )3
λ2z (1−λz )2) with [Ah79, p. 282]. (Classically this is without the
4
27 . We chose it so the ramified j-values are 0, 1, ∞.)
For λz ∈ R\{0, 1} the connected range of jz includes large positive values and is
bounded away from 0. So the range of jz for real λz is (1,∞). For λz = e2πiθ = λ(θ)
in the unit circle (minus 1), the range of jz includes both sides of 0. Also, for θ
close to 1, the numerator of jz is positive and bounded, while the denominator is
approximately (iθ)2. Therefore the range is the interval (−∞, 1). 
6.4.2. Pairings of real point components. Suppose ψ : H¯rd → P1j is a reduced
Hurwitz space cover defined over R. Lem. 6.5 shows the intervals (−∞, 1) and
(1,+∞) on P1j lie under real points on H (the original Hurwitz space) coming from
covers over R with two different styles of branch points. The interval (−∞, 1) goes
through 0 ∈ P1j , though this is a branch point for the cover ψ. This is because
ramification over 0 has order 3 (or 1), and a unique 3rd root of 1 (or -1) is real.
The same simple observation gives the next dessins d’enfant type lemma. De-
note by S(1,∞) (resp. S(−∞,1)) the real points of Hrd over the interval (1,∞)
(resp. (−∞, 1)) of P1j(R). The closure of each component C of S(1,∞) has end-
points p1 over 1 and p∞ over ∞. Let e1(C) = e1 (resp. e∞(C) = e∞) be the
ramification order of p1 (resp. p∞) over 1 (resp. ∞). Note: e1 = 1 or 2. The same
attachment of endpoints applies to components of S(−∞,1).
Lemma 6.6. Suppose for a given C in S(1,∞), e1(C) (resp. e∞(C)) is odd. Then
there is a unique C′ in S(−∞,1) with e1(C′) = e1(C) (resp. e∞(C′) = e∞(C)).
If e1(C) (resp. e∞(C)) is even, then there is a unique C′ in S(1,∞) with
e1(C
′) = e1(C) (resp. e∞(C′) = e∞(C)). So, no C′′ in S(−∞,1) has e1(C′′) = e1(C)
(resp. e∞(C′′) = e∞(C)).
Proof. Suppose t is a local uniformizing parameter for H¯rd in a neighborhood
of p∞. The argument for p1 is the same, so we do only the former case. In local
analytic coordinates over R, choose t so te∞ = 1/j and there is a parametrization
of the neighborhood of p∞ using power series in t with real coefficients. If e∞ is
odd, then real points around t = 0 map one-one to real points around j = ∞. If
e∞ is even, then real points around t = 0 map two-one to the positive number side
of j = ∞ (no points falling on the negative side of j = ∞). That interprets the
lemma’s statement in local coordinates. 
6.4.3. R points on reduced Hurwitz spaces. Assume r = 4. Prop. 2.3 shows,
if Q′′ acts trivially on Nielsen classes, R-cover points produce all the points on a
reduced Hurwitz space Hrd = H(G,C)rd (with any equivalence on Nielsen classes)
except possibly in the fibers of Hrd lying over j = 0 or 1. Our next result extends
Prop. 6.3, by combining it with Lem. 4.11, to consider any Q′′ action.
Corollary 6.7. Assume, as above, j ∈ (1,∞) (resp. (−∞, 0) or (0, 1)) and κˆ
is the operator of Prop. 6.3 for complex conjugate pairs of points z (resp. a complex
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conjugate point and two real points). Let z ∈ U4(R) lie over j. Let g1, . . . , gt be a
listing of representatives from the equivalence classes of Nielsen classes. Then, R
points of Hrd over j correspond one-one with reduced equivalence classes mod Q′′
that upon containing g i also contain κˆ(gi).
Suppose H has fine moduli, and Hrd has b-fine (resp. fine) moduli (Prop. 4.7).
Then p ∈ Hrd(R) over j ∈ (−∞, 1)∪(1,+∞) (resp. (−∞,+∞)) is either an R-cover
point, or an R-Brauer point. When H is an inner Hurwitz space, and Xp → P1z
corresponds to p, then Xp(R) 6= ∅ if and only if p corresponds to an H-M rep.
This result applies to the main Modular Tower of this paper.
Proposition 6.8. Each level Hrdk = H(Gk,C34)in,rd of the (A5,C34 , p = 2)
Modular Tower has an absolutely irreducible component Hrdk,∗ with both H-M and
near H-M reps. Each point of Hrdk,∗ of either type produces R-cover points in the
Nielsen class. Suppose g is a branch cycle description of such a cover with respect
to z having complex conjugate pairs of branch points. Then, the complement (g)cm
of g (Def. 7.4) corresponds to an R-Brauer point of Hrdk,∗.
Consider the nontrivial central Frattini extension T ′k → Gk from Cor. 9.7. The
natural one-one (not necessarily onto) map H(T ′k,C34)in,rd → H(Gk,C34)in,rd gives
a component of H(T ′k,C34)in,rd isomorphic (equivalent as covers of P1j) to Hrdk,∗.
An R-cover point p ∈ Hrdk,∗ for an H-M (resp. near H-M) rep. in the Nielsen class
Ni(Gk,C34) corresponds to a cover in Ni(T
′
k,C34) with minimal field of definition
R (resp. C). So, an R-cover point for a near H-M rep. (for Gk) corresponds to a
T ′k cover with field of moduli R, but minimal definition field C.
Proof. Prop. 7.11 gives the component containing both H-M and near H-
M reps. The statement on T ′k is from Prop. 8.12. Nontriviality of T
′
k is from
the discussion prior to Cor. 9.7, an inductive consequence of Prop. 9.6 and that
T ′0 = Z/2 = ker(Spin5 → A5).
The complex conjugation operator for a near H-M rep. in this case gives con-
jugation by an element whose lift to R′k has order 4. From this, Prop. 6.3 shows a
near H-M p ∈ Hk,∗(R) (regarding it in H(T ′k,C34)in) has no cover realizing it over
R. If, however, p corresponds to an H-M rep., then regarding it as the inner class
of an T ′k cover, it has a trivial complex conjugation operator.
So, we have X → P1z with group Gk over R and geometrically Y → X → P1z
(Y → X unramified) with field of moduli R, and the group of Y → P1z is T ′k. Apply
Lem. 3.15 to Y → X ; the resulting cover Y ′ → X has degree 2. It is therefore
Galois, and Y ′ → P1z produces the T ′k realization over R. 
Remark 6.9 (Change conjugate pairs z to all real points). Assume z has two
conjugate pairs of points. Choose β ∈ PSL2(C) to map z to z ′, four points in R. If
ϕ : X → P1z is a cover over R with branch points z , then β ◦ϕ : X → P1z is in the re-
duced equivalence class of ϕ. It is not, however, a cover over R as it stands, because
R is not a field of definition of β ◦ϕ. Sometimes, however, β ◦ϕ is strong equivalent
(so it has the same branch points z ′) to a cover over R. An example arising in
this paper is the absolute and inner reduced equivalence classes for Ni(A5,C34).
Consider the cover with H-M description g = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)) and z
as branch points. With a base point z0 ∈ P1z(R), the effect of complex conjugation
from Prop. 6.3 is the identity. The points on X over z0 are all real.
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Transform the paths giving g above by β. This gives the same branch cycle
description of β ◦ ϕ with respect to these new paths. Since, however, z ′ consists
of four real points, use the corresponding complex conjugation operator. As β(z0)
may not be real, this may require adjustment in getting a base point z′0 ∈ P1z \ βz.
Still, with this choice, c1 = (2 3)(4 5) relative to β transformed paths gives complex
conjugation on the points above z′0. Thus, the cover (either degree 5 or the Galois
closure of the degree 5 cover) is equivalent to one over R. This might happen
whenever Q′′ is not faithful on a Nielsen class, especially one with an H-M rep.,
g = (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ). Then, (g)q1q
−1
3 = (g
−1
1 , g1, g
−1
2 , g2) and hgh
−1 = (bg)q1q−13
is equivalent to the phenomenon above. For, however, H-M reps. in Ni(G1,C34),
there is no such h. So the corresponding cover with real branch points is not
equivalent to a cover over R.
6.4.4. How it works for r ≥ 5. Suppose r ≥ 5 and z ∈ Ur is suitably general
(lying off an explicit Zariski closed subset of Ur, dependent on r). Then, there is
no nonidentity α ∈ PSL2(C) with α(z) = z . The argument of §2.3.1 for (fixed r),
shows the set of z , with α acting on it as an element of order exceeding 3, is a Zariski
closed subset. If α has order 3, assume with no loss {z1, z2, z3} is {0, 1,∞}. This
reduces the problem to noting there are only two other specific fixed points and no
other cycles of order 3 (§2.3.1). We show only a proper Zariski closed subset of z is
fixed by some involution. With no loss, consider four values 0, 1,∞, z4 transposed
in pairs. This determines α, so other elements of z , either fixed or transposed in
pairs, are special. Denote this exceptional subset by Jr,fix.
Proposition 6.10. Suppose r ≥ 5, z ∈ Ur(K) and H is a Hurwitz space over
K. Assume z 7→ j′ ∈ Jr \ Jr,fix. Then, points of the fiber Hz go one-one to the
points of the fiber Hrdj′ , so they have exactly the same fields of definition over K.
There is a proper algebraic subset Jr,br of Jr so that if j
′ ∈ Jr \ Jr,br is a K
point, then the fiber of Ur over j
′ has K points. For j′ ∈ Jr(K) \ (Jr,br ∪ Jr,fix), a
K point on Hrd over j′ is the image of a K point on H for some z mapping to j′.
So, for r ≥ 5, some problems for r = 4 don’t appear in comparing Hrd(K) and
H(K). Particularly, from Prop. 4.7, if H is a fine moduli space, each component of
Hrd is a b-fine moduli space; and avoiding z over Jr,br ∪ Jr,fix, we can lift K points
from Hrd to H. Still, the points of Jr,br ∪ Jr,fix, including the orbifold points of
Jr,fix require a refined analysis to extend the full version of Prop. 4.7 when r = 4.
6.5. Level 0 R points on the (A5,C34) Modular Tower. §4.2 produces a
ramified cover ψ0,abs : Habs,rd0 → P1j\{∞} from M¯4 = H4/Q acting on reduced abso-
lute Nielsen classes. Closure of this cover over the j-line gives ϕ¯abs,rd : H¯abs,rd0 → P1j
with branch cycles (γ′0, γ
′
1, γ
′
∞) [Fri99, §7.4]:
(6.12) γ′0 = (2 1 4)(3 7 8)(5 6 9), γ
′
1 = (4 5)(3 9)(1 2)(8 6), γ
′
∞ = (1 4 9 8 5)(3 6 7).
This is a cover with branch points {0, 1,∞}. We explicitly uniformize the real
points on this cover, and on the inner version of this space, including the points
over branch points. From Lem. 7.1, the geometric (resp. arithmetic) monodromy
group of the cover is A9 (resp. S9). So, (3.20) uniquely determines the effect of
complex conjugation.
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6.5.1. Absolute reduced Hurwitz space real points. For a reduced Hurwitz space
(over R) covering P1j , there are three complex conjugation operators c−∞,0, c0,1
and c1,+∞ corresponding to the three intervals over which the cover is unramified.
As in §6.4.2, c−∞,0, c0,1 will produce the same number of real points lying over a
corresponding j value. Apply (6.8). With u1, u2 ∈ {0, 1,∞}, write the operator
as cu1,u2 (suppressing the ±). Its characterization is cγ′uic = (γ′ui)−1, i = 1, 2. As
Q′′ acts trivially on Ni(A5,C34)abs, Prop. 2.3 shows all elements of Habs,rd0 (R) are
R-cover points. We see this directly in the next lemma.
Lemma 6.11. All three points of Habs,rd0 (R) lying over j ∈ (1,∞) are R-cover
points. The same is true for each point over the intervals (−∞, 0) and (0, 1).
Proof. From the above, c∞,0 conjugates both γ′0 and γ
′
∞ to their inverses.
The unique element doing this is c∞,0 = (1 4)(3 7)(5 9). So there are three real
points above j0 ∈ (−∞, 0). Check: c1,∞ = (3 6)(8 9)(4 5) and c0,1 = (3 8)(9 6)(1 2).
Now we show cover points account for all R points on Habs,rd0 .
The fixed points of c1,∞ = (3 6)(8 9)(4 5) point to three covers in Table 1 labeled
1g, 2g, 7g. Each attaches (by the γ∞ operator) to a distinct cusp over j = ∞,
of respective widths 5, 1 and 3. That, however, comes from choosing classical
generators of π1(Uz , z0) for some z and z0. It doesn’t show what the description
of branch cycles will be for a set of paths on Uz supporting a complex conjugation
operator of Prop. 6.3. Actual covers ϕ : X → P1z having these real structures come
from two types of z s using the paths (6.7).
For z with real entries: g1 = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)) has complex op-
erator c1 = (2 3)(4 5); g2 = ((1 2 3), (1 4 5), (1 5 4), (1 3 2)) has c2 = (1 3)(5 4) and
g7 = ((1 2 3), (2 1 4), (2 4 5), (5 3 2)) has c7 = (2 3). 
6.5.2. General expectations for genus 0 covers. Let K be a perfect field with Y
isomorphic to P1z over K¯. For X a projective nonsingular curve, assume ϕ : X → Y
is over K. If X has genus 0, then X defines an element [X ] ∈ H2(GK , K¯∗) of order
2 [Ser96, p. 126]. A simple formula relates these: n[X ] = [Y ] with n = deg(ϕ)
[Fri75, Thm. 1]. Further, for any odd integer n, K and [Y ] ∈ H2(GK , K¯∗), there
is such a ϕ : X → Y over K with X of genus 0 [Fri75, Thm. 2].
Problem 6.12. Given [Y ] and n odd, which Nielsen classes of genus 0 curve
covers have ϕ : X → Y over K of degree n in the Nielsen class?
Remark 6.13 (Chaˇtalet’s Work). See [CT88, p. 389] or [Ch44, Chaˆtalet’s
Thesis] for background on these comments. Chaˆtalet knew that X a Brauer-Severi
variety of dimension n defines a central simple algebra over K of dimension n2.
We recognize this as [X ] ∈ H2(GK , K¯∗). If X(L) 6= ∅ with ([L : K], n) = 1,
then it possesses a K point (from the corestriction-restriction sequence of Galois
cohomology [AW67, p. 105]). Also, if XKp = YKp for each completion p of K, then
Chaˇtelet knew X ≡ Y . This gives the easy direction of [Fri75, Thm. 1] when their
images in the completions of a field determine the Brauer-Severi variety. According
to [CT88], Weil [We56] gave the modern Galois cohomology interpretation.
6.5.3. Inner reduced Hurwitz space real points. Now consider branch cycles for
ϕ¯in,rd : H¯in,rd → P1j from inner classes Ni(A5C34)in ([Fri99, §7.10], [Fri90]):
γ′′0 = (1 13 2)(3 7 17)(4 11 10)(5 15 9)(6 18 14)(8 12 16), and
γ′′1 = (1 11)(2 10)(3 9)(4 14)(5 13)(6 17)(7 16)(8 15)(12 18)
γ′′∞ = (2 11)(1 4 18 8 5)(10 13 9 17 14)(3 15 16)(12 6 7).
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For j0 ∈ (1,∞), inspection gives c1,∞ conjugating γ′′1 and γ′′∞ to their inverses:
(6.13) c1,∞ = (9 17)(7 16)(8 18)(13 14)(12 15)(6 3)(4 5).
The centralizer of the monodromy group (c† in Ex. 3.36) moves 1. To show c1,∞
is the correct complex conjugation, it suffices to check the complex conjugation
operator for four real points fixes 1 and 10 (the H-M reps.).
Similarly, for j0 ∈ (−∞, 0), by inspection find
c−∞,0 = (10 13)(1 4)(9 14)(7 3)(12 16)(11 2)(15 6)(5 18)
conjugates γ′′0 and γ
′′
∞ to their inverses. Note: c1,∞ fixes 2 and 11. If the complex
conjugation operator for (−∞, 0) fixes either, the set of real points would not be a
1-dimensional manifold in the neighborhood of the index 2 branch point over ∞.
As c−∞,0c† fixes 2 and 11, c−∞,0 is the correct complex conjugation operator.
Applying [DF90, §4.1] gives the following information on points over ∞ —
cusps — in each cover. Again, since Q′′ acts trivially on Ni(A5,C34)in, Prop. 2.3
shows all elements of Habs,rd0 (R) are R- cover points. Our computations above
confirm this directly. (Ex. 2.6 has more on using this example with Spin5 covers.)
Lemma 6.14. For each j0 ∈ (1,∞) ⊂ P1j(R) (resp. j0 ∈ (−∞, 1)) there are four
(resp. two) points of Hin,rd0 (R). There are three Q points over∞ in the cover ϕ¯abs,rd
of ramification indices 1, 3 and 5. Denote these x1, x3, x5. Real points over ∞ in
the cover ϕ¯in,rd correspond to disjoint cycles in γ′′∞ that conjugation by cin,rd maps
to their inverses. These are the disjoint cycles (2 11), (1 4 18 8 5) and (10 13 9 17 14).
There are three real points over ∞, one over x1 and two over x5.
7. Cusps on a Modular Tower
This section and §9 describe level k = 1 components of the (A5,C34) Modular
Tower, H(G1,C34)in = H1 and its reduced version H(G1,C34)in,rd = Hrd1 . As
usual, C34 is four repetitions of the class of 3-cycles in A5. For this noncongruence
tower our detail is comparable to literature describing some specific modular curves.
The idea is to apply Thm. 6.1 to inspect those cusps at the end of real com-
ponents on H1. This information about the cusps eventually separates the two
components of Hrd1 according to the cusps lying in each. When r = 4, Q′′ action
produces the phenomenon q2 orbit shortening affecting precise genus calculations.
§7.2.2 and §7.2.3 develop lemmas anticipating the general case.
7.1. Fundamental domains and cusp data. Let F be a standard fun-
damental domain for PSL2(Z) on the upper half plane. Branch cycle data from
Prop. 4.4 allows computing a fundamental domain for the subgroup of PSL2(Z)
defining ψrd : H¯rd → P1j (with compatible notation for inner and absolute re-
duced spaces). The element γ0 (resp. γ1) identifies with the standard element of
order 3 (resp. order 2) in PSL2(Z). The action of γ0 and γ1 on Ni(G,C)abs,rd (or
Ni(G,C)in,rd depending on the type of Hurwitz space) gives γ′0 and γ
′
1, generating
a permutation group 〈γ′0, γ′1〉 whose orbits correspond to j-line covers.
For further reference, let O be one of these orbits. Take Γ = Γ(O) to be the
subgroup of PSL2(Z) stabilizing an element in O. A fundamental domain for a
cover for the orbit O comes from translating F around by coset representatives for
Γ(O) in PSL2(Z).
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7.1.1. Monodromy for H¯(A5,C34)abs,rd and H¯(A5,C34)in,rd. We give the geo-
metric and arithmetic monodromy of both j-line covers. Denote H(A5,C34)abs,rd
by Habs,rd0 , and H(Gk,C34)in,rd by Hin,rdk .
Consider any sequence of (separable) absolutely irreducible coversX → Y → Z
over a field K. Let GY (resp. GX) be the group of the galois closure of Y → Z
(resp. X → Y ) over K. Then, the group G = GX/Z of the Galois closure (over K)
of the cover X → Z is a subgroup of the wreath product GX ≀GY . Further, it has
the following properties [Fri70, p. 51].
(7.1a) The projection of G to GY is surjective.
(7.1b) The kernel of G→ GY contains a group isomorphic to GX .
Lemma 7.1. The geometric monodromy Gψabs,rd = G0,abs of H¯abs,rd0 → P1j is
A9. Let α =
√−15. The arithmetic monodromy group Gˆ0,abs is S9. The two groups
fit in a natural short exact sequence
1→ G0,abs → Gˆ0,abs → G(Q(α)/Q)→ 1.
The geometric monodromy group Gψin,rd = G0,in of ψ
in,rd : H¯in,rd0 → P1j is
Z/2 ≀A9 def= (Z/2)9×sA9 with A9 acting as permutation of the coordinates of (Z/2)9.
The arithmetic monodromy group Gˆ0,in maps to Gˆ0,abs producing the extension
1→ G0,in → Gˆ0,in → G(Q(α)/Q))→ 1.
Proof. Use γ′∞ in (6.12) to see that G0,abs contains a 5-cycle, (γ
′
∞)
3, so it
must primitive. It also contains a 3- cycle (γ′∞)
5. A well-known argument says a
primitive subgroup of An containing a 3-cycle is An: G0,abs = A9. Apply [Fri95b,
Prop. 2.1 and Irrational Cycle Lemma]. The gist: As the branch points of the cover
are rational, the arithmetic monodromy group contains the character field of the
conjugacy class of any element of form (1)(3)(5). Elements that are products of
distinct odd disjoint cycle lengths, form two conjugacy classes in A9. The outer
automorphism of A9 (conjugation by (1 2)) permutes these two conjugacy classes.
For ψin,rd, the degree 18 cover breaks into a chain of degree 9 and degree 2
covers. The largest possible group for the geometric closure is Z/2 ≀A9 and for the
arithmetic closure it is Z/2 ≀ S9. To complete the proof only requires showing the
kernel of the geometric closure to A9 contains one of the factors of (Z/2)9. Since
(γ′′∞)
15 = (2 11) generates such a factor, we are done. 
Example 7.2. To illustrate, consider (6.12) for Ni(A5,C34)
abs (or (6.5.3) for
Ni(A5,C34)
in). The representation has degree 9 (or 18). An explicit orbit comes
as follows. Label 9 words w(γ′0, γ
′
1)i = wi, i = 1, . . . , 9, in the elements
γ′0 = (2 1 4)(3 7 8)(5 6 9) and γ
′
1 = (2 1)(4 5)(6 8)(3 9),
so these words applied to 1 give the complete set {1, 2, . . . , 9}. That is, they are coset
representatives. Example: w1 the trivial word, γ
′
0 = w2, (γ
′
0)
2 = w3, w4 = γ
′
0γ
′
1,
w5 = w4γ
′
0, w6 = w5γ
′
0, w7 = w6γ
′
1, w8 = w7γ
′
0, w9 = w8γ
′
0. Then,
(1)w1 = 1, (1)w2 = 4, (1)w3 = 2, (1)w4 = 5, (1)w5 = 6,
(1)w6 = 9, (1)w7 = 3, (1)w8 = 7, (1)w9 = 8.
Finally, apply these, with γ0 and γ1 replacing γ
′
0 and γ
′
1 to F . Take the union of
the images as a fundamental domain for the j-line cover.
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7.1.2. (2,3) generation. Every group with two generators, γ′0, γ
′
1, with respec-
tive orders 3 and 2, is a quotient of PSL2(Z). [Sh01] calls these (2,3) generated
groups. Finding which such finite simple groups do so occur has been a prob-
lem with much literature for over 100 years. The groups An have this property for
n ≥ 9, a result of Miller from 1901, and all simple (2,3) generated groups are known
[Sh01]. The group A8 does not so occur, though PSL2(Z/7) (a simple group) does
give a primitive subgroup of A8 that is (2, 3) generated. Though to us it is icing on
the cake that the main example of this paper starts at the border of this old area,
we consider it more evidence that there is a cake.
7.1.3. Fundamental domains from cusps. Let R∞ = R ∪ {∞}. Recall: Cusps
are equivalence classes for Q∪ {∞} on R∞ for the Γ(O) action. These equivalence
classes correspond to orbits of γ′∞. For example, in (6.12), γ
′
∞ = (1 4 9 8 5)(3 6 7).
So, there are three cusps, with widths (lengths) 1, 3 and 5. By contrast, Γ0(p),
with p a prime, has two cusps of widths 1 and p. With no loss, ∞ corresponds to
the cycle of length 1 in γ′∞. (Let the image of F corresponding to the integer 2 to
have ∞ as its cusp.) Then, there exist elements g′3, g′5 ∈ PSL2(Z) as follows:
(7.2)
g′3Γ(g
′
3)
−1 ∩ 〈( 1 1
0 1
)〉
=
〈(
1 3
0 1
)〉
, and
g′5Γ(g
′
5)
−1 ∩ 〈( 1 1
0 1
)〉
=
〈(
1 5
0 1
)〉
.
To get explicit g′3 and g
′
5 from this calculation choose an expression in the w s
taking an integer in the respective 3 and 5 cycles to the integer 2. The following
summarizes this explicitness result.
Proposition 7.3. Start with any Nielsen class having r = 4. Prop. 4.4 pro-
duces a fundamental domain (in the upper half plane) and basic data on the cusp
points of the cover H¯rd → P1j coming from that Nielsen class.
The main result of §9 shows Hrd1 has two absolutely irreducible (Q-curve) com-
ponents, of respective genuses 12 and 9. The former component corresponds to a
braid orbit (O+1 below) on Ni1 containing all H-M and near H-M representatives
(§6). So, Thm. 6.1 implies only the genus 12 component contains Q points.
Branch cycles for these components come from applying the program [S+95]
to compute γ0, γ1 on Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34)
in,rd. As in Prop. 4.4, this gives γ′0, γ
′
1, γ
′
∞ for a
cover from each M¯4 orbit. Especially important are the lengths of γ
′
∞ orbits.
§A isolates an expected general structure of fundamental domains for higher
levels of a Modular Tower. It is that the monodromy groups of the higher reduced
levels over level 0 should be near p-groups (2-groups in our example).
7.2. Cusp notation. Denote the image of q2 ∈ H4 in M¯4 by γ∞. Refined
calculations differentiate between q2 orbits on inner Nielsen classes Ni
in
1 and γ∞
orbits on Nird1 = Ni
in,rd
1 . The latter attach to cusps on j-line covers.
7.2.1. γ∞ and q2 orbit notation. We often denote γ∞ orbits on Nird1 by notation
like O(u, v; a). If g = (g1, g2, g3, g4) ∈ O(u, v; a), then u = mp(g) def= ord(g2g3) is
the middle product (§2.9.3) of g. Also, v = wd(g) def= |O(u, v; a)| is the width of g .
The decoration a distinguishes orbits with specific (u, v). If it is cumbersome,
or we don’t know (u, v), a briefer notation suffices. Given g ∈ O(u, v; a), refer to
its orbit type as (u, v) = (mp(g),wd(g)). When the context is clear, use (u, v) as
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the type of a q2 orbit on Ni
in
1 . The q2 orbit type of g ∈ Niin1 may be different from
its γ∞ orbit type if Q′′ orbit shortening reduces the value of v (§7.2.3).
Consider g ∈ Niin1 lifting g ′ ∈ Niin0 with mp(g ′) = 3 or 5. According to
Lem. 2.25, g has a complementary element (g)q
mp(g)/2
2 . This is the unique element
in the γ∞ orbit of g , distinct from g , that maps to g ′. Denote this by (g)cm.
Definition 7.4 (More complements). Prop. 7.11 generalizes the case k = 1 to
define (g)cm as (g)q
mp(g)/2
2 for g ∈ Nik(Gk,C34), k ≥ 1. §9.6 generalizes further.
7.2.2. Q′′ orbits. Thm. 2.9 says Q⊳H4 acts on an inner Nielsen class through
a Klein 4-group, K4 = Q′′.
As in [Fri90] or [Fri99, §7.10], the Nielsen class Ni0 = Ni(A5,C34)in contains
exactly 18 elements. Just two are H-M representatives. Branch cycles for these are
ghm,1 = ((1 2 3), (3 2 1), (1 4 5), (5 4 1)) and
ghm,2 = ((1 2 3), (3 2 1), (5 4 1), (1 4 5)).
These two are equivalent in the absolute Nielsen classes by (4 5) conjugation, an
outer automorphism of A5. Further, H4 is transitive on Ni0. So, the number of
lifts of any g ∈ Ni0 to Ni1 is independent of the choice of g .
We first show faithful action of Q′′ on Ni1. As usual, {Gk}∞k=0 are the char-
acteristic quotients of pG˜, with C a collection of p
′ conjugacy classes of G0 = G.
Write Q∗ = 〈Q1Q−13 , (Q1Q2Q3)2〉 when we regard it as a subgroup of B4. So, Q∗
acts on Ni(G,C) (no equivalence by conjugation by G). The notation Q′′ means
this Klein 4-group is acting on inner classes. Use StabQ′′(g) for the stabilizer in Q′′
of g ∈ Niin (for absolute equivalence, mod out further by G ≤ N ′ ≤ Sn). For any
group S, express the orbit of g under S as (g)S.
Lemma 7.5. Let Ni(G,C) be a Nielsen class for r = 4 with G centerless. Then,
g ∈ Ni(G,C) is invariant under (Q1Q−13 )2 ∈ Q∗ if and only if g is an H-M rep. If
g = (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ) is an H-M rep., then Q∗ acts on (g)Q∗ as a quotient of the
Klein 4-group K4. The K4 action is faithful unless g1 and g2 are involutions.
Let Nik be the kth level inner Nielsen class for any Modular Tower with r = 4.
Length of the Q′′ orbit on g ∈ Nik depends only on the H4 (or M¯4) orbit of g.
Faithful action of Q′′ on an H4 level k orbit extends to faithful action on an H4 level
k+1 orbit above it. Similarly, if StabQ′′((g)〈q2〉) = {1}, then StabQ′′((g ′)〈q2〉) =
{1} for g ′ ∈ Nik+1 above g.
Assume p = 2, and Nik, k ≥ 1, is the Nielsen class for centerless 2-perfect
G0 = G. Let O be an H4 orbit on Nik containing an H-M rep. Then all Q′′ orbits
on O have length four. So, HrdO , the reduced component corresponding to O has
b-fine moduli (Prop. 4.7).
For G0 = A5, p = 2 and C = C34 , Q′′ is faithful on all H4 orbits in Nik, k ≥ 1.
Proof. Since (g)(Q1Q
−1
3 )
2 is conjugation of g by g1g2, if G is centerless, and
Q1Q
−1
3 fixes g, then g1g2 = 1. So, g is an H-M rep. Squares of elements in Q∗ act
trivially on an H-M rep. This shows Q∗ acts on the set (g)Q∗ as a quotient of K4.
Assume g is an H-M rep. and (g)Q1Q
−1
3 = g. Then g1 = g
−1
1 and g2 = g
−1
2 :
Both are involutions. Similarly, if (g)(Q1Q2Q3)
2 = g, then g2 = g1 and G is
cyclic (in particular abelian). Also, (g)Q1Q
−1
3 (Q1Q2Q3)
2 = g implies g2 = g
−1
1 ,
contradicting G is centerless.
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Assume g ∈ Nik. As Q′′⊳M4 (Prop. 2.3), for g ∈ Ni,
StabQ′′ (g) = Q−1StabQ′′ ((g)Q)Q.
So, |(g)Q′′| depends only on the M4 orbit of g . If g ∈ Nik, then StabQ′′(g) mod
kerk−1 = StabQ′′ (g mod kerk−1). This gives the statement on faithful action at
level k − 1.
Now assume p = 2 and G0 is p-perfect and centerless, so these hypotheses apply
at all levels (Prop. 3.21). With no loss, on the general statement on an H4 orbit
containing g = (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ), assume k = 1.
Suppose for q ∈ Q′′ \ {1}, (g)q = hgh−1 for some h ∈ G1. From the above,
h mod ker0 is not the identity. As q
2 acts trivially on g, (g)q2 = h2gh−2 with
h2 ∈M0 = ker0 / ker1 def= M \{0} (Lem. 2.23). This contradicts G1 being centerless.
Now assume G0 = A5. We show Q′′ is faithful on any H4 orbit O in Ni1. Any
orbit at level 1 has elements lying over any element of the unique orbit at level 0.
Anything in Ni1 above an H-M rep. g¯ ∈ Ni0 looks like g = (g1,mg−11 m,ng2n, g−12 )
with m,n ∈ M0, and some g1, g2 generating G1. We handled when m is in the
centralizer of g1, so assume it is not. Apply the previous argument when k−1 = 0
with q = q1q
−1
3 . Conclude: If (g)q = hgh
−1, then h ∈ G1 lifts an element of A5
having order 2. From Prop. 5.10, h2 ∈ M \ V . Compute the first two entries of
(g)q2 to be (mmg
−1
1 g1mm
g−11 ,mg
−1
1 g−11 m
g−11 ).
The remainder of the argument uses Cor. 5.7. Let c ∈M \ V be the generator
of the centralizer of g1. Multiply m if necessary by c to assume m ∈M \ V . Then,
h2 = mmg
−1
1 c = mg
−1
1 . Conclude m = c contrary to our assumption. For other
elements in Q′′ \ {1}, the argument is similar, though no easier. 
Remark 7.6 (Lem. 7.5, modular curves and p 6= 2). Two involutions generate
a dihedral group. So, Q∗ stabilizing an element of Ni in Lem. 7.5 comes precisely
from the Hurwitz version of modular curves in §2.8.1.
Suppose r = 4, Ni(Gk,C)
in = Nik is a level k ≥ 1 Nielsen class for G0 = G,
centerless and p-perfect. Assume O, an H4 orbit on Nik, contains an H-M rep.
These are the hypotheses of Lem. 7.5, except p 6= 2. Then, there may be H-M
reps. kg ∈ Niink with
(7.3) hk ∈ Gk (an involution, or the identity if these are involutions)
with hk
kgih
−1
k =
kg−1i , i = 1, 2 and all k ≥ 0.
We don’t know if hk s and
kg s as in (7.3) exist in this case: G0 = A5, p = 5,
C = C34 and
kg1,
kg2 ∈ Gk lie over the pair 0g1 = (1 2 3), 0g2 = (1 4 5).
7.2.3. q2 orbit shortening and Cusp4. Again r = 4, with Nielsen classes of any
type (though we continue to simplify notation by using inner classes). Slightly
abusing the notation of §2.6.2 use α2 = (q1q2q3)2 and γ = q1q−13 as generators of
Q′′. Recall the M4 subgroup Cusp4 = 〈α2〉 × 〈γ〉 ×s〈q2〉 with q2 switching the two
factors on the copy of K4. In this subsection O(u, v; a) = O(u, v) ⊂ Niin is a q2
orbit with u =mp(g) for g ∈ Niin. Then, v is the q2 orbit length: If mp(g) is odd
and (2.19) holds, then v = u, otherwise v = 2 · u.
For g ∈ O(u, v), StabQ′′(O(u, v)) is the subgroup of Q′′ stabilizing O(u, v):
StabQ′′(O(u, v))/StabQ′′(g) with cardinality |(g)Q′′ ∩O(u, v)|.
Denote the set of Q′′ orbits on (g)Cusp4 by (g)Cusp∗4 = (O(u, v))Cusp∗4. We speak
of the γ∞ orbit type of (O(u, v))Cusp∗4.
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Lemma 7.7. Suppose 0 < k < v and (g)α2γ = (g)qk2 ; or (g)α
2 = (g)qk2 (or with
γ replacing α2) and k is even. Then k = v/2.
Suppose (g)γ = (g)qk2 with k odd. Then, StabQ′′ (O(u, v)) = Q′′, k = v/4 and
(g)α2 = (g)q−k2 and (g)α
2γ = (g)q
v/2
2 .
In all cases (O(u, v))Cusp∗4 is a γ∞ orbit of type (u, v/|(g)Q′′ ∩O(u, v)|).
Proof. We do all computations on inner Nielsen classes g ∈ Niin. Suppose
0 < k < v and (g)α2γ = (g)qk2 or (g)α
2 = (g)qk2 (or with γ replacing α
2) and k is
even. As Q′′ commutes with even powers of q2, this gives g = (g)q2k2 : k = v/2.
Suppose (g)γ = (g)qk2 with k odd. Apply γ to both sides. From §2.6.2 conclude
g = (g)qk2γq
−k
2 q
k
2 = (g)α
2qk2 .
So, (g)q−k2 = (g)α
2. Apply q2 to both sides of (g)γ = (g)q
k
2 . This gives
(g)q2(q
−1
2 γq2) = (g)α
2 = ((g)q2)q
k
2 .
Inductively, this shows StabQ′′(O(u, v)) = Q′′. So,
(g)γα2 = (g)qk2α
2q−k2 q
k
2 = (g)γq
k
2 = q
2k
2 ,
and (g)α2 = (g)q−k2 , or (g)α
2γ = (g)q
v/2
2 . 
Remark 7.8 (Shortening types). When |StabQ′′ (g)| = 2, the γ∞ orbit type of
(O(u, v))Cusp∗4 is (u, v/2) if StabQ′′ (O(u, v)) = Q′′ (two-shortening); of type (u, v)
otherwise. When StabQ′′(O(u, v)) = {1}, the γ∞ orbit type of (O(u, v))Cusp∗4 is
(u, v) (no shortening).
Assume StabQ′′(g) = {1}. When StabQ′′ (O(u, v)) = Q′′, the γ∞ orbit type of
(O(u, v))Cusp∗4 is (u, v/4) (total- shortening). This is equivalent to (g)γ = (g)q
ℓ
2
with ℓ = v/4 odd. When |StabQ′′ (O(u, v))| = 〈q〉 = 2, the γ∞ orbit type of
(O(u, v))Cusp∗4 is (u, v/2) (two-shortening; then (g)q = (g)q
v/2
2 with v even).
7.3. H-M and near H-M reps. in Ni(G1,C34). The subsections of this
section together comprise the complete the proof of Prop. 7.9, the main goal of this
section. The first two subsections describe the H-M reps. Then §7.3.3 describes
how the H-M reps. produce the near H-M reps. Denote ker(G1 → A5) by M and
ker(G1 → SL2(Z/5)) by V .
Proposition 7.9. There are 2304 elements in Ni1 = Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34)
in. Exactly
16 are H-M reps.; 16 others are near H-M reps. (as in (6.3)). The q2 orbit of
an H-M (resp. near H-M) rep. contains exactly one H-M (resp. near H-M) rep.
All orbits of Q′′ on Niin1 have length four, and Q′′ maps H-M (resp. near H-M)
reps. among themselves. In particular, γ∞ orbits in Ni
in,rd
1 containing either H-M
or near H-M reps. have type (10, 20).
From Lem. 7.5, there are four orbits of γ∞ on Nird1 containing H-M (resp. near
H-M) reps. giving eight γ∞ orbits on Nird1 containing H-M or near H-M reps.
7.3.1. Lifting from Ni(A5,C34) = Ni0. Choose g
∗ ∈ Ni1 by lifting (1 2 3) = g1
and (1 4 5) = g2 to g
∗
1 and g
∗
2 of order 3. Take g
∗ = (g∗1 , (g
∗
1)
−1, g∗2 , (g
∗
2)
−1). As H4
is transitive on Ni0, it suffices to count lifts of (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ) = g. Multiply by
18 = |Ni(A5,C34)in| to count elements in Ni(12A˜5,C34)in = Ni1. Use notation from
§5.3.3. Let g˜1 and g˜2 be the unique order 3 lifts to SL2(Z/5) of g1 and g2.
Lifts of g to Ni1 correspond exactly to lifts of (g˜1, (g˜1)
−1, g˜2, (g˜2)−1) to Ni1.
Count these by counting conjugates of an element of order 3 by the kernel V from
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G1 → SL2(Z/5). If v ∈ V and g has order 3, then vgv = gvgv (as in §7.3.3). As V
is an irreducible A5 module (Cor. 5.7), the set {gv}v∈V gives the complete set of
conjugates of g by M .
Three entries of a Nielsen class 4-tuple determine the 4th from the product-one
condition by rewriting entries gvgv. Divide by inner automorphisms from the kernel
from G1 → A5. As G1 is centerless (Prop. 3.21), there are 27 = 212/25 such lifts of
g˜ to Ni1. This gives 2
7 · 18 = 2304 total inner Nielsen classes.
7.3.2. Counting H-M lifts of any H-M rep. of Ni(A5,C34). Continue using g
∗ ∈
Ni1. Fix any H-M representative mapping to g ∈ Ni0. Modulo inner action of
G1, select representatives with g
∗
1 , (g
∗
1)
−1 in the first two positions. Other H-M
representatives come from conjugating (g∗2 , (g
∗
2)
−1) by ker0 / ker1 = M(A5). As in
§7.3.1 or Cor. 5.7, take lifts by conjugating g∗2 by elements of V . Or should we
choose, by conjugating g∗2 by elements of M \ V . The centralizer of 〈g∗1〉 in M(A5)
is a Z/2 acting nontrivially on g∗2 . This cuts from 16 to 8 the inner classes that
are H-M representatives and lifts of (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ). This concludes the part of
Prop. 7.9 counting H-M representatives.
Since the g1 and g4 positions determine an H-M rep. g , the q2 orbit of g can
contain only one H-M rep. By inspection, Q′′ maps H-M reps. to H-M reps.
7.3.3. Near H-M reps. in Ni(k2A˜5,C34), k ≥ 1. Unless otherwise said, this
subsection is about inner and inner reduced Nielsen classes. The definition of near
H-M reps. is in (6.3). A modular representation observation produces near H-M
reps. g∗ ∈ Ni(12A˜5,C34) by tweaking an H-M rep. g = (g1, g−11 , g2, g−12 ) ∈ Ni1.
For m ∈ M(A5) and g ∈ 12A˜5, the notation mg is shorthand for g−1mg. This
is the same as the right action of g in A5 acting on m. Let κˆ be the complex
conjugation operator in (6.2) for z1, z2 and z3, z4 as complex conjugate pairs.
Lemma 7.10. Assume 〈g1, g2〉 = 12A˜5 and g1, g2 ∈ C. Then g1g2 has order 10
(5 mod ker0). It fixes a unique nontrivial c = (g1g2)
5 ∈M(A5) (Cor. 5.7).
Let d, e ∈ M(A5). Then g∗ = (g−11 , dg1d, eg2e, g−12 ) ∈ Niin1 if and only if
dg1deeg
−1
2 = 1. In this case, the q2 orbit of g
∗ in Niin1 has length 20.
Proof. That g1g2 has order 10 is a special case of Lemma 8.9. An element of
order 5 in A5 acts on M(A5) by right multiplying cosets of a D5 in A5 (Prop. 5.6).
So g1g2 fixes one nontrivial element. It must be (g1g2)
5.
That g∗ satisfies the product-one condition is exactly that dg1deeg
−1
2 = 1. Since
〈g−11 , g−12 〉 = 12A˜5 has no center, what a conjugation on g∗ does to the 1st and 4th
elements determines it. Therefore, the q2 orbit of g
∗ has length 2 times the order
of dg1deg2e: The orbit has length 20. 
Let Gk be the kth characteristic quotient of 2A˜5. We use the following proposi-
tion in generality. Its special case with g1, g2 ∈ 12A˜5 appears in precise calculations
for level 1 of this Modular Tower. The symbol κˆ in Prop. 7.11 is the complex con-
jugation operator from Prop. 6.3 from complex conjugate pairs of branch points.
Proposition 7.11. Suppose g1, g2 ∈ Gk lie over g′1, g′2 ∈ A5 with g′1g′2 having
order y = 3 or 5. Then, g1g2 has order y · 2k.
If y = 5, let c = (g1g2)
5·2k−1 . Then,
(7.4) g∗ = (g1, cg
−1
2 g−11 c
g−12 , cg2c, g
−1
2 ) ∈ Niink
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satisfies the product-one condition and cg∗c = κˆ(g∗) (so is a near H-M rep. from
(6.3) at level k). For k ≥ 1, H-M reps. give Galois covers ϕ : X → P1z (in Niink )
over R with branch points z in complex conjugate pairs and X(R) 6= ∅. For near
H-M reps. there are such covers ϕ over R, but X(R) = ∅.
When k = 1, c and cg
−1
2 are in the A5 orbit labeled M
′
5 in Cor. 5.7. Conversely,
given g∗ satisfying cg∗c = κˆ(g∗), an H-M rep. g exists giving g∗ by (7.4).
Proof. That (7.4) holds is a simple check. The order of the product g1g2 is
from Lem. 8.9. Apply Prop. 6.3 to an H-M rep. cover ϕ : X → P1z with respect to
the κˆ0 operator for two pairs of complex conjugate branch points to compute the
effect of complex conjugation over z0 ∈ P1z(R). It is given by cz0 equal the identity.
So all points on X over z0 are real. For a near H-M rep. the effect of complex
conjugation is given by c as in the statement of the proposition. So, cz0 moves all
points over z0. There are no real points on X .
Now assume k = 1 and g∗ satisfies cg∗c = κˆ(g∗) (automatically associated with
κˆ for z1, z2 and z3, z4 as complex conjugate pairs). Write κˆ(g
∗):
(7.5) (ccg
−1
2 v1g1v1cc
g−12 , ccg
−1
2 g−11 cc
g−12 , g2, cg
−1
2 c).
From Cor. 5.7, assume v1, c ∈M(A5) \ V . Apply cg∗c = κˆ(g∗) to see
g∗ = (g1, v1g−11 v1, cg2c, g
−1
2 ) = (g1, g
−1
1 v
g−11
1 v1, cc
g−12 g2, g
−1
2 ).
The product-one condition for g∗ is equivalent to vg
−1
1
1 v1 = cc
g−12 . Then,
cg∗c = κˆ(g∗) gives four conditions according to the entries of cg∗c, with the last
two automatic. The second gives
(7.6) cv1g
−1
1 v1c = cc
g−12 g−11 cc
g−12 ,
showing v1 = c
g−12 (Cor. 5.7): the first condition is automatic. The product-one
condition says c = cg1g2 : c = (g1g2)
5 generates the centralizer of g1g2. 
To conclude proving Prop. 7.9 requires two points.
• A unique near H-M rep. is in the q2 orbit of a near H-M rep.
• Q′′ is stable on the set of near H-M reps.
As with H-M reps. the 1st and 4th positions determine them. So the former is
clear. Apply q1q
−1
3 to g
∗ = (g1, cg
−1
2 g−11 c
g−12 , cg2c, g
−1
2 ) to get
(cg−11 c, g1, g
−1
2 , c
g−12 g2c
g−12 ).
Write g′1 = cg
−1
1 c and c
g−12 g2c
g−12 = (g′2)
−1, and compute that c′ = cg
−1
2 centralizes
g′1g
′
2. Thus, q1q
−1
3 maps g
∗ to a near H-M representative. Similarly for (q1q2q3)2.
8. Cusp widths and the genus of components
Assume r = 4, and Ni(G,C) is a Nielsen class. Distinguishing between absolute
and inner Nielsen classes is cumbersome, though computations using them both are
invaluable (as in Thm. 3.16) and similar (add the action of some group N ′ as in
§3.5). For simplicity, assume inner Nielsen classes so the decoration Ni(G,C)rd
means reduced inner classes (unless said otherwise).
Following two preliminary subsections, for the (A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower
this section lists cusps of a given width from γ∞ action on Ni
in,rd
1 = Ni
rd
1 . Possible
widths are 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 20. The aim is to relate all γ∞ orbits to orbits of
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width 20 (especially to H-M reps.). Lem. 7.5 and Prop. 7.9 report precisely on H-M
and near H-M cusps. Prop. 9.8 gives the spin separation ingredient that establishes
the distribution of cusps between two M4 orbits O
+
1 and O
−
1 on Ni
in,rd
1 .
When no further ramification occurs from level k = 0 to level 1 over the elliptic
points j = 0 and j = 1, the genus of level 1 components comes just from the story
of γ∞ and 〈sh, γ∞〉 = M¯4 orbits. §8.1 observations on this continue in §9.6. §8.2
has subtle conjugation computations for Q′′ shortening of q2 orbits to γ∞ orbits.
8.1. Orbit genus and fixed points of γ0 and γ1. For much of this subsec-
tion, the prime p is arbitrary. Suppose O is an orbit of M¯4 acting on Ni(G,C)
rd.
Use §7.2.1 notation for γ∞ orbits: For g ∈ O(u, v; a), u = mp(g) and v = wd(g).
Let tO(γi) be the number of fixed points of γi on O, i = 1, 2. From Prop. 4.4,
the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives the genus gO of the reduced Hurwitz space
component HrdO :
(8.1) 2(|O|+ gO − 1) = 2(|O| − tO(γ0))
3
+
|O| − tO(γ1)
2
+
∑
O(u,v;a)⊂O
v − 1.
Use this to rephrase for r = 4 our Main Problem 1.1 on Modular Towers. For G
centerless and p-perfect, show for each M¯4 orbit O on Ni(Gk,C)
rd = Nirdk , gO ≥ 2
if k is large. If this holds, we say k is in the hyperbolic range. Thm. 6.1 says
this implies there are no K points (K a number field) on H(Gk,C)rd if k is large
(possibly larger than the beginning of the hyperbolic range).
Assume Ok (resp. Ok+1) is a M¯4 orbit in Ni
rd
k (resp. Ni
rd
k+1 over Ok). So, cusps
of HrdOk+1 lie over cusps of HrdOk : γ∞ orbits on Ok+1 lie over γ∞ orbits on Ok.
8.1.1. Two helpful assumptions.
(8.2a) tOk(γ0) + tOk(γ1) = 0; and for g
′ ∈ Ok+1 over g ∈ Ok,
(8.2b) if (g ′)sh not an H-M rep., then mp(g ′) = p ·mp(g).
The condition (g ′)sh not an H-M rep. in (8.2b) is equivalent to mp(g ′) 6= 1,
so is absolutely necessary. For a γ∞ orbit O(u′, v′; a′) ⊂ Ok+1 use the notation
O(u, v; a) ⊂ Ok for cusps of Ok under O(u′, v′; a′).
Lemma 8.1. If (8.2a) holds (for Ok), then it holds with Ok+1 replacing Ok.
For Nird0 = Ni(A5,C34)
in,rd (p = 2), both (8.2a) and (8.2b) hold for any M¯4 orbit
O′ ⊂ Nirdk , k ≥ 1.
Proof. Suppose g ∈ Niink+1 and (g)Q1Q2Q1 = α(g)Q′α−1 for some α ∈ Gk
and Q′ ∈ Q′′. Reduce all expressions modulo kerk to conclude γ1 fixes g mod kerk.
This is a contradiction. The same argument works for γ0.
By inspection (6.5.3) shows (8.2a) holds for (A5,C34 , p = 2), and so at all levels
in this (A5,C34) Modular Tower. Ifmp(g) = 3 or 5, (8.2b) follows from the opening
statement of Prop. 7.11. The only other possibility is that (g)sh is an H-M rep.,
but (g ′)sh above it is not. Lem. 8.9 says if p |mp(gk), then mp(gk+1) = p ·mp(gk)
for gk+1 over gk. That completes the proof. 
Assume at level k of a Modular Tower there are still components of genus 0
or 1. Lem. 8.2 inspects the contribution of cusp ramification toward the genus of
components at level k + 1. Three phenomena play a role in this contribution for
each cusp in going from level k to level k + 1.
(8.3a) Detecting if condition (2.19) in Prop. 2.17 changes.
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(8.3b) Deciding if there is a multiplication by p factor as in (8.2b).
(8.3c) Computing q2 orbit shortening changes from one level to another.
As above, Ok is a M¯4 orbit in Ni
rd
k ; Ok+1 is a M¯4 orbit in Ni
rd
k+1 above it.
Lemma 8.2. For gk ∈ O(u, v; a), assume Z(g2, g3)∩〈g2g3〉 = {1} so the q2 orbit
type is (u, 2u) unless u is odd and (2.19) holds (Prop. 2.17). For each γ∞ orbit
O(u, v; a) ⊂ Ok let α(u, v; a) = 2 in the former case, 1 in the latter. If α(u, v; a) =
2, then α(u′, v′; a′) = 2 for O(u′, v′; a′) over O(u, v; a). Let ind(u′, v′; a′) be the
index of ramification of O(u′, v′; a′) over O(u, v; a). Also, let β(u′, v′; a′) = u
′
u (1
or p; automatically p if p |u from Lem. 2.23). Depending on the amount of q2
orbit shortening (§7.2.3), let µ(u, v; a) = 1 (no shortening), 2 (two-shortening) or
4 (total shortening). Then,
(8.4) ind(u′, v′; a′) =
α(u′, v′; a′)β(u′, v′; a′)µ(u, v; a)
α(u, v; a)µ(u′, v′; a′)
.
Suppose gOk = 1. Then gOk+1 ≥ 2 if for some γ∞ orbit O(u′, v′; a′) ⊂ Ok+1
over O(u, v; a) ⊂ Ok, ind(u′, v′; a′) > 1.
Suppose gOk = 0. Then,
(8.5) 2
( |Ok+1|
|Ok| + gOk+1 − 1
)
≥
∑
O(u′,v′;a′)⊂Ok+1
ind(u′, v′; a′)− 1.
If tOk(γ0) + tOk(γ1) = 0, then equality holds in (8.5).
Proof. The references explain most of this lemma. Given O(u′, v′; a′) over
O(u, v; a) the ramification index of the respective cusps is exactly v
′
v which by
previous comments is ind(u′, v′; a′) as in (8.4). It is well-known that if a X → Y
is a covering of projective nonsingular curves with the lower curve of genus 1, then
the genus of X is 1 if and only if the cover is unramified. Formula (8.5) expresses
the Riemann-Hurwitz formula applies to the relative curve coveringHrdOk+1 → HrdOk ,
when the latter has genus 0. 
We use Lem. 8.2 to show what goes into computing the genus of the two
H(G1,C34)rd components.
Corollary 8.3. There are two orbits O+1 and O
−
1 of M¯4 on Ni(G1,C34)
rd,
each of degree 16 over the unique M¯4 orbit Ni0. The genus of the orbit O
+
1 con-
taining H-M reps. is 12. The other orbit O−1 has genus 9.
Proof. Apply (8.5) to O+1 . From Prop. 8.12, one M¯4 orbit on Ni
rd
1 contains
all H-M and near H-M reps. Call this orbit O+1 . Prop. 9.8 says there are exactly
eight γ∞ orbits with the following properties:
(8.6a) 5 divides mp;
(8.6b) they are in the M¯4 orbit of a near H-M rep.
Prop. 7.9 says the γ∞ cusp type of an H-M or near H-M rep. is (10, 20). So, a cusp
of O+1 lying over an H-M rep. of Ni
rd
0 has ramification index 4. Let H¯+1 → P1j be
the component of H¯rd1 corresponding to O+1 . Conclude: Each cusp (eight total) of
O+1 with mp divisible by 5 has ramification index 4 over the cusp below them at
level 0. Together they contribute 2 · 4 · 3 = 24 to the right side of (8.5).
Similarly, consider cusps of O+1 over cusps of Ni
rd
0 with mp equal 3. Prop. 8.13
gives a similar conclusion about cusps at level 0 with middle product 3. Cusps
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above them on O+1 have ramification index 4 (Q′′ does not shorten them). They
also contribute 2 · 3 · 4 = 24 to the right side of (8.5).
Now apply Prop. 8.6 for the contribution of cusps on O+1 over sh applied to
level 0 H-M reps. This contributes 2 for the shift of H-M reps. and 2 · 2 for the
others to the right side of (8.5). So, the right side of (8.5) is 54. The expression
2(16 + gO+1
− 1) = 4 · 3 · 4 + 2 · 3 gives gO+1 = 12.
Let O−1 be the collection of cusps at level 1 not in O
+
1 . First assume they
all lie in one M¯4 component for the computation of the genus of this orbit. From
Prop. 8.13 there are eight cusps in O−1 with width 6, and four with width 12.
Similarly, there eight cusps in O−1 with width 10, and four with width 20. Finally,
Lem. 8.17 gives 8 type (2,4) γ∞ orbits in O−1 . To complete the calculation above
for gO−1
, list respective contributions to the right of (8.5): Type (2,4) contribute 8;
type (6,6) contribute 8; type (6,12) contribute 4 · 3; type (10,10) contribute 8 and
type (10,20) contribute 4 · 3. So, 2(16 + gO−1 − 1) = 48 gives gO−1 = 9.
Since it is true at level 0, it is also true at level 1 that every g not in O+1 is in
the M¯4 orbit of an element g
′ with 5 |mp(g ′). From Prop. 8.13 (and its notation)
any cusp of L20 (resp. L10) connects to each cusp of L6 (resp. L12). So, to prove
all elements of O−1 lie in one M¯4, it suffices to connect some cusp of L6 (resp. L20)
to some cusp of L12 (resp. L10). This shows a component H¯′ containing a cusp
of O−1 has degree sixteen over a cusp at level 0 with mp = 3. So H¯′ → H¯rd0 has
degree sixteen everywhere. For the degree over every cusp to be 16 forces including
all cusps in O−1 . To join something in L10 to something in L20 consider a γ∞ type
(2,4) orbit in O−1 . A representative for such an orbit has g = (g
−1
2 , g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b).
Lem. 8.17 shows each type (2,4) γ∞ orbit in O−1 is such an element. This concludes
the proof of the corollary. 
8.1.2. The mystery of γ0 and γ1 fixed points. Consider orbits of length one for
γ0 and γ1 (of respective orders 3 and 2) acting on Ni(G,C)
rd.
Suppse G ≤ N ′ ≤ Sn is a situation for absolute equivalence, as in §3.5.4.
Knowing the length one orbits tells what is the contribution of γ0 and γ1 to the
genus of components of H(G,C)rd/N ′ in (8.1). Consider γ1; γ0 is similar.
Let z = {1,−1, i,−i} be a set of branch points representing the elliptic point for
γ1. Then α : z 7→ iz ∈ PSL2(C) cycles the set z . A fixed set of classical generators of
π1(Uz , z0) produces a list of covers (up toN
′-equivalence) ϕi : Xi → P1z, i = 1, . . . , t.
Composing the ϕi s with α permutes them. For some choice of classical generators,
this action is q1q2q1 modulo the action of Q′′.
Problem 8.4 (Elliptic fixed points). Generalize Rem. 4.9 to the general case
of inner reduced Hurwitz spaces when r = 4. Further, if H(Gk,C)in,rd is a Modular
Tower, with p-perfect and centerless G0, when can there be a projective system of
Nielsen classes fixed by γi for i = 0 or 1?
The Modular Tower version of this question makes sense for any r applied to
the orbifold points in Jr: When can a Modular Tower have a projective system of
Nielsen class representatives fixed by a nontrivial element in M¯r associated with an
orbifold stabilizer?
Example 8.5 (Action on Ni(A5,C34)). According to §7.1.1, Q′′ acts trivially
on the list of Table 1 (§2.6.6). Note: γ1 fixes 7g from Ni(A5,C34)abs. Yet, γ1
fixes no item of Ni(A5,C34)
in. Since Q′′ acts trivially, this means, from the list
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ϕi : Xi → P1z, i = 1, . . . , 9, of degree 5 covers, exactly one of α ◦ ϕi is equivalent
to ϕi. Here is a fact about the list: Suppose an item from it has two 3-cycles
(not necessarily consecutive) with exactly two integers of common support. Up
to conjugation by S5 these 3-cycles are ((1 2 3), (2 1 4)) where the common support
integers (1 and 2 here) appear in opposite order in the second 3-cycle. Further, for
7g, this is true for all consecutive pairs of 3-cycles, especially including the 4th and
1st, taken in that order. Now, apply γ1 as the shift of §2.7.
8.2. Subtle conjugations. Conjugation by an element of G1 is determined
by its action on two generators g1, g2 of order 3. Several computations require the
precise effect of that conjugation given the generators and what the conjugation
does modulo ker0. Use the notation of Lem. 7.7 for elements of Q′′. For g ∈ Niin1 ,
let Og be its q2 orbit. Let δ ∈ Q′′\0. If (g)δ ∈ Og , we say δ shortens g (as in §7.2.3).
Variants: Q′′ shortens g orQ′′ shortens Og . Use h+ = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4))
and h− = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 5 4), (1 4 5)) as representatives of the two H-M reps. in
Niin0 . §7.2.1 has notation for the type of orbits.
Proposition 8.6. Let g1, g2 ∈ G1 be order 3 lifts of (1 2 3), (1 4 5) ∈ A5.
Denote (2 3)(4 5), (2 4)(3 5) and (2 5)(3 4) respectively by α23, α24 and α25. Each
g ∈ Niin1 with mp(g) = 2 has the form g = (g1, g2, cg−12 c, dg−11 d) with c, d ∈M(A5).
(So, cg
−1
2 c = ddg1 .) If (g)q1q
−1
3 (resp. (g)(q1q2q3)
2, q3(q1q2q3)
2q−13 ) is conjugate to
(g)q22 , then the conjugation is by a lift of (1 2 3)α24 (resp. α25, (1 4 5)
−1α23).
Suppose g ′ is a near H-M rep. Then, Q′′ shortens g = ((g ′)cm)sh. Thus,
shifted complements of near H-M reps. fall into two pairs of γ∞ type (2,2) orbits.
All other g s with mp(g) = 2 fall into type (2,4) γ∞ orbits.
Three subsections cover the proof of Prop. 8.6. The first establishes the rele-
vance of α2j , j = 3, 4, 5, to the existence of appropriate conjugations. §8.2.2 shows
neither q1q
−1
3 nor q3(q1q2q3)
2q−13 shorten any g with mp(g) = 2. §8.2.3 shows
(g)(q1q2q3)
2 shortens the complement of a near H-M rep. As this is an even power
of q2, Rem. 7.8 notes this suffices to determine exactly the shortening type: It is
two-shortening.
8.2.1. Preliminaries. With c, d ∈M , g = (g1, g2, cg−12 c, dg−11 d) ∈ Niin1 as above:
(8.7) (g)q22 = (g1, cc
g−12 g2c
g−12 c, cg
−1
2 g−12 c
g−12 , dg−11 d).
Then, g−11 (g)q1q
−1
3 g1 = (g2, g1, d
g1g−11 d
g1 , dg1dcg−12 d
g1dc). If this is conjugate to
(8.7), it is by a lift of an A5 conjugation switching (1 2 3) and (1 4 5). The element
α24 gives this conjugation.
Consider if (g)(q1q2q3)
2 is conjugate to (8.7). Such a conjugation is by a lift
of an A5 conjugation mapping (1 2 3) to (1 5 4) and (1 4 5) to (1 3 2). Thus, the
conjugation is a lift of α25.
Now consider if g2(g)q3(q1q2q3)
2q−13 g
−1
2 = (d
g1g−11 d
g1 , cg
−1
2 g−12 c
g−12 , g2, g1) is
conjugate to (g)q22 . If so, it is by a lift of an A5 conjugation mapping each of (1 2 3)
and (1 4 5) to their inverses. The element α23 gives this conjugation.
8.2.2. q1q
−1
3 shortens no g with mp(g) = 2. Suppose g ∈ G normalizes a
subgroup H . Denote the centralizer of g in H by ZH(g). Denote ZM (gi) by 〈mi〉,
i = 1, 2. From the last statement in Cor. 5.7, with no loss (g1, g2, cg
−1
2 c, dg
−1
1 d)
uniquely determines c and d knowing also c, d ∈M(A5)\V . Suppose g−11 (g)q1q−13 g1
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is conjugate to (8.7). Then some lift α of α24 conjugates as follows:
(8.8)
g1 7→ g2, cg−12 g−12 cg
−1
2 7→ dg1g−11 dg1 ,
ccg
−1
2 g2c
g−12 c 7→ g1 and dg−11 d 7→ dg1dcg−12 dg1dc.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd expressions give the effect of conjugating α2 ∈M(A5)\V
(Lemma 2.23) on g1 two ways:
(8.9) α2 = cg
−1
2 αdg1m1 = (cc
g−12 )αm1.
Conclude dg1 = cα. Similarly, figure the effect of α2 conjugating g2:
(8.10) α2 = (dg1cg
−1
2 α)αdαdg1dcm2 = (d
g1cg
−1
2 α)αm2.
Now we show α satisfying (8.8) does not exist.
From (8.10) and the product one condition (cg
−1
2 c = ddg1 ) cg
−1
2 = dα and
(8.11) dαc = dg1d = cαd, an expression invariant under α.
From (8.9) and (8.10), m1 = m2. This is false: The nontrivial element m2
would centralize G1 = 〈g1, g2〉. As G1 has no center (Prop. 3.21), α doesn’t exist.
8.2.3. (q1q2q3)
2 shortens the shift of a near H-M rep. complement. The follow-
ing shows there is a natural braid taking the reduced class of a complement of a
near H-M rep. over h+ to one over h−. So, for reduced classes, complements of
near H-M reps. are similar to a pair of H-M reps. g and ((g)q1 naturally paired as
being over h+ and h−.
Suppose (g)(q1q2q3)
2 is conjugate to (8.7). A lift α of α25 conjugates as follows:
(8.12)
g1 7→ cg−12 c, cg
−1
2 g−12 c
g−12 7→ g1,
ccg
−1
2 g2c
g−12 c 7→ dg−11 d and dg−11 d 7→ g2.
Here are the analogs of (8.9) and (8.10):
(8.13) α2 = cg
−1
2 αcαm1 = c
g−12 αdm1 and α
2 = cg
−1
2 cm2 = c
g−12 dαm2.
Conjugate the latter by α to conclude m1 = m
α
2 and c
α = d together are equivalent
to (g)(q1q2q3)
2 shortening g . The expression m1 = m
α
2 is automatic from g
α
1 =
cg−12 c and conjugating m1m
g1
1 = 1 by α.
As in the proof of Cor. 5.7, compute the effect of α25 on 1H , . . . , 6H . By explicit
computation g1 acts as βg1 = (1H 3H 5H)(2H 4H 6H) = (1 3 5)(2 4 6). Similarly, g2
acts as βg2 = (1 3 2)(4 5 6). Finally, α25 acts as βα = (3H 1H)(2H 5H) = (3 1)(2 5).
The remaining list of possible c values is in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.7. With d = cα25 , (q1q2q3)
2 shortens the γ∞ orbit of g if and only
if u = cg
−1
2 α25cα25m1 is invariant under α25. Given a value of u (or c) with this
property, all others arise by running over all possible lifts of α25.
Proof. There is an orbit shortening for (q1q2q3)
2 only if there is an α (lifting
α25) with α
2 = u. This implies u is invariant under α25. Given one such lift α,
Cor. 5.7 shows you get all others by multiplying this u by mmα25 as m runs over
M . Given a lift α giving u, multiplying α by m produces ummα = (mα)2.
Producing one such α is the final step. The Cor. 5.7 proof gives explicit action
of g1, g2, α25 on the cosets of the D5 = 〈(1 3 4 2 5), (1 2)(3 4)〉. Respectively:
βg1 = (1 3 5)(2 4 6), βg2 = (1 3 2)(4 5 6), βα25 = (3 1)(2 5).
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Consider a near H-M rep. as in (7.4):
g ′ = (g′1, (c
′)(g
′
2)
−1
(g′1)
−1(c′)(g
′
2)
−1
, c′g′2c
′, (g′2)
−1) ∈ Niin1 ,
with c′ centralizing g′1g
′
2. For reasons coming up, we take g
′
1 = g2, a lift of (1 4 5)
and (g′2)
−1 = g1, a lift of (1 2 3).
Let t be the centralizer of (g′1)
−1g′2 = (g1g2)
−1. Then, compute the shift of the
complement of g ′ to get
g = (g1, g2, t(c
′)g1m2g−12 m2(c
′)g1t, tc′m1g−11 m1c
′t)
with c = t(c′)g1m2 and d = tc′m1 and c′ centralizing g2g−11 .
Since mα2 = m1, the desired shortening amounts to showing t
α(c′)g1α = tc′
and (using that by definition m
g−12
2 = m2) cc
g−12 m2 = tt
g−12 (c′)g1c′m2 centralizes α.
Explicit computations are reassuring: βg1βg2 = (1 2 5 3 6) and so t = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0).
Similarly, βg2β
−1
g1 = (2 5 4 3 6), so c
′ = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Thus, tα = t and (c′)g1α = c′.
The other check works as easily. 
8.3. Length two and four cusp widths. From §8.2.2 and §8.2.3 there is a
concise relation between γ∞ orbits of length two and H-M and near H-M reps. As
previously, use u for mp(g) = ord(g2g3).
8.3.1. Types of width 2 and 4 cusps. Continue the notation from §8.2 for h+,
h− and the types of cusps.
Proposition 8.8. There are 16 total g ∈ Niin1 with u = 1; all have (g)sh an
H-M rep. This gives two γ∞ orbits O(1, 2; 1) and O(1, 2; 2) of type (1, 2).
Sixteen total g ∈ Niin1 have these properties:
(8.14a) g2g3 has order u = 2; and
(8.14b) g is in a γ∞ orbit of type (2, 2).
Such g have (g)sh a complement of a near H-M rep. These account for the γ∞
orbits O(2, 2; 1) and O(2, 2; 2) of type (2, 2), giving all width 2 cusps.
There are 16 · 16 total g ∈ Niin1 with g2g3 having u = 2. From these there are
14 q2 orbits in Ni
in,rd
1 of type (2, 4). All q2 orbits O in this proposition have (O)sh
modulo ker0, mapping surjectively to {h+,h−}. All H-M and near H-M reps. lie in
one M4 orbit containing the width two cusps.
Proof. Each g with mp(g) = 1 is the shift of an H-M rep. (h1, h
−1
1 , h2, h
−1
2 ).
Further, applying q2 to such a g gives another such element. By inspection Q′′
is stable on this set. So, according to Prop. 7.9, the shift applied to H-M reps.
contributes a total of two length 2 orbits for q2 on reduced classes.
Now, consider the case g has u = 2: g2g3 ∈ ker0 / ker1 = M(A5) \ {0}. With
no loss, g1 = (1 2 3) and g4 = (3 2 1) mod ker0. Further, assume g2 = (1 4 5) or
(1 5 4) mod ker0. Fix g1. There are 2
3 choices of g2, all lifts of g2 mod ker0 modulo
conjugation by the centralizer of g1. Then, there are 2
4 lifts of g4 mod ker0, now
determining g3.
So, there are 16 · 16 total g ∈ Niin1 with g2g3 having u = 2. Since Q′′ acts
faithfully (Prop. 7.9), there are 16 · 4 elements of Niin,rd1 in q2 orbits of length 2 or
4. §8.3.3 completes showing all H-M and near H-M reps. fall in one M4 orbit. 
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8.3.2. Cusp widths containing H-M reps. Lem. 2.19 and Lem. 8.9 explain the
eight length 20 orbits of γ∞ on Ni(A5,C34)in,rd containing H-M and near H-M reps.
Part of the next lemma applies to any Modular Tower with r = 4.
Lemma 8.9. Let Gk be the kth characteristic quotient of 2A˜5. For an H-M
rep. g = (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ) ∈ Ni(Gk,C34)in, mp(g) is 2k · 5. The q2 orbit of of g has
length 2k+1 · 5. Further, only one H-M rep. is in a given q2 orbit.
Generally, let {gk}∞k=0 be a projective system of Nielsen class representatives
in the (A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower. If mp(g0) 6= 1, then mp(gk) = 2kmp(g0),
k ≥ 0. For g ∈ Ni(G1,C34)in with mp(g) 6= 1, its q2 orbit has length 4, 12 or 20.
Let Ni(Gk,C) be the kth level Nielsen class in any Modular Tower (any p). For
g˜ = {gk}∞k=0, a projective system of Nielsen class representatives, either:
(8.15a) mp(gk) =mp(g0) for all k; or
(8.15b) some smallest k0
def
= jmp(g˜) satisfies p |mp(gk0) and
mp(gk) = p
k−k0mp(gk0), k ≥ k0.
Proof. We show the conclusion of (8.15) first. Consider the projective system
g˜ = {gk}∞k=0 in the Modular Tower for (G0,C, p). Let g2,k, g3,k be the second and
3rd entries of gk. Suppose k exists so p|g2,kg3,k. By assumption, g2,k+1g3,k+1 is a
lift of g2,kg3,k to Gk+1. Thus, Lem. 2.23 says mp(gk+1) = pmp(gk). Inductively
apply this for the conclusion of the lemma.
For g ∈ Ni(A5,C34) the value ofmp(g) is either 1, 3 or 5. Ifmp(g) = 1, then g
is an H-M rep. If mp(g) = 3, then 〈g2, g3〉 = A4, and the 3-tuple (g2, g3, (g2g3)−1)
satisfies the product-one and genus 0 (2(4 + g− 1) = 6 implies g = 0) conditions of
Prop. 5.9. Conclude that s(g2, g3, (g2g3)
−1) = −1. Equivalently: If (gˆ2, gˆ3) are the
lifts of (g2, g3) to Spin4, then ord(gˆ2gˆ3) = 6.
Similarly, if mp(g) = 5, then 〈g2, g3〉 = A5, the genus 0 condition holds, and
the conclusion from Prop. 5.9 is that gˆ2gˆ3 has order 10. From Lemma 2.19, if
2|mp(g), then the length of the orbit of q2 on g is twice ord(g−11 g2) with g written
as a perturbation of an H-M rep. (g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b, g
−1
2 ), a, b ∈M . 
Remark 8.10. When r = 4, mp(g) = 1 is equivalent to (g)sh is an H-M rep.
Suppose g˜ is a projective system of Nielsen class representatives as in Lem. 8.9 with
mp(g0) = 1 and p = 2. Then, jmp(g˜) is the smallest integer k0 with (gk0)sh not
an H-M rep. If all the gk s are H-M reps., then jmp(g˜) =∞.
Definition 8.11. If g is an H-M (or near H-M) rep., refer to its γ∞ orbit as
an H-M (or near H-M) rep. orbit. Call a γ∞ orbit of an element in (O)sh with O
an H-M (or near H-M) orbit the shift of an H-M (or near H-M) orbit.
8.3.3. M¯4 braids H-M to near H-M reps. Prop. 7.11 braids a near H-M rep.,
g∗ = (g1, cg
−1
2 g−11 c
g−12 , cg2c, g
−1
2 ),
to the H-M rep. (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ). That g
∗ satisfies the product one condition
is equivalent to c centralizes g1g2. As in §3.3.1, denote kerk / kerk+1 by Mk and
M0 =M(A5). The central extension T
′
k → Gk appears above Cor. 9.7. Its charac-
terization is that Z/2 = ker(T ′k → Gk) and any lift to T ′k of the nontrivial element
in ker(Spin5 → A5) has order 2k+1.
Proposition 8.12. Suppose g ′ = (g1, c¯g−11 c¯, c¯g2c¯, g
−1
2 ) with c¯ ∈ M(A5) (and
g−11 g2 of order 5). Then g
′ satisfies the product one condition if and only if c¯
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centralizes g−11 g2. If c¯ 6= 1, it is (g−11 g2)5. Then, (g ′)q102 = (g ′)cm is the H-M rep.
(g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ). Also, (g
∗)q−11 q
10
2 = (g
∗)q−11 cm is a different H-M rep. lying over
the same H-M rep. at level 0 as does (g ′)cm
Then, if g is an H-M rep., (g)cmγ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ represents the reduced class of a
near H-M rep. Each type (2,2) cusp has Nielsen class representatives consisting
of sh applied to elements lying over either h+ or h−. Conclude: All near H-M
reps. and elements in width 2 cusps fall in one M4 orbit.
More generally, consider g†1, g
†
2 ∈ Gk, and suppose the image of (g†1)−1g†2 in A5
has order 5. So, (g†1)
−1g†2 has order 5 · 2k (Lem. 8.9) and ((g†1)−1g†2)5·2
k−1
= c† has
order 2. Further, any lift of c† in the cover T ′k → Gk has order 4. There is a braid
from (g†1, (g
†
1)
−1, g†2, (g
†
2)
−1) to a near H-M rep. g ′′. Complex conjugation κˆ (for two
pairs of complex conjugate branch points) applied to g ′′ gives c′′g ′′c′′ with c′′ lifting
to T ′k to have order 4.
Proof. The statement on g ′ comes to noting the product-one condition is
equivalent to c¯g
−1
1 c¯c¯c¯g
−1
2 = c¯g
−1
1 c¯g
−1
2 = 1. Apply g2 to both sides to see g
−1
1 g2
fixes c¯. Prop. 7.11 shows c¯ is the unique nontrivial element of M(A5) in 〈g−11 g2〉.
Lem. 2.19 shows q102 braids g
′ to (g1, g−11 , g2, g
−1
2 ).
Apply q−11 to g
∗ to get
(cg
−1
2 g−11 c
g−12 , cg
−1
2 g
−1
1 cg
−1
2 g1c
g−12 cg
−1
2 g
−1
1 , cg2c, g
−1
2 ).
Use cg1g2 = c to rewrite this as (g′1, c(g
′
1)
−1c, cg2c, g−12 ) = g
′′ with g′1 = c
g−12 g−11 c
g−12 .
Apply the first part of this lemma with c¯ = c: An element of H4 takes g
′′ to the
H-M representative (g′1, (g
′
1)
−1, g2, g−12 ).
As in Lem. 8.9, c = (g1g2)
5 ∈M(A5) \ {0} centralizes g1g2. Use that c and its
conjugates don’t centralize g1 (Cor. 5.7) to see
(g′1, (g
′
1)
−1, g2, g−12 )q1 = ((g
′
1)
−1, g′1, g2, g
−1
2 )
and (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ) give two H-M reps. at level 1 in one H4 orbit lying over the
same level 0 H-M rep.
We already know how to braid from h+ to h−. Since, there are only two H-M
reps. over h+, it suffices that we have this braid from one to the other. So, §8.2.3
gives the braiding between all the width two cusps. The last expression relating
H-M reps. to complements of near H-M reps. comes from writing q1 as
q−12 (q1q2q1)q
−1
2 = q
−1
2 (q2q1q2)q
−1
2
to express this in standard generators of M¯4.
The relation between H-M reps. g and near H-M reps. given by (g)cmγ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞
works at any level (with p = 2). Prop. 7.11 has already established that near H-M
reps. have the complex conjugation properties stated here. The element c† has the
form ((g†1)
−1g†2)
5·2k−1 . Lift it to T ′k by lifting g
†
1 and g
†
2 to (respectively) g1 and g2 of
order 3 in T ′k. Then form (g1)
−1g2)5·2
k−1
. Let h = ((g1)
−1g2)5. The characterizing
property of T ′k implies h has order 2
k+1 or h2
k−1
has order 4. So, any lift of c† to
T ′k has order 4. Since c
′′ is just a conjugate of c†, it applies to c′′ as well. 
By now it is clear H-M reps. figure in many computations. Denote the collection
of these by SHM.
8.4. Cusp widths of length 6 and 10. The effect of q22 on g ∈ Niin1 is
conjugation of (g2, g3) by g2g3 (Lem. 2.19) leaving g1 and g4 fixed.
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8.4.1. γ∞ orbits of g ∈ Niin,rd1 with length six. A γ∞ orbit of length six implies
a length three orbit of γ2∞ on g . The group H = 〈g1, g4〉 is the pullback in G1 = 12A˜5
of a copy of A4 in A5 (Table 1, items 3,6,7 or one of the conjugates of these by
(4 5)). So, H has no nontrivial centralizer in G1. Conclude: Three divides the
order of g2g3, and with v = (g2g3)
3 ∈M(A5), gv = (g1, vg2v, vg3v, g4) = (g)q62 does
not equal g in Niin1 (Prop. 5.9). Note: v ∈ M(A5) \ V generates the centralizer in
M(A5) of g2g3.
So, the γ∞ orbit of g ∈ Niin,rd1 has length six if and only if
(8.16) (gv)Q
′ is conjugate to g for some Q′ ∈ Q′′ \ {0}.
Prop. 7.9 shows no element of Q′′ \ {1} fixes any inner classes.
Proposition 8.13. There are eight γ∞ orbits on Ni
in,rd
1 of length six. Let
h ∈ Niin,rd0 be in a length three γ∞ orbit, h〈γ∞〉. Then there are exactly six length
twelve and four length six γ∞ orbits on Ni
in,rd
1 lying over h〈γ∞〉. They have these
further properties. For each H-M and near H-M orbit O′:
(8.17a) four length twelve orbits O over h〈γ∞〉 satisfy |(O)sh ∩O′| = 1; and
(8.17b) the remaining length twelve or six over h〈γ∞〉 satisfy |(O)sh∩O′| = 0.
Denote the collection of length 6 orbits and those of length 12 not meeting H-M or
near H-M reps., respectively by L6 and L12.
Similarly, there are eight γ∞ orbits on Ni
in,rd
1 of length 10 and four of length
20 that are not H-M or near H-M orbits. Denote the former by L10 and the latter
by L20. For O ∈ L6 and O′ ∈ L20 or for O ∈ L12 and O′ ∈ L10, |(O)sh ∩O′| = 1.
This accounts for all entries in the sh-incidence matrix for orbits with 3 dividing
mp paired with orbits with 5 dividing mp.
Subsections §8.4.2 and §8.4.4 report on respective length six and twelve orbits
to conclude the proof of Prop 8.13. The calculation shows that various sh-incidence
intersections are 0 or 1 (at most 1). These incidence intersections divide according
to how the orbits relate to H-M and near H-M reps. This is a consequence of the
lifting invariant from Prop. 9.8. Calculations for (8.17) are similar to those in the
last half of the statement. So, we only give details for the former.
8.4.2. Length six orbits over h〈γ∞〉. Use the previous notation for gv with g
lying overh〈γ∞〉. Then g〈γ∞〉 has length six exactly when (gv)Q′ is inner equivalent
to g for some Q′ ∈ Q′′. Modulo ker0, g = gv. Since nontrivial elements of Q′′ have
order 2, an element of order 4 must give any conjugation of g to (gv)Q
′.
The only possibility is that g is conjugate in G1 to one of the following:
(vg3v, g4, g1, vg2v), (g1vg2vg
−1
1 , g1, g4, g
−1
4 vg3vg4), or
(g3vg4vg
−1
3 , g3, g2, g
−1
2 vg1vg2).
Try these by cases. Suppose α conjugates g to (g1vg2vg
−1
1 , g1, g4, g
−1
4 vg3vg4).
Then, g2 = α
−2(g2)α2 = g1g2g−11 mod ker0. There is a contradiction: Whenmp(g)
divides three, the images of g1 and g2 in A5 don’t commute (check Table 1).
If α conjugates g to (g3vg4vg
−1
3 , g3, g2, g
−1
2 vg1vg2), then α
2 commutes with g2
and g3. These generate the pullback of A4 in G1 which has no center (Cor. 5.7).
This implies α2 = 1, contrary to α having order 4.
This leaves the serious case. Consider if g is conjugate to
(vg3v, g4, g1, vg2v) = (gv)Q
′, Q′ = (Q1Q2Q3)2.
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That is, for some α ∈ G1:
αg1α
−1 = vg3v, αg2α−1 = g4, αg3α−1 = g1, and αg4α−1 = vg2v.
Apply conjugation by α to these expressions with v′ = vα. Conclude: Conjugation
by α2 on g gives (v′g1v′, vg2v, vg3v, v′g4v′).
Opening arguments in §8.2.2 imply α2 = v′ = v. Yet, v generates the centralizer
of g2g3. So, H = 〈g2g3, α〉 stabilizes v. There are two cases. If the image of H in
A5 is transitive on four letters, then the image is isomorphic to A4: its pullback in
G1 (as above) has no center. Otherwise, the image of H in A5 is isomorphic to S3.
8.4.3. Counting length six orbits. §8.4.2 gives the only allowable shape for ele-
ments g ∈ Ni1 in a length six orbit of γ∞. We prove there are in total eight such
orbits. To be explicit, assume h2h3 ≡ (1 4 2) mod ker0 (with h = 3g in Table 1).
If g ∈ C34 lies over h, conjugating by α ≡ (1 2)(3 5) mod ker0 has the effect of
switching h1 with h3 (resp. h2 with h4).
Apply Lem. 8.7 to find α having an additional property: α2 generates the
centralizer CenM (h2h3) of h2h3 in M(A5). Fix some g1 in its conjugacy class,
lifting h1. Let g2 be arbitrary in its conjugacy class lifting h2. Define g3 to be g
α
1
and g2 to be g
α
4 . The resulting g gives a γ∞ orbit of length six if Π(g) = 1.
If Π(g) = v′, then s(h) = 1 (as in Prop. 5.9) implies v′ ∈ V . For m ∈ M(A5),
(αm)2 = α2 if and only if mmα = 1: α fixes m. Conjugate g4 by u ∈ V (A5) and
replace α by αm = α′ with mα = m to construct g ′ from g. Compute Π(g ′) as
(8.18) g1m(ug4ug1)
αmug4u = g1g
α
4 (u
g4g1ug1)αuug
−1
4 mm(g4g1)
α
gα1 g4.
Lemma 8.14. For each m ∈ CenM (α), there is a unique u ∈ V giving product
1 in (8.18). Representatives g for distinct length six orbits of γ∞ over h correspond
to the four elements m ∈ V that centralize α (Cor. 5.7).
Proof. The first sentence follows if u ∈ V 7→ (ug4g1ug1)αuug−14 is one-one.
Consider A = 1 + (2 3 4) + (1 2)(3 5)((1 2 3) + (2 4 1))(1 2)(3 5) as an element in the
group ring Z/2[A5]. It suffices to show A is invertible on V .
Use notation from the proof of Lem. 8.7: g1, g2 and α25 on D5 cosets act by
βg1 = (1 3 5)(2 4 6), βg2 = (1 3 2)(4 5 6) and βα25 = (3 1)(2 5). Since (1 2)(3 5) =
(g1g2)
2(2 5)(3 4)(g1g2)
−2, compute βα to be (βg1βg2)
2βα25(βg1βg2)
−2 = (1 6)(2 3).
Then A, in the group ring, acts on the six cosets generating M(A5) as follows:
βA = 1 + (5 4 1)(6 2 3) + (1 6)(2 3)((1 3 5)(2 4 6) + (1 6 4)(2 5 3))(1 6)(2 3)
or as 1 + (5 4 1)(6 2 3) + (1 3 4)(2 5 6) + (1 4 6)(2 3 5).
Recall
∑6
i=1 iH = 0 (in M(A5)). Check A on a basis for V :
1H+2H 7→ 5H+6H , 2H+3H 7→ 1H+5H , 3H+4H 7→ 3H+5H , 4H+5H 7→ 2H+5H .
The range vectors form a basis. So, A is invertible on V . The remainder of the
proof follows from the setup to this lemma. 
8.4.4. Length twelve orbits over h〈γ∞〉. We apply the higher lifting invariant
of Prop. 9.8 to compute the sh-incidence entries for H-M and near H-M orbits
(Def. 8.11) and γ∞ orbits of elements with mp six.
Lemma 8.15. Suppose Og is the γ∞ orbit of g ∈ Niin,rd1 where mp(g) = 6 and
(g)sh is in the γ∞ orbit of an H-M or near H-M rep. Then, for each γ∞ orbit O
of an H-M or near H-M rep., |(Og)sh ∩ O| = 1. Suppose O′ is the γ∞ orbit of
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g ′ ∈ Niin,rd1 with mp(g ′) = 10 with O′ not the orbit of either an H-M or near H-M
rep. Then, |(Og)sh ∩O′| = 0.
Proof. Suppose g is an H-M or near H-M rep., or a complement of one of
these. Then, ((g)γj∞)sh has mp six if only if j ≡ 2, 3 mod 5. So, for values of
j mod 20, there are eight distinct elements ((g)γj∞)sh with mp six. We show no
two are on the same γ∞ orbit.
First consider level 0 from Table 1 and ((1g)γ
2
∞)sh and ((1g)γ
3
∞)sh. Conjuga-
tion by (4 5) takes one of the two γ∞ orbits to the other. So, it suffices to show
((g)γ2+m5∞ )sh, m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} are in distinct γ∞ orbits. That requires showing
((g)γ2∞)sh and ((g)γ
2+10
∞ )sh are in distinct γ∞ orbits. This is saying the comple-
ments shift to distinct γ∞ orbits.
The computations are similar for H-M and near H-M reps., so we do the former
only. For simplicity write g as (g−11 , g1, g2, g
−1
2 ). With u = g1g2 and m = u
5, we
show (ug1u
−1, ug2u−1, g−12 , g
−1
1 ) = g
′ and (mug1u−1m,mug2u−1m, g−12 , g
−1
1 ) = g
′′
are in distinct γ∞ orbits. By reducing modulo modker0, the only possibility is
(g ′)γ6∞ is in the same reduced equivalence class as g
′′. Check easily this isn’t so.
The level one lifting invariant of Prop. 9.8 has value +1 on sh applied to the γ∞
orbits of elements ((g)γj∞)sh with mp six described above. From Prop. 9.8, such
an element g ′ is in the M¯4 orbit of an H-M or near H-M rep. Prop. 9.8 also says
that orbits O′ in the statement of the lemma have lifting invariant −1. Since the
lifting invariant is an M¯4 invariant, they cannot intersect the set from sh applied
to the γ∞ orbit of ((g)γj∞)sh. 
8.5. The sh-incidence matrix at level 1. Table 2 has the sh-incidence
matrix for the reduced Nielsen classes Ni(A5,C34)
in,rd = Ni0. We have all the data
in place to compute the sh-incidence matrix for Ni1 (replacing G0 = A5 by G1). As
at level 0, a 2-stage process gives the block for orbit O+1 : List H-M and near H-M
reps. and compute their γ∞ orbits; then, apply sh to these, and compute their γ∞
orbits. What results is closed under sh, so the process completes after two stages.
Use the notation for h+ and h− in the above discussion.
Label the type (10,20) γ∞ orbits as O(10, 20; j), j = 1, . . . , 4 for those contain-
ing H-M reps. and O(10, 20; j), j = 5, . . . , 8 for those containing near H-M reps.
Refinement: O(10, 20; j) with j odd (resp. even) lies over the γ∞ orbit at level 0
containing h+ (resp. h−). Further refinement: |(O(1, 2; 1)sh ∩ O(10, 20; j)| = 1,
j = 1, 2; |(O(1, 2; 2)sh ∩ O(10, 20; j)| = 1, j = 3, 4. According to Prop. 8.6, com-
plements of near H-M reps. produce |(O(2, 2; 1)sh∩O(10, 20; j)| = 1, j = 5, 6; and
|(O(2, 2; 2)sh ∩O(10, 20; j)| = 1, j = 7, 8.
Lemma 8.16. Two type (2,4) γ∞ orbits, O(2, 4; i), i = 1, 2, contain sh applied
to two near H-M reps. and two complements of H-M reps. So, sh applied to O(2, 4; i)
covers {h+,h−} evenly, i = 1, 2.
Let g be an H-M rep. Let g ′ be the near H-M rep. attached to g by Prop. 7.11.
Let g ′′ be the near H-M rep. attached to the H-M rep. (((g)sh)q2)sh. Then, (g ′)sh
is different from ((g ′′)sh)q2.
Proof. Let g be an H-M rep. The relationship (g)cmγ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ already says
γ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ takes the complement of an H-M rep. to a near H-M rep. Now use
shγ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ sh = γ∞ in M¯4. Let g
′ be (g)cm, and apply sh to it, to get
(g ′)sh(shγ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ sh)
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is the shift of a near H-M rep. This shows why a type (2,4) orbit containing sh
applied to a complement of an H-M rep. also contains sh applied to a near H-M
rep. The remaining conclusions are similar. 
As in Prop. 8.8 use h+ and h− for the two H-M reps. in Niin0 .
Lemma 8.17. Beyond Lem. 8.16, there are four type (2,4) γ∞ orbits O(2, 4; j),
j = 3, . . . , 6, with lifting invariant +1 (Prop. 9.8). For j = 3, . . . , 6,
|(O(2, 4; j))sh ∩O(10, 20; k)| = 0 or 1.
For g an H-M rep., (g)q52 and g lie over the same element of Ni
rd
0 . Each of these
(O(2, 4; j))sh sets contains exactly one reduced equivalence class of form ((g)q52)sh.
That leaves eight type (2,4) γ∞ orbits with lifting invariant -1 (from Prop. 9.8).
A representative for such an orbit has g = (g−12 , g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b). The shift applied
to the γ∞ orbit of g intersects exactly two type (10,20) γ∞ orbits, with these covering
{h+,h−}. This accounts for all 16 of the elements with shifts of type (2,4) in the
four (10,20) orbits with lifting invariant -1. Shifts of the remaining two elements
from each (2,4) orbit meet type (10,10) γ∞ orbits, covering {h+,h−}.
Proof. Let g be an H-M rep. of the form (g−11 , g1, g2, g
−1
2 ). Then, (g)q
5
2 and
g lie over the same element of Nird0 .
In each width 20 q2 orbit, there are four elements to which sh gives an element
with mp(g) = 1 or 2. Apply the shift to the remaining (from 16) elements in the
orbits containing H-M and near H-M reps. that lie over g ∈ Ni0 with mp((g)sh) =
3. There are 8× 8 = 64 elements in the width 20 cusps with shifts of this type.
The remaining elements with mp 2 must have lifting invariant -1. A represen-
tative has the form g = (g−12 , g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b) with (a, b) ∈M ′3 ×M ′5 ∪M ′5 ×M ′3 as
in Prop. 9.8. With 〈c1〉 the centralizer of g1 in M , the γ∞ orbit of g includes
(g)q2 = (g
−1
2 , a
g−11 g−11 a
g−11 , g1, bg2b),
ga = (g
−1
2 , c1aa
g−11 g1c1aa
g−11 , ag
−1
1 g−11 a
g−11 , bg2b), and(ga)q2.
An analog the Lem. 8.14 proof shows that if (g)sh ∈ L10, then (ga)sh ∈ L20. As
there, this argument uses the special presentation of M(A5) from Cor. 5.7. 
Let O be one of the (6,12) type γ∞ orbits with lifting invariant +1. From §8.4.4,
|(O)sh ∩ O(10, 20; j)| = 1, j = 1, . . . , 8. Further, (O)sh hits two other (6, 12) γ∞
orbits with multiplicity two. The argument is similar to that of Lem. 8.18: Use the
shγ∞sh operator applied to g with mp six with (g)γ∞ also having mp six. This
gives the 8× 12 = 96 elements in (6,12) type orbits with lifting invariant +1.
The only unaccounted nonzero entries in the sh-incidence matrix for orbit
O+1 have the form |(O)sh ∩ O′| with O and O′ running over H-M and near H-
M orbits. From symmetry, it suffices to fix O an H-M rep. orbit, and account for
the intersections as O′ varies.
Lemma 8.18. As O′ runs over H-M and near H-M orbits,
∑
O′ |(O)sh∩O′| = 8.
If g is an H-M rep., then the H-M orbit Og ′ of g
′ = (((g)sh)γ∞) meets it with
multiplicity four. Two near H-M orbits O′1 and O
′
2 meet O with multiplicity two.
Proof. Lemmas 8.16 and 8.17 account for all of the intersections of sh applied
to orbits with mp = 2 with O. There are four such intersections. §8.4.4 shows that
sh applied to orbits with mp = 6 contributes eight intersections with O. Since
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there are 20 elements in O, γ∞ orbits Og′ , O′1, O
′
2 account for all the remaining
intersections with O. Now we show why Og′ , O
′
1, O
′
2 give the indicated intersections.
Such intersections lie above corresponding level 0 intersections. §2.7 gives the
formula shγ∞sh = γ−1∞ shγ
−1
∞ acting on reduced inner Nielsen classes. Suppose
g ∈ O lies over h+ and (g)sh has middle product 2. For example, this would
hold if g is an H-M rep. Then (Lem. 8.16), g ′ = (((g)sh)γ∞)sh lies over h−,
on an H-M or near H-M rep. orbit, and its shift also has middle product 2. So
((g ′)γ∞)sh = (g)γ−1∞ , sh applied to (g
′)γ∞ is an intersection of Og and (Og ′)sh.
If we use instead shγ−1∞ sh = γ∞shγ∞, this gives another intersection of Og and
(Og ′)sh: ((g
′)γ−1∞ )sh = (g)γ∞.
If g is the H-M rep. on O, then g ′ is an H-M rep. Suppose
(g)γ10∞ = (g
−1
1 , dg1d, dg2d, g
−1
2 )
(d = (g1g2)
5; the complement of an H-M rep.), then g ′ is a near H-M rep. as
given by Prop. 7.11. Similarly, replacing g by (g)γ15∞ and (g)γ
5
∞ replaces g
′ by the
complement of g ′ and the other near H-M rep. over g−. 
Lem. 8.18 fully accounts for the sh-incidence matrix restricted to the block
corresponding to the pairings of γ∞ orbits in M¯4 orbit O+1 having lifting invariant
+1. The 32×32 block of pairings of γ∞ orbits in M¯4 orbitO−1 having lifting invariant
-1 is more complicated. §9.5.3 discusses why there may be a representation theory
connection between the two orbits, though it would not be numerically simple. To
conclude this section we illustrate the lemmas above with a contribution to the
complete sh-incidence matrix at level 1 for having +1 lifting invariant.
From here to the end of this subsection, γ∞ orbits refer to suborbits of O+1 . The
part of the sh-incidence matrix pairing O and O′ with respective middle products
6 and 10 is significant. Still, this 8 × 8 block consists of just one’s (Prop. 8.13).
More interesting is the 8×8 block of intersections from (10,20) type γ∞ orbits. For
economy, replace (10, 20) as the γ∞ orbit type in Table 4 by the symbol †.
Table 4. mp s 10× 10 part of sh-Incidence Matrix for O+1
Orbit O(†; 1) O(†; 2) O(†; 3) O(†; 4) O(†; 5) O(†; 6) O(†; 7) O(†; 8)
O(†; 1) 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 2
O(†; 2) 0 0 4 0 2 2 0 0
O(†; 3) 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 2
O(†; 4) 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
O(†; 5) 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 4
O(†; 6) 0 2 0 2 0 0 4 0
O(†; 7) 2 0 2 0 0 4 0 0
O(†; 8) 2 0 2 0 4 0 0 0
8.6. Real points on level 1 of the (A5,C34) Modular Tower. We show
the genus 12 component of H(G1,C34)in has one component of real points, while
the genus 9 component has no real points.
We check the effect of κˆ at level 1 extending the use of the complex conjugation
operator at level 0 as Lem. 6.11 reports. Note: κˆ2 acts trivially on g satisfying the
product-one condition. For Q ∈ Q′′, while Q2 acts trivially on a Nielsen class, it
usually is a nontrivial conjugation dependent on the g representing a Nielsen class.
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First, check the effect over j0 ∈ (1,∞). Corresponding to j0, we know there
are eight cover points corresponding to the four H-M reps. and the four near H-M
reps. lying on Hin,rd1 (Prop. 7.9) and the complex conjugation operator κˆ0. The
Nielsen classes for the corresponding components all lie in distinct M¯4 orbits. For
each, moreover, their complementary Nielsen class gives another point over j0 from
Lem. 6.6. These 16 real components over the interval (1,∞) all lie on the component
H+1 (as in Prop. 9.9). Denote the complete set of real points (corresponding to
reduced Nielsen classes) lying on Hin,rd1 over j0 by Nij0 .
Proposition 8.19. For j0 ∈ (1,∞), elements of Nij0 lie on exactly 16 com-
ponents of H+1 (R) lying over (1,∞) ⊂ P1j(R). The closure in H¯+1 (R) of these
components consists of one connected component of real points. There are no R
points on Hin,rd1 over (−∞, 1) ⊂ P1j(R), and no R points at all on H−1 .
The proof of Prop. 8.19 takes up the next five subsections. Its arrangement
starts with an equivalent equation defining a point on Hin,rd1 (R) for a reduced
equivalence class of covers represented by a particular cover with branch points
all in R or in complex conjugate pairs. Assume a representing cover has branch
cycles g ∈ Ni(G1,C34). Then, κˆ(g) = h(g)Qh−1 with κˆ the complex conjugation
operator corresponding to the branch point configuration, h ∈ G1 and Q ∈ Q′′.
Also, mod ker0, Q acts trivially modulo conjugation.
8.6.1. κˆ4 for four real branch points. The level 0 real point data for the absolute
Hurwitz space appears at the end of the proof of Lem. 6.11.
For four points z in R: g ′1 = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)) has complex oper-
ator c1 = (2 3)(4 5); g
′
2 = ((1 2 3), (1 4 5), (1 5 4), (1 3 2)) has c2 = (1 3)(5 4). The
involution c1,∞ = (3 6)(8 9)(4 5) acts on Nielsen classes in Table 1, revealing g ′1 and
g ′2 as the first two items in that table. Since the complex conjugation operator for
g ′7 is (2 3), the Galois closure of that cover is not over R. So, points corresponding
to these branch cycle descriptions on the absolute space have no real points on the
inner space above them.
§6.5.3 has the level 0 inner Hurwitz space data summarized in the complex
conjugation operator from (6.13): c1,∞ = (9 17)(7 16)(8 18)(13 14)(12 15)(6 3)(4 5).
The fixed points correspond to real points, with branch cycle descriptions g ′1 and
g ′2 and their conjugates by (4 5).
Let κˆ4 be the complex conjugation operator for four real branch points. It
suffices to handle the defining equation, when κˆ4(g) = h(g)Qh
−1. With no loss,
take g mod ker0 equal either g
′
1 or g
′
2.
8.6.2. κˆ0 for complex conjugate pairs of branch points. First consider the case
g ′1, which is an H-M rep. at level 0. Here and below we use the normalization that
writes g = (g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b, g
−1
2 ), a perturbation of an H-M rep. With no loss (g1, g2)
lies over ((1 2 3), (1 4 5)) or ((1 2 3), (1 5 4)) with a, b ∈ M \ V . It is convenient to
use past data by replacing κˆ4 by κˆ0, the complex conjugation operator for complex
conjugate pairs of branch points. As in Rem. 6.9, this doesn’t change the real points
representing reduced classes.
Assume g covers ((1 2 3), (1 2 3)−1, (1 4 5), (1 4 5)−1). Double the number of com-
ponents corresponding to using (1 5 4) in place of (1 4 5). Use the notation around
Prop. 9.8 to distinguish the M¯4 orbit of g by whether a and b are in the same G1
orbit (acting on M \ V ).
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Suppose g corresponds to (a, b) in different G1 orbits. We run through non-
trivial elements Q ∈ Q′′, showing that κˆ0(g) = h(g)Qh−1 is not possible for any
h ∈ G1. The product of 3rd and 4th entries of g is v = bbg−12 . So, κˆ0 maps g to
(vag1av, vg
−1
1 v, g
−1
2 , bg2b). The components H+1 and H−1 have field of definition Q
and so κˆ0(g) gives branch cycles for a cover in H−1 . Prop. 9.9 implies it is attached
to (a′, b) as a perturbation of an H-M rep. One case is easy: Q = (q1q2q3)2. On
the right side these produce g∗ conjugate to ((bg2b, g−12 , g1, ag
−1
1 a). Though g
∗ is
still a perturbation of an H-M rep., it corresponds to (a∗, b∗) with a∗ (resp. b∗) in
the opposite G1 orbit to a (resp. b). Similarly for Q = (q1q2q3)
2q1q
−1
3 ).
Yet, when Q = q1q
−1
3 , (g)Q = (ag
−1
1 a, g1, g2, bg
−1
2 b). A conjugation of (g)Q
that gives κˆ0(g) is by a lift α of (2 3)(4 5) with square the centralizer c2 of g2 inM\V ,
and (αv)2 the centralizer c1 of g1 in M \V . The last is equivalent to α2vαv = c1, or
c1 = v
αvc2. Cor. 5.7 notes that α fixes exactly four elements in V and two elements
of M \V in the conjugacy class M ′3. They are c1 and c2. So, vαv = c1c2 is possible
for exactly four elements in V . (The proof of Cor. 5.7 has explicit computations,
for a different α, corroborating this.) The expression wg
−1
2 w = v then has a unique
solution w ∈ V from which we derive values of b = c2w. We already know four
values of b that satisfy this. These correspond to the complements of H-M and near
H-M reps. lying above the real component of H0 (over (1,∞) ⊂ P1j) corresponding
to the cover points with branch cycles ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)) and complex
conjugation operator κˆ0. Thus, Prop. 7.9 shows for (a, b) in different G1 orbits on
M \ V , vαv = c1c2 is not possible.
8.6.3. Action of Q′′ on g over g ′2. Adopt the idea of using a perturbation of
an H-M rep. here by writing g = (ag1a, bg
−1
2 b, g2, g
−1
1 ). The product-one condition
gives ag1a = bbg2 . We show κˆ4(g) = h(g)Qh
−1 is impossible for Q ∈ Q′′. All
computations are similar. We do just Q = q1q
−1
3 . This will complete that there are
exactly 16 components of Hin,rd(R) over the j-interval (1,∞). Compute κˆ0(g):
(8.19)
(ag−11 a, g1g
−1
2 bg2bg2g
−1
1 , g1g
−1
2 g
−1
1 , g1)
= h(a(ab)g
−1
1 g1g
−1
2 g
−1
1 a(ab)
g−11 , ag1a, g
−1
1 , g1g2g
−1
1 )h
−1.
The effect of h on the 3rd and 4th entries shows h2 is the identity. Since, however,
h is a lift of (1 4)(3 5), it has order 4 (Lem. 2.23).
8.6.4. Connecting 16 components of H+1 (R) over (1,∞) ⊂ P1j . Now we show
these 16 components of real points close up to one connected component on H¯+1 .
That is, if we add the endpoints over ∞ (cusps §7.2.1) and 1 to these components,
they form one connected set. Branch cycles for an H-M rep. and its complement give
real components on H+1 meeting (each pair) at a cusp of type (10, 20) (Prop. 7.9).
The same is true for near H-M reps.
Apply sh to these to get another real component (over (1,∞)). This is the result
of reflection off the j = 1 boundary of the entering real locus. Apply Prop. 8.6 to
decipher the labeling of branch cycles to components on applying sh to the H-M,
near H-M reps. and their complements. The result is a cusp of type (2,2) or (2,4). In
the former case it reflects off the j =∞ boundary to give another real component.
In the latter case an application of γ2∞ gives a real component reflection. Applying
Prop. 8.6 to these reflections shows there is one connected component of real points.
8.6.5. Hin,rd1 (R) is empty over j ∈ (−∞, 1). To finish Prop. 8.19 we show there
are no points on Hin,rd1 (R) over j ∈ (−∞, 1). According to Lem. 6.5, this is a check
that κˆ2(g) = h(g)Qh
−1 is impossible under the following conditions.
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(8.20a) κˆ2 is the complex conjugation operator for two real and a complex
conjugate pair of branch points.
(8.20b) h ∈ G1 and Q ∈ Q′′.
As in §8.6.3, consider branch cycles for real points on Hin,rd0 . Write κˆ2(g) =
(g−11 , (g3g4)
−1g−12 g3g4, g
−1
4 , g
−1
3 ). Running through entries of Table 1 gives the ex-
istence of h in κˆ(g ′) = hg ′h−1 with g ′ ∈ Ni0 only for 1g with h = (2 3), 3g with
h = (1 3)(4 5) and 9g with h = (2 3). As in §8.6.1, only the real component cor-
responding to 3g lies below real components of Hin,rd0 . This is compatible with
c−∞,0 = (10 13)(1 4)(9 14)(7 3)(12 16)(11 2)(15 6)(5 18) from §6.5.3 fixing two inte-
gers. It suffices to consider g ∈ Niin,rd1 lying over 3g = ((1 2 3), (1 4 5), (2 1 5), (2 4 3)).
Write g as (g1, g2, βg
−1
2 β
−1, βg−11 β
−1) with β = g1g2 or a perturbation of this of
the form (g1, g2, aβg
−1
2 β
−1a, bβg−11 β
−1b) with a, b ∈ M \ V . The calculation to
show that for no Q and h can this give an R point on Hin,rd1 is similar to that of
§8.6.3. We leave it to the reader.
9. Completing level 1 of an A5 Modular Tower
Cor. 8.3 computes genuses of the two components H+1 and H−1 of level of the
(A5,C34) Modular Tower. Prop. 8.19 shows only H+1 has real points (one compo-
nent of them on H¯+1 ). §9.2 describes data we got from [S+95]. Following that, all
but the last subsection is group theory for the spin structure explanation that nails
the two components in Cor. 8.3. The [S+95] data was reassuring at several stages.
Still, it was crude compared to our final arguments. Despite the detail developed
for our special case, there remains the mysterious similarity, amidst the differences,
of the two level 1 orbits. §9.5 gives ideas for that appropriate for testing the spec-
ulative Lie algebra guess in §F. The paper (excluding appendices) concludes with
lessons on computing (genuses of) components for all Modular Towers (§9.6).
Orbits of γ∞ correspond to cusps of a j-line cover. Orbits of 〈γ1, γ∞〉 correspond
to components of the j-line cover. Finding discrete invariants of a Modular Tower
means analyzing the 〈γ1, γ∞〉 and γ∞ orbits on reduced Nielsen classes. That
includes analyzing arithmetic properties of the cusps. Since components are moduli
spaces this means analyzing degeneration of objects in the moduli space on approach
(over R or Qp) to the cusps. This generalizes analysis of elliptic curve degeneration
in approaching a cusp of a modular curve ([Fri96] introduces using θ functions to
make this analysis; §B). Even for the one Modular Tower for (A5,C34), it would
be a major event to prove the analog of Prop. 8.19 for p-adic points (see §D).
9.1. Diophantine implications. Apply Falting’s Theorem [Fal83] to these
genus 12 and 9 components to conclude the following from Thm. 6.1.
Theorem 9.1. There are only finitely many (12A˜5,C34) realizations over any
number field K. For k large there are no (Gk,C34) realizations over K.
Example 9.2 (The (A4, C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower). If Gk is the level k
characteristic quotient for 2A˜5, then the pullback of A4 ≤ A5 in Gk is G′k, the level
k characteristic quotient of 2A˜4. The notation (A4, C34) is ambiguous. There are
two conjugacy classes of 3-cycles in A4. Compatible with Ex. 9.3, we mean each pair
of conjugacy classes appears twice, or what we might label as (A4, C32+32−). From
the Branch Cycle Lemma this is equivalent to the levels of the Modular Tower have
definition field Q.
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Level 0 is a special case of [Fri96] (Ex. 3.17). There are two components, H+0
and H−0 , corresponding to two H4 orbits O+0 and O−0 of the lifting invariant from
A4 to Spin4 (analogous to Prop. 9.8). Note: Q′′ acts through Z/2 on these inner
classes (§E.2.1 has details). For absolute equivalence these spaces are families of
genus 1 curves. It is a special case of [FKK01] that the map of each component
to the moduli space of curves of genus 1 is generically surjective (see §B). As in
Prop. 9.8, there is nothing above the component H−0 at level 1.
Applying this paper as with the A5 Modular Tower, the first author’s thesis will
show level 1 for (A4, C34), p = 2 has six components. From §7.3.1, some differences
between this case and (A5, C34) are clear. For A4, {gv}v∈V is not the complete
set of conjugates of g ∈ G′1, though one can still choose conjugation by v ∈ V or
m ∈M \ V . Also, there are level 0 cases where mp(g) = 2.
The same lifting invariant from Prop. 9.8 applies. At level 1 there are compo-
nents that together comprise a moduli spaceH+1 , and anotherH−1 . Unlike, however,
for A5, each of these has several (three) connected (reduced, inner) components.
For H+1 the two H-M components have genus 1, and the 3rd, which contains
near H-M reps., has genus 3. So, all these components have real points. Two
distinct components of the inner classes at level 1 contain H-M reps. Further, the
two orbits differ by an outer automorphism of 12A˜4. We don’t know if the H-M
rep. components are conjugate over Q. They come from an outer automorphism
(as in Thm. 3.16). So, if they are conjugate, it must be from an extension of Q in
the Galois closures of the absolute covers in either one of these H-M families.
For H−1 , there are no real points. It has two genus 0 components, with corre-
sponding M¯4 orbits differing by an outer automorphism of
1
2A˜4 (different from that
binding the two H-M components). The genus 0 components are conjugate over Q
by the complex conjugation operator. The last component of H−1 has genus 3.
Since the genus 0 components are on H−1 , they are obstructed: there is nothing
above them at level 2. The Main Conjecture for this case (Prob. 1.1) therefore
follows by assuring any component at level 2 above the genus 1 H-M components
has genus at least 2. This, however, follows easily from Lem. 8.2, the situation
where one of the orbits (at level k = 1) has genus 1. Use that at level 1, 2 divides
all mp values, except for H-M reps. Then, use that an H-M rep. orbit contains
elements with 3 dividing their mp, so it contains non-H-M reps. above which are
elements with larger mp.
Example 9.3 (Level 1 for (A5,C52+52− , p = 2)). Prop. 5.11 discusses level 0 for
this Modular Tower, while the level 1 components and genuses are exactly as for
Ex. 9.2. Here automorphisms join the two H-M and two genus 0 orbits at level 1,
generating the full group of 12A˜5 outer automorphisms. There are two puzzles.
(9.1a) Why are Exs. 9.3 and 9.2 so alike?
(9.1b) If the two H-M components in either case have definition field Q?
9.2. Working with [S+95]. We had [S+95] list each inner Nielsen class,
computing the action of the Qi s as elements of S2304. Let O
+
1 and O
−
1 be the braid
orbits in {1, . . . , 2304}. They each have cardinality 1152. For j = 1, 2, mod out
on Oj by the action of Q′′. In each Oj there are 288 orbits of Q′′, each of size
4. [S+95] automatically computes the action of M¯4 on Oj . This gives the branch
cycles of both degree 288 covers of P1j . [S
+95] doesn’t seem to have facility with
split extensions, which meant we interpreted G1 as embedded in Sn for some integer
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n. We started with a representation of degree 192, and eventually used a degree 80
representation T80 allowing [S
+95] faster computation. In A4 let α have order 3,
and let K be a Klein 4-group in ker0 / ker1 = M(A5) on which α acts irreducibly.
The group K, α and the centralizer of α generate has order 24. Its cosets give T80.
9.2.1. Branch cycle description on O+1 . By inspection below:
(9.2a) γ0 has ninety-six 3-cycles; γ1, one hundred and forty-four 2-cycles; and
(9.2b) γ∞, four 2-cycles, six 4-cycles, eight 12-cycles and eight 20-cycles.
From Riemann-Hurwitz, the genus g(O+1 ) of a cover with these branch cycles sat-
isfies 2(288+ g(O+1 )− 1) = 96 · 2+144+4+6 · 3+8 · 11+8 · 19 = 598: g(O+1 ) = 12.
γ0 = (1 53 42)(2 229 72)(3 86 190)(4 55 200)(5 94 205)(6 125 81)(7 127 109)(8 132 91)(9 191 48)
(10 210 46)(11 208 52)(12 41 45)(13 54 199)(14 126 73)(15 95 197)(16 90 274)(17 213 71)
(18 214 108)(19 58 203)(20 225 107)(21 65 262)(22 68 263)(23 193 49)(24 275 50)(25 202 51)
(26 206 47)(27 63 278)(28 64 282)(29 69 239)(30 70 246)(31 57 238)(32 62 245)(33 258 144)
(34 280 234)(35 257 221)(36 255 223)(37 270 148)(38 271 233)(39 284 146)(40 260 141)(43 149 93)
(44 85 171)(56 189 152)(59 204 159)(60 194 153)(61 273 162)(66 150 220)(67 131 288)(74 219 249)
(75 128 237)(76 230 287)(77 129 251)(78 155 134)(79 163 232)(80 227 265)(82 217 243)(83 160 139)
(84 130 266)(87 151 192)(88 169 207)(89 173 209)(92 166 215)(96 226 267)(97 174 212)(98 170 211)
(99 158 276)(100 172 196)(101 195 165)(102 198 154)(103 201 161)(104 , 277 175)(105 281 177)
(106 157 133)(110 164 228)(111 156 140)(112 136 252)(113 218 242)(114 231 286)
(115 135 244)(116 248 176)(117 264 168)(118 261 180)(119 241 178)(120 247 179)
(121 240 167)(122 138 268)(123 137 285)(124 216 250)(142 185 259)(143 186 269)
(145 187 283)(147 184 254)(181 253 222)(182 272 236)(183 256 224)(188 279 235)
γ1 = (1 72)(2 234)(3 109)(4 71)(5 107)(6 148)(7 146)(8 141)(9 190)(10 199)(11 197)(12 42)
(13 81)(14 144)(15 91)(16 108)(17 221)(18 223)(19 73)(20 233)(21 45)(22 49)(23 203)(24 274)
(25 205)(26 200)(27 52)(28 51)(29 47)(30 46)(31 48)(32 50)(33 239)(34 278)(35 238)(36 246)
(37 262)(38 263)(39 282)(40 245)(41 53)(43 171)(44 93)(54 206)(55 210)(56 191)(57 237)(58 193)
(59 202)(60 208)(61 275)(62 249)(63 287)(64 288)(65 266)(66 152)(67 139)(68 265)(69 243)(70 251)
(74 213)(75 134)(76 229)(77 126)(78 153)(79 159)(80 232)(82 220)(83 162)(84 125)(85 178)(86 192)
(87 177)(88 167)(89 179)(90 276)(92 161)(94 207)(95 209)(96 228)(97 168)(98 180)(99 175)(100 176)
(101 196)(102 211)(103 212)(104 285)(105 286)(106 154)(110 165)(111 149)(112 140)(113 214)
(114 225)(115 132)(116 244)(117 268)(118 267)(119 250)(120 242)(121 252)(122 127)(123 133)
(124 215)(128 259)(129 254)(130 269)(131 283)(135 258)(136 260)(137 284)(138 270)(142 156)
(143 160)(145 157)(147 155)(150 224)(151 189)(158 273)(163 235)(164 236)(166 222)(169 204)
(170 201)(172 195)(173 194)(174 198)(181 241)(182 264)(183 247)(184 248)(185 240)(186 261)
(187 281)(188 277)(216 255)(217 253)(218 257)(219 256)(226 271)(227 272)(230 279)(231 280).
γ∞ =(12 53)(23 58)(93 171)(101 172)(9 86 151 56)(10 54 26 55)(11 95 173 60)
(24 90 158 61)(25 94 169 59)(102 170 103 174)(6 270 122 7 284 123 157 283 67 160 269 84)
(8 260 112 156 259 75 155 254 77 14 258 115)(17 257 113 18 255 124 166 253 82 150 256 74)
(33 69 217 181 119 216 36 70 129 184 116 135)(34 63 230 188 104 137 39 64 131 187 105 231)
(35 57 128 185 121 136 40 62 219 183 120 218)(37 65 130 186 118 226 38 68 227 182 117 138)
(2 280 114 20 271 96 164 272 80 163 279 76)
(1 229 287 27 208 153 134 237 31 191 152 220 243 29 206 13 125 266 21 41)
(3 127 268 168 212 161 215 250 178 44 149 140 252 167 207 5 225 286 177 192)
(4 213 249 32 275 162 139 288 28 202 159 232 265 22 193 19 126 251 30 210)
(15 132 244 176 196 165 228 267 180 211 154 133 285 175 276 16 214 242 179 209)
(42 45 262 148 81 199 46 246 223 108 274 50 245 141 91 197 52 278 234 72)
(43 85 241 222 92 201 98 261 143 83 273 99 277 235 79 204 88 240 142 111)
(47 239 144 73 203 49 263 233 107 205 51 282 146 109 190 48 238 221 71 200)
(66 189 87 281 145 106 198 97 264 236 110 195 100 248 147 78 194 89 247 224).
9.2.2. Branch Cycle Description on O−1 . By inspection as above:
(9.3a) γ0 has ninety-six 3-cycles; γ1, one hundred and forty-four 2-cycles; and
(9.3b) γ∞, eight 4-cycles, eight 6-cycles, eight 10-cycles, four 12-cycles and
four 20-cycles.
Riemann-Hurwitz gives g(O−1 ): 2(288 + g(O
−
1 ) − 1) = 96 · 2 + 144 + 8 · 3 + 8 · 5 +
8 · 9 + 4 · 11 + 4 · 19 = 592 or g(O−1 ) = 9.
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γ0=(1129 63)(2 218 172)(79 237 169)(5 151 142)(6 131 150)(7 211 166)(89 216 165)(18 178 192)(9 33 143)
(10 277 174)(122 155 254)(12 152 187)(13 40 190)(14 157 182)(15 175 66)(16 132 146)(17 177 148)(3 75 57)
(19 196 242)(20 67 286)(21 271 227)(22 64 257)(23 160 241)(24 164 273)(25 252 88)(26 158 239)(27 248 86)
(28 269 87)(29 287 224)(30 247 281)(31 206 135)(32 91 139)(34 115 180)(35 94 184)(36 105 133)(37 116 179)
(38 130 101)(39 236 121)(41 183 113)(42 138 108)(43 188 93)(44 255 96)(45 272 117)(46 235 207)(47 283 95)
(48 280 246)(49 100 221)(50 80 245)(51 92 72)(52 240 124)(53 81 244)(54 71 259)(55 214 285)(58 112 278)
(59 109 217)(60 213 275)(62 176 111)(68 107 222)(4 61 134)(69 74 284)(70 219 260)(76 171 106)(78 253 198)
(82 200 205)(83 210 250)(84 98 288)(85 125 270)(102 156 136)(90 154 137)(97 268 228)(99 229 161)(8 77 65)
(103 141 145)(104 185 149)(110 153 181)(114 140 191)(118 163 262)(119 276 223)(120 195 261)(11 73 56)
(123 251 234)(126 265 225)(127 266 226)(128 249 282)(144 202 193)(147 203 186)(159 256 208)(162 215 258)
(167 279 243)(168 231 263)(170 220 264)(173 212 274)(189 204 194)(197 201 232)(199 230 238)(209 267 233)
γ1 = (1 142)(2 224)(3 86)(4 65)(5 172)(6 143)(7 227)(8 88)(9 57)(10 281)(11 87)(12 166)(13 56)(14 174)
(15 190)(16 134)(17 187)(18 182)(19 192)(20 66)(21 273)(22 63)(23 146)(24 150)(25 239)(26 148)(27 242)
(28 257)(29 286)(30 241)(31 207)(32 95)(33 139)(34 124)(35 96)(36 121)(37 117)(38 135)(39 245)(40 179)
(41 184)(42 133)(43 180)(44 259)(45 275)(46 244)(47 285)(48 278)(49 113)(50 73)(51 93)(52 246)(53 72)
(54 75)(55 221)(58 108)(59 101)(60 217)(61 129)(62 175)(64 260)(67 284)(68 111)(69 77)(70 222)(71 269)
(74 288)(76 169)(78 270)(79 250)(80 252)(81 248)(82 198)(83 205)(84 92)(85 106)(89 228)(90 165)(91 137)
(94 188)(97 255)(98 283)(99 234)(100 226)(102 171)(103 138)(104 181)(105 136)(107 225)(109 223)
(110 161)(112 282)(114 130)(115 183)(116 176)(118 149)(119 272)(120 191)(122 145)(123 236)(125 262)
(126 254)(127 261)(128 240)(131 154)(132 151)(140 193)(141 156)(144 206)(147 208)(152 185)(153 177)
(155 263)(157 186)(158 237)(159 258)(160 243)(162 216)(163 264)(164 274)(167 277)(168 229)(170 218)
(173 211)(178 194)(189 203)(195 253)(196 238)(197 202)(199 232)(200 204)(201 233)(209 256)(210 235)
(212 276)(213 271)(214 287)(215 266)(219 268)(220 265)(230 251)(231 267)(247 280)(249 279).
γ∞ = (1 151 16 61)(6 33 91 154)(15 40 116 62)(42 105 156 103)(17 152 104 153)(18 157 203 194)
(41 94 43 115)(38 206 193 114)(7 271 60 109 276 173)(10 247 48 112 249 167)(21 164 212 119 45 213)
(99 251 199 201 267 168)(106 270 198 205 250 169)(28 64 219 97 44 71)(29 67 74 98 47 214)
(30 160 279 128 52 280)(4 77 284 20 175 111 222 260 22 129)(9 75 259 96 184 113 221 285 95 139)
(36 236 234 161 181 149 262 85 171 136)(56 190 66 286 224 172 142 63 257 87)
(32 283 84 51 188 35 255 228 165 137)(19 178 204 82 253 120 140 202 232 238)
(26 177 110 229 263 122 141 102 76 237)(25 158 79 210 46 81 27 196 230 123 39 80)
(31 235 83 200 189 147 256 233 197 144)(2 287 55 100 266 162 89 268 70 107 265 170)
(3 248 53 92 288 69 8 252 50 11 269 54)(78 125 163 220 126 155 231 209 159 215 127 195)
(5 218 264 118 185 12 211 274 24 131 90 216 258 208 186 14 277 243 23 132)
(13 73 245 121 133 108 278 246 124 180 93 72 244 207 135 101 217 275 117 179)
(34 240 282 58 138 145 254 225 68 176 37 272 223 59 130 191 261 226 49 183)
(57 143 150 273 227 166 187 148 239 88 65 134 146 241 281 174 182 192 242 86).
From Lem. 7.9, there are 16 H-M representatives in Ni(12A˜5,C34)
in = Ni1.
§7.2.2 shows all Q′′ orbits on Ni1 have length four.
Result 9.4. [S+95] identifies the H-M representatives in O+1 as corresponding
to the integers SHM = {41, 42, 43, 44} in the permutations γ0, γ1, and γ∞. Further,
41 and 44 lie over ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 5 4), (1 4 5)) ∈ Ni(A5,C34) while 42 and 43 lie
over ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 4 5), (1 5 4)). Also, it also shows that SnHM, the near H-M
representatives satisfying (6.3), lie in this orbit.
9.3. Schur multipliers detect two H4 orbits on Ni1 = Ni(G1,C34). Let
O be an H4 orbit on a Nielsen class Ni. [Fri95a, Part III] uses an invariant ν(O),
the big invariant of O, a union of conjugacy classes in ker0 = ker(pG˜ → G). We
adapt this for an H4 orbit on Ni1. For k ≥ 1 define
νk(O) = {Π(g˜) | g˜ ∈ G4k+1 ∩C34 and g˜ mod ker1 ∈ O}.
We use a quotient invariant of ν1(O). Prop. 9.6, with p = 2, k = 1 and G1 =
1
2A˜5
produces R = T ′1 with ker(R → G1) = Z/2, and any lift of m ∈ M \ V to R has
order 2 (Cor. 9.7).
Proposition 9.5. There are two H4 orbits on Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34). Denote these by
Oi; use HOi for their corresponding Hurwitz space components, i = 1, 2. Then,
1 ∈ ν1(O+1 ), but 1 6= ν2(O−1 ). Therefore, HO−1 is an obstructed component, having
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nothing above it in the Modular Tower. Suppose p ∈ HO+1 (K) is a K point for
any number field K. Then, this corresponds to a K cover ϕˆp : Xˆp → P1z with the
following properties.
(9.4a) ϕˆp is in the Nielsen class Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34).
(9.4b) ϕˆp extends to a K sequence of covers Yˆp
ψˆp−→Xˆp ϕˆp :−→P1z with group R.
(9.4c) ψˆp is unramified of degree 2.
Each p ∈ HO−1 (K) satisfies (9.4a), but not the combination of (9.4b) and (9.4c).
Prop. 9.8 gives the essential ingredient of the proof: The two orbits separate by
the values of invariants called s(O+1 ) and s(O
−
1 ), quotients of ν1(O
+
1 ) and ν1(O
−
1 ).
9.3.1. Lifting invariants. Prop. 9.6 generalizes [FK97, §4]. Assume G = G0
is p-perfect and centerless with Gk the kth characteristic quotient of pG˜. Let
ψk : Rk → Gk be the universal exponent p central extension of Gk; this exists from
Def. 3.18. Write Rk as pG˜/ ker
∗
k, and the closure of (kerk, ker
∗
k)(ker
∗
k)
p in kerk+1 as
ker′k+1. The canonical morphism ϕk+1,k : Gk+1 → Gk factors through ψk.
Proposition 9.6. Denote Gk+1/ker
′
k+1 by R
′
k+1. Then, Gk+1 acts trivially on
kerk+1 / ker
′
k+1. For k ≥ 0, the Z/p module map of kerk / ker∗k to kerk+1 / ker′k+1
by the pth power is injective. So, a lift of m ∈ ker(ϕk+1,k) to ker(R′k+1 → Gk)
has order p2 if and only if the image of m in ker(Rk → Gk) is nontrivial. This
characterizes R′k+1 as a quotient of Rk+1.
Proof. Since ψk is a Frattini cover with kernel of exponent p, ϕk+1,k factors
through ψk. There are two types of generators of kerk+1 / ker
′
k+1: (v, v
′) and vp
with v, v′ ∈ kerk. Let g ∈ Gk+2. By assumption, there are h, h′ ∈ ker∗k with
g−1vg = vh and g−1v′g = v′h′. From vh = hv mod ker′k+1,
g−1vpg = (vh)p ≡ vphp mod ker′k+1 ≡ vp.
Similarly, g−1(v, v′)g = (vh, v′h′) ≡ (v, v′)(h, h′) mod ker′k+1 ≡ (v, v′). Conclude:
Gk+1 acts trivially on kerk+1 / ker
′
k+1.
Finally, supposem ∈ kerk. Since kerk is a pro-free, pro-p group,mp mod ker′k+1
is nontrivial if and only if m is not in ker∗k. This translates the last sentence. 
§9.4 combines the next corollary with the computation of Prop. 5.10. Prop. 9.6,
with p = 2, k = 0 and G1 =
1
2A˜5 produces T
′
0
def
= R′0. In this case T
′
0 → G0 = A5
is the spin cover of A5. Use Prop. 5.10 to inductively define a quotient T
′
k of R
′
k,
k = 1, 2, . . . so that ker(T ′k → Gk) = Z/2; all lifts of the nontrivial element of
ker(T ′0 → G0) to T ′k have order 2k. Let T ′1 = R, so ker(R → G1) = Z/2. As
previously, M(A5) =M = ker(G1 → G0) and Mˆ is the pullback of M to R.
Corollary 9.7. Let R1 → G1 be the representation cover of G1 and U1 =
ker(R1 → G1). Then, U1 is a natural G1 (acting trivially) quotient module of
ker1 / ker2. With s1(O) the image of ν1(O) in U1, s1(O) is a single element.
Let aˆi be a lift of ai ∈M \V to Mˆ where agii 6= ai, i = 1, 2 and a1 6= a2. Then,
each of Hai = 〈aˆg
−1
i
i , aˆi〉, i = 1, 2, and Ha1,a2 = 〈aˆ1, aˆ2〉 is isomorphic to Z/4×Z/2.
Proof. Since R1 is a Frattini cover of G1 it is a quotient of 2A˜5. This defines
U1 as the maximal quotient of ker1 / ker2 on which G1 acts trivially. So, there is
Frattini cover ψ∗ : G∗ → G1, a central extension of G1 with kernel U1. Each 2′
element of G1 has a unique 2
′ lift to G∗.
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Suppose g˜ ∈ G42 ∩ C34 and g˜ = g mod ker1 ∈ Ni1. Then, the unique lifts of
the entries of g to (G∗)4 ∩ C34 determine the image of Π(g˜) in U1. Further, this
element only depends on the H4 orbit of g.
The two given generators in the groups Hai , i = 1, 2, or Ha1,a2 have product of
order 2. The resulting groups have order 8, the Klein 4-group as a quotient and a
pair of generators with one of order 4 and one of order 2. Only the group Z/4×Z/2
has these properties: elements of order 4 don’t generate the dihedral group, and
the quaternion group’s only element of order 2 is in its center. 
9.3.2. Identifying lifting invariants from G1 to R. The next proposition gives
the key invariant separating the two orbits O+1 and O
−
1 . Together with the sh-
incidence matrix of §8.5 it explains precisely the two M¯4 orbits on the reduced
Nielsen class Ni(G1,C34)
in,rd.
Proposition 9.8. Let (g1, g
−1
1 , g2, g
−1
2 ) be an H-M representative. Consider
(g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b, g
−1
2 ) = g
∗.
With no loss, assume a, b ∈ M \ V (Cor. 5.7). Let gˆ∗ have as entries the unique
lifts of g∗ entries to (R,C34). Then, Π(gˆ
∗) = s(g∗) equals aˆg
−1
1 aˆbˆbˆg
−1
2 . With no
loss, take g∗ as a representative of a given M¯4 orbit O. Then, if O = O+1 :
(9.5) s(g∗) = aˆg
−1
1 aˆbˆbˆg
−1
2 = +1; and (a, b) ∈M ′3 ×M ′3 or M ′5 ×M ′5.
The corresponding statement for g∗ ∈ O−1 is
(9.6) aˆg
−1
1 aˆbˆbˆg
−1
2 = −1, with (a, b) ∈M ′3 ×M ′5 or M ′5 ×M ′3.
A M¯4 orbit satisfying either (9.5) or (9.6) contains 8 reduced classes of such g
∗ s.
Proof. If g ∈ G1 has order 3, and a ∈M , both aˆgˆaˆ and âga are order 3 lifts
to R of aga. So, they are equal. The first computation is almost trivial:
gˆ∗ = (gˆ1, gˆ−11 aˆ
g−11 aˆ, bˆbˆg
−1
2 gˆ2, gˆ
−1
2 ).
The lifting invariant is a braid invariant. The formulas of (9.5) and (9.6) come to
computing aˆg
−1
1 aˆbˆg
−1
2 bˆ when without the hats it is 1.
Each element in the pullback Vˆ of V in R has order 2. Therefore, Vˆ is an
elementary 2-group and a G1 module. Suppose g ∈ G1 has order 3. For v ∈ V ,
vˆgvˆ is the trivial element if and only if v = 0. So, as v ∈ V varies, vˆg vˆ (or vˆg−1 vˆ)
runs over an F2[G1] module Vg = Vg−1 of R mapping to V by the canonical map
ϕ1 : R → G1. Further, m 7→ mˆgmˆ has the same image as v, where m and v differ
by the element generating the centralizer of g. In particular, M also maps to Vg
under this map.
Now suppose Vg1 6= Vg2 . Then, there are m1,m2 ∈M with mˆg
−1
1
1 mˆ1 6= mˆg
−1
2
2 mˆ2
having the same image in V . Conclude: There exists g ∈ Ni1 with s(g) = −1 if and
only if Vg1 6= Vg2 .
If, however, Vg1 = Vg2 = V˜ , then V˜ is a proper F2[G1] module of Vˆ mapping
surjectively to V . So, as a F2[G1] module, Vˆ is the direct sum of V˜ and 1. Consider
Mˆ = ϕ−11 (M) ≤ R. Cor. 9.7 shows this is a Z/4[G1] module. Then, Mˆ/V˜ is a
Z/4[G1] module of order 4. Thus, it is either Z/4 or F2 ⊕ F2 = C1 ⊕ C2.
Suppose Mˆ/V˜ = Z/4, and G1 acts nontrivially here. This would force G1 to
have a nontrivial Z/2 quotient, a contradiction to G1 being 2-perfect. Now assume
Mˆ/V˜ = Z/4 and G1 acts trivially. Then, Mˆ/V˜ → R/V˜ → A5 is a central Frattini
cover with kernel Z/4. Exclude this because the Schur multiplier of A5 is Z/2.
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So Mˆ/V˜ = C1 ⊕C2 holds. We may choose C1 to map trivially and C2 to map
nontrivially by ϕ1 to M/V . Thus, as an abelian group we can can write Mˆ as
C1 ⊕ 〈C2, V˜ 〉. Since 〈C2, V˜ 〉/C1 maps surjectively to M and has the same order, It
is isomorphic to M . Contrary to how we formed R, each element in Mˆ would have
order 2. This concludes showing Vg1 6= Vg2 : Both M¯4 orbits are nonempty.
We show there are eight values of (a, b) with aˆg
−1
1 aˆbˆg
−1
2 bˆ = +1 (resp. -1). Con-
sider pairs (vˆ1, vˆ2) ∈ Vg1 × Vg2 with vˆ1vˆ2 over the trivial element in V . These form
an F2 module Wˆ consisting of the two cosets of the submodule Uˆ where vˆ1vˆ2 = +1.
So, each of the two invariants contribute eight elements.
Now we show the distinguishing conditions of (9.5) and (9.6) hold.
(9.7a) If g∗ = (g1, ag−11 a, bg2b, g
−1
2 ) is in an H-M rep. orbit, then
(a, b) ∈M ′3 ×M ′3 ∪M ′5 ×M ′5, so s(g∗) = +1.
(9.7b) Otherwise (a, b) ∈M ′3 ×M ′5 ∪M ′5 ×M ′3 and s(g∗) = −1.
Toward the former, consider (a, b) when g∗ is an H-M, a near H-M rep. or a com-
plement of such. Let ci ∈ M \ V centralize gi, i = 1, 2. Then, (a, b) = (c1, c2) ∈
M ′3 × M ′3. Let d ∈ M \ {0} centralize g−11 g2. For the complement g ′ of g∗,
(a′, b′) = (d, d) ∈M ′5 ×M ′5.
Next, suppose g∗ = (g1, cg
−1
2 g−11 c
g−12 , cg2c, g
−1
2 ) where c ∈ M \ {0} centralizes
g1g2. As in Prop. 7.11, this is a near H-M rep. Here (a, b) = (c
g−12 , c) ∈ M ′5 ×M ′5.
Let (a′, b′) = (dcg
−1
2 c1, dcc2) be the (a, b) for the complement g
′ of g∗. To show
(a′, b′) ∈M ′3×M ′3, use the Lem. 8.7 proof. Assume g1 is a lift of (1 2 3) and g2 is a
lift of (1 4 5). As usual write M as (Z/2)6/〈(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)〉: g1 (resp. g2) permutes
the coordinates as βg1 = (1 3 5)(2 4 6) (resp. βg2 = (1 3 2)(4 5 6)).
Since βg1βg2 = (1 2 5 3 6) (resp. βg−11
βg2 = (1 6 5 2 4)), c = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) and
d = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0). Also, c1 = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) and c2 = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0). Then,
(dcg
−1
2 c1, dcc2) = ((1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)) ∈M ′3×M ′3 and (a, ag
−1
1 , b, bg
−1
2 ) is
((1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)).
Let U∗ ≤ V be the subgroup mapping isomorphically to Uˆ by the action of
(u1, u2) ∈ U∗ 7→ (uˆ1uˆg11 , uˆ2uˆg22 ). To simplify exponents replace ui by ugii . Similarly,
form W ∗. The above shows that for all (uˆ1, uˆ2) ∈ Uˆ , c1u1 and c2u2 are in the same
conjugacy class of M \ V . To finish it suffices that the remaining eight pairs, with
(w1, w2) ∈ W ∗ \ U∗, (c1w1, c2w2) are in different conjugacy classes in M \ V .
Do an explicit calculation using βg1 and βg2 , c1 and c2. Elements in V :
1v = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), 2v = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), 3v = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), 4v = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
5v = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), 6v = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), 7v = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), 8v = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0),
9v = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1), 10v = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), 11v = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), 12v = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1),
13v = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0), 14v = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1), 15v = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Apply 1 + βg1 (resp. 1 + βg2) to this list, to get two new lists Li, i = 1, 2.
For example, the 6th item in L1 (resp. the 10th item in List L2) is 6v + (6v)βg1 =
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) = 5v (resp. 10v + (10v)βg2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1) = 5v).
Treat these two lists as giving a permutation Pv of 1v, . . . , 16v, where 1 + βgi
fixes 16v = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), i = 1, 2. The rules for Pv: (iv)Pv = jv if the ith element
of L1 equals the jth element of L2. The result:
Pv = (16v)(1v 14v 4v 9v 13v)(2v 12v 11v 6v 10v)(3v 5v 15v 8v 7v).
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The final step is to check the collection of pairs (c1iv, c2jv) ∈ M \ V × M \ V
where (iv)Pv = jv. Eight of these pairs are in M
′
3×M ′5 or in M ′5 ×M ′3. Examples:
(c16v, c210v) ∈M ′3 ×M ′3 while (c15v, c215v) ∈M ′3 ×M ′5. 
Proposition 9.9. There are two M¯4 orbits on Ni1 = Ni(G1,C34)
in,rd. These
correspond to two components H+1 and H−1 of H(G1,C34)in,rd = H1, and in turn
to the two values achieved by s(g) as g runs over Ni1. Points on the genus 12
component H+1 have branch cycle descriptions g for which s(g) = 1 (Prop. 9.5).
9.4. Spin separation and two M¯4 orbits on Ni
rd
1 . Alternating groups come
with a standard faithful permutation representation. Some characteristic Frattini
covers have faithful (less obvious) permutation representations. This subsection has
our main illustration of spin separation (Def. 9.11). It is that the lifting invariant
s(O) for an H4 orbit O on Ni(G1,C34)
in (from R→ G1) comes from the spin cover
of A40 (or of either A60 or A120).
9.4.1. Embedding groups in alternating groups. Suppose k ≥ 4 and T : G→ Sk
is a permutation representation of a finite group G of degree k. Assume the image
of G is in Ak, and let Aˆk be the central nonsplit extension of Ak with kernel Z/2.
Finally, let T Gˆ be the fiber product of T and Aˆk → Ak.
Lemma 9.10. If elements of odd order generate G, then any permutation repre-
sentation T : G→ Sk has range in Ak. Also, T Gˆ→ G is nonsplit if some g ∈ G of
order 2 has a lift of order 4 in T Gˆ (Prop. 5.10 applies; involution lifting property).
Proof. Elements of odd order in Sk have a presentation as a product of an
even number of disjoint 2-cycles, so they are always in Ak. If
T Gˆ is split, then
any element g ∈ G has a lift gˆ ∈ T Gˆ having the same order. Since T Gˆ → G is a
central extension with order 2 kernel, the order of a lift of an element of even order
is independent of the lift. This concludes the proof. 
Let G be a finite group, with 1p denoting the trivial G module of dimension 1
over Z/p. Consider α ∈ H2(G,1p). This always defines a central extension of G,
and it does so canonically if G is p-perfect (Def. 3.18 and the following comments).
Definition 9.11. Suppose p = 2. Call a faithful T : G → Ak an α-spin
separating representation if T Gˆ realizes α.
When reference to α is clear refer to the representation as spin separating. In
our application to G1 the extension α is from Prop. 9.12, spin separating repre-
sentations of G1 interpret that
T Gˆ1 is R. Even if each involution of G lifts to an
involution of T Gˆ (as in Lem. 9.10), T Gˆ→ G may still not split (§9.4.5).
9.4.2. Embedding G1 in alternating groups. Use the notation of Cor. 9.7.
Proposition 9.12. For T : G1 → Sk, a faithful permutation representation,
T (G1) ≤ Ak. If a lift of m ∈M \ V to T Gˆ1 has order 4, then the following hold.
(9.8a) Each m ∈M \ V lifts to have order 4.
(9.8b) Each v ∈ V lifts to have order 2.
(9.8c) T Gˆ1 → G1 is the extension R→ G1.
Therefore, with a, b ∈M \ V , compute the lifting invariant s(g) of the M¯4 orbit of
g = (g1, ag
−1
1 a, bg2b, g
−1
2 ) ∈ Ni(G1,C34)
(from Prop. 9.8) as T aˆg
−1
1 T aˆT bˆT bˆ
g2
.
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Proof. Apply Lem. 9.10. Elements of order 3 generate G1. Now suppose
m′ ∈ M \ V lifts to an element of order 4. Then, the nonsplit central extension
T Gˆ1 must be the quotient of the universal central extension of the perfect group
G1 that characterizes orders of lifts from M in Prop. 9.6. The criterion for this is
that T (m′) is a product of 2l′ disjoint 2-cycles with l′ odd (Prop. 5.10). 
9.4.3. Spin separating representations of G1. Consider M = ker(G1 → A5) as
an A5 module from Prop. 5.6. Let H ≤ G1, and denote the corresponding (right)
coset representation by T = TH : G1 → Ak with k = (G1 : H). We list faithful
spin separating representations TH . This is equivalent to m
′ ∈M \ V lifts to order
4 elements of T Gˆ1.
Prop. 5.10 characterizes this with two properties.
(9.9a) H contains no nontrivial subgroup normal in G1.
(9.9b) m′ acting on H cosets has t fixed points with k − t = 4l′ and l′ odd.
A faithful representation of G1 is not compatible (as in Def. 4.1) with the
standard degree 5 representation on A5. Reason: Any lift of A4 (which contains a 2-
Sylow of A5) contains a 2-Sylow of G1. So, it does not give a faithful representation.
Denote a 2-Sylow of G1 (resp. A5) by P1 (resp. P0). Notation for the centralizer in
H of the set S is ZH(S).
Lemma 9.13. Let T : G→ Sn be any permutation representation with H = HT
defining the cosets. For h ∈ H, denote by Uh ≤ G the subset of G (not necessarily
subgroup) whose inverses conjugate h into H. Since multiplication by H on the left
maps Uh into Uh, Uh consists of right cosets of H. Use (Uh : H) as the number of
these. Then T (h) fixes t(T (h)) = (Uh : H) integers. Denote the orbit of h under
Uh by O. Let O1, . . . , Ou be the orbits of H on O. Choose hi ∈ Oi, i = 1, . . . , u.
Then, t(T (h)) =
∑u
i=1(ZG(hi) : ZH(hi)).
Suppose G = G1 and TH is spin separating. Then, some m
′ ∈M \ V is in H.
Further, the 2-Sylow of H has order at least 24 and at most 25.
Proof. If Hgh = Hg, then gh(g)−1 ∈ H , and g ∈ Uh. From our previous
notation g−1 conjugates h into H . Right cosets of H in Uh are the H cosets that
h fixes. Suppose g−11 conjugates h to hi ∈ Oi. Running over Hg1 gives elements
whose inverses conjugate h into Oi. If g
−1
2 conjugates h to hi, then sg1 = g2 with
s ∈ ZG1(hi). So, the cosets with representatives conjugating h to hi are in one-one
correspondence with ZG1(hi)/ZH(hi).
The test for spin separation does not depend the choice of m′ ∈ M \ V . If H
contains no m′ ∈M \ V , then V contains the 2-Sylow of H and m′ fixes no cosets:
t = 0. This implies k = 4l with l odd. Also, the 2-Sylow of H can’t contain V , or
else the representation won’t be faithful. So the 2-Sylow U of H has order at most
8. This implies k = (G1 : H) is divisible by 2
4, a contradiction to (9.9b).
Now assume the 2-Sylow of H has order at most 8. As above, let t be the
number of cosets m′ ∈ H ∩M \ V fixes. Then, 24|k and k − 4l = t with l odd,
implies t = 4t′ with t′ odd. The centralizer of m′ has a 2-Sylow of order 26, and
this centralizer is in Um′ . This implies 8|t, a contradiction.
Now suppose the 2-Sylow U of H has order at least 26. Assume first that
U surjects onto a 2-Sylow P0 of A5. Then U is the whole 2-Sylow P1 of G1, for
P1 → P0 is a Frattini cover. If, however, U does not surject onto a 2-Sylow of A5,
then the kernel of the map has order 25. So, U contains V , and TH is not faithful.
Conclude: |U | ≤ 25. 
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9.4.4. Degrees of spin separating representations of G1. Prop. 9.14 lists prop-
erties of the spin separating representations of G1 of degree 120. Prop. 9.15 does
the same for the degree 60 and 40 representations.
Proposition 9.14. Let α′ ∈ P1 have order 4. Its image α ∈ A5 and (α′)2
determine α′. Given α, possible (α′)2 are elements of M(A5) \ V fixed by α.
Let K ≤ V be a Klein 4-group on which α′ acts. With Hα′,K = H = 〈α′,K〉,
TH spin separates if and only if |M ′3 ∩H | is odd: α′ is nontrivial on K.
If |M ′3 ∩H | = 1 (resp. |M ′5 ∩H | = 1), then |M ′5 ∩H | = 3 (resp. |M ′3 ∩H | = 3),
|V \ {1} ∩H | = 3. Further, corresponding to the two choices:
(9.10a) t(TH(m)) = 12 (resp. t(TH(m)) = 36) if m ∈M ′3;
(9.10b) t(TH(m)) = 60 (resp. t(TH(m)) = 20) if m ∈M ′5; and
(9.10c) t(TH(v)) = 24 if v ∈ V \ {1}.
Four conjugacy classes of subgroups H ≤ G1 correspond to these choices. They
give all spin separating representations of degree 120.
Suppose |M ′3 ∩H | = 1. Then, TH acts imprimitively on ten sets of integers of
cardinality 12. Each set consists of the integers fixed by an element of M ′3. This
induces the degree 10 representation of A5 on ordered pairs of distinct integers from
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. If g ∈ G1 has order 10, then TH(g) is a product of twelve 5-cycles
and six 10-cycles. If g ∈ G1 has order 6, then TH(g) is a product of four 3-cycles
and eighteen 6-cycles.
Proof. Use the notation for α′ ∈ P1 of order 4 in the statement. To be explicit
assume —up to conjugacy —α′ lifts α24 = (2 4)(3 5). Given one lift α0, all others
have the shape mα0 = α
′. Map M → V by m 7→ mmα24 = ψ(m). Cor. 5.7 says
the kernel of ψ has rank 3, so the image ψ(M) of ψ is a homogeneous space for the
squares of lifts of α24. Conclude: α0 and (α
′)2 determine α′; and (α′)2 runs over
the subset W24 of M(A5) \ V that α24 fixes.
Suppose H has order 16 and TH is spin separating. Then, some α
′ ∈ H has
order 4, m′ = (α′)2 ∈ M \ V and α′ stabilizes K = V ∩ H . Write Hα′,K = H =
〈K,α′〉. Eight divides the degree of the representation. As in Lem. 9.13, spin
separation is equivalent to t = |Um′ |/|H | being four times an odd number.
First case: Suppose α′ is trivial on the Klein 4-group K. Cor. 5.7 says H
contains exactly two conjugates of m′, and all of H centralizes m′. Let c be 3
(resp. 5) if m′ ∈M ′3 (resp. m′ ∈M ′5). So, m′ fixes
t = 2 · |ZG1(m′)|/|ZH(m′)| = 2c · 26/24
integers. Therefore, 8 divides k − t, and TH is not spin separating.
Second Case: Suppose α′ is nontrivial on K. If (α′)2 = m′ is the only element
in Hα′,K in its conjugacy class, then the computation just concluded gives
t(TH(m
′)) = |ZG1(m′)|/|ZH(m′)| = c26/24 = 4c.
So, 4 exactly divides k − t and TH is spin separating. If three elements in H are
conjugate to (α′)2 = m′, then t(TH(m′)) = 12c. Now suppose v ∈ V \ {1}. As α′
is nontrivial on K, conjugates (under G1) of v in H fall in two H orbits. Let v
′ be
a representative of one of these orbits. Then, ZG(v
′)/ZH(v′) = 4, so (Uv′ : H) = 8.
The argument is similar for 3 conjugates of m′ in H . Now we count subgroups
H , up to conjugacy in G1, giving spin separating representations of degree 120.
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Giving H is equivalent to giving pairs W ∗24 = {(w,m) ∈ W24 ×M(A5) \ V }
with m subject to these conditions.
(9.11) mα24 6= m, and |M ′5 ∩ {w,m,mα24 , wmmα24}| is odd.
Note: m and mα24 are in the same conjugacy class of M \V ; this asks exactly that
w and wmmα24 are in different conjugacy classes of M \ V .
Count elements of W ∗24 from the proof of Cor. 5.7. With the cosets of M(A5)
labeled as there, βα = (1 6)(3 5) represents α24. Thus, its centralizer in M(A5) is
U = 〈(a1, x1, a2, x2, a2, a1) | a1, a2, x1, x2 ∈ Z/2〉/〈(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
Calculate: W24 = {(w1, 0, w2, 0, w2, w1) | w1, w2 ∈ Z/2}. Uniquely determine a
representative for w by taking x1 = 1 and x2 = 0. The elements w run over all
choices a1, a2 ∈ Z/22. So, |W ∗24| equals the number of pairs (a1, 1, a2, 0, a2, a1) and
(a1+w1, 1, a2+w2, 0, a2+w2, a1+w1) with one having three nonzero entries, and
the other not. Given any pair (a1, a2), there are two choices for (w1, w2) satisfying
this condition. Conjugate the set of groups Hw,m attached to these choices by any
lift of (2 3)(4 5) ∈ A5 (centralizing α24). The result is a distinct subgroup. Conclude
there are four such subgroups, falling in pairs according to w ∈M ′3 or w ∈M ′5.
Now, suppose |M ′3∩H | = 1. As above, form ∈M ′3, TH(m) fixes twelve integers.
Running over the ten elements of M ′3, transitivity of the representation guarantees
some element of M ′3 fixes any given integer in {1, 2, . . . , 120}. As |M ′3| = 10, these
sets of fixed integers are disjoint, and they form a set of imprimitivity. With no
loss assume m ∈ H , so H ≤ ZG1(m). Elements of ZG1(m) = H∗ are exactly those
permuting the fixed integers for TH(m). Acting on H
∗ cosets gives the degree 10
representation of A5 on pairs of distinct integers from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Continue the hypothesis |M ′3∩H | = 1. Suppose g ∈ G1 has order 10. Then, g2
has order 5, and TH(g) fixes no integers. On the other hand, g
5 ∈M ′5. From above,
TH(g
5) fixes exactly sixty integers. Conclude: TH(g) is a product of twelve 5-cycles
and six 10-cycles. For g ∈ G1 of order 6, similarly deduce TH(g) is a product of
four 3-cycles and eighteen 6-cycles. 
The following is similar to Prop. 9.14. We leave details to the reader.
Proposition 9.15. Continue Prop. 9.14 notation (for α′). Assume β ∈ G1
has order three, 〈β, α′〉 has order 3 · 24 and the image of 〈β, α′〉 is an S3 ≤ A5.
Then, with Hα′,β = H
′, |M ′3 ∩ H ′| = 1 and TH′ spin separates. There are two
conjugacy classes of such groups H ′ corresponding to these choices giving all spin
separating representations of degree 40. If m,m′ ∈ M ′3 are distinct, the four fixed
integers of TH′(m) are distinct from those fixed by TH′(m
′).
Let H be one of the groups with TH of degree 120, and let α
∗ ∈ V \H. Then,
H ′′ = 〈H,α∗〉 ∩ M ′3 has 4 or 6 elements. Exactly in the former case TH′′ spin
separates. There are two conjugacy classes of such groups H ′′ corresponding to
these choices giving all spin separating representations of degree 60.
Comments on the proof. If |M ′3 ∩H | = 1, as in Prop. 9.14, the conditions
on β are that it centralizes this element ofM ′3 and it acts on V ∩H in the standard
Klein 4-group representation. For this case, TH′(m) = 4 (resp. 20 and 8) if m ∈M ′3
(resp. m ∈M ′5 and m ∈ V ). 
Corollary 9.16. Prop. 9.14 and Prop. 9.15 include the complete list of spin
separating permutation representations of the M¯4 orbits on Ni(G1,C34)
in,rd.
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Proof. Assume for H ≤ G1, TH gives a faithful spin separation. According
to Lem. 9.13, the 2-Sylow U of H has order 24 or 25 and it contains an element
m′. Prop. 9.14 lists all cases where k = (G1 : H) is 120, 40 or 60. The only degrees
left as dangling possibilities are where H has order divisible by 5 or where it has
order 25 · 3. In the former case, since H contains nontrivial elements of V , it must
contain all of V . So it is not faithful. Similarly for the latter case: The action of
an element of order 3 on V ∩H forces this to be all of V . 
9.4.5. Splitting versus the involution lifting property. Restriction of an element
from H2(G,A) to H2(Pp, A) is injective if Pp is the p-Sylow of G [AW67, p. 105].
Sometimes this allows taking G to be a p-group. We use this and produce a 2-group
extension ψ : Pˆ → P with the following properties.
(9.12a) The kernel of ψ is Z/2.
(9.12b) ψ is nonsplit and spin separating: T Pˆ = Pˆ , pullback from an embedding
P ≤ An for some n.
(9.12c) Each involution of P lifts to an involution of Pˆ .
The quaternion group presentation is in Def. 2.7: Q4n of order 4n has generators
τ1, τ2 with ord(τ1) = 2n, ord(τ2) = 4, τ
−1
2 τ1τ2 = τ
−1
1 and τ
2
2 = τ
n
1 . Let Qˆ4n be the
group from dropping the condition τ22 = τ
n
1 . Then, the only involution τ
2
2 in Qˆ4n
lifts to an involution in Qˆ4n. This extension, however, does not split.
The calculations below apply for n even to all the groups Qˆ4n. For simplicity
we do the case n = 2 and Q8, using τ1 = a and τ2 = b; Qˆ8 has generators aˆ and bˆ,
with relations aˆ4 = bˆ4 = aˆ−1bˆaˆbˆ = 1. For n even, Q4n doesn’t have an extension
satisfying (9.12), though Qˆ4n does. (This observation should start with the Klein
4-group whose Q8 extension in Lem. 2.24 is an example of spin separation.)
Proposition 9.17. The extension Pˆ = Qˆ8 → P = Q8 has no spin separating
extension. Still, Pˆ has an extension
ˆˆ
P satisfying all properties of (9.12).
Proof. The group Q8 has only one faithful transitive permutation representa-
tion as a subgroup of S8. In this representation elements of order 4 have the shape
(4)(4). So these generators are in A8: Q8 ≤ A8. This is the only embedding we
must test to check if Q8 has a spin separating representation of any kind.
Form a central extension of Q8 by mapping aˆ to a and bˆ to b. In the extension,
the square of aˆ is cleaved away from the squares bˆ2 = (aˆbˆ)2 (they remain equal).
Let 12 be the trivial Q8 module. Recall: Q8 has rank e = 2 and order n = 8. So,
the 1st characteristic 2-Frattini module M(Q8) = ker0(Q8)/ ker1(Q8) (notation of
§5.2.1) of Q8 has dimension 9 = 1 + (e − 1)n [FJ86, §15.6]: Schreier’s formula
for the number of generators of a subgroup of a free group of rank e and index n.
As a Q8 module it is indecomposable [FK97, Indecom. Lem. 2.4]. The maximal
quotient of it on which Q8 acts trivially is H
2(Q8,12).
We ouline our computation that H2(Q8,12) has dimension two. Use the no-
tation of [Fri95a, Part II]. The augmentation map gives F2[Q8] → 12. Denote its
kernel by Ω(1). The version of Jenning’s Theorem ([Je41] or [Ben91, p. 89]) in
[Qu68] gives an effective tool for computing the Loewy layers of any p-group ring
using the Poincare´-Witt basis of its universal enveloping algebra. The Loewy layer
at the top of Ω(1) (the second radical layer in F2[Q8]) is 12 ⊕ 12. The projective
module F2[Q8]⊕ F2[Q8] maps naturally and surjectively to Ω(1) extending the di-
rect sum of two augmentation maps ψ : F2[Q8] ⊕ F2[Q8] → 12 ⊕ 12. The kernel
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of this map is Ω(2) = M(Q8) [Fri95a, Projective Indecomposable Lem. 2.3]. The
explicit basis of F2[Q8] from the group elements produces a natural interpretation
of ψ as a matrix. Row reduce and compute explicitly a basis of Ω(2) from that
of F2[Q8]. This gives Ω(2) a Q8 module structure. Rational canonical form of the
matrix action Ma of a (resp. b and Mb) on this module determines the maximal
quotient on which Ma (resp. Mb) acts like the identity matrix, giving the maximal
quotient on which Q8 acts like the identity. We let GAP do this computation.
All non-split extensions of Q8 are isomorphic as groups though not as exten-
sions. As in §3.6.1, the isomorphisms between them come from H1(G,Z/2) which
is isomorphic to a Klein 4-group. Extensions correspond to which order 4 subgroup
of Q8 cleaves from the other order 4 subgroups.
The proof of Prop. 5.10 reviews the generators and relations for Sˆn → Sn. In
that notation, symbols [i j], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n (in the multiplicative group of units in the
Clifford algebra), generate subject to the relations [i j]2 = 1 and [i j] = −[j i]. The
map Sˆn → Sn appears from [i j] 7→ (i j). Finally, [i j][j k][i j] = [k i].
Like Q8, Qˆ8 has no non-trivial coreless subgroup. So, only its regular represen-
tation is faithful and its generators aˆ and bˆ, of order 4, have the shape (4)(4)(4)(4);
they are in A16. Involutions in Qˆ8 are the products of 8 disjoint two cycles. So
Prop. 5.10 implies they lift to the same order on pullback in Spin16.
Now we show
ˆˆ
8Q (the pullback of Qˆ8 to Spin16) does not split off Qˆ8. If the
extension splits, the lifts would retain the relation bˆ2 = (aˆbˆ)2. So, it suffices that
the square of any lift of bˆ differs from the square of any lift of aˆbˆ. With no loss:
bˆ = (1 5 9 13)(2 6 10 14)(3 7 11 15)(4 8 12 16), and
aˆbˆ = (1 6 9 14)(2 7 10 15)(3 8 11 16)(4 5 12 13).
Write each 4-cycle’s lift to Spin16 as the product of three obvious generators. Exam-
ple: (1 5 9 13) lifts to [1 5][5 9][9 13]. Square the lifts of bˆ and aˆbˆ using the relations
from the previous paragraph. Then multiply the two squares together to get -1,
the generator of the kernel of Spin16 → A16. This also shows -1 is in the Frattini
subgroup, so the extension is Frattini, and therefore nonsplit.
The same procedure for Q8 shows the squares of the lifts of a, b, and ab are the
same. Every non-split extension of Q8 has one of these cleaved off from the rest.
This shows the spin extension of Q8 splits. 
9.5. Understanding spin separation. Representations in Prop. 9.14 give
spin separation of elements in Ni1 = Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34)
in,rd. §9.5.1 gives the lifting
invariant that separates the two M¯4 orbits on Ni1. §9.5.2 and §9.5.3 together
suggest why the two orbits have the same M¯4 monodromy groups. §9.6 concludes
the paper with lessons for similar computations at higher levels.
9.5.1. Explicit lifting invariants. First we characterize commuting pairs of ele-
ments of order 2 in Sn. Denote the elements of Sn that are of products of u disjoint
2-cycles by Cu = Cu,n. In the situation where g ∈ Cu and g′ ∈ Cu′ , and g and g′
commute, we will identify the product. The most complicated standard situation
is where (g, g′) is a K4-pair:
(9.13) g = (i1 i2)(i3 i4), g
′ = (i1 i3)(i2 i4) and gg′ = (i1 i4)(i2 i3).
Given (g, g′) as above, let a(g, g′) be the number of disjoint 2-cycles appearing
in g having no support in g′. Note: a(g, g′) may not equal a(g′, g). Let b(g, g′)
by the disjoint 2-cycles appearing in both g and g′. Suppose (h, h′) is a K4-pair,
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g1 and h (resp. g
′
1 and h
′) have no common support, and g = g1h and g′ = g′1h
′
commute. We say the K4-pair (h, h′) appears in (g, g′). Finally, let c(g, g′) be the
number of K4-pairs appearing in (g, g′).
Lemma 9.18. Suppose g ∈ Cu and g′ ∈ Cu′ and gg′ = g′g. Then, gg′ ∈ Cu′′
with a(g, g′) + a(g′, g) + 2c(g, g′) = u′′.
Proof. Write g as ga(g,g′)gb(g,g′)g1 with ga(g,g′) (resp. gb(g,g′)) the disjoint cy-
cles in g that don’t (resp. do) appear in g′. Similarly, write g′ as g′a(g,g′)g
′
b(g,g′)g
′
1.
Since g and g′ commute, so do g1 and g′1. Proving the lemma amounts to extracting
a K4-pair (h, h′) that appears in (g1, g′1). Then, an induction characterizes (g1, g
′
1)
as given by products of disjoint K4-pairs.
Suppose i1 appears in a disjoint cycle (i1 i2) in g1. By assumption, i1 appears
in a disjoint cycle (i1 i3) in g
′
1. Since we have extracted gb(g,g′), i3 6= i2. Suppose i3
is not in a disjoint cycle of g1. Then, g1g
′
1 applied to i2 has the effect i2 7→ i3 7→ i1.
Thus, g1g
′
1 has order larger than 2. So, contrary to a previous deduction, g1 and
g′1 don’t commute.
Therefore, i3 appears in a disjoint cycle (i3 i4) of g1. Calculate: g1g
′
1 applied
to i4 has the effect i4 7→ i3 7→ i1. Now compute the effect of g′1g1 on i4 to conclude
g′1 contains the disjoint cycle (i2 i4). That is, (h, h
′) = (i1 i2)(i3 i4), (i1 i3)(i2 i4)
appears in (g, g′). 
Example 9.19 (Applying Lem. 9.18). Suppose |M ′3∩H ′| = 1, as in Prop. 9.15.
Suppose m,m′ ∈ M ′3 are distinct. For this case, t(TH′(m)) = 4 = tTH′(m′) and
t(TH′(mm
′)) = 8: m,m′ ∈ C18 and mm′ ∈ C16. Integers not in the support
of m appear in 2-cycles in m′, and give a(m,m′) = a(m′,m) = 2. Conclude
16 = 4 + 2c(m,m′): c(m,m′) = 6. Use that a(m,m′) + b(m,m′) + 2c(m,m′) = 18
to conclude b(m,m′) = 4.
Proposition 9.20. Let g ∈ A5 have order 5, and denote by gˆ a lift of it to an
element of order 10 in G1. With H
′ giving the degree 40 representation used above,
let H∗ be its image (isomorphic to S3) in A5. Then, we can speak of the 20 cosets
of TH′ lying above the cosets H
∗gj, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, of TH∗ . Analogous to previous
calculations, TH′(gˆ) consists of four 5-cycles and two 10-cycles. The integers moved
(resp. fixed) by TH′(gˆ
5) are in the support of the 10-cycles (resp. 5-cycles). Suppose
gˆ5 ∈ H ′. Then, multiplying gˆ on the right of these cosets gives four 5-cycles of
TH′(gˆ). Two 10-cycles comprise the remaining action of TH′(gˆ). If gˆ
5 6∈ H ′, then
the description of the 5-cycles and 10-cycles of TH′(gˆ) switches. If m,m
′ ∈ M ′5,
m 6= m′, then a(m,m′) = 6, b(m,m′) = 0, c(m,m′) = 2.
Proof. The number of integers in the support of 2-cycles from TH′(gˆ
5) is the
same as in the 10-cycles of TH′(gˆ). From Prop. 9.12 this means there are twenty
such integers, and therefore two 10-cycles in TH′(gˆ). Since this element fixes no
integers there are also four 5-cycles in TH′(gˆ).
Without loss, take the 20 cosets of TH′ above the cosets H
∗gj, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
of TH∗ to be H
′migˆj, with m0 = 1, mi ∈M , i = 1, 2, 3, and j = 0, . . . , 4. The mi s
are four representatives of H ′ ∩M cosets in M . First assume gˆ5 ∈ H ′. For each
i, gˆ cycles H ′migˆj , j = 0, . . . , 4 (use that gˆ5 commutes with mi). The argument
is the same if gˆ5 6∈ H ′: Write the distinct cosets above as H ′migˆj with m0 = 1,
mi ∈M , i = 1 and j = 0, . . . , 9.
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Now inspect the relation between two elements of M ′5. There are six elements
inM ′5. An element g ∈ A5 of order 5 that stabilizesm is transitive on the remaining
five elements of M ′5. Since a(m,m
′) = a(mg, (m′)g), b(m,m′) = b(mg, (m′)g) and
c(m,m′) = c(mg, (m′)g), these values are independent of their arguments. Use that
a(m,m′) + b(m,m′) + 2c(m,m′) = 10 and a(m,m′) + a(m′,m) + 2c(m,m′) = 16.
Thus, a(m,m′)− b(m,m′) = 6, and b(m,m′) = 2, 1 or 0.
If TH′(m) and TH′(m
′) have eight common fixed integers, then they also move
eight common integers. So we show the former and conclude b(m,m′) = 0 and
c(m,m′) = 2. With no loss, assume m ∈ H ′ and find the cosets from among
H ′migˆj fixed by m′. Since m′ 6= m, as j varies, (m′)gˆ−j runs over all five other
elements of M ′5. Use gˆ
jm′ = (m′)gˆ
−j
gˆj to see m′ fixes exactly two of these cosets
as j varies, and eight cosets in all. 
9.5.2. M¯4 orbit mysteries. The two M¯4 orbits on Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34)
in,rd have the
same image groups, and degrees. This is despite their being considerably differ-
ent as representations. They are clearly permutation inequivalent representations,
or else γ∞ would have the same shape on each orbit. More strikingly, however,
the permutation representations are inequivalent as representations (have different
traces). The number of γ∞ orbits on each of the M¯4 orbits O+1 and O
−
1 (resp. 26
and 32 γ∞ orbits) is different. This shows the two representations are different (see
for example [Fri99, Lem. 5.3]) despite their similarities. §F speculates on represen-
tation theory (based on [GKS99]) that might explain this and also measure the
difference between these two representations.
9.5.3. B4 as evaluation homomorphisms. From Lem. 2.10, the direct product
of the free group K∗4 = 〈(Q3Q2)3, Q−21 Q23, (Q2Q1)−3〉 and 〈(Q1Q2Q3)4〉 equals
N4
def
= ker(B4 → M4). Denote Q1Q2Q23Q2Q1 (D in (2.12)) by R1. The following
presentation of N4 is superior for our purposes. It easily follows from the notation
and proof of Lemma 2.10. Recall: The effect of Ri on G4 is conjugation by σ¯i,
i = 1, . . . , 4. We state this only for r = 4, though it works for any value of r.
Proposition 9.21. These are generators of N4:
R = (R1, R2 = Q
−1
1 R1Q1, R3 = Q
−1
2 R2Q2, R4 = Q
−1
3 R3Q3) and (Q1Q2Q3)
4.
Any representative element g in a Nielsen class Ni(G,C) = Ni produces an evalua-
tion homomorphism ψg : N4 → G/Cen(G) mapping
∏4
i=1 Ri to 1. Conversely, any
homomorphism ψ : N4 → H mapping
∏4
i=1Ri to 1 produces an associated Nielsen
class representative.
For Q ∈ B4, act on ψg by applying evalution of Q−1RQ to g. An orbit on Ni
is equivalent to a B4 orbit on the homomorphisms ψg (up to conjugation by G).
For the computation of orbits of H4, consider the induced action of N4 on G4.
Denote images of R1, . . . , R4 by r1, . . . , r4, so these generate a free group with one
relation r1r2r3r4 = 1. An obvious reformulation of Prop. 9.21 has a rephrasing in
H4 orbits using N¯4 = 〈r1, . . . , r4〉. Use the same notation ψg for the corresponding
evaluation homomorphisms. Referring to the generators r1, . . . , r4 allows us give
the Nielsen class of a homomorphism by what conjugacy classes the generators hit.
Definition 9.22. Let µ be an automorphism of N¯4. We say µ preserves a
Nielsen class Ni(G,C) = Ni if ψg ◦ µ is in the same Nielsen class as ψg .
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Lemma 9.23. If µ preserves the Nielsen class Ni, then it permutes H4 orbits.
Any two H4 orbits under µ have the same length. Further, the monodromy groups
(permutation groups for the action of H4) on these orbits will be the same.
Note: While the group on two µ orbits in Lem. 9.23 are the same, the per-
mutation representations may be inequivalent. Denote the automorphism of N¯4 by
(r1, r2, r3, r4) 7→ (r−14 , r−13 , r−12 , r−11 ) by µ0.
Example 9.24 (Cont. Ex. 9.2). Among the six M¯4 orbits on Ni(
1
2A˜4,C34)
in,rd)
the automorphism µ0 fixes four of them, but permutes the other two.
Question 9.25. Is there a Nielsen class preserving automorphism interchang-
ing the two H4 orbits on Ni(
1
2A˜5,C34)
in,rd?
9.6. Inductive steps in going to higher Modular Tower levels. Explicit
formulas ((8.1) and Lem. 8.2) list properties of pG˜ characteristic quotients helpful
to decide Prob. 1.1 and other properties of Modular Towers when r = 4.
9.6.1. The starting point and Schur multipliers. By example, the paper estab-
lishes it is difficult to predict component genuses at level 0 of a Modular Tower. As
in all our A5 (and A4) examples, genus 0 components are common. For many ap-
plications this is excellent; rational points from such a moduli space produce Galois
realizations. So, establishing that at some level in the Modular Tower all compo-
nents will have large genus requires exploiting the module representation theory of
the universal p-Frattini cover. Whatever the genus of the components at level 0,
it is properties of the universal p-Frattini cover that force sufficient ramification at
higher levels to have the genus go up (as in (8.1)).
Lem. 8.2 exploited the hypotheses (8.2), valid in the main Modular Tower
(A5,C34 , p = 2). A more general hypothesis, with {Ok}∞k=0 a projective system of
M¯4 orbits, is the following:
(9.14)
tOk (γ0)+tOk (γ1)
|Ok| 7→ 0; and
Ik
|Ok| 7→ 1.
These two assumptions give a positive conclusion to Prob. 1.1 (when r = 4)
from Lem. 8.2 in that there is no bound on the genus of components corresponding
to the projective system {Ok}∞k=0.
Rem. 4.9 and Prob. 8.4 view fixed points of γ0 and γ1 on projective systems
of Nielsen classes in a Modular Tower as generalizing a classical observation about
fine moduli for the modular curve spaces X1(p
k+1).
Ex. 9.2 for (A4,C34 , p = 2) is a valuable test case. The genus situation from
the view of Prob. 1.1 is even worse at level 0 and level 1 than for our main exam-
ple. There are components, some with low genuses. Yet, the universal 2- Frattini
situations produce the desired ramification.
9.6.2. Jumps in mp s. In all examples, perturbation of level 0 H-M reps. starts
the story. Spin separating representations are the most intriguing element in struc-
tured description of Modular Towers levels, like listing real points in Prop. 8.19.
Serre’s Prop. 5.9 is indispensable, with §5.5 using it indirectly even when the initial
hypotheses don’t apply. Still, this is only about the prime p = 2, and only about
universal 2-Frattini covers that have an initial relation with alternating groups.
An elementary approach to producing the desired ramification comes from the
conjugacy class counting formula of §2.7.2. Suppose Gk is the kth characteristic
quotient of the universal p-Frattini cover of a finite p-perfect groupG = G0. Assume
g1, g2 ∈ Gk+1 have p′ order. Princ. 5.13 reminds that obstruction (from [FK97,
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§3]; as in §5.5.2) occurs only when 1Gk appears in the Loewy display of Mk =
ker(Gk+1 → Gk): Gk+1 → Uk → Wk → Gk with Wk centerless and ker(Uk → Wk)
the trivialWk module. With no loss for the question of concern, assume g1, g2 ∈Wk.
Suppose also that p does not divide the order of g1g2. Then, consider the triple
of conjugacy classes C1,C2,C3 defined by (g1, g2, (g1g2)
−1). Consider (any) lifts
gˆ1, gˆ2 ∈ Uk. Let U ′k be the pullback of 〈g1, g2〉 in Uk. Asking if p divides the order of
gˆ1gˆ2 is equivalent to asking if element (g1, g2, (g1g2)
−1)) ∈ Ni(〈g1, g2〉, (C1,C2,C3))
is obstructed in going to Ni(U ′k, (C1,C2,C3)). We continue this topic in §9.7.
9.6.3. sh-incidence, spin separation and the dominance of H-M reps. §8.5 found
the data for computing the sh-incidence matrix for orbit O+1 in two stages. Go-
ing to higher levels gives further reason to carefully organize information from
Hrdk+1 → Hrdk . It makes sense to combine sh-incidence data and the use of Riemann-
Hurwitz as in Lem. 8.2.
Prop. 9.14 finds all degree 120 spin separating representations of G1. That
gave subgroups H0 ≤ A5 = G0 and H1 ≤ G1 with the natural map G1 → A5
inducing H1 ։ H0. Suppose we have a sequence {Hk}∞k=0, with each Hk inducing
a spin separating representation of Gk, k = 0, 1, . . . . Regard the projective limit
lim←kHk = H˜ as giving the compatible system of spin separating representations
of pG˜2. The proof of Prop. 9.14 gives hints of the following sort. We can expect to
find pro-2 H˜ containing a pro-cyclic subgroup C with generator α ∈ 2G˜ where
(9.15) α2
k+1
mod kerk ∈ Gk is conjugate (in Gk) to no other element of Hk.
Lem. 8.17 and Lem. 8.14 has difficult arguments, respectively about shortening
the respective type (6,12) and type (10,20) q2 orbits. These used the precise form
of the level 1 characteristic module M(A5) from Cor. 5.7. We have yet to capture
the essence of Q′′ shortening from p-group representations. Lem. 7.5 says an H4
orbit containing an H-M rep., at level k ≥ 1 when p = 2, has faithful Q′′ action.
Note, too, the relation between near H-M and H-M reps. exploited in such
places as Prop. 7.11. Further, the notion of complements also goes with H-M
reps. Consider any Nielsen classes {Nik = Ni(Gk,C)}∞k=0 attached to a Mod-
ular Tower (for the prime p). Let {gk}∞k=0 be a projective system of Nielsen
class representatives. Suppose the conclusion of Prop. 7.11 holds for this system:
mp(gk+1) = pmp(gk) for k ≥ 0. If p = 2, Def. 7.4 would give (gk+1)qmp(gk+1)/22
as the complement of gk+1 in Nik+1. Both elements lie over the same element of
Nik. A similar notion with a general prime p replacing 2 would give p− 1 such ele-
ments as (gk+1)q
mp(gk+1)/p
2 , (gk+1)q
2mp(gk+1)/p
2 , . . . , (gk+1)q
(p−1)mp(gk+1)/p
2 . These
are examples of H-M reps. indicating a moduli (boundary) behavior that informs
about the components in which they appear.
9.7. Generalizing the notion of H-M reps. The following problem appears
in §9.6.2 in a special case. To start with assume pG˜ is the univeral p-Frattini cover
of G0, with notation as usual for the characteristic quotients. Let C1,C2 be p
′
conjugacy classes in G0. Refer to (g1, g2) ∈ G20 as p-divisible at level k if all lifts
(gˆ1, gˆ2) to G
2
k ∩ (C1,C2) have p dividing the order of gˆ1gˆ2. Refer to (g1, g2) as
p-divisible if it is p-divisible at some level k. If 〈g1, g2〉 is a p′ group, then there is
a lift of the whole group to Gk for each k (special case of Schur-Zassenhaus). That
gives p | |〈g1, g2〉| as necessary condition for p-divisibility. Is it sufficient?
Problem 9.26. Is p dividing |〈g1, g2〉| sufficient for (g1, g2) being p-divisible?
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The following says the p-divisible property holds for lifting to the universal
p-Frattini cover of G0 if and only if it holds for lifting to the universal p-Frattini
cover of 〈g1, g2〉. Recall the universal p-Frattini cover of a p′ group is just the group
itself, so the lemma applies even if 〈g1, g2〉 = G1,2 is a p′ group.
Lemma 9.27 (Local p′-lift). That (g1, g2) is not p-divisible is equivalent to their
being no lift (gˆ1, gˆ2) of (g1, g2) to pG˜
2 ∩ (C1,C2) with gˆ1gˆ2 having the same order
as g1g2. Suppose g1, g2 ∈ G0 are p′ elements. Let G1,2k be the kth characteristic
quotient of the universal p-Frattini cover of G1,2. Then, (g1, g2) is p-divisible at
level k for lifts to Gk if and only if it is p-divisible at level k for lifts to G
1,2
k .
Proof. Suppose at each level k there are lifts (gˆ1,k, gˆ2,k) to Gk as above, where
gˆ1,k, gˆ2,k has the same order as g1g2. The sets Lk of such lifts in G
2
k form a projective
system of nonempty closed subsets. So, there is an element in the projective limit
of the Ak s giving the desired lift (gˆ1, gˆ2) ∈ pG˜2. Now consider the relation between
lifts to G2k to that of lifts to (G
1,2
k )
2.
Apply Prop. 3.9 to the pullback G˜∗ of 〈g1, g2〉 in pG˜0. Then, G˜∗ is a p-projective
cover of 〈g1, g2〉. So, it maps surjectively to the p-Frattini cover of 〈g1, g2〉. A lifting
(gˆ1,k, gˆ2,k) to Gk, as in the statement where gˆ1,k, gˆ2,k has the same order as g1g2,
will map to such a lifting in the image. Conversely, the universal p-Frattini cover
of G1,2 has a map back through G˜∗ over G1,2. Again, a lifting of the type in the
lemma to G1,2k produces one in Gk. 
Example 9.28. Consider (A5,C52+52− , p = 2) at level 0. The two components
separate by lifting invariant values. In the argument for Princ. 5.16, C5+5−3 has
lifting invariant +1. This was a nontrivial case of nonobstruction for r = 3. We
still, however, don’t know if in the (A5,C5+5−3, p = 2) Modular Tower there is
obstruction at some level. In the language here, is the following pair 2- divisible:
((1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 4 3))?
Reminder of the positive effect of obstructed components: They have nothing
above them at higher levels, so that eliminates the component from consideration
in the Main Conjecture for any value of r. In the problem here the negative effect
of the appearance of 1 s is toward providing sufficient ramification over cusps in the
Main Conjecture. Here is a projective version of it.
Problem 9.29 (Questions related to Prop. 5.9). Let g˜ be a projective system
of Nielsen class representatives as in Lem. 8.9. Characterize when jmp(g˜) = ∞.
What generalization of Serre’s Prop. could deduce for a projective system above g0
what might be the values of jmp(g˜). Even if the genus 0 condition does not hold in
Prop. 5.9, is there a general procedure for checking the possible values of the lifting
invariant by coalescing branch cycles, as does §5.5, to the case of genus 0?
The main effect of Harbater-Mumford representatives on our Main Conjecture
has been to give lifts of pairs from level 0 to level k where the order of the product
does not change. This has the effect of giving projective systems of cusps on a
Modular Tower with relative ramification of degree 1. For this property (depending
on the outcome of Prob. 9.26), we suggest the natural generalization of H-M reps.
is to consider elements g ∈ Ni(G,C) with having the following form:
g = (g1, . . . , gs1 , gs1+1, . . . , gs1+s2 , . . . , gs1+s2+···+st−1+1, . . . , gs1+s2+···+st)
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(9.16) where, 〈gs1+s2+···+si+1, . . . , gs1+s2+···+si+1〉 is a p′ group, i = 1, . . . , t−1,
and for all i, si ≥ 2.
Example 9.30. Consider 7g, 8g and 9g from Table 1. None are H-M reps.
Yet, for p = 5, each satisfies the p′ property (9.16); (g1, g2, g3, g4) has 〈g1, g2〉 and
〈g3, g4〉 isomorphic to A4 (5 not dividing the order).
H-M reps. were simple enough to allude to them by just the shape of their
Nielsen class representives. Some geometry applications of H-M reps. require not
only that (9.16) holds. Suppose also for each i, (gs1+s2+···+si+1, . . . , gs1+s2+···+si+1)
has entries with product 1, satisfying the genus 0 condition (on each orbit). Such
situations aid in analyzing geometry behind components of reduced Hurwitz spaces.
As an example need for treating Prob. 9.26, note the difficulties in Lem. 7.5 in
establishing that all H4 orbits at level 1 of (G1,C34) have faithful Q′′ action. This
used details from Cor. 5.7.
Appendix A. Coset description of a fundamental domain for Hrdk
§7.1.3 suggests finding good cosets to go from fundamental a domain for level 0
of the (A5,C34 , p = 2) to a fundamental domain for level 1. This includes inspecting
the monodromy groups Hk,0 of the Galois closure of H¯(Gk,C34)→ H¯(G0,C34) for
k large. This will mostly be a 2-group (for a general Modular Tower, mostly a
p-group). When k = 1 the map has degree 16. The monodromy group, H1,0 has
these properties.
(A.1a) |H1,0| = 192 = 26 · 3 and its center has order 2.
(A.1b) It has a subnormal series with abelian quotients: T0⊳T1⊳T2⊳H1,0 with
|T2| = 25 · 3, |T1| = 25 and |T0| = 2.
Note: H1,0 is not entirely a 2-group, having a copy of S3 at the top. This is
from a q ∈ M¯4 inducing an automorphism on a 2-Sylow of G1, though q does not
act as an automorphism of G1 through its Nielsen class action. [Fr01] documents
this very Galois-like (as in [Rig96]) and subtle phenomenon.
Appendix B. Serre’s half-canonical invariant
For any a projective curve X , denote the divisor class of a divisor D on X by
[D]. Our concern here is for divisorsD that are half-canonical: [2D] is the canonical
class (of divisors of meromorphic differentials) on X . Consider the lifting invariant
s(g) for a cover ϕ : X → P1z with a branch cycle description g. Prop. 5.9 discusses
the special case of the lifting invariant that §C calls sH,CH (g). For that case,H → G
comes from a spin separating representation and CH is a lift of 2
′ conjugacy classes.
Particular cases are in Prop. 9.8 and Prop. 9.12. Much of our technical work is to
establish the former proposition is a case of spin separation. For such a spin sep-
arating representation, under special hypotheses, [Ser90a, p. 479] gives a formula
for computing s(g), and §5.5 gives examples of loosening the genus 0 hypothesis to
make this computation. The formula of [Ser90b, p. 548 and p. 550] ties the lifting
invariant to an invariant of Riemann for describing many delicacies about Riemann
surfaces. We explain its potential to create automorphic functions, produced by
θ-nulls, on certain Hurwitz space components. Such functions produced by natural
moduli properties will reveal properties of the moduli space, especially about the
nature of the cusps and divisors supported in the cusps.
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B.1. Half-canonical classes from odd ramification. Assume the cover
ϕ : X → P1z, deg(ϕ) = n has odd order ramification. At each point x′ ∈ X , lying
over z′ ∈ P1z, express ϕ locally as tez′ + z′ with (z − z′)1/e = tz′ (if z′ = ∞ use
z−1/e = t′) with e odd. As the multiplicity of zeros and poles of dϕ is independent
of the local uniformizing paramater, the differential dϕ has all multiplicities of its
zeros and poles even. Serre treats the case with a general curve Y replacing P1z.
Then, the monodromy group of the cover may not be in An. That requires extra
care describing the precise group cover Sˆn that one uses for computing the lifting
invariant. Back to Y = P1z.
Let Dϕ be the divisor
(dϕ)
2 , the divisor of a half-canonical class. Replacing ϕ
by α ◦ ϕ with α ∈ PSL2(C) replaces D be a divisor linearly equivalent to D. The
formula is s(g) = (−1)ℓ(Dϕ)(−1)ω(ϕ). Notations are as follows:
(B.1a) ℓ(D) is the dimension of the linear system of the divisor; and
(B.1b) ω(ϕ) is the sum over ramification indices ex of
e2x−1
8 of ramified x ∈ X .
Formulas using ramification indices depend on the permutation representation giv-
ing a cover. For either of the Nielsen classes Ni(A5,C34)
abs or Ni(A4,C32+32−)
abs
(absolute classes here mean for the standard representations of An, n = 4 or 5),
ω(ϕ) is even. So, s(g) = (−1)ℓ(Dϕ) (see §E.2). This also holds for inner classes in
this case. More significantly, it holds in replacing G0 = A5 (resp. A4) by Gk, the
kth characteristic quotient of the universal 2-Frattini cover of G0, and the standard
representation of G0 by some spin separating representation Tk of Gk.
For p ∈ Hin and (G, T ) a group with a faithful representation, G(T, 1) the
stabilizer of 1 (§3.1.1), we have always to keep in mind the relation of the Galois
cover ϕp : Xˆp → P1z and the cover ϕp,T : Xˆp/G(T, 1) → P1z on the absolute space
Habs. It is the latter we are attaching a half-canonical divisor class (and θ function
below). Still, we suppress T in the continuing discussion. Regard p as a point of
H(G,C, T )abs,rd. To simplify notation, refer to a cover associated with p as Xp.
Proposition B.1 (Even θ nulls). Each representation T : G1 → Adeg(T ) from
Prop. 9.14 and Prop. 9.15 provides an even θ function θp,1 on the cover of degree
deg(T ) corresponding to a point p ∈ H+1 ⊂ Hin,rd1 . Similarly, there is an even
θ function θp,0 corresponding to the Galois cover ϕp with group A5 attached to
p ∈ Hin,rd0 (see §2.3.4).
B.2. Coordinates from θ functions. The final version of [Fri96] gives nor-
malizations of these theta functions (in their dependency on p). That will refer
to this exposition for its setup. Typically the normalization is to integrate the θ
function with respect to a volume form, and set it equal to 1. Prop. B.1 implies the
geometric realization of the unramified spin cover of G comes from a G invariant
nontrivial 2-torsion point up on Pic(Xˆp)
(0); with this description up is unique. In
some cases, the ratio |θp,0(0)/θp,0(up)| (or its log) appears in a nontrivial measure
of the distance from an H-M cusp, so long as that ratio makes sense, the technical
point of the duration of this section.
LetMg be the moduli space of curves of genus g. Suppose H is a Hurwitz space
of covers ϕ : X → P1z having genus g. Then, let [X ] ∈Mg denote the isomorphism
class of the curve. A corollary of one of the main theorems on moduli of curves is
that the map p ∈ H 7→ [Xp] ∈Mg is a morphism of quasi-projective varieties.
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For our applications, consider θp,0: An even function on the universal covering
space P˜ic(Xp)
(0) of Pic(Xp)
(0), the Jacobian (divisor classes of degree 0) of Xp.
Denote by X
(t)
p the positive divisors on Xp of degree t ≥ 1 (different than in §3.1.3
where it was a fiber product). [Mu76, Lecture III] guided this, though detecting
which bits of this construction depend only on p is less obvious.
We need a basis ω = (ω1, . . . , ωg) for global holomorphic differentials on Xp to
see θp,0 in its classical coordinates w = (w1, . . . , wg). Choose a positive degree g
divisor D′ = x′1, . . . , x
′
g. Then, consider any g-tuple of paths (P1, . . . , Pg) on Xp
where Pi starts at x
′
i (denote its endpoint xi), i = 1, . . . , g, so DP =
∑g
i=1 xi ∈ X(g)p
is a positive divisor of degree g. The Jacobi inversion theorem says the following
about the map µD′,ω : P = (P1, . . . , Pg) 7→ [DP −D′] ∈ Pic(Xp)(0).
(B.2a) µD′,ω is surjective.
(B.2b) It factors through P → (∑gi=1 ∫Pi ω1, . . . ,∑gi=1 ωg) ∈ Cw .
(B.2c) The induced map Cw → Pic(Xp)(0) identifies Cw with the universal
covering space P˜ic(Xp)
(0).
This is the classical version of Jacobi Inversion [Sp57, p. 281]. If we know Pic(Xp)
(0)
is a projective variety, then this complex analytic map X
(g)
p → Pic(Xp)(0) is alge-
braic (Chow’s Lemma [Mu66, p. 115] or [Har77, Exer. 4.10, p. 107]). It is a bira-
tional morphism, identifying the two function fields. The differentials (ω1, . . . , ωg)
identify with the differentials (dw1, . . . , dwg) = dw, which live on Pic(Xp)
(0).
Further, for any integer t and any divisor D′′ of degree t, a similar map
µD′′,ω : P = (P1, . . . , Pt) 7→ [DP −D′′] ∈ Pic(Xp)(0)
factors through X
(t)
p . Taking t = 1 and D′′ = x0 ∈ Xp gives an embedding
µx0,ω : Xp → Pic(Xp)(0) (assuming g ≥ 1). Again by Chow’s Lemma, this gives
coordinates on Xp compatible with those of Pic(Xp)
(0). Recover the basis ω as
restriction of dw to µx0,ω(Xp). Finally, let D0 be a positive divisor of degree g− 1.
Then, ΘD0,ω = µD0,ω(X
(g−1)
p ) is a divisor on Pic(Xp)
(0).
Forming this data, however, seemed to require choices in ω and the positive
divisors. Under what circumstances can one use this to construct objects analyti-
cally varying in the coordinates of p (alone —not dependent on our choices)? We
are looking for a global construction tightly tying the curves Xp in the family to
coordinates for Pic(Xp)
(0). That is the topic for the rest of this section.
B.3. θ functions along the moduli space. Even the most relaxed condi-
tions won’t give explicit θ functions in classical coordinates from a uniform con-
struction. Here are reasons.
(B.3a) A nontrivial family of curves will have nontrivial monodromy on the
1st homology (or cohomology) of its fibers.
(B.3b) Analytic coordinates in p for an embedding µp,t : X
(t)
p → Pic(Xp)(0)
come from an analytic choice [Dp,t] of divisor class of degree t.
From (B.3a), in nontrivial algebraic families it is impossible to get a uniform basis
ωp of holomorphic differentials. Since X
(t)
p naturally embeds in Pic(Xp)
(t), use
D ∈ X(t)p 7→ [D − Dp,t] ∈ Pic(Xp)(0) to give analytic coordinates in (B.3b). It is
especially significant for t = 1 and t = g − 1. A [Dp,t] analytic in p ∈ H need not
have a representative divisor (positive or not) with coordinates in p. The divisor
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class is sufficient. Finding, however, such an analytically varying divisor usually
requires it appear from the map ϕp through ramification. That isn’t a formal
definition, though several illustrative situations occur in [DF90b]. An example of
it for (B.3b) when t = g− 1 is having an analytically varying half-canonical divisor
class. In turn that produces a precise copy in Pic(Xp)
(0) of the divisor ΘDp,g−1 .
Let h be any meromorphic function on Xp of degree u. Then, h : Xp → P1v has
zeros x01, . . . , x
0
u and poles x
∞
1 , . . . , x
∞
u .
B.3.1. Abel’s Theorem motivates finding nondegenerate odd θ- nulls. Suppose
we have an embedding of Xp in Pic(Xp)
(0) = J(Xp). So, each zero x
0
i and pole of h
produces a point in J(Xp). List these as wx0i ,wx
∞
i
, i = 1, . . . , u. Yet, finding these
w s doesn’t require giving h. It only needs points x01, . . . , x
0
u and x
∞
1 , . . . , x
∞
u on Xp
viewed as inside J(Xp). Define
[Dx ] = [D(px0i ,wx
∞
i
, i = 1, . . . , u)]
to be the sum of all the wx0i s minus all the wx
∞
i
s on J(Xp). To say [Dx] is zero
means it is the origin of J(Xp).
Theorem B.2 (Abel’s Theorem (generalized)). Existence of h with these zeros
and poles characterizes exactly when [D] is zero.
If h exists, consider the logarithmic derivative dh/h. This is a meromorphic
differential of 3rd kind with pure imaginary periods. Even if h doesn’t exist, given
the divisor Dx above, the following always holds.
(B.4) There is a unique differential ωx with residue divisor Dx having pure
imaginary periods.
Suppose [D] is not zero, but m[D] is zero on J(Xp) for some integer m. Then,
repeating all the zeros and poles m times produces a function h on Xp . The mth
root of h defines a cyclic unramified degree m cover Y → Xp .
B.3.2. Abel’s Theorem and nondegenerate odd θ s. Riemann produced θ = θXp
functions to provide uniformizing coordinates for this construction. Torelli space Tg
is a cover of Mg. The points of Tg lying over [Xp] consists of a canonical basis for
H1(Xp,Z) for which we borrow the notation of a = (a1, . . . , ag) and b = (b1, . . . , bg)
generators from (4.8). See [Sh98, p. 151] for the full abelian variety context of the
next statement.
Lemma B.3 (The Symplectic group). The fiber of Tg over [Xp] is a homoge-
neous space for Sp2g(Z) the group{
T =
(
A B
C D
) | A,B,C,D ∈ Mg(Z), tT ( 0g −IgIg 0g )T = ( 0g −IgIg 0g )
}
.
The standard normalization is to choose ω1, . . . , ωg = ω = ωa so the matrix
Aωa with (i, j) entry
∫
aj
ωi is the identity matrix. The matrix Bωa with (i, j) entry∫
aj
ωi is the period matrix. Then Bωa ,b is symmetric and has positive definite
imaginary part (Riemann’s bilinear relations: [Sp57, p. 254]). Given this, there is
a unique θ function θ = θp,a,b attached to (a,b).
Many mathematical items on Xp appear constructively from this. This in-
cludes functions and meromorphic differentials (with particular zeros and poles).
This was a central goal in generalizing Abel’s Theorem: To provide Abel(-Jacobi)
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constructions for a general Riemann surface. For the function h it has this look:
(B.5) h(x) =
u∏
i=1
θ(
∫ x
x0i
ω)/
u∏
i=1
θ(
∫ x
x∞i
ω).
In θ you see g coordinates; the ith entry is
∫ x
x0i
ωi, an integral over a path on Xp.
The integrals make sense up to integration around closed paths. So, they define a
point in J(Xp).
Even if h doesn’t exist, the logarithmic differential of (B.5) does. It gives the
third kind differential from (B.4). This gives the differential equation defining θ
functions. In expressing h, replace
∫ x
x∞i
ω by a vector w in the universal covering
space of the Jacobian. Form the logarithmic differential of it: dθ(w)/θ(w). To con-
struct his θ functions, Riemann following Abel’s case for cubic equations, imposed
the condition that translations by periods would change the logarithmic differential
only by addition of a constant. With ∇ the gradient in w,
(B.6) ∇(∇θ(w)/θ(w)) is invariant under the lattice of periods.
The main point about θ functions (of 1st order for dimension g) is that there
is essentially just one: θ(w,B) where B runs over symmetric g × g matrices with
imaginary part positive definite. The Θ divisor determines θ(w,B) for fixed B up
to a constant multiple, though we can always translate the Θ divisor on Pic(Xp)
(0).
The space of translated divisors is a homogeneous space for Pic(Xp)
(g−1). In varying
the θ function with p, our concerns include that choice of constant, and also the
analytic choice in p of [Dp] in Pic(Xp)
(g−1). It depends on our goals (one element
of depth in Riemann’s results) what type of choice we want for [Dp]. We illustrate
with Riemann’s original goal.
To represent all functions h appropriately in (B.5), the following is necessary:
(B.7) θ must be an odd function so as to give 0 at w = 0 with multiplicity 1.
B.3.3. Fay’s normalizations and Riemann’s Theorem. [Fay73, p. 1] makes a
choice to replace the matrices A = Ig and B respectively by 2πiIg and Πa,b = 2πiB
is symmetric and its real part is negative definite. This scaling doesn’t change the
isomorphism class of Cgw/La,b and it has numerous advantages. With this notation,
and all these choices, rewrite Riemann’s classical function θ(w,B) as
(B.8) θ(w,Πa,b) = θ
[
0
0
]
(w,Πa,b) =
∑
m∈Zg
exp( 1
2
mΠa,b
tm +mtw).
One can see the difference in the formulas by contrasting with the notation of
[FaK01, Chap. 2]. The 2πi factor appears in their expression for a θ function, and
their version of the heat equation. [FaK01] only considers the case g = 1. From
our viewpoint, that is because they only consider moduli spaces of genus 1 curves
where the j-invariant for a point p is the j-invariant of the curve it represents:
These are modular curves. Their θ-nulls are close to automorphic functions on
these curves, and the relations among the θ- nulls with various characteristics are
algebraic equations describing these curves. [FaK01, Chap. 2,§8]:
In fact, partial motivation for the results discussed so far is
to better understand the multivariable case.
Even for r = 4, Modular Towers forces relating moduli spaces of curves of infinitely
many genuses parametrized by reduced 1-dimensional Hurwitz spaces. When r = 4,
the moduli spaces are upper half plane quotients. So comparing with θ-nulls from
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modular curves is inevitable. Our period matrices Πa,b = Πap ,bp for the curve Xp
are therefore (matrix) functions of τ ∈ H, rather than just being τ .
Notice: Because a lattice is invariant under multiplication by -1, θ(w,Πa,b) is
an even function ofw. This isn’t the function that works in (B.5). Since the divisors
for the θ functions differ only by a translation, giving an appropriate function for
(B.5) comes by translating w. Further, the even θ from Prop. B.1, for g > 1, is not
likely to be this one. As in §2.10 use tA for the transpose of a matrix.
Let e = 2πiǫ + δΠa,b with ǫ, δ ∈ Rg, represent an arbitrary point of Cg. A
special notation —given by characteristics —expresses the θ translated by e (then
multiplied by an exponential factor): θ
[
δ
ǫ
]
(w,Πa,b) =
(B.9)
exp( 1
2
δΠa,b
tδ + (w + 2πiǫ)tδ)θ
[
0
0
]
(w + e,Πa,b)
=
∑
m∈Zg exp( 12 (m + δ)Πa,b
t(m + δ) + (w + 2πiǫ)t(m + δ)).
There are 22g−1+2g−1 choices of (ǫ, δ) ∈ 12Z mod Z giving even θ s (4δ · tδ ≡ 0
mod 2 — even characteristics) and 22g−1 − 2g−1 choices of (ǫ, δ) giving odd θ s.
Riemann’s Theorem identifies the θ from Prop. B.1 with an even characteristic
[Fay73, Thm. 1.1].
B.4. Monodromy, characteristics and Pryms. Again consider p ∈ Hrd,
and let P be a closed path in Hrd based at p. Suppose ap, bp is a choice of canonical
homology basis for H1(Xp ,Z). It is classical that analytic continuation around P
induces a linear transformation ψP on H1(Xp,Z): (ap, bp) 7→ ψP (ap , bp) = (a˜p, b˜p).
Using Lem. B.3, this represents ψP as an element TP ∈ Sp2g(Z). For the modular
curve case, the identification of H1(Xp,Z) with 〈2πi, τ〉 (Fay’s notation) makes this
transparent because each path identifies with an element of SL2(Z).
B.4.1. Monodromy acting on a θ. [FaK01, Chap. 2], [Fay73, p. 7] and [Sh98,
p. 179] use a transformation formula that explains how θ functions change with an
application of ψP a homology basis. Here are is a qualitative description.
(B.10a) Change w to w˜ so analytic continuation around P gives the new nor-
malized period matrix Π˜ = Πa˜p ,b˜p .
(B.10b) Express a translate of w˜ that gives the new θ, a function of (w˜,Πa˜,b˜),
as an explicit multiple of θ
[
δ
ǫ
]
(w,Πa,b).
Express Πa˜,b˜ as (APΠa,b+2πiBP )(CPΠa,b+2πiDP )
−1. Denote CPΠa,b+2πiDP
by MP = MTP (Πa,b) = M . To simplify, refer to TP ∈ Sp2g(Z) as T . Then,
t(a˜p, b˜p) =
(
D C
B A
)
t(a,b) and 2πiw = w˜M . For a g × g matrix U , use bracket
notation {U} for the vector of diagonal elements (as in [Sh98]). The result:
(B.11)
with
[
δ˜
ǫ˜
]
=
(
D −C
−B A
)[ δ
ǫ
]
+ 12
[ {CtD}
{AtB}
]
, θ
[
δ˜
ǫ˜
]
(w˜,Πa˜,b˜) =
Kδ,ǫ,T det(M)
1
2 exp(12 (w∇Π ln(det(M))tw)θ
[
δ
ǫ
]
(w,Πa,b).
Here Kδ,ǫ,T , having absolute value 1, depends on which branch of det(M)
1
2 we have
chosen. When g = 1, [FaK01, p. 101] has Kδ,ǫ,T explicitly, recognizing K0,0,T as
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an 8th root of 1. View ∇Π as producing the matrix whose (i, j) entry is the partial
with respect to the variable in the (i, j) position of Π.
B.4.2. Monodromy on a Hurwitz fiber. Suppose H is a Hurwitz family (any r)
for some absolute Nielsen class from (G ≤ Sn,C) (or inner cases).
Definition B.4. Call (G ≤ Sn,C) g(alois)c(losure)-ramified if for any cover
ϕ : X → P1z in the Nielsen class, there is no unramified cover Y → X , of degree
exceeding 1, fitting in a diagram Xˆ → Y → X with the Galois closure Xˆ of ϕ.
The notion gc-ramified (without the name) is from [Fri89, Lem. 3.3] which
characterizes it using a branch cycle description g for ϕ. It is usual that ϕ is gc-
ramified (true in our cases), though nonpathological examples abound where it is
not [Fri89, Ex. 3.4]. Let H be any subgroup of G(1). Consider the permutation
representation TH : G → S(G:H) on H cosets. There is a map from disjoint cycles
of TH(g), g ∈ G, to disjoint cycles of g: Any g orbit of H cosets goes to the
corresponding orbit of G(1) cosets. Call g unramified in H if the lengths of the
disjoint cycle of TH(g) and the corresponding disjoint cycle of g are equal.
Lemma B.5. Let Ht(g) be minimal among H ≤ G(1) with gi unramified in H,
i = 1, . . . , r. Then, (G,C) is gc-ramified if and only if Ht(g) = G(1).
In the notation above, let z be the branch points of ϕ, P1, . . . , Pr a set of
classical generators of π1(Uz , z0) (§1.2), and g the genus of X . By a θ-null we mean
a function of the form θ
[
δ
ǫ
]
(0,Πa,b) 6= 0, a θ with characteristic evaluated at 0.
Let S1 be the multiplicative group of complex numbers having absolute value 1.
The expression f(p) mod S1 refers to a function at p ∈ Hrd up to multiplication
by elements in S1.
Proposition B.6. Assume (G ≤ Sn,C) is gc-ramified. Then there is an
effective procedure for computing Hr on π1(X). Assume r = 4. This action extends
to M¯4 acting on the reduced Nielsen classes. For g ∈ Ni(G,C)rd/N , let M¯g be the
stabilizer in M¯4 of the reduced class of g. Then, there is an effective procedure for
computing M¯g acting on π1(X) (extending the action of §4.2 and Prop. 4.4). This
induces a map ϕ∗ : M¯g → Sp2g(Z) through which M¯g acts as in (B.11).
Suppose elements in the classes C all have odd order and there is an even
half-canonical class on Xp given by dϕp according to the conclusion of Prop. B.1.
Let
[
δp
ǫp
]
be the characteristic corresponding to it (relative to ap , bp) at the point
p ∈ Hrd. If θ
[
δp
ǫp
]
(0,Πap ,bp ) is not 0 at all points p, then the action of ϕ∗ gives a
θ-null mod S1, an automorphic function on Hrd.
Comments. The effective procedure for computing the monodromy is [Fri89,
§3.2]. For γ, γ′ ∈ M¯4, consider Tγ , Tγ′ the corresponding elements in Sp2g(Z), so
and Mγ(Πa,b) and Mγ′(Πa,b) are the corresponding M factors. Then,
Mγ′γ(Πa,b) =Mγ′(γ(Πa,b)Mγ(Πa,b) mod S
1[Sh98, p. 177].
So, mod S1, the M s are factors of automorphy.
From [Sh98, Thm. 27.2], however, finding factors of automorphy without mod-
ding out by S1 improves if we know Tγ is in the level 2 congruence subgroup of
Sp2g(Z). Then, the 4th power of the θ-null is an automorphic function. 
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B.4.3. Automorphic functions and Pryms along Hrd. Again, suppose elements
in the classes C all have odd order and dϕp gives an even half-canonical class
on Xp as in the conclusion of Prop. B.1. Let Gˆ → G be the spin cover. Let
wˆp ∈ Cgˆ represent the unique G invariant nontrivial 2-division point on Pic(0)(Xˆp)
corresponding to the unramified spin cover ψp : Yp → Xˆp corresponding to spin
separation. Denote the genus of Xˆp by gˆ, global holomorphic differentials on Yp by
Γ(Ω1(Yp)). As in [Mu76, p. 91], Pic(Yp)
(0) is isogenous to Pic(Xˆp)
(0)×Ap with Ap
(the Prym) an abelian variety of dimension gˆ− 1. Properties of this construction:
(B.12a) The tangent space at 0 ∈ Ap identifies with the −1 eigenspace, of the
involution of Yp commuting with ψp , on Γ(Ω
1(Yp)).
(B.12b) The isogenies between Pic(Xˆp)
(0)×Ap and Pic(Yp)(0) have degree 22g−1
in each direction, composing to multiplication by 2, with wˆp generating
ker(Pic(Xˆp)
(0) → Pic(Yp)(0)) def= Z/2(p).
More than just the involution of Yp, all of Gˆ acts on this construction. Analysis
of this prym varying canonically with p will be in the final version of [Fri96] (see
§E.2.2 for the easiest appearance of a Prym).
Consider again p ∈ H(A5,C34)in,rd. Is there a nondegenerate θ-null (nonzero
and varying with p) through Xp represented as a point on the moduli space of
curves of genus 21? This is what Prop. B.6 has as an hypothesis. This requires at
least that the image [Xp] of the curve for p ∈ Hin,rd0 vary nontrivially in the moduli
space M21 as p varies. [FKK01, Main Thm] shows the moduli of all families of
inner (An,C3r) covers, r ≥ n as in Ex. 3.17, varies nontrivially.
Our case, however, is inner covers with r = n − 1 = 4, so this does not apply
directly. It is more elementary. Let H(G,C)in,rd be an inner reduced Hurwitz space
with r ≥ 4, where the genus g of the covers exceeds 1.
Lemma B.7. The moduli map p ∈ H(G,C)in,rd 7→ [Xp ] ∈Mg is nonconstant.
Proof. Restrict the argument to any geometrically connected component of
H(G,C)in,rd. Assume the result is false and X = Xp is the constant image of the
moduli map. So, with p running over H(G,C)in,rd, there are an infinite number of
inequivalent Galois covers ϕp : X → P1z with group Gp (isomorphic to G, though
not necessarily equal to it). Consider the group G∗ these Gp s generate in the
automorphism group of X . Since g(X) ≥ 2, this is a finite group. So there are
only finitely many covers up to equivalence in this class. The family is connected:
There is only one cover up to equivalence, contradicting the above. 
[Fay73, Cor. 3.2] provides coordinates for period matrix degeneration as points
onMg approach its boundary. The simplest corollary considers being near that part
of the boundary with period matrices close to products of period matrices of elliptic
curves. All the even θ-nulls are nonzero and all the odd θ-nulls are nondegenerate
on an elliptic curve. (§E.2.3 therefore shows H(A4,C34)rd,+ has a nonzero even θ-
null.) So, these coordinates show the same holds for jacobians close to such points.
For H-M components of Modular Tower levels, although the degeneration isn’t quite
so simple, this type of analysis also works. This is the Mumford half of the reason
for calling them Harbater-Mumford representatives (continuing in [Fri96]).
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Appendix C. Covers and lifting invariants
Computations toward Main Conjecture Prob. 1.1 — showing the genus of com-
ponents of levels of a reduced Modular Tower go up —require recognizing the
organization of γ∞ orbits within the M¯4 orbits on the Nielsen class. Every curve
cover in a Nielsen class deforms to a cover associated with collections of cusps.
Equivalencing covers according to which cusps are in their deformation range (call
this d(eformation)- equivalence) is equivalent to finding M¯4 orbits.
Acting with a braid generator on Nielsen classes is quite elementary. Yet, as the
main examples of this paper show, finding M¯4 orbits is usually difficult. Further,
even when we find from M¯4 action that there are several components, we need to
know if these components are conjugate under GQ. In significant cases we expect
intrinsic geometry (of covers in our case) to inform GQ about d-equivalence. Our
examples show that augmenting bare braid group computations with lifting invari-
ants often reveals such intrinsic geometry. Two covers certainly have differences
in their d-equivalence classes if one has unramified covers with a given group the
other does not have. While there are other ways to say they have different geome-
tries, this and its generalizations are d-equivalence invariants. The remainder of
this section formulates this purely group theoretically.
C.1. The lifting invariant and Nielsen separation. Up to d-equivalence,
assume two covers (in the same Nielsen class) whose Hr orbits we wish to compare
have the same branch points z so can compare them as covers by their branch cycles
using the same classical generators of P1z \{z}. If the monodromy group of the cover
is G, let these branch cycles be g = (g1, . . . , gr) ∈ Gr and g ′ = (g′1, . . . , g′r) ∈ Gr
(both in Ni(G,C); §3.1.1).
Consider ψH : H → G, and a choice of CH : r conjugacy classes lifting to H
those of C.
For g ∈ Ni(G,C), consider the (H,CH)-lifting invariant:
sH,CH (g) = {Π(g∗) | g∗ = g mod ker(ψH), g∗ ∈ CH , 〈g∗〉 = H}.
Use Yg for the collection of sH,CH (g) running over all (H,CH) to separate
d-inequivalent elements in Ni(G,C). Two cases appear often in this paper.
(C.1a) G ≤ An for some integer n and H = Gˆ is the pullback of G to Spinn
in Prop. 5.9.
(C.1b) G = Gk is the k characteristic quotient of the universal p-Frattini cover
of the group G0, and H = R
′
k in Prop. 9.6.
When p = 2, and G0 = An, we may compare (C.1a) with (C.1b), and ask if
the latter is a case of the former through some embedding of Gk in an alternating
group. That is exactly what happens in our main example at level 1 (Prop. 9.8).
The following easy lemma slightly generalizes [Fri95a, Lem. 3.12]
Lemma C.1. Yg is an Hr invariant:
sH,CH (g) = sH,CH ((g)Q) for Q ∈ Hr,
any (H,CH). It is a d-equivalence invariant.
Definition C.2. Call g and g ′ in Ni(G,C) Nielsen separated if the collection
Yg differs from Yg ′ .
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Question C.3. If g and g ′ are in separate d-equivalence classes, are Yg and
Y ′g provably (computationally, significantly) different so as to detect this?
C.2. Frattini central extensions. The case of Nielsen separation from this
paper is where ψ : H → G is a Frattini central extension with ker(ψ) of order prime
to the orders of elements in C. Construct CH as the conjugacy classes C of G,
each lifted (uniquely) to H to have the same order. The next lemma follows easily
from the technique of [FV91, App].
Lemma C.4. For g ∈ Ni(G,C), sH,CH (g) = s(g) is a single element. Assume
Ni(G,C) 6= ∅ and
(C.2) conjugacy classes in C appear many times.
Then {s(g) | g ∈ Ni(G,C)} = ker(ψ). So, there are at least | ker(ψ)| orbits for
Hr on Ni(G,C).
General Nielsen separation uses complicated witnessing pairs (H,CH). In the
last example, the (H,CH) witnessing separation is a small cover of (G,C). Lem. C.4
shows that embeddings in alternating groups are only a tiny part of the story of
general Nielsen separation of orbits of Hr.
For instance, consider the universal p-Frattini cover pG˜ of any simple group G
(p | |G|; Thm. 5.21) or p-split, p-perfect group with non-cyclic p-Sylow (Prop. 5.3).
Then, pG˜ has infinitely many quotients G
′ with H ′ → G′ a central (Frattini)
extension with ker(H ′ → G′) = Z/p. In any of these circumstances, consider such
a group G′ and corresponding p′ conjugacy classes C′ satisfying the hypotheses of
Lem. C.4. Then, the Hurwitz space H(G′,C′) has at least p components. For,
however, a fixed G, p, and r (say, r = 4) consider for which r-tuples of p′ conjugacy
classes C, does the collection of covers H ′ → G′ Nielsen separate Hr (equivalently
M¯4) orbits on Ni(G
′,C) (with G′ running over the mentioned quotients of pG˜).
Appendix D. The Open Image Theorem
Use the notation of Prop. 4.16. Figuring the image of GK (up to subgroups of
finite index) in Hom∗(π(p)1 , ker0)/ ker0 or in Hom
∗(Tp, ker0)/(ker0, ker0)) generalizes
the goal of Serre’s Theorem in [Ser68]. One goal would be to decide (find situations)
when this action has an open orbit.
D.1. Interpreting and extending the Open Image Theorem. From the
Hurwitz viewpoint, [Ser68] is the case G0 = Dp, where Xp0 is an elliptic curve. It
says, the image of GK is an open subgroup of the general linear group acting on the
Tate module of Xp0 , if Xp0 has no complex multiplications. Otherwise, its image
is an open subgroup of the Tate module automorphisms commuting with the ring
of endomorphisms.
Much of [Ser68] describes the complex multiplication case. Still, the guiding
theorem is [Ser68, IV-20]: If j(E) is not an algebraic integer (at p), then the
image of GK in the Tate module of E is the full general linear group. Further,
in its closing pages, [Ser68] outlines the case when j(E) is integral and E has no
complex multiplication. Prop. 4.15 has a framework for considering these results
applied to a Modular Tower where direct analogs would start with one prime ℓ
(with ℓ not dividing G). We’ll use p0 ∈ H(A5,C34)in(Q¯) for explicit comments.
Since H(A5,C34)in,rd covers the j-line, interpret p0 ∈ H(A5,C34)in(Q¯) as being
ℓ-adically close to∞ if its j-invariant is sufficiently negative for the ℓ-adic valuation.
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A first goal is to find the largest (up to equivalence according to the Lie algebra
of the image) possible action of GK on projective systems of points lying over
p0 ∈ H(A5,C34)in(K). Finding how to estimate how ℓ-adically close to ∞ would
be part of this.
We make simplifying assumptions to propose a program. We haven’t yet found
a good analog on a general (p-perfect) Modular Tower. There are two parts. §D.2
reminds of the place where a p-Frattini covering property enters in Serre’s Open
Image Theorem. §D.3 gives a precise test case for starting from Serre’s situation
using j values ℓ-adically close to ∞ for some prime ℓ.
D.2. p-part of the outer monodromy group. Let HMP(A5,C34) be the
subset of projective systems {pk}∞k=0 (points) on the (A5,C34 , 2) Modular Tower
lying over p0 ∈ H(A5,C34)in,rd (so they correspond to elements of Ni(pG˜,C)in
(Prop. 4.15) with this additional property:
(D.1) Each pk lies in a component at level k containing H-M reps.
An absolute Galois group preserves the collection of H-M components [Fri95a,
proof Lem. 3.22]. So, it is a special case of the problem to describe the H-M
components at every level (see Rem. D.3).
Let K be a number field. Consider an arbitrary reduced Modular Tower (pos-
sibly inner, or absolute) {Hrdk }∞k=0. Apply the notation of §A to a projective system
of K components {H′k}∞k=0. Specifically, let H ′k,j be the (geometric) monodromy
group of the map H′k → H′j with H ′k the (geometric) monodromy group from
H′k → P1j \ {∞}. The [Ser68] case is · · · → Y0(pk+1)→ Y0(pk)→ · · · → P1j \ {∞},
the arithmetic monodromy groups are GL2(p
k+1) while the geometric monodromy
groups are SL2(p
k+1) [Ser92, p. 47]. Lem. 7.1 computes the geometric and arith-
metic monodromy groups for level 0 of the (A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower. The
modular curve tower has p-groups for Hk,0. §A notes that for the (A5,C34 , p = 2)
Modular Tower, H ′1,0 (for either component) is not a 2-group as its order is divisible
by 1 power of 3.
A basic lemma is that PSL2(Zp) → PSL2(Z/p) is a Frattini cover if p ≥ 5
[Ser68, IV- 23]. For p = 3: PSL2(3) is A4 —acting on the 4 points of the projective
plane. So, it is not 3- perfect and its universal 3-Frattini cover is K4 ×sZ3.
For p ≥ 5, the result is a very strong Hilbert’s Irreducibility Theorem for this
situation hidden in [Ser68]. It starts by assuming p0 ∈ Y0(p), and the Galois closure
of K(p)/K contains SL2(Z/p). The conclusion: For any k ≥ 0 and pk ∈ Y0(pk+1)
over p0, the Galois closure of K(pk+1)/K equals the full arithmetic monodromy
group of Y0(p
k+1) → P1j \ {∞}. This is the strongest conclusion supporting the
open image theorem. Considering Modular Towers requires addressing the next
problem, especially in the p-split case (the topic of [Fr01]).
Problem D.1. Assume G0 is p-perfect. Characterize when for some j ≥ 1,
lim∞←kH ′k is a p-Frattini cover of H
′
j?
To understand a general Modular Tower requires considering geometric compo-
nents other than H-M types that could provide projective (unobstructed) systems
of components. Here is an example. Suppose a collection of conjugacy classes C
satisfies the following properties.
(D.2a) Ni(G0,C) contains no H-M reps (say, if r is odd).
(D.2b) Ni(Gk,C) is nonempty for all k ≥ 0.
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Example D.2 (Geometry of other than H-M components). Example: Suppose
r = 3t with t odd and with all conjugacy classes equal to C, a rational p′ conjugacy
class of an element of order t. Assume also: G0 = 〈g1, g2, g3〉 with gi ∈ C, i = 1, 2, 3.
If g˜i is a lift of gi to C in Gk, then
(g˜1, . . . , g˜1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
, g˜2, . . . , g˜2︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
, g˜3, . . . , g˜3︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
) ∈ Ni(Gk,C).
Remark D.3 (How many H-M components at each level?). It would help if
there were just one H-M component at each level of a Modular Tower. For a
general Modular Tower a simple assumption guarantees this [Fri95a, Th. 3.21].
This assumption, however, holds in none of the cases when r = 4 in this paper. The
conclusion can even be false: Ex. 9.2 has two H-M components at level 1. [Fri96]
gives an explicit r0 = r0(n) for the Modular Towers associated to (An,C3r , 2) so
that each level of the Modular Tower has exactly one H-M component (though
possibly many components if the level k is large) if r ≥ r0. If r = n − 1 or n,
however, the number of H-M components is still a mystery.
D.3. Finding the Frobenius. Consider P4(Q((t))) \D) × P1z over the field
Q((t)) = K of Laurent series. Regard PSL2(K) as acting as in §3.7 (except extend-
ing to the P1z component). Let d be a squarefree integer. Start with a tangential
base point convenient for such an ℓ-adic investigation. A convenient example is
that from [We01, §2]:
Spec(Q((t)))→ P4(Q((t))) \D)× P1z/PSL2(Q(t))
by using the unordered four points S = {±√d ± i√t} = {z1, . . . , z4} in the first
position and z0 = 0 (a fixed base point) in the last position. To extend the map to
Spec(Q[[t]]) = Spec(R) requires forming a special fiber in place of P1z over j = ∞.
Extending the Stable Compactification Theorem appropriately to covers replaces
P1z by three copies P
1
z, P
1
w5 and P
1
w6 tied together as on the left side of Table 5.
Table 5. The configuration of P1 s at a special fiber
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
• • • •☞
☞
☞☞
▲
▲
▲▲
☞
☞
☞☞
▲
▲
▲▲
✓
✓
✓✓
❙
❙
❙❙z1
z2
z3
z4z0
P1w5 P
1
w6
P1z 5 6
1 2 3 4
0
Each of the two pairs of points coming together (complex conjugate pairs) is
wandering in t space. Add a line of directions for the approach of each pair. Each
pair degenerates to the common limit of the two points with the addition of the
direction of their coming together in the copy of P1z. The downward pointing tree
on the right in Table 5 has root 0 labeled for the component P1z, one edge each for
P1w5 and P
1
w6 (with corresponding vertices 5 and 6) and four leaf edges terminating
in vertices corresponding to the points z1, . . . , z4.
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Computing with this amounts to finding explicit action of GQ((t)) on the ele-
ments of the Nielsen classes Ni(Gk,C34)
in,rd representing germs of covers approach-
ing the special fiber. For example, in the complex conjugate pairs business above,
identify each component with a choice of coordinate w. That identifies the func-
tion field of the copy of P1K (modulo the action of PGL2(R)). For the root com-
ponent use z. For P1w5 , the component from z1 and z2 coming together, choose
w5 = (z +
√
d)/
√
t. For P1w6 choose w6 = (z −
√
d)/
√
t. Then,
z1 = −
√
d+ i
√
t, z2 = −
√
d− i
√
t, z3 =
√
d+ i
√
t, z4 =
√
d− i
√
t.
As t 7→ 0, z1 and z2 have limit −
√
d on P1z. On, however, P
1
w5 , the w5 values
representing the limit of z1 and z2 are i and −i. Similarly for z3 and z4 coming
together, given by
√
d on P1z and w6 values i and −i.
Let q0 be the generator of G(Q((t))/Q¯((t))). The coordinates on each com-
ponent give the q0 action on the tree. Extend it to the fundamental group of
the tree. The assumptions for this explicit action are in [We01]. First: Identify
t1/n 7→ ζnt1/n as a braid by recognizing its action on the tree. As in our example,
this is from writing z1, . . . , zr ∈ C(t1/n) explicitly as zi(t1/n). You get the image
of the braid in Sr just from its action on the power series for z1, . . . , zr. Vertices
v of the tree consist of S ∪ {z0} together with the components of the special fiber.
Edges are from a point of S lying on a component, or from the meeting of two
components. Suppose an edge e = (v1, v2) represents the component meeting at a
singular point xe ∈ X ′ (like P1w5 and P1z meeting). Then, the local ring around that
point is OR,xe = R[[u1, u2]]/(ue,1ue,2 = tne) for some well-determined ne where
ue,i = ui = 0 defines the two components, i = 1, 2. Fix t0 < ǫ, and form a
neighborhood Ve using the coordinates (ue,1, ue,2, t) to include the arc
ce : s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ (tne/2n0 e2πis, tne/2n0 e−2πis, t1/n0 ).
Let Ut0 = P
1
z \ {z1(t1/n0 ), . . . , zr(t1/n0 )}.
For a leaf edge e take the clockwise path around zi. For v ∈ V (T ) \ {v0},
set e = (ℜ(v), v) ∈ E(T ) and let Uv be the connected component of Ut0 \ (∪e′ce′)
containing the annulus
{(ue,1, ue,2, t) ∈ Ve | |u1,e| > |u2,e|}.
This is the topological realization of the ordered tree.
Reminder of those details: [We01, §2.3] produces the presentation compatible
with a given graph. For v ∈ V (T ) \ {v0}, let the unique path pv connecting v0 to v
be denoted (v0, v1, . . . , vk−1, v). Let e = (vk−1, v), zv = ce(0) and zv0 = z0. Choose
a simple path av : [0, 1] → U¯v leading from zvk−1 to zv. Let bv = av1 · · · av, and
γv = bvceb
−1
v (an element of π1(U, z0)).
As usual, use classical generators γ1, . . . , γ4, clockwise around the z1, . . . , z4
from z0. Add these paths: γ5 = γ1γ2, γ6 = γ3γ4. We act on the opposite side of
Wewers, following the notation of §3.2.1. So, q0 acts as
γq01 = γ
−1
1 γ2γ1, γ
q0
2 = γ1, γ
q0
3 = γ
−1
3 γ4γ3, γ4 = γ
q0
3 .
Then, with Π5 = 〈γ1, γ2〉 and Π6 = 〈γ3, γ4〉, and σ ∈ GQ,
γi
σ = β−1(i)σγ
χ(σ)
(i)σ β(i)σ with βi ∈ Π5, i = 1, 2, and βi ∈ Π6, i = 3, 4.
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The action of σ on the subscripts of the βi s is the obvious one from our the action
of σ on the Puiseux expression of the paths in S. Further, with ǫ : GQ → {±1},
γσi = γ
ǫ(σ)χ(σ)
i , i = 5, 6.
[We01, Lem. 2.19] shows that if ℓ is prime to |G| and the branch locus doesn’t
degenerate at ℓ, we may take t0 in the maximal ideal of the valuation ring for Qℓ and
specialize all the actions. There would be two steps in the program corresponding
to two parts of Serre’s result. Still, we restrict to the case of H-M components for
the (A5,C34 , p = 2) Modular Tower.
(D.3a) For a = t0 ∈ Q¯, giving j(t0) suitably ℓ-adically close to ∞ draw de-
ductions about the action of Qℓ on p ∈ H(Gk,C34)in,rd for p lying over
j(a) in an H-M component.
(D.3b) Estimate from this the ℓ-adic domain in the j-line to which the one
may analytically continue from j(a) the Lie algebra action of GQℓ on
the ℓ-adic Grassmanian of §4.4.3.
Toward (D.3a), an accomplishment would be to differentiate between the action of
GQℓ on H-M reps. and on near H-M reps., exactly as we did with GR at all levels of
the Modular Tower in Prop. 6.8, and Wewers did ℓ-adically at level 0 of the same
Modular Tower.
Appendix E. Simple branching and j-awareness
Two situations about a Modular Tower require extending considerations of this
paper. The most classical situation doesn’t satisfy p-perfectness. §E.1 discusses
a reasonable remedy. Further, given a reduced Modular Tower {Hrdk }∞k=0, some
significant part of the tower may come from a tower of modular curves. While
monodromy groups of the levels over the j-line often preclude this, it is difficult to
compute the monodromy groups even should that be sufficient to set the matter
straight. §E.2 illustrates by example the problems.
E.1. More complicated Hurwitz spaces for non-p-perfect G0. The pair-
ing of dihedral groups and modular curves generalizes neatly into Modular Towers
to include, for example, simple groups and any prime that divides the order of such
a group. Still, the most classical case of moduli of covers does not: simple branching
(Sn,C2r , p = 2) with C2r being r ≥ 2(n − 1) involutions in Sn with n ≥ 4. Since
ϕ : Sn ։ Z/2 has kernel An, Sn is not 2-perfect, and 2 divides the orders of the
conjugacy classes. [Fr01] explains this situation in more generality (as in Ex. 3.27).
The remedy, however, is clear. Regard each level 0 curve in the reduced Hurwitz
space as coming with a map to a hyperelliptic curve. Then view the (ramified) An
cover of hyperelliptic curves (of genus g = r−2(n−1)2 ) as the starting point for
unramified projective systems of covers coming from the universal 2-Frattini cover
of An. Prop. 5.9 applies to this situation extending its application to Modular
Towers starting with covers of P1z. [Fr01] illustrates this with n = 5 using just the
group theory from this paper.
E.2. Modular curve quotients from a Modular Tower. Continue with
r = 4 as at the beginning of this section. Ex. 3.27 gives situations automatically
implying the jacobian of Xˆp, p ∈ Hrd maps through the elliptic curve with j-
invariant j(p). (This is equivalent to Xˆp itself mapping onto this elliptic curve.)
This is the situation we call j-aware. Even if Xˆp maps through an elliptic curve, it
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may not be the elliptic curve with j-invariant j(p). For a general Modular Tower
the jacobians of the corresponding curves at level k go up in rank very quickly.
Given the rank rk0 of ker0, inductively compute the rank of kerk+1 as rkk+1 =
1+(rkk−1)prkk from the Shreier formula. Given the genus g0 of Xˆ0 (a curve at level
0), computed from the branch cycles as a cover of P1z, then gk+1− 1 = prkk(gk− 1).
For (A5,C34 , p = 2), g0 = 21 and rk0 = 5, so g1 = 1 + 5 · 27, rk1 = 1 + 27,
g2 = 1 + 5 · 214, rk2 = 1 + 21+7+27 , . . . .
E.2.1. Extending Ex. 9.2. §B continues the Nielsen class Ni(A4,C32+32−) from
Ex. 9.2. We show level 0 is not a modular curve.
The natural map from modding out by the Klein 4-group in A4 gives A4 → A3.
Regard C4 = (±1)4/〈(−1,−1,−1,−1)〉 as a multiplicative group of order 8. Any
element of Ni(A4,C32+32−) (the level 0 Nielsen class) gives a symbol (ǫ1, . . . , ǫ4) ∈ C4
where two entries are +1 and two entries are -1. Let Hrd,+0 be the H-M compo-
nent of this reduced Hurwitz space at level 0 (as in Ex. 3.17). The absolute and
inner (nonreduced) spaces, Habs,+0 and Hin,+0 , at level 0, have a natural degree 2
map ψin,abs : Hin,+0 → Habs,+0 . The element sh2q1q−13 ∈ Q′′ takes the 4-tuple
((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 3 4), (1 4 3)) to the 4-tuple ((1 4 3), (1 3 4), (1 3 2), (1 2 3)). The lat-
ter is conjugation of the former by (2 4). This is exactly why ψin,abs has degree
2 (illustrating Thm. 3.16). Then, Habs,+0 is a family of genus 1 curves, while the
curves of Hin,+0 have genus gin,0 with 2(12 + gin,0 − 1) = 4 · 4 · 2: gin,0 = 5. Since,
however, we mod out by Q′′ to get reduced Nielsen classes, this induces an iso-
morphism of Hin,rd,+0 with Habs,rd,+0 . As in §2.8.3 and Prop. 6.8, the spaces still
represent different moduli problems. Neither reduced space is a fine (or even b-fine)
moduli space according to Prop. 4.7. Still, to simplify, refer to both as Hrd,+0 .
Choose a basepoint j0 ∈ (1,+∞) from P1j(R) (as in Lem. 6.5). Then, M¯4 acts
on allowable symbols from C4, giving a cover H(A3)→ P1j \ {∞} with this branch
cycle description: γ′0 = (1 2 3), γ
′
1 = (1 3) and γ
′
∞ = (1 2). One H-M rep. g
+−+− ∈
Ni(A4,C32+32−) lies over (+1,−1,+1,−1) ∈ C4 and and one over (+1,−1,−1,+1),
g+−−+ ∈ Ni(A4,C32+32−): mp(g+−+−) = 2 while mp(g+−−+) = 3 (as in §2.9.3).
With (+1,−1,+1,−1) over j0 as a basepoint for the cover Hrd,+0 → H(A3), the
fiber over this point has representatives
g1 = ((1 2 3), (1 3 2), (1 3 4), (1 4 3)), g2 = ((1 2 3), (1 2 4), (1 3 4), (2 3 4)),
g3 = ((1 2 3), (1 2 4), (1 4 2), (1 3 2)).
It is easy from this to form a branch cycle description for H¯rd,+0 → P1j :
γ′′0 = (1, 6, 9)(2, 5, 8)(3, 4, 7),
γ′′1 = (1, 8)(2, 7)(3, 9)(4, 6),
γ′′∞ = (1, 5, 2, 4)(3, 6)(7, 8, 9).
The group generated by these has size 648 and is centerless. Denote 〈γ′′0 , γ′′1 , γ′′∞〉
by H0. As the geometric monodromy group of a chain of two degree 3 extensions,
it would naturally be a subgroup of the wreath product S3 ≀S3, as in the argument
of Lem. 7.1. The full wreath product has order 1296, while the kernel for the
projection H0 → S3 is the subgroup of (a, b, c) ∈ S33 for which abc ∈ A3.
E.2.2. H(A4,C32+32−)abs,rd,+ is not a modular curve. Our problem was to de-
cide, for a general cover ϕp : Xp → P1z in this family, lying over j(p), if the Galois
closure Xˆp of the cover could factor through the elliptic curve with j invariant j(p).
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This is equivalent to Pic(0)(Xˆp) having that elliptic curve as an isogeny factor. The
generality of the next argument in r will appear in later applications. Let K4 be
the copy of the Klein 4-group in A4.
Lemma E.1. For p generic, Pic(0)(Xˆp) is isogenous to
Pic(0)(Xˆp/K4)× Pic0(Xp)× Ep,1 × Ep,2
with Pic(0)(Xˆp/K4) a simple abelian variety of dimension 2, and Ep,1 and Ep,2
Prym (elliptic) varieties for the hyperelliptic curve Xˆp/K4.
Terms and outline of proof. Riemann-Hurwitz shows Xˆp/K4 has genus
2. [Vo¨95a, p. 167] shows for any r ≥ 4, the general cyclic degree 3 triple cover
with r branch points has a simple Jacobian. This result applies to available for A4
covers no matter the number of branch points. The proof considers K, the function
field Q(Ur) of the branch point locus, with the field of definition for the generic
cover C → P1z and its group of automorphisms adjoined. Then, for ℓ ≥ 5 a prime,
GK acts on the ℓ-division points Pic(C)
(0)
ℓ = Jℓ according to this recipe:
(E.1a) If ℓ ≡ 1 mod 3 then Jℓ = V ⊕ V ′ with V and V ′ a standard isotropic
decomposition with respect to the Weil pairing, GK fixing V and V
′,
inducing a group between SLr−2(Z/ℓ) and GLr−2(Z/ℓ); and
(E.1b) if ℓ ≡ −1 mod 3, then Aut(C/P1z) makes Jℓ an Fℓ2 vector space, with
GK inducing a group between SUr−2(Z/ℓ) and GUr−2(Z/ℓ).
Suppose J(C) = J is not simple. Let K1 be a finite extension over which J is
isogenous to a product of abelian varieties, so GK1 acts through a reducible normal
subgroup of one of the simple groups occurring in (E.1). Then, the finite group
GK/GK1 would contain infinitely many nonisomorphic simple groups, according to
the composition factors appearing in the cases of (E.1).
Finally, the cover Xˆp → Xˆp/K4 is unramified, and for each copy A of a Z/2
in K4, Xˆp/A → Xˆp/K4 is a Prym cover. So, Pic(0)(Xˆp/A) has a degree 2 isogeny
to Pic(0)(Xˆp/K4)× EA with EA an elliptic curve (§B.4.3 and [Mu76, Lecture IV,
p. 90-94]). If A1 and A2 generate K4, then their associated elliptic curves Ei,
i = 1, 2, give the curves appearing in the statement of the lemma. These isogeny
factors account for Pic(0)(Xˆp) up to isogeny. 
Many different maps from PSL2(Z) to PSL2(Z/n) induce projective systems
of covers of the j-line having the same geometric monodromy as the projective
system of curve covers called modular curves. Even, however, if some of these
covers did have significant moduli problems describing them, they would not be
the same as those describing modular curves. For example, having monodromy
group S3 = PSL2(Z/2) does not imply an upper half plane quotient is the λ-line
cover of the j-line. That is the case with our space Hrd,+.
Lemma E.2. The cover ψ¯rd : H¯rd,+ → P1j does not factor through P1λ. So,
Hrd,+ is not a modular curve.
Proof. Since the moduli space Hrd,+ is a family of r = 4 branch point covers,
Ex. 3.30 shows it does not satisfy the moduli interpretation for factoring through
P1λ. As the monodromy group has S3 as a quotient, this means Hrd,+ → P1 \ {∞}
is not a quotient of a modular curve. 
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E.2.3. Inspecting if Hrd,+ is j-aware. Suppose g ∈ A4 defines the degree 2 cover
Xˆp/〈g〉 → Xˆp/K4. The other degree two covers (for example, Ep,2) in Lem. E.1
have the form Xˆp/〈hgh−1〉 → Xˆp/K4 with h having order 3. So, if for a generic
j value Xˆp/〈g〉 is isogenous to Eψ(p), then so will be Xˆp/〈hgh−1〉. According to
Lem. E.1, to decide if Hrd,+ is j-aware requires answering the following question.
Problem E.3. For general p ∈ Hrd,+, is either Xp or Ep,1 isogenous to the
elliptic curve with j-invariant ψ(p).
We leave this question after the following observations. Since the question is
for general p, and we know from [FKK01, Main Thm] we may assume Xp has no
complex multiplication. The Riemann-Roch Theorem for genus 1 curves gives the
dimension of linear systems of 2-division points as the dimension of H0(κp −Dϕp )
where κp is the canonical class, which on a genus 1 curve is trivial. This dimension
is 1 (odd) if Dϕp is linearly equivalent to 0, and 0 (even) if not. So, according to
Prop. B.1, the linear equivalence class of Dϕp defines a non-trivial Q(p) 2-division
point on Pic0(Xp).
Appendix F. A representation difference between M¯4 on Ni
+
1 and Ni
−
1
The second author saw an S. Sternberg talk in Jerusalem based on [GKS99]. In
that talk, three semi-simple lie group representations had appeared as associated
with the existence of elementary particles, and the point was to see them as a
natural multiplet. The shape of the final result was this.
They have r ⊂ g two complex Lie algebras with g semi-simple, r reductive and
both having the same Carton subalgebra h. So the following properties hold.
• r and g have the same rank.
• The Weyl group of r is a subgroup of the Weyl group of g.
• With a choice of positive roots for each assume the positive Weyl cham-
ber of g is in the positive Weyl chamber of r.
• The killing form on g gives an orthogonal splitting as h⊕ po.
The last item allows embedding r in the orthogonal Lie algebra acting on po. Fur-
ther, this embedding has two representations S+ and S− associated with the plus
and minus representations of the orthogal Lie algebra on the even and odd part of
the Clifford algebra for the orthogonal product (as in Prop. 5.10). Consider the
elements Cg/r of the Weyl group of g that map the positive Weyl chamber of g into
the positive Weyl chamber of r. The highest weights λ in the positive Weil chamber
of g correspond to irreducible representations Vλ of g [Fu92, p. 49].
In the Grothendieck group of r representations, form Vλ ⊗ S+ − Vλ ⊗ S− as a
representation of r. Linear algebra magic occurs here: For each c ∈ C, [GKS99]
constructs a highest weight for r from the pair (c, λ). Denote the corresponding
representation by Uc,λ. Their formula is
(F.1) Vλ ⊗ S+ − Vλ ⊗ S− = ⊕c∈C ± Uc,λ,
with ± indicating some choice of sign.
The analogy for us starts with a group M¯4 = SL2(Z), and g0 ∈ Ni(A5,C34)
representing an H-M rep. at level 0. Let Mg0 be the subgroup of M¯4 stabilizing
the reduced class of g0. Then, Prop. 9.8 gives two representations S
+ and S− of
Hg0 , respectively corresponding to the actions on the sets of (9.5) and (9.6). The
analogy would go further if there was a representation Vλ of M¯4 that fit in the
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formula Vλ ⊗ S+ − Vλ ⊗ S− to give the difference between the two representations
on (9.5) and (9.6). The analogy misses a lot, though we can easily construct p-adic
Lie algebras from the projective situation. Since there are infinitely many levels
of a Modular Tower, our goal would be to understand if there are such paired
representations at higher levels of the Modular Tower. This would give a direct
translation of the Clifford (Spin) invariant of Prop. 9.8, and its relation to θ-nulls
for each component of H1 = H(12A˜5,C34)in,rd (as in §B).
Appendix G. Where are those regular realizations?
Let {Gk}∞k=0 the characteristic quotients of the universal p-Frattini cover pG˜ of
a p-perfect group G = G0. Our contributions to Main Conjecture ([FK97, Main
Conj. 0.1], Prob. 1.1, §6.1.2) with r ≤ 4 branch points suggest that no bounded
set of branch points will allow regular realizations over a fixed number field of the
complete set {Gk}∞k=0.
Further, suppose for some r0 ≥ 1, there are realizations of {Gk}∞k=0, each
requiring no more than r0 branch points. Then, Thm. 6.1 says there must exist a
Modular Tower for (G0,C, p) with C a set of p
′ conjugacy classes having cardinality
r ≤ r0, and rational points at every level. The tower levels are manifolds. So, having
Q points at every level implies the Modular Tower levels have a projective system
of Q components. [Fri95a, Thm. 3.21] shows that if there is just one absolutely
irreducible H-M component at every level of a Q Modular Tower, then this will
be defined over Q. There are variants on this, though this is the clearest case
establishing this necessary condition. Further, assume Ni(G0,C) contains H-M
reps. For any integers 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, call (i, j) an H-M pair if Ci is inverse to
the class Cj . In this situation let Ci,j be C with Ci and Cj removed. The only
successful hypotheses guaranteeing one H-M component at every level are mildly
variant on the other half of [Fri95a, Thm. 3.21]. There will be just one H-M
component if these (H-Mgcomplete) hypotheses hold:
(G.1) For each H-M pair (i, j), and h ∈ Ci,j , 〈h1, . . . , hr−2〉 = G0.
For example, this would hold if for each H-M pair (i, j), Ci,j contains every non-
trivial conjugacy class of G0.
There are results that encourage using H-Mgcomplete reps.: For any prime ℓ,
[DDes01, Thm. 4.2] finds a Qℓ regular realization of pG˜ using the H-Mgcomplete
condition. The suggested generalization of the Open Image Theorem in §D.2 would
apply especially well to a sequence of H-Mgcomplete components. Reminder: Sha-
farevich’s method with solvable groups does not give regular realizations. Only
some version of the braid rigidity method has systematically produced regular real-
izations, and going beyond solvable groups the story has been regular realizations
all the way. That even includes Shih’s results using modular curves: These came
from the first version of the method the second author told Shimura when he first
worked it out at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton in 1967-69. We
consider Modular Towers a general invention, extending through the analogy with
modular curves, the potential for many applications. What, however, of someone
who wants such regular realizations? Does this say anything of the next reasonable
step in the search for them?
G.1. Reminder of the setup. For a large integer k, where would one find
a regular realization of Gk. From Thm. 6.1 combined with the conclusion of the
Main Conjecture, you will need many branch points, and so you need a model for
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where to get an indication of how many, and what kind of conjugacy classes (with
elements of order divisible by p) you will use.
When G0 is p-split, with cyclic p-Sylow, it is tempting to imitate realization
of dihedral groups. No one knows how to get regular involution realizations of
dihedral groups (when r = 4, the moduli of these relates special Hurwitz spaces
and modular curves §2.8.2). Yet, any elementary algebra book shows how to get
regular realizations of dihedral groups. You must use p-cycles as branch cycles, and
you require many branch points (see the implications of this elementary analysis
in [Fri94] or [Fri95c]). Yet, for a general finite group G and prime p, no one has
produced similar branch cycles. Results from §5.7 show divide the case where M0
is cyclic from those where it is not. We refer to the former case as dihedral-like. It
is the latter case that is serious. We consider finding such branch cycles when the
situation is not dihedral-like, our basic assumption from here. So, we are seeking
dihedral-like realizations in non-dihedral-like situations.
Recorded in [FV91] is the following possibility: Given (G0,C, p), there might
be infinitely many C′ formed by suitably increasing the multiplicity of appearance
of conjugacy classes in C, so that H(Gk,C)in will be a uni- rational variety. (That
result would make a mockery of the inverse Galois problem.) Our replacement
would consider using special realizations at level 0, formed, say, from understand-
ing simple groups. We acknowledge the Main Conjecture might be false; it has
phenomenal implications for r ≥ 5 (see the comments about [FKVo99] in §3.4.2).
G.2. From Chevalley realizations to the whole p-Frattini tower. An
approach of Thompson-Vo¨lklein ([TVo99] has an example, or the Thompson tuples
of Ex. 3.14) uses intricate knowledge of Chevalley simple groups to locate conju-
gacy classes that show some Chevalley series over each finite field Fq has regular
realizations excluding finitely many q. This has worked for many series, extending
Vo¨lklein’s production of high rank Chevalley group realizations. (Prior to his ap-
proach, a less abstract use of the main idea of [FV92], there had been essentially
no higher rank realizations.) We consider as a starting point some successful real-
ization cases where the Hurwitz space H(G0,C)in is uni-rational (it might even be
an abelian cover of Pr \Dr as in the Thompson-Vo¨lklein examples). Take a prime
p not dividing the orders of elements in C.
Form, for each k, a sequence Ck of conjugacy classes, using the following prin-
ciples. Reminder: Def. 3.5 explains rationalization of any conjugacy classes C′.
(G.2a) Ck = (C,C
′
k) is a rational union of conjugacy classes in Gk with C
′
k
(possibly empty) conjugacy classes whose elements have p power or-
der, C are p′ classes, C′k are conjugacy classes of p-power order, and
H(G0, (C,C′0))in is a rational (or uni-rational) variety over Q.
(G.2b) C′k consists of (C
∗
k,C
∗∗
k ) where C
∗
k consists of the rationalization of
C
†
k−1 whose terms consist of a lift to Gk of the conjugacy class for
Gk−1 for each member of C′k, and C
∗∗
k is a rational union of conjugacy
classes (for Gk) in ker(Gk+1 → Gk) =Mk.
Since Gk → G0 is a Frattini cover, any lifts of generators of G0 to Gk generate
Gk. So, as with the universal p-Frattini cover, it is only the product 1 condition that
governs the possibility of braid orbits. There will be no obvious minimal choice.
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Given (nontrivial) h ∈ C′k−1, any lift hˆ to Gk will have p times the order of h
(Lem. 2.23). Further, since the situation is not dihedral-like, there will be many
Gk−1 orbits on the collection of lifts of h. We use the notation established in the
rest of the paper for Nielsen classes at levels of a Modular Tower.
Example G.1 (Start from (An,C3n−1 , p = 2)). Consider C1 = (C3n−1 ,C
′
1)
with C′1 the conjugacy class of an element c in M0 = M0(An). For Ni(G1,C1) to
be nonempty, the image of c in ker(Spinn → An) must be (−1)n−1 (see Ex. 3.17).
When n = 5 we know this is sufficient to guarantee Ni(G1,C1) is nonempty; the
argument right after Princ. 5.13. (For n = 5, there are two conjugacy class choices
for such c, and several reasons (like Prop. 9.8) to see them as significantly different,
though not for this particular obstruction.) For, however, n ≥ 6, appearance of
1An beyond the first Loewy layer of M0 might obstruct Ni(G1,C1) from being
nonempty for some choices of conjugacy class C1. That is, we don’t know for
certain if {Π(g) | g ∈ Ni(G1,C1)} fills out all conjugacy classes lying over the
conjugacy class of (−1)n−1 in Spinn.
Assume the non-dihedral-like case, with the usual p-perfect assumption, and
consider the list (G.2). The next problem asks if it is possible to remove choices
after level 1 and still be certain higher level Nielsen classes are nonempty.
Problem G.2. Is it always possible to find some C1 so the following holds.
For k ≥ 2, with C∗∗k empty and any choice of a single lift of each class in C′k−1 to
Gk to give C
†
k−1 and its rationalization C
∗
k, then Ni(Gk,Ck) is nonempty?
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